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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Planning Department

Mayor Timothy M. Keller

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

November 13, 2020

TO:

Patrick Davis, President, City Council

FROM:

Brennon Williams, Director, Planning Department

SUBJECT:

AC-20-12 Project PR-2020-004030 SI-2020-00540: Marsha Kearney and Mike
Mirabal appeal the decision of the Development Review Board to approve a Site Plan
for all or a portion of TRACT E-1 PLAT OF TRACTS D-1, E-1 AMAFCA BLACK
ARROYO CHANNEL ROW PARADISE HEIGHTS, Zoned MX-M, located at GOLF
COURSE RD. NW between GOLF COURSE RD NW, BLACK ARROYO and
WESTSIDE BLVD. NW, and containing approximately 8.77 acre(s). (A-12,13)

OVERVIEW
An application for a Site Plan-DRB for a 208-unit multi-family residential development for a property
containing 8.77 acres at the southern half of the parcel at the southeast corner of Golf Course Blvd. NW
and Westside Blvd. NW was approved by the Development Review Board (DRB) on September 30,
2020. The apartments are distributed across four buildings (52 units each) with a height of 45 feet. There
is a 50-foot buffer along the east side of the property adjacent to a low density residential subdivision.
The proposal was processed through the DRB in accordance with the statndards of the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO), Sections 14-16-6-5(G) and 14-16-6-6(G), which requires a site plan
approval by the DRB for any multi-family development of more than 50 units.
An appeal of the site plan approval was filed on October 13, 2020 by Marsha Kearney and Mike Mirabal.
The appeal was filed in a timely manner prior to the listed deadline of October 15, 2020.

HISTORY
The IDO requires both a neighborhood meeting and a pre-application (PRT) meeting prior to submittal
of an application for a Site Plan-DRB (Table 6-1-1 IDO). The required PRT was held for the subject
project on March 9, 2020. A facilitated neighborhood meeting was held on May 21, 2020 with the
Home Owner’s Association. Subsequently, an application for a Site Plan-DRB was submitted and
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scheduled for the July 22, 2020 meeting of the DRB. Per the IDO, a Site Plan-DRB requires a legal
advertisement (publication) and notification to the abutting property owners and the Neighborhood
Associations. These standards were completed as required. Prior to the meeting of July 22, 2020,
letters were submitted by residents voicing their concerns about zoning, traffic, density, character and
crime. Concerns were also expressed about how the virtual meeting format impacted public
participation. This is not a complete list of concerns but the letters are a part of the record and are
attached.
At the July 22, 2020 DRB meeting, members of the public signed up to speak to give their comments.
All were afforded this opportunity including cross examination or asking questions following DRB
comments. DRB members made comments which needed to be addressed prior to any action on the
application, so the case was deferred to the August 5, 2020 meeting to allow time address comments:
from Planning regarding landscaping, on-site open space and compliance with IDO; from the
Albuquerque Water Authority regarding a serviceability statement; and from Transportation regarding
a trip generation count.
The case was reviewed again on August 5th, with the public commenting on traffic, density, character,
school overcrowding, and crime. DRB members had additional items needing to be addressed and the
DRB deferred the case to the August 26th meeting. For the August 26th meeting, the applicant
requested a deferral to September 30th and the case was not reviewed. At the review meeting of
September 30th, the public commented again concerning traffic, density, character, and crime. They
also commented that the buffer between the existing residential development the proposed project
should not include a wall or a drainage pond.
The DRB approved the site plan at the September 30th meeting, as noted in the Notice of Decision,
with delegation to Planning to finalize design of the wall in the landscape buffer and Water Authority
to execute the development agreement.
APPEAL
IDO Section 14-16-6-4(U) outlines the applicable criteria for the appeal in determining whether the DRB
made one of the following mistakes when rendering their decision:
1. The decision-making body or the prior appeal body acted fraudulently, arbitrarily, or
capriciously.
2. The decision being appealed is not supported by substantial evidence.
3. The decision-making body or the prior appeal body erred in applying the requirements of this
IDO (or a plan, policy, or regulation referenced in the review and decision-making criteria for
the type of decision being appealed).

The appellant cites the following as reasons for the appeal (in bold text). Staff’s response to the
appellant’s arguments follows (in regular text). A full list of the appellant’s arguments are contained in
Marsha Kearney’s appeal application dated October 13, 2020 which is included in the packet.

1. Appellant: The project is not in compliance with NMSA 1978 §3-21-5 and the IDO §1-2

requires compliance with existing law on the same subject. The IDO policies require the
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project to be in ‘scale and character’ with the surrounding area.
Staff Response: The City of Albuquerque is a home rule municipality. Under the State of New
Mexico Constitution, municipalities that adopt a charter may exercise the legislative powers
and perform all functions not expressly denied by general law or charter. (N.M. Const. art. 10,
§ 6, subd. D.) Planning authorities of a municipality are required to adopt regulations governing
the planning and platting of land within its municipal boundary. (NMSA 1978, § 3-19-5.)
Pursuant to planning and platting authority municipalities must also adopt a master plan, or
comprehensive plan, within the municipal jurisdiction. (NMSA 1978, § 3-19-9.) In partnership
with Bernalillo County, the City adopted the Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive
Plan (ABC Comp Plan), as required by state statute. One of the purposes of the Integrated
Zoning Ordinance (IDO) is to implement the adopted ABC Comp Plan. (IDO § 14-16-1-3(A).)
Therefore, the IDO controls the regulations for scale and character of development within the
City. For this site plan application, DRB is responsible for applying IDO requirements related
to scale and character through zoning, height, setbacks, and parking requirements.

2. Appellant: The application does not address the cumulative effects regarding traffic,
overcrowded schools, job/housing balance and will lead to problems for the Westside.
Staff Responses:
Traffic. The apartment development did not meet the threshold to require a Traffic Impact
Study. The listed threshold is 100 vehicles in or out during AM or PM peak hour. The
consultant was asked to provide a trip generation analysis which concluded that the threshold
was not met. Staff verified this using the Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation
Manual based on the number of apartment units.
Traffic Roundabout. The traffic roundabout that was designed to the north of the site was
presented for the August 5th, 2020 DRB meeting. Consequently, the DRB Transportation
Engineer asked for geometry for this layout, as well as a shared access agreement. A shared
access agreement allows the subject site and the parcel to the north to share use of the traffic
roundabout which is partially on each site. It was stated that the owner of both parcels was
expecting a future commercial development for the northern parcel, but did not yet know the
details. The roundabout is appropriate for traffic circulation based on existing driveway
locations and was deemed adequate for the amount of traffic expected for the Wintergreen
Apartments in combination with the lot size to the north.
Schools. Major developments are reviewed by Albuquerque Public Schools (APS). APS
commented on the application in a July 21, 2020 memorandum. APS reported that the estimated
53 elementary students generated from the apartments would strain Seven Bar Elementary
School which had 17 spaces available. Yet, APS stated that they had measures to accommodate
student overcapacity issues, such as the use of portables. APS reported that the middle school
and the high school in the area had space available for the estimated 23 middle school and 23
high school students estimated to be generated by the apartments.
Job-Housing Balance. There is no IDO requirement to require a site plan be reviewed regarding
the jobs-to-housing balance on the westside of Albuquerque.
3
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3. Appellant: The IDO changed the site zoning from C-2 to MX-M without notification to
adjacent property owners.
Staff Response: The IDO was drafted between 2015 and 2018 with many public meeting
opportunities to review standards and proposed zones, and it was in the City’s review and
decision process from December 2016 through May 2018, with multiple public hearings at each
step in the approval process.
The IDO converted the subject parcel along with all properties in Albuquerque when the IDO
first went into effect in May 2018. That review/decision process created new zoning citywide
under a legislative process. For legislative actions, the City does not provide notice to every
property owner, instead the City puts an ad in the legal notices in the Albuquerque Journal and
sends emails/letters to neighborhood representatives on file with the Office of Neighborhood
Coordination. The neighborhood notice requirement is set by the Neighborhood Association
Recognition Ordinance (NARO) and generally administered by the Office of Neighborhood
Coordination.

4. Appellant: The DRB did not appropriately apply the Neighborhood Edge provision of the

IDO, particularly with regard to the placement of a wall and a retention pond in the 15 foot
buffer area.
Staff Response:
The DRB correctly applied the provisions of the IDO with regard to a wall and stormwater
management areas being placed in the Edge Buffer area.
Wall. There is no restriction in the IDO or DPM on a wall being constructed within the edge
landscape buffer so long as the intent of IDO §5-6(E)(1)(a) ‘to mitigate the impacts of
significant differences in property use, size, or scale is met.’
IDO §5-7(C)(1) states:
Walls may be constructed anywhere on a parcel, including but not limited to any
front, side, or rear setback area, unless otherwise prohibited by this IDO, by
Articles 14-1 and 14-3 of ROA 1994 (Uniform Administrative Code and Uniform
Housing Code), Article 14-2 of ROA 1994 (Fire Code), or by clear sight triangle
requirements in the Development Process Manual (DPM).
Placing a wall in the buffer area between the apartments and the adjacent Seven Bar subdivision
does not reduce the function of the edge buffer to mitigate impacts of the differences in property
use, size, or scale.
Stormwater Ponds. The IDO Section on Landscaping and Stormwater Management Features
includes language that buffer areas should serve as stormwater management areas:
Required landscape and buffer areas shall be designed to serve as stormwater
4
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management areas to the maximum extent practicable and consistent with their required
locations and vegetation. (IDO §5-6(C)(13)(a))
The IDO encourages ponding in the buffer area and does not restrict it.
5. Appellant: The DRB review reduced public input to less than available with the EPC.
Signed postings and mailed notice was inadequate.
Staff Response: The application met the criteria for review by the DRB and the notification
procedures were met according to IDO Table 6-1-1 and included published notice, mailed
noticed, sign posting, electronic mail, and web posting. Pre-application and neighborhood
meetings were provided by the applicant. The applicant reported in their submittal and their
sworn testimony to the DRB that all IDO notice requirements were met. The applicant followed
the Office of Neighborhood Coordination’s list of addresses to mail out letters. That list was
generated according to rules for determining the buffer map and the AGIS zoning on the arroyo
did not identify that the arroyo was considered a right-of-way. Because of the requirement to
notice properties within 100-foot, the buffer map shows that three homes were identified for
notice on Benton Avenue which is south of the arroyo. The applicant’s submittal shows evidence
of mailing notice to those three addresses on Benton Avenue.
The applicant reported to the DRB that the yellow sign was posted per the sign posting
agreement. On July 20th, the applicant became aware that the yellow sign was leaning over at a
45-degree angle, and the applicant reported that they immediately re-erected the sign.
The IDO requires the applicant to make all reasonable attempts to supply notice with an
understanding that slight errors make occur.
If the applicant provides evidence that the required notices were timely provided, then
failure of a property owner or Neighborhood Association to receive actual notice due to
changes of address since the latest update to the City or County real estate records, or
due to changes of e-mail addresses since those were last provided to the City, or due to
errors in postal delivery or newspaper publishing, or for other reasons beyond the
control of applicant or City, shall not be grounds for a delay of application review or
public hearings, or for appeal of the resulting decision. IDO §6-4(K)(7)(e)
Here, the applicant satisfied the IDO notice requirements and made reasonable attempts to
correct the leaning notice on the property.
6. Appellant: The appeal needs to be brought before the entire City Council in accordance
with NMSA 1978 § 3-21-6(C) which requires approval of a majority of the vote of the
members of the City Council when 20% or more of adjacent landowners within a certain
area protest in writing.
Staff Response: Appellant’s claim that the City of Albuquerque must follow NMSA 1978, § 321-6(C) for a site plan review is incorrect. The City of Albuquerque is a home-rule municipality.
By state law, the City may adopt ordinances that regulate zoning and planning procedures. When
the City Council enacted the IDO, it restricted the twenty-percent rule of §3-21-6(C) to only zone
5
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map amendments (See IDO § 6-7(G)). IDO § 6-7(G) does not apply to site plan applications
such as the Wintergreen apartments.
7. Appellant: The Open Meetings Act is violated when the DRB reviewed the site plan during
a pandemic and through the use of Zoom meetings.
Staff Response: The Mayor of Albuquerque, Timothy M. Keller, signed the ‘Seventh Declaration
of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’ which included the following
statement authorizing the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via teleconference or
videoconference:
“ 9. Pursuant to the need for responsive and well-informed government continuity during the
current emergency, all public boards, commissions, and committees subject to the Public Boards
and Commissions Ordinance § 2-6-1-1 et seq., are hereby authorized to conduct virtual meetings
via teleconference or videoconference for the duration of this Order…”

The DRB made efforts to make sure that members of the public wanting to participate in the
DRB meetings could do so successfully. The DRB Chair offered the public the opportunity to
both speak and engage in cross examination, the same opportunities that were provided for the
in-person meetings.
8. Appellant: The applicant presented a new site plan on the day the project was approved
that showed a roundabout and water system partially on the parcel to the north.
Staff Response:
Traffic Roundabout. The traffic roundabout that was designed on the northern boundary of
the site was presented for the August 5th, 2020 DRB meeting, almost two months prior to the
approval date. Consequently, the DRB Transportation Engineer asked for the geometry of this
layout as well as a shared access agreement. A shared access agreement allows the subject site
(Tract E1) and the parcel to the north (Tract D1) to share use of the roundabout which is
partially on each site. It was stated that the owner of both parcels was expecting a future
commercial development for the northern parcel, but did not know the details. The roundabout
is appropriate for traffic circulation based on existing driveway locations and was deemed
adequate for the amount of traffic expected for the Wintergreen Apartments in combination with
the lot size to the north.
Water and Sewer: The proposed Wintergreen Apartments (Tract E1) will be obtaining water
service from the existing 12” waterline along its property frontage along Golf Course Rd. The
existing 12” waterline along Golf Course Rd. covers the entire western property frontages of
Tract D1 and Tract E1. Water service to the northern parcel (Tract D1) is likely to come from
the 12” waterline along Golf Course Rd., but official requirements have not been determined as
there has not been a request for availability for this property. Developments on separate
properties are required to have separate water services and accounts per Water Authority
requirements. In other words, any development on northern Tract D1 will not be able to
connect to the private water system on the apartment parcel Tract E1, as they shall both be
separate.
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Wintergreen Apartments (Tract E1) will be extending a public sanitary sewer internal to the site
from an existing public sanitary sewer along its southern property frontage, north to its northern
property line. This is a requirement to facilitate a future extension north to serve development
that takes place on northern Tract D1, given that there is currently not any public sanitary sewer
along the property frontages along Golf Course Rd.
All approvals related to transportation, water, and sewer service infrastructure for the subject
parcel followed normal review analysis and met the requirements of the IDO, DPM, and Water
Authority requirements.
CONCLUSION

The DRB evaluated the Site Plan based on the zoning of the subject site with the associated standards
of the IDO. The IDO is the authoritative document for Albuquerque, a home rule municipality. The
DRB ultimately approved a Site Plan because it met all of the applicable technical standards of the
IDO and Development Process Manual. The DRB did not err in applying the applicable IDO
standards. The decision of the DRB was supported by substantial evidence in the record including
DRB review comments for each subject area and oral testimony in the DRB meetings. The DRB did
not act fraudulently, arbitrarily, or capriciously. The DRB acted within its authority to approve the
Site Plan for the multi-family project.

Jolene Wolfley, Chair
Development Review Board
Planning Department
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DIVISION
600 2nd Street NW, Ground Floor, 87102
P.O. Box 1293, Albuquerque, NM 87103
Office (505) 924-3946

OFFICIAL NOTIFICATION OF DECISION

CalabaciIIas Group C/O Donald Harville
3301 R Coors Boulevard NW
ABQ, NM 87120

Project# PR-2020-004030
Application#
SI-2020-00540 SITE PLAN – DRB

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
For all or a portion of: TRACT E-1 PLAT OF
TRACTS D-1, E-1 AMAFCA BLACK ARROYO
CHANNEL ROW PARADISE HEIGHTS, zoned
MX-M, located at GOLF COURSE RD NW
between GOLF COURSE RD NW, BLACK
ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD containing
approximately 8.77 acre(s). (A-12,13)

On September 30, 2020, the Development Review Board (DRB) held a public meeting concerning
the above referenced application and approved the request, with delegation to Parks and
Recreation, ABCWUA, and Planning, based on the following Findings:
1. This is a request to construct 208 multi-family residential dwellings on the subject property.
The site plan is required to be reviewed by the Development Review Board (DRB) because
more than 50 dwelling units are being proposed.
1. Pursuant to 6-6(G)(3) Review and Decision Criteria An application for a Site Plan –
DRB shall be approved if it meets all of the following criteria:
a. 6-6(G)(3)(a) The Site Plan complies with all applicable provisions of this IDO, the
DPM, other adopted City regulations, and any conditions specifically applied to
development of the property in a prior permit or approval affecting the property.
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Official Notice of Decision
Project # PR-2020-004030 Application# SI-2020-00540
Page 2 of 4
The structure heights, parking, and landscaping meet the IDO and site plan
requirements: the building height of 45 feet complies with the maximum
allowed 45-foot building height; 374 parking spaces are provided where 312
parking spaces are required; and 144,030 square feet of landscaping is proposed
where 48,141 square feet is required. A landscape buffer adjoing the existing low
density residential neighborhood is 50 feet wide and will be designed to meet the
IDO and site plan requirements with the adherence to the conditions of approval
(see below). Usable open space is proposed to be 144,030 square feet, featuring
a pool area, a 5-foot wide crushed gravel trail around the perimeter of the site,
and park benches; 45,600 square feet of usable open space is required.
b. 6-6(G)(3)(b) The City's existing infrastructure and public improvements, including
but not limited to its street, trail, drainage, and sidewalk systems, have adequate
capacity to serve the proposed development, and any burdens on those systems
have been mitigated to the extent practicable.
The site has access to a full range of urban services including utilities, roads and
emergency services. A traffic impact study is not required for this project because
it does not meet the threshold for such study as stated by Transportation.
c. 6-6(G)(3)(c) The Site Plan mitigates any significant adverse impacts on the
surrounding area to the maximum extent practicable.
The applicant will provide screening through landscaping and walls/fencing to
shield the proposed development from adjacent residential development. The
southern border of the site is adjacent to a concrete arroyo channel owned by
AMAFCA and 3 feet of view fencing on top of 3 feet of block wall complies with
the IDO for property adjacent to an arroyo.
2. This site requires an Infrastructure List. This was approved by the DRB at the meeting of
September 30, 2020.
3. The Neighborhood Edge requirement of 14-16-5-9 of the IDO is met; a 15-foot wide
landscape buffer is required, but a 50-foot wide buffer is provided.
4. Staff received letters of opposition to the request and members of the public spoke at the
hearing in opposition to the request. Concerns included traffic, building height, privacy,
crime, and impact on neighborhood character.
5. The applicant provided the required notice as outlined in the IDO Table 6-1-1.
6. The proposed use is allowed within the MX-M zone.
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Official Notice of Decision
Project # PR-2020-004030 Application# SI-2020-00540
Page 3 of 4
Conditions:
1. This Site Plan is valid 5 years from DRB approval (9/30/2020). An extension may be
requested prior to the expiration date.
2. A note will be added to the site plan: “Pursuant to IDO 5-6(C)(5)(b) Organic mulch,
such as wood chips or pecan shells, is required as ground cover for the portion of any
landscaped area surrounding the vegetation root ball, as well as beneath the entire
tree canopy or dripline, in each required landscape area.”
3. Final sign off is delegated to ABCWUA for execution of the development agreement.
4. Final sign off is delegated to Planning to finalize the wall and landscaping in the 15
foot portion of the landscape buffer adjacent to the existing residential subdivision.
5. The applicant will obtain final sign off from ABCWUA, and Planning by December 30,
2020 or the case may be scheduled for the next DRB hearing and could be denied her
the DRB Rules of Procedure.
APPEAL: If you wish to appeal this decision, you must do so within 15 days of the DRB’s decision or by
OCTOBER 15, 2020. The date of the DRB’s decision is not included in the 15-day period for filing an appeal,
and if the 15th day falls on a Saturday, Sunday or Holiday, the next working day is considered as the
deadline for filing the appeal.
For more information regarding the appeal process, please refer to Section 14-16-6-4(U) of the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO). Appeals should be submitted via email to PLNDRS@CABQ.GOV (if files are
less than 9MB in size). Files larger than 9MB can be sent to PLNDRS@CABQ.GOV using
https://wetransfer.com. A Non-Refundable filing fee will be calculated and you will receive instructions
about paying the fee online.
You will receive notification if any person files an appeal. If there is no appeal, you can receive Building
Permits at any time after the appeal deadline quoted above, provided all conditions imposed at the time of
approval have been met. Applicants submitting for building permit prior to the completion of the appeal
period do so at their own risk. Successful applicants are reminded that there may be other City regulations
of the IDO that must be complied with, even after approval of the referenced application(s).
Sincerely,

Jolene
Wolfley
DRB Chair
JW/jr
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Official Notice of Decision
Project # PR-2020-004030 Application# SI-2020-00540
Page 4 of 4
Tierra West, LLC, 5571 Midway Park Place NE, ABQ, NM 87109
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Reasons for the Appeal of The Wintergreen Apartment Complex
Project #PR-2020-004030

1. Neighborhood Protection Policies are being ignored.
This project is not in compliance with the State Statutes, Universal Citation: NM Stat § 3-21-5
(2019). On the first page of the Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) under 1-2 Authority it
states that “In enacting the IDO, the City intends to comply with the provisions of existing law
on the same subject, and the provision of this IDO should be interpreted to achieve that goal.”
Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan - As Adopted by City Council March 2017
The ABC-Z Comp Plan Policies are not being followed as the project is not in “Scale and
Character” with the surrounding area, which are single homes (all of a Southwest design with a
two story height limit. The area is not an activity center, transit corridor, nor does it have a grid
system of roadways to disperse traﬃc in diﬀerent directions.
2. School and Traﬃc Issues will be exacerbated.
The two biggest issues in this community are overcrowded schools and traﬃc congestion due
to inadequate infrastructure and a high percentage of the workers needing to commute to
work. Instead of alleviating these problems, this use of the land will greatly add to the
problems. This area was previously zoned as C-2 with conditional use apartments (2 story vs. 4
story buildings) and a proposal for an apartment complex was denied in 2006, because it did
not address the school issue (one of three criteria that had to be met for conditional use). It’s
estimated this proposed complex will add 100 students to schools at and above capacity, with
no plans to construct more capacity in the future. There is a very low job to population ratio in
the area, which results in a high number of commuters. Add to that the fact that Westside is
used as a major access to Rio Rancho and hospitals in the immediate area (Rust Center and
Lovelace). This application, and other such projects do not address cumulative eﬀects
regarding traﬃc, overcrowded schools, job/housing balance and will lead to future problems
for the Westside.
3. IDO changed C2 to M-XM without notification to adjacent property owners.
The project area was previously zoned C-2, which fit in well with the needs of the
neighborhood. This community is tight-knit neighborhood, with many living here since it was
first established over 20 years ago. All of those living with 100 feet of the project area were
never informed directly of the change in zoning, or even the conversion opportunity in
2018-2019. At a minimum the homeowners immediately adjacent to the property should have
been notified. The MX-M zoning is more permissive (45 foot high) and creates much greater
problems for the neighborhood and surrounding communities (schools, traﬃc)as it greatly
decreases neighborhood protection, especially as it relates to security, privacy, and solar
access due to the height of the buildings.
4. The Neighborhood Edge direction is being ignored.
Section 5-6(E)(2)(a) states that a landscape buﬀer area at least15 foot wide will be provided
adjacent to the adjacent properties. The landscape buﬀer is being ignored in the area where
the retention pond is proposed. Also, according to 5-6(E)(1)(b) the wall is to be placed at least
15 feet from the adjacent property. The site plan shows a wall to be constructed within 5 feet
of the property line. Both of these issues are critical to protection of the the adjacent property
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owners to lessen the impacts to their property. In these cases the decision-making body did
NOT apply the regulations of the IDO.
5. The lack of adherence to the notification process and removal of the EPC review has
greatly hindered the community involvement.
The IDO process greatly reduces the public/community input aspect of projects, especially
those which are below the 10 acre, 247 unit threshold. The City has removed the site plan
review from the EPC to the DRB. This results in great reduction of public involvement, no
consideration of cumulative eﬀects or adverse impacts and the lack of adherence to Comp
plan policies. The DRB can only review the site plan. This results in a project that is not
required to meet the needs of the neighborhood and community. With there only being one
stage of public involvement and notification limited to the adjacent property owners and
signage at the property site - these actions are even more critical. This is especially true in this
time of the pandemic. In this case the applicant did not have the signage did not meet the
requirement of being visible on site until less than 48 hours before the first hearing. The mailing
list was incomplete and several people who were to be contacted were not. In addition, some
residents were not contacted because the arroyo right-of-way was not taken into
consideration. In this case, even though there were meetings with Tierra West they did not
have to listen to our input, nor seek compromise to address issues.
6. This appeal needs to be brought forward to the entire City Council.
In accordance with New Mexico Statues Chapter 3, Article 21, Section 3-21-6(c), this appeal
needs to be brought forward to the entire City Council. There were 100% written opposition to
this project by all the notified homeowners in 7 Bar North neighborhood. This neighborhood by
far makes up the majority of the adjacent property owners, far exceeding the 20% limit.
7. This process violates the Open Meetings Act.
During normal times this process greatly limits community involvement, and with the pandemic
that is even more true as we abide by the pandemic guidelines. Add in the essential workers,
responsibilities to family, economic situation, at-risk residents. Zoom meetings have been
diﬃcult to hear, ability to participate is limited. It’s a grievous to see this process pushed
through during this time of trouble.
8. Presentation of new site plan and documents to the DRB on the same day as the
Project was approved is inappropriate and should push back the process.
Tierra West presented a new site plan that included a round-about that was not on the original
plan. This is a major change that also shows plan for a road to the tract on the north side of
the project. This indicates that another project is planned for that property, yet no permit has
been applied for there. The tract is owned by the same people. If they keep it separate they
avoid doing any planning beyond the IDO. The same situation is true for the water system
being proposed. The site plan should include the property to the north if the infrastructure of
the tract is involved. Tierra West was supposed to get with the neighborhood to discuss the
wall design. The date is October 12th and they are not yet ready to meet.
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Oﬃcial Notice of Decision Clarification/New Evidence
Appeal Point #4
Project #PR-2020-0040303
In the Oﬃcial Notice of Decision for the above stated application, on page 2 of 4, it states:
3. The Neighborhood Edge requirement of 14-16-5-9 of the IDO is met, a 15-foot wide
landscape buﬀer is required , but a 50 -foot wide buﬀer is provided.
Three major points:
1. The wall/fence proposed needs to be move 15 feet away from the adjacent property
vs. the proposed 5 feet.
There is NO mention of the wall/fence that is supposed to be placed 15 feet from the adjacent
property as noted on page 260 of the IDO, Section 14-16-5-6(E). This page is attached. I am
also enclosing the B24- Edge Buﬀer Landscaping write-up for the LUPZ Committee (August
12). As stated in this presentation:
“The IDO today would require that the landscaped area be between a wall on the subject site and the adjacent property.”
This is also portrayed in the visualization “Outcome of IDO Regulations today.”
2. The location of the retention pond goes all the way to the property line of several residences. There should be a 15 foot landscaped buﬀer between the pond and adjacent
properties.
Note on the site plan enclosed that there is NO buﬀer of any sort provided, violation of the
Neighborhood Edge requirement of 14-16-5-9 of the IDO.
3. The 50-foot buﬀer is a requirement of 14-16-5-9(F)(1) of the IDO. This section addresses Parking, Drive-Throughs or Drive-Ups, and Loading.
Enclosed is page 287 of the IDO, where it states:
“For Regulated Lots 10,000 square feet or larger, parking areas and drive-through lanes shall
be separated from any abutting Protected lot by a minimum of 50 feet (see figure below). For
parking areas, landscaping requirements in Subsection 14-16-5-6(F)(1) apply.”
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Plan Updates and response to comments

Richard Stevension
505-858-3100

rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com
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ACCORDANCE WITH CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE INTERIM STANDARD
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PUBLIC WORKS CONSTRUCTION, 1985.
TWO WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO ANY EXCAVATION, THE CONTRACTOR
MUST CONTACT NEW MEXICO ONE CALL, DIAL “811” [OR (505) 260-1990]
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CONCEPTUAL GRADING &
DRAINAGE PLAN
ALL EXISTING UTILITIES SHOWN WERE OBTAINED FROM RESEARCH,
AS-BUILTS, SURVEYS OR INFORMATION PROVIDED BY OTHERS. IT SHALL BE
THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO CONDUCT ALL
NECESSARY FIELD INVESTIGATIONS PRIOR TO AND INCLUDING ANY
EXCAVATION, TO DETERMINE THE ACTUAL LOCATION OF UTILITIES AND
OTHER IMPROVEMENTS, PRIOR TO STARTING THE WORK. ANY CHANGES
FROM THIS PLAN SHALL BE COORDINATED WITH AND APPROVED BY THE
ENGINEER.
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FIGURE 12

Date Submitted: 8/21/2020

Project Number: PR-004030

Date Site Plan Approved:_________________
INFRASTRUCTURE LIST

Date Preliminary Plat Approved:_________________
Date Preliminary Plat Expires:_________________

(Rev. 2-16-18)

EXHIBIT "A"

DRB Project No.:
DRB Application No.:

TO SUBDIVISION IMPROVEMENTS AGREEMENT

PR-004030

SD-2020-00540

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD (D.R.B.) REQUIRED INFRASTRUCTURE LIST
10820 Golf Course Rd. NW (Wintergreen Apartments)
PROPOSED NAME OF PLAT AND/OR SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Tract E-1 Plat of Tracts D-1, E-1 AMAFCA Black Arroyo Channel ROW Paradise Heights Unit 1 Containing 8.77 Ac
EXISTING LEGAL DESCRIPTION PRIOR TO PLATTING ACTION

Following is a summary of PUBLIC/PRIVATE Infrastructure required to be constructed or financially guaranteed for the above development. This Listing is not necessarily a complete listing. During the SIA process and/or in the review of the
construction drawings, if the DRC Chair determines that appurtenant items and/or unforeseen items have not been included in the infrastructure listing, the DRC Chair may include those items in the listing and related financial guarantee.
Likewise, if the DRC Chair determines that appurtenant or non-essential items can be deleted from the listing, those items may be deleted as well as the related portions of the financial guarantees. All such revisions require approval by the
DRC Chair, the User Department and agent/owner. If such approvals are obtained, these revisions to the listing will be incorporated administratively. In addition, any unforeseen items which arise during construction which are necessary to
complete the project and which normally are the Subdivider's responsibility will be required as a condition of project acceptance and close out by the City.

Financially
Guaranteed

Constructed
Under

DRC #

DRC #

Size

-

8" SAS PIPE

ST LT, <25' w/ 1 LED

Type of Improvement

Location

From

To

Construction Certification
City Cnst
Private
Inspector
P.E.
Engineer

Engineer’s Certification for Grading & Drainage is required for release of Financial Guarantee

/

/

/

Public Sanitary Sewer extension from the southern boundary of Tract E-1, at the existing collector line along the southern
property line, extend north along the drive isle of Tract E-1, to 35-ft into Tract D-1. A total of ± 980-ft of 8" PVC sewer per
ABCWUA Std. Dwgs within a 20-ft dedicated public sanitary sewer easement

/

/

/

Install three public street lighting along property Tract E-1 frontage (± 580-ft) along Golf Course Rd., as required by City
Engineer.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
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The items listed below are on the CCIP and approved for Impact Fee credits. Signatures from the Impact Fee Administrator and the City User Department is required prior to DRB approval of this listing. The Items listed
below are subject to the standard SIA requirements.
Financially

Constructed

Guaranteed

Under

DRC #

DRC #

Construction Certification
Size

Type of Improvement

Location

From

To

Approval of Creditable Items:

Inspector

P.E.

Engineer

/

/

/

Approval of Creditable Items:

_________________________________
Impact Fee Admistrator Signature

_____________________________________

Date

City User Dept. Signature

NOTES
If the site is located in a floodplain, then the financial guarantee will not be released until the LOMR is approved by FEMA.
Street lights per City requirements.
1

2

3

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD MEMBER APPROVALS

AGENT / OWNER

Richard Stevenson

_________________________________

_________________________________

DRB CHAIR - date

PARKS & RECREATION - date

NAME (print)

_________________________________

_________________________________

FIRM

TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT - date

AMAFCA - date

__________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

SIGNATURE - date

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT - date

CODE ENFORCEMENT - date

_________________________________

_________________________________

CITY ENGINEER - date

___________ - date

Tierra West LLC

DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE REVISIONS
REVISION

DATE

DRC CHAIR

USER DEPARTMENT

PAGE 2 OF 2
(Rev. 2-16-18)
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City Cnst

Private

AGENT /OWNER

Date

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Code Enforcement Comments
AGENDA ITEM NO: __________3__________________________
DRB Project Number: __PR-2020-004030
Application Number: _____________________________________
Project Name: __________________________________________

REQUEST: Site Plan

COMMENTS:
1) Please verify that fence will be 3 ft.
2) CE has reviewed this plan for compliance with the IDO and has no objections.
Response:
The wall height along Golf Course Road frontage is 3-ft in height, per label 20, on sheet C-1, per
the IDO requirements on Table 5-7-1.
(Comments may continue onto the next page)
Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Carl Garcia, Code Supervisor
DATE: 8/5/2020
Planning Department
924-3838 cagarcia@cabq.gov
____________________________________________________________________________
ACTION:
APPROVED ___; DENIED ____; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED _X__; WITHDRAWN ___
DELEGATED: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (PLNG) (CE)
8/5/2020
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1

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
DRB Project Number: 4030
Golf Course Apartments

AGENDA ITEM NO: 3

SUBJECT: Site Plan
ENGINEERING COMMENTS:
1. Label walkway widths to buildings, too. A minimum 6-foot sidewalk is required from
main building to right-of-way. This requirement falls short adjacent to the building to the
north. Label curb ramps as needed for the 6-foot pedestrian crossing across the driving
aisle.
Response: I believe I have labeled every sidewalk with a dimension, or with a call out
referencing the width. The sidewalk width along the building to the north was widened to
6-ft. The curb ramps were labeled see callout 7.
2. At least one minimum 5-foot wide sidewalk is required between buildings.
Response: this is now provided.
3. Does curb need to be called out where there seems to be a median cut for the ADA path
in front of the clubhouse? Also call out curb as needed for the proposed traffic circle,
and list radius of circle.
Response: Curb labelled near the club house as ‘zero curb’, curb is labeled around the
traffic circle and the radius added.
4. Where are the clear sight triangles at access points for both the site plan and the
landscaping plan shown under AASHTO guidelines? I could not find these.
Response: They are on the plan, I’ve highlighted them below on sheet C-1, per DPM
standards for driveway

Printed: 8/21/20
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT

5. There was a statement regarding turn bay sufficiency on the left turn lane. How many
vehicular trips is this based on? I could not find an analysis. It is sufficient to just have
the apartments as part of the analysis, as stated.
Response: See attached analysis using Synchro 10. The volumes on Golf Course Rd.
were derived from the Mid-Region Council of Governments’ TAQA (Transportation
Analysis Querying Application) website for the PM Peak Hour when trips will be returning
to the apartments. The Trip Distribution I sent last week indicated that only a small
percentage (about 20%) of traffic would arrive to the apartments from the north on Golf
Course Rd. However, to be conservative, I assumed that half of the entering traffic
would arrive to the apartments from the north (i.e., the southbound left turn entering
traffic). The analysis on the attached Synchro 10 HCM6 Unsignalized Report
demonstrates that the 95th Percentile calculated queue will be less than 1
vehicle. Therefore, the existing southbound left turn lane should not need to be
extended.
6. The City is requesting public streetlighting on the infrastructure list along frontage. We
realize that the old Golf Course Road Improvements did not have them, but this was a
separate department that oversees the project, and we don’t know the reasoning at the
time as to why they were not included. Additionally, traffic has increased since that time.
Response: Added to I.L.
7. Provide distance shown between east property line and walkway along east side of site
since neighbors had concerns about this.
Response: Dimensioning added.
8. If the plat shows a cross easement, that will definitely work for Transportation, but I did
not find it in the new submittal package.

Printed: 8/21/20
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
Response: Plat included in re-submittal.

. If new or revised information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Transportation
Development.

FROM:

Jeanne Wolfenbarger, P.E.
Transportation Development
505-924-3991 or jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov

DATE: August 5, 2020

ACTION:
APPROVED __; DENIED __; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED __; WITHDRAWN __
DELEGATED:

Printed: 8/21/20

TO: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (CE) (PLNG)
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Development Review Board (DRB)
Review Comments
Utility Development Section
Reviewer: Kristopher Cadena, P.E.
Phone: 505.289.3301
DRB Project No:
PR-2020-004030

Zone Atlas Page:
A-12 & A-13

Date:

Item No:
08/05/20

#3

Legal Description: A-12 & A-13
Location: GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD
NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD

Request For:
SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

ABCWUA Comment:
Please provide written description of how the following comments were addressed with the next
submittal.
1. Serviceability Letter #200506 has been written and provides the conditions for service.
2. The property is outside of the Adopted Service Area. A Water Authority Board approved
development agreement will be required prior to Site Plan approval. The serviceability letter will
serve as an exhibit to the development agreement.
3. Utility Plan – Plan Updated
a. Please label the existing public sanitary sewer along the southern frontage.
b. Label the proposed private sanitary sewer along the southern property line.
c. Note indicates 20’ private exclusive easement for public sanitary sewer which is not
correct.

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT
060

d. Rather than extending public sanitary sewer to the proposed roundabout for future access
to existing Tract D-1, in an effort to minimize onsite public sanitary sewer, it seems the
public sanitary sewer may be better suited to extend due north. This would require the
relocation of the proposed dumpster enclosure near the northeast corner of the
development. Has the proposed alignment been coordinated with existing Tract D-1?
i. Vacation of the existing public sanitary sewer easement as well as granting of the
new public sanitary sewer easement will be required.
Response: Refer exhibit 2020013 D-1 & E-1 Concept SAS layout 8.5.20 showing
coordination with future D-1 property development.
e. PREVIOUS COMMENT: Label all proposed onsite private waterline accordingly. There
is a proposed 6” waterline that shall be labeled as private.
f. A proposed 8” water meter is being used to create a single connection for a private onsite
loop for both domestic and fire protection. Typically, fire lines are unmetered and
separate from metered service. Please confirm with the Fire Marshal that they approve
fire protection downstream of a metered service.
Response: Dom WL and FL separated.
4. Infrastructure list – I.L Updated
a. The proposed public sanitary sewer item indicates the northern terminus is the northern
property boundary of existing Tract D-1 which is incorrect.

 Page 2
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD Agenda ONLINE ZOOM MEETING August 5, 2020 Cheryl
Somerfeldt………………………………………………………..Parks and Rec
MAJOR CASES

3. PR-2020-004030 (1002566, 1004501, 1004503) SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN TIERRA
WEST, LLC agent(s) for CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: A-12 & A-13, zoned MX-M, located at GOLF
COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD
containing approximately 8.77 acre(s). (A-12,13)[Deferred from 7/22/20] PROPERTY
OWNERS: CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE REQUEST: SITE PLAN FOR
APARTMENT WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS
Open Space Comments:
On the south property line, this parcel butts up to the Black Arroyo which drains into Open
Space’s Calabacillas Arroyo and eventually into the Rio Grande, and there is a concern about
flows from the site. Therefore, native plants would be the best choice for landscaping materials.
Chinese Pistache (especially females) are invasive and there is a concern about invasives
moving down the Black Arroyo to the Calabacillas and Rio.
PRD requests removing Chinese Pistache from the plant list and preferably limiting all plant
material to natives. Landscape species should comply with the CABQ Pollen Control
Ordinance.

Response:
Please review updated landscape plan. Locally-occurring plants were used where possible and
a column is added to the plant schedule indicating native status. Also added a number of pinon
pines to the planting plan as a source of native evergreen color. Vines have been removed.
Tried to keep other planting quantities and locations the same, adjusting for layout where
necessary.
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Planning Dept. - Major Case Comments

HEARING DATE/AGENDA ITEM 3
Project Number: PR-2020-004030
Application Number: SD-2020-00540
Project Name: Wintergreen Luxury Apartments
Request: Site Plan for Apartment with more than 50 Units

COMMENTS (requirements that need to be met):


There is no Code Enforcement signature block



The applicant needs to verify if a sensitive lands analysis is required



The landscape buffer along the eastern property boundary meets the IDO requirements.
However, the applicant could add additional trees in the landscape buffer to provide
additional screening between the Site and the adjacent single-family residential
dwellings east of the Site to provide two full layers of trees within the buffer.



Open space calculations need to be provided.



Staff recommends park benches be placed in the landscaped open space and near the
sidewalks and trails within the proposed development.



Outdoor/exterior lighting needs to be depicted.



The CMU screen wall along the boundary of the Site is depicted as 6-feet in height.
However, this screen wall cannot be more than 3 feet in height in the front yard. The
Zoning Enforcement Officer (ZEO) must make an exception to this height standard for
security reasons due to specific site conditions or the nature of the land use or related
materials and facilities on the site according to 5-7(D)(3)(c) of the IDO. Along the
southern boundary of the site adjacent to the arroyo running alongside the southern
boundary of the Site, the applicant should consider 3-feet of wrought iron on top of 3feet of CMU blocks in lieu of 6-feet of CMU blocks.

Response:
The wall height along Golf Course Road frontage is 3-ft in height, per label 20, on sheet C-1, per
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the IDO requirements on Table 5-7-1.
(see comments on the next page)


Staff is concerned about the gap between the existing CMU wall along the adjacent
subdivision east of the Site and the proposed 6-foot CMU wall along the eastern
boundary of the Site because of possible maintenance issues and unwanted access.

Response:
A reviewed, enhance and more appealing design is proposed with an offset alignment wall.
This meets the screening intent but allows maintenance access and provide better visuals for
both neighbors. See below a concept sketch:



Staff requests the applicant provide a plane-angle illustration/depiction of the proposed
apartments and the residences to the east of the Site depicting to scale the height of the
proposed apartments and the residences and the distance between them.



Consider moving the dumpsters farther away from the residential development



Please provide an elevation key so that we can determine each elevation of each
building



The unit mix table is difficult to read, the letters are blurry can you update so that is more
clear



COMMENTS (requirements that are met):



The façade is consistent with 5-11(E)(2) because it has a clear distinction between the
ground floor and upper floors, windows on upper floors, primary pedestrian entrances,
wall projections and changes in plane and material (see IDO for full citation).



The carports are consistent with 5-11-(D)(4) although some of them are located between
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2

the street and building most of them are disbursed throughout the site and there street
facing carports are screened by a row of street trees


The landscaping plan exceeds the requirements by providing a total of 144,030 square
feet of landscaping when 48, 141 square feet are required.



Please note that staff could have future comments and the Site Plan is still under review.

Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Jay Rodenbeck
Planning Department

DATE: 8/5/2020

____________________________________________________________________________
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FIGURE 12

Date Submitted: 9/24/2020

Project Number: PR-004030

Date Site Plan Approved:_________________
INFRASTRUCTURE LIST

Date Preliminary Plat Approved:_________________
Date Preliminary Plat Expires:_________________

(Rev. 2-16-18)

EXHIBIT "A"

DRB Project No.:
DRB Application No.:

TO SUBDIVISION IMPROVEMENTS AGREEMENT

PR-004030
SD-2020-00540

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD (D.R.B.) REQUIRED INFRASTRUCTURE LIST
10820 Golf Course Rd. NW (Wintergreen Apartments)
PROPOSED NAME OF PLAT AND/OR SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Tract E-1 Plat of Tracts D-1, E-1 AMAFCA Black Arroyo Channel ROW Paradise Heights Unit 1 Containing 8.77 Ac
EXISTING LEGAL DESCRIPTION PRIOR TO PLATTING ACTION

Following is a summary of PUBLIC/PRIVATE Infrastructure required to be constructed or financially guaranteed for the above development. This Listing is not necessarily a complete listing. During the SIA process and/or in the review of the
construction drawings, if the DRC Chair determines that appurtenant items and/or unforeseen items have not been included in the infrastructure listing, the DRC Chair may include those items in the listing and related financial guarantee.
Likewise, if the DRC Chair determines that appurtenant or non-essential items can be deleted from the listing, those items may be deleted as well as the related portions of the financial guarantees. All such revisions require approval by the
DRC Chair, the User Department and agent/owner. If such approvals are obtained, these revisions to the listing will be incorporated administratively. In addition, any unforeseen items which arise during construction which are necessary to
complete the project and which normally are the Subdivider's responsibility will be required as a condition of project acceptance and close out by the City.

Financially
Guaranteed

Constructed
Under

DRC #

DRC #

Size

-

8" SAS PIPE

ST LT, <25' w/ 1 LED

Type of Improvement

Location

From

To

Construction Certification
City Cnst
Private
Inspector
P.E.
Engineer

Engineer’s Certification for Grading & Drainage is required for release of Financial Guarantee

/

/

/

Public Sanitary Sewer extension from the southern boundary of Tract E-1, at the existing collector line along the southern
property line, extend north along the drive isle of Tract E-1, to 35-ft into Tract D-1. A total of ± 980-ft of 8" PVC sewer per
ABCWUA Std. Dwgs within a 20-ft dedicated public sanitary sewer easement.

/

/

/

Install three public street lights, including all appurtenances, along property Tract E-1 frontage (± 580-ft) along Golf Course Rd.,
as required by City Engineer.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
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The items listed below are on the CCIP and approved for Impact Fee credits. Signatures from the Impact Fee Administrator and the City User Department is required prior to DRB approval of this listing. The Items listed
below are subject to the standard SIA requirements.
Financially

Constructed

Guaranteed

Under

DRC #

DRC #

Construction Certification
Size

Type of Improvement

Location

From

To

Approval of Creditable Items:

Inspector

P.E.

Engineer

/

/

/

Approval of Creditable Items:

_________________________________
Impact Fee Admistrator Signature

_____________________________________

Date

City User Dept. Signature

NOTES
If the site is located in a floodplain, then the financial guarantee will not be released until the LOMR is approved by FEMA.
Street lights per City requirements.
1

2

3

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD MEMBER APPROVALS

AGENT / OWNER

Richard Stevenson P.E

_________________________________

_________________________________

DRB CHAIR - date

PARKS & RECREATION - date

NAME (print)

_________________________________

_________________________________

FIRM

TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT - date

AMAFCA - date

__________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

SIGNATURE - date

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT - date

CODE ENFORCEMENT - date

_________________________________

_________________________________

CITY ENGINEER - date

___________ - date

Tierra West LLC

DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE REVISIONS
REVISION

DATE

DRC CHAIR

USER DEPARTMENT

PAGE 2 OF 2
(Rev. 2-16-18)
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City Cnst

Private

AGENT /OWNER

Date

FIGURE 12

Current DRC

Date Submitted: 7/31/2020

Project Number: PR-004030

Date Site Plan Approved:_________________
INFRASTRUCTURE LIST

Date Preliminary Plat Approved:_________________
Date Preliminary Plat Expires:_________________

(Rev. 2-16-18)

EXHIBIT "A"

DRB Project No.:

TO SUBDIVISION IMPROVEMENTS AGREEMENT

DRB Application No.:

PR-004030

SD-2020-00540

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD (D.R.B.) REQUIRED INFRASTRUCTURE LIST
10820 Golf Course Rd. NW (Wintergreen Apartments)
PROPOSED NAME OF PLAT AND/OR SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Tract E-1 Plat of Tracts D-1, E-1 AMAFCA Black Arroyo Channel ROW Paradise Heights Unit 1 Containing 8.77 Ac
EXISTING LEGAL DESCRIPTION PRIOR TO PLATTING ACTION
Following is a summary of PUBLIC/PRIVATE Infrastructure required to be constructed or financially guaranteed for the above development. This Listing is not necessarily a complete listing. During the SIA process
and/or in the review of the construction drawings, if the DRC Chair determines that appurtenant items and/or unforeseen items have not been included in the infrastructure listing, the DRC Chair may include those items
in the listing and related financial guarantee. Likewise, if the DRC Chair determines that appurtenant or non-essential items can be deleted from the listing, those items may be deleted as well as the related portions of
the financial guarantees. All such revisions require approval by the DRC Chair, the User Department and agent/owner. If such approvals are obtained, these revisions to the listing will be incorporated administratively.
In addition, any unforeseen items which arise during construction which are necessary to complete the project and which normally are the Subdivider's responsibility will be required as a condition of project acceptance
and close out by the City.
Financially
Guaranteed

Constructed
Under

DRC #

DRC #

Size

-

8" PVC

Type of Improvement

Location

From

To

Construction Certification
Private
City Cnst
Inspector
P.E.
Engineer

Engineer’s Certification for Grading & Drainage is required for release of Financial Guarantee

/

/

/

Public Sanitary Sewer extension from the southern boundary of the site at the existing collector line along the drive isle to the
northern property boundary of lot D-1. A total of 980-ft of 8" pvc sewer per ABCWUA Std. Dwgs within a 20-ft dedicated
sanitary sewer easement

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
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The items listed below are on the CCIP and approved for Impact Fee credits. Signatures from the Impact Fee Administrator and the City User Department is required prior to DRB approval of this listing.
The Items listed below are subject to the standard SIA requirements.
Financially

Constructed

Guaranteed

Under

DRC #

DRC #

Construction Certification
Size

Type of Improvement

Location

From

To

Approval of Creditable Items:

NOTES

P.E.

Engineer

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Approval of Creditable Items:

_________________________________
__________________________________
Impact Fee Admistrator Signature
Date
City User Dept. Signature
Date

If the site is located in a floodplain, then the financial guarantee will not be released until the LOMR is approved by FEMA.
Street lights per City requirements.
1

2

3

AGENT / OWNER

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD MEMBER APPROVALS

Richard Stevenson

NAME (print)

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

DRB CHAIR - date

Tierra West LLC

FIRM

TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT - date

__________________________
SIGNATURE - date

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT - date

CITY ENGINEER - date

PARKS & RECREATION - date

AMAFCA - date

CODE ENFORCEMENT - date

___________ - date

DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE REVISIONS
REVISION

DATE

DRC CHAIR

USER DEPARTMENT
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City Cnst

Private
Inspector

AGENT /OWNER

7/20/2020

Trip Distribution Table
Project
Name
6/27/05
Sub Area Employment Data:
For determination of Trip Distribution for Proposed Residential Development Trips
2015 and 2025 Data Taken from Mid-Region Council of Governments' 2035
Socioeconomic Forecasts by Data Analysis Subzones for the Mid-Region of New Mexico
(GN)
Golf Course Rd. North

Sub Area
I.D.#

% Sub
Area in
Study

1
2
3
4
5*
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
17
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

2012
2040
Employment Employment
2012
6,537
17,489
1,518
3,550
12,899
1,888
8,784
9,396
1,002
3,954
5,772
7,107
31,747
36,255
15,719
55,543
37,312
49,455
25,348
5,536
412
26,765
2,514
1,196
77
15,527
5,361
4,139
1,563
394,365

Trip_Dist_Residential.xlsx - DAZ_Pop

2040
25,963
33,517
2,100
6,305
22,103
3,935
16,098
15,659
1,815
7,907
7,560
9,021
47,896
47,165
25,356
67,295
52,468
58,200
33,772
13,277
10,347
26,990
3,393
1,765
137
25,035
7,954
4,864
2,486
580,383

%
Interpolated
Employment
Employment
Dist. (Mi.)
Employment /
Employment
in Study
/ Distance
for the Year
Distance
2020
12,087
12,087
7.3
1,656
2.32%
22,068
22,068
3.1
7,119
9.96%
1,684
1,684
4.1
411
0.57%
4,337
4,337
11.6
374
0.52%
15,529
15,529
1
15,529
21.72%
2,473
2,473
13.4
185
0.26%
10,874
10,874
5.4
2,014
2.82%
11,185
11,185
8.3
1,348
1.88%
1,234
1,234
20.8
59
0.08%
5,083
5,083
11.7
434
0.61%
6,283
6,283
12.1
519
0.73%
7,654
7,654
3.1
2,469
3.45%
36,361
36,361
4.6
7,905
11.06%
39,372
39,372
7.8
5,048
7.06%
18,472
18,472
5.7
3,241
4.53%
58,901
58,901
10.3
5,719
8.00%
41,642
41,642
7.8
5,339
7.47%
51,954
51,954
9.2
5,647
7.90%
27,755
27,755
11
2,523
3.53%
7,748
7,748
12
646
0.90%
3,251
3,251
15.4
211
0.30%
26,829
26,829
16.2
1,656
2.32%
2,765
2,765
19.1
145
0.20%
1,359
1,359
20.7
66
0.09%
94
94
23
4
0.01%
18,244
18,244
27.3
668
0.93%
6,102
6,102
17.3
353
0.49%
4,346
4,346
30.6
142
0.20%
1,827
1,827
27.5
66
0.09%
447,513
447,513
71,493
100.00%

% Utilizing

100%
90%
40%
40%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%

(GS)
Golf Course Rd. South

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
2.32%
8.96%
0.23%
0.21%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.02%
11.74%

185

1,656
6,407
164
150
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
8,390
11.74%

% Utilizing

0%
0%
0%
0%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
80%
100%
100%
100%
100%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
0%

(WW)
Westside Blvd. West

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
19.55%
0.26%
2.82%
1.88%
0.08%
0.61%
0.73%
2.76%
11.06%
7.06%
4.53%
8.00%
5.97%
6.32%
2.82%
0.72%
0.24%
1.85%
0.16%
0.07%
0.00%
0.75%
0.39%
0.16%
0.00%
78.81%

0
0
0
0
13,976
185
2,014
1,348
59
434
519
1,975
7,905
5,048
3,241
5,719
4,271
4,518
2,019
517
169
1,325
116
53
3
535
282
114
0
56,341
78.81%

% Utilizing

0%
10%
0%
0%
10%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

(WE)
Westside Blvd. East

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
0.00%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
2.17%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
3.17%

0
712
0
0
1,553
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,265
3.17%

% Utilizing

0%
0%
60%
60%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
80%

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
0.00%
0.00%
0.34%
0.31%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.69%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.49%
1.58%
0.71%
0.18%
0.06%
0.46%
0.04%
0.02%
0.00%
0.19%
0.10%
0.04%
0.07%
6.29%

0
0
246
224
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
494
0
0
0
0
1,068
1,129
505
129
42
331
29
13
1
134
71
28
53
4,498
6.29%

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
DRB Project Number: 4030
Golf Course Apartments

AGENDA ITEM NO: 2

SUBJECT: Site Plan
ENGINEERING COMMENTS:
1. Label all walkway widths.
Response: Walkway width dimensions added.
2. Show clear sight triangles at access points for both the site plan and the landscaping
plan. Follow AASHTO guidelines.
Response: clear sight triangles shown on both plans.
3. Show how accesspoints along Golf Course line up with the west side accesspoints.
Determine sufficiency of left turn bays on Golf Course that access the site. Also provide
a turning template design at median cuts as the existing median cut may not be
providing a wide enough of an opening.
Response: Turning template included in re-submittal. Refer COA 5894.91 for Golf Course
improvement plans prepared by Wilson & Company Inc. detailing the improvements and
the alignment of the turn bays to the driveway at STA 16+50. The installed driveway to
tract D-1/E-1 aligns with the driveway to the west. Here is a downloadable link to the
plans: https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogk1qXG5zsPBPAjPr?e=i0AKGY
4. Label existing Golf Course right-of-way, and show cross-section to determine sufficient
right-of-way.
Response: See cross section exhibit included in re-submittal.
5. For informational purposes, provide vehicular trip generation for weekday traffic, PM
Peak hour, and AM Peak hour.
Response: Vehicular trip generation for weekday traffic, PM Peak hour, and AM Peak
hour provided with DRB resubmittal.
6. Follow DPM requirements for streetlighting design along Golf Course for the new site.
Place streetlighting on infrastructure list, including all necessary appurtenances.
Response: Private street light proposed at the driveway entrance for the mid-block
driveway, no public street lighting is proposed. Streetlighting was warranted during the
2006 improvements of Golf Course Rd.

Printed: 11/19/20
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT

7. Due to proximity to City of Rio Rancho, coordinate with Rio Rancho on any traffic study
needs or any improvements to Westside Boulevard. Provide any written communication.
Response: Sufficient coordination with Rio Rancho contract David Serrano made to
confirm no additional traffic items necessary.
8. - I was looking closer at the site plans and noticed that the property line needed to be
shown on the north side of the property. It looks like shared access needs to be
established with the property to the north based on driveway location after looking at
AGIS even though property owner is the same.
Response: Per recorded property plat a blanket cross access is in place between D-1 and
E-1. Plat included in re-submittal.
9. - Additionally, I had a question about what the plans were for the property to the north
given that it has the same owner. Was there a plan to replat? Is there a plan to build
more apartments to the north and what is the timing of this? (This will affect how we
look at the traffic and the queuing into the site.)
Response: A 30-ft wide common driveway entrance at the existing 40-ft wide driveway
stub on Golf Course is proposed and will support traffic movements for both
developments. At such time when Tract D-1 is developed, the developer/engineer will
need to review & confirm the traffic impacts and queuing analysis for the turn bay on
Golf Course is sized appropriately to support the Tract D-1 development. When
reviewing the trips generated by this development for Tract E-1, the data does not
support extension of the existing turn bay on Golf Course (140-ft in length).
10. - The queuing analysis requested for the left and right turn bays needs to also address

the gate on the southern entrance. It needs to be established. (Is there a reason for a
gate at the southern entrance but not for the northern entrance?) It looks like there is
additional right-of-way for a right turn lane if needed. Also provide diagram showing that
a car can turn around easily without having to back up into Golf Course at this southern
entrance.

Response: Southern access is for emergency vehicle services only and will be signed
appropriately. Golf Course turn bay length is 140-ft and based on the trip generated for
this project it will have adequate capacity. Future development on Tract D-1 will need to
review capacity based on proposed development.
. If new or revised information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Transportation
Development.

FROM:

Jeanne Wolfenbarger, P.E.
Transportation Development
505-924-3991 or jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov

DATE: July 22, 2020

ACTION:

Printed: 11/19/20
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT

APPROVED __; DENIED __; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED __; WITHDRAWN __
DELEGATED:

Printed: 11/19/20

TO: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (CE) (PLNG)
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
DRB Project Number: 4030
Golf Course Apartments

AGENDA ITEM NO: 6

SUBJECT: Site Plan
ENGINEERING COMMENTS:

1.

Include “all appurtenances” as part of the streetlighting requirements shown on the
infrastructure list.

Response - “all appurtenances” added to I.L.
2.

Indicate clear sight triangles on landscaping plan. There are some plants within the
sight distance triangle on the landscaping plan.

Response – landscaping plan updated with sight triangles and plants
relocated where they previously encroached..
. If new or revised information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Transportation
Development.

Also: Per 5-5(D) Motorcycle parking, MC parking spaces are not required in
residential uses, so developer has removed 2 of the 6 spaces, leaving 4 mc
parking spaces.

FROM:

Jeanne Wolfenbarger, P.E.
Transportation Development
505-924-3991 or jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov

DATE: August 26, 2020

ACTION:
APPROVED __; DENIED __; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED __; WITHDRAWN __
DELEGATED:

Printed: 11/19/20

TO: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (CE) (PLNG)
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Development Review Board (DRB)
Review Comments
Utility Development Section
Reviewer: Kristopher Cadena, P.E.
Phone: 505.289.3301
DRB Project No:
PR-2020-004030
Zone Atlas Page:
A-12 & A-13
Request For:
SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

Date:

Item No:
07/22/20

#2

Legal Description: A-12 & A-13
Location: GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD
NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD

ABCWUA Comment:
Please provide written description of how the following comments were addressed with the next
submittal.
1. Serviceability Letter #200506 is currently being researched. It will provide the conditions for
service. Public water and/or sanitary sewer extensions may be required.
2. The property is outside of the Adopted Service Area. A Water Authority Board approved
development agreement will be required prior to Site Plan approval. The serviceability letter will
serve as an exhibit to the development agreement.
3. Utility Plan
a. Please show and label existing public waterline along the west and south frontages.
b. There seems to be parallel private fire lines along the west and north drive aisles. Please
confirm and label accordingly.
c. Please show and label all proposed water meters (domestic and/or irrigation).

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT
190

d. Label all proposed onsite public and private sanitary sewer accordingly.
e. Label all proposed onsite private waterline accordingly.
f. The public sanitary sewer extensions are currently being researched as part of the
serviceability letter.
i. The intent is to provide the existing Lot D-1 to the north the ability to connect to
public sanitary sewer.
1. There is an existing 30’ public sanitary sewer easement along the entire
eastern frontage of the subject property. The proposed pond within this
easement is not acceptable.
2. Based on the serviceability letter, a possible alignment of the public
sanitary sewer may be the easternmost north/south drive aisle. The
serviceability letter will provide the official requirements.
a. This would require vacation of the existing 30’ sanitary sewer
easement, as well as granting new public sanitary sewer easement
in a manner that provides access to existing Lot D-1.
b. The proposed dumpster enclosure may need to be relocated.
c. Given that landscaping is proposed along the existing 30’ public
sanitary sewer easement, this may not be the best alignment.
d. Continuous access for maintenance and operation shall be provided
for all onsite public sanitary sewer.
Response:
Plans updated to address comments and detail a compound meter to service the
development. Development agreement will be submitted to ABCWUA for processing.
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Development Review Board (DRB)
Review Comments
Utility Development Section
Reviewer: Kristopher Cadena, P.E.
Phone: 505.289.3301
DRB Project No:
PR-2020-004030
Zone Atlas Page:
A-12 & A-13
Request For:
SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

Date:

Item No:
08/26/20

#6

Legal Description: A-12 & A-13
Location: GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD
NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD

ABCWUA Comment:
Please provide written description of how the following comments were addressed with the next
submittal.
1. Serviceability Letter #200506 has been written and provides the conditions for service.
2. The property is outside of the Adopted Service Area. A Water Authority Board approved
development agreement will be required prior to Site Plan approval. The serviceability letter will
serve as an exhibit to the development agreement.
Response- received Water Authority Board approval on 9/23 item R-20-19
https://abcwua.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4616928&GUID=75AD0FE0-9DB2-4BEEB045-31BDD2CE5837 .
3. Utility Plan

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT
192

a. Previously, an 8” water meter was proposed for a single connection for a private onsite
loop for both domestic and fire protection. Current proposal is a separate water service
and fire line. The fire line as shown is going through the proposed large water meter vault
which is not acceptable.
Response- fire line adjusted to avoid conflict with large water meter vault.
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Code Enforcement Comments
AGENDA ITEM NO: __________2__________________________
DRB Project Number: __PR-2020-004030
Application Number: _____________________________________
Project Name: __________________________________________

REQUEST: Site Plan

COMMENTS:
1) Variance required for wall over 3’ in front yard area.
2) Provide calculations for required open space.
Response:
• Front yard wall changed to 3-ft wrought iron fence ontop of 3-ft CMU block wall
• Open space calculations added to sheet C1
(Comments may continue onto the next page)
Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Vince Montano, Code Supervisor
DATE: 7/22/2020
Planning Department
924-3825 vmontano@cabq.gov
____________________________________________________________________________
ACTION:
APPROVED ___; DENIED ____; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED _X__; WITHDRAWN ___
DELEGATED: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (PLNG) (CE)
7/22/2020
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Planning Dept. - Major Case Comments
HEARING DATE/AGENDA ITEM 2
Project Number: PR-004030
Application Number: SD-2020-00540
Project Name: Wintergreen Luxury Apartments
Request: Site Plan for Apartment with more than 50 Units

COMMENTS (requirements that need to be met):
•

There is no Code Enforcement signature block

Response: Code enforcement signature line added.
•

The applicant needs to verify if a sensitive lands analysis is required

Response: Not required, justification below:
Following a sensitivity review of the project site in regards to IDO Section 5-2 Site Design and Sensitive
Lands, the following assessment was made by the applicant that Tract E-1 does not meet any of the
sensitive land elements, as described further below:
5-2(C)(1)(a) Floodplains and flood hazard areas – the site is not with in a floodplain or flood hazard area
per FEMA FIRM Map 35001C0108G dated 9/26/2008
5-2(C)(1)(b) Steep slopes – Steep slopes is not defined by the IDO but generally considered steep if the
slope is greater than 20%. The average slope of the undeveloped site is 4.5%
5-2(C)(1)(c) Unstable soils – per USGS the of soil is bluepoint loamy fine sand 98.1%
5-2(C)(1)(d) Wetlands – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of wetlands.
5-2(C)(1)(e) Arroyos – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of recorded arroyos.
5-2(C)(1)(f) Irrigation facilities (acequias) – no
5-2(C)(1)(g) Escarpments – there are no escarpments on the property
5-2(C)(1)(h) Rock outcroppings – there are no rock outcroppings on the property
5-2(C)(1)(i) Large stands of mature trees – not present, the site is in an undeveloped condition with
vegetation typical of the west mesa with areas of scrub, small vegetation and some minor disturbance
by dumping of soils.
5-2(C)(1)(j) Archaeological sites – certificate of no effect provided by the COA dated May 6, 2020 on file.
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•

The landscape buffer along the eastern property boundary meets the IDO requirements.
However, the applicant could add additional trees in the landscape buffer to provide
additional screening between the Site and the adjacent single-family residential
dwellings east of the Site to provide two full layers of trees within the buffer.

Response: Developer already modified the planting species in the buffer and increased the density of
planting based on community feedback from the public meeting.
•

Open space calculations need to be provided.

Response: Open space calculations added to sheet C1.
•

Staff recommends park benches be placed in the landscaped open space and near the
sidewalks and trails within the proposed development.

Response: Benches added to development and labelled call-out 18
•

Outdoor/exterior lighting needs to be depicted.

Response: Exterior lighting added labelled call-out 20 and added to detail sheet C.6
•

The CMU screen wall along the boundary of the Site is depicted as 6-feet in height.
However, this screen wall cannot be more than 3 feet in height in the front yard. The
Zoning Enforcement Officer (ZEO) must make an exception to this height standard for
security reasons due to specific site conditions or the nature of the land use or related
materials and facilities on the site according to 5-7(D)(3)(c) of the IDO. Along the
southern boundary of the site adjacent to the arroyo running alongside the southern
boundary of the Site, the applicant should consider 3-feet of wrought iron on top of 3feet of CMU blocks in lieu of 6-feet of CMU blocks.

Response: Wall on south, west and north property frontage changes to be a 3-ft wrought iron on top of
3-ft of CMU block wall.
•

Staff requests the applicant provide a plane-angle illustration/depiction of the proposed
apartments and the residences to the east of the Site depicting to scale the height of the
proposed apartments and the residences and the distance between them.

Response: Cross section exhibit included with re-submittal for reference.
•

Consider moving the dumpsters farther away from the residential development

Response: North east dumpsters was relocated based on community feedback at the public meetings
further away from the eastern property line. Dumpster location for the south west dumpster had to be
relocated to avoid conflict with public sewer extension.
•

Please provide an elevation key so that we can determine each elevation of each
building
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Response: Scale bars added for scaling purposes.
•

The unit mix table is difficult to read, the letters are blurry can you update so that is more
clear

Response: I reformatted the text style and think legibility is improved.
•

COMMENTS (requirements that are met):

•

The façade is consistent with 5-11(E)(2) because it has a clear distinction between the
ground floor and upper floors, windows on upper floors, primary pedestrian entrances,
wall projections and changes in plane and material (see IDO for full citation).

•

The carports are consistent with 5-11-(D)(4) although some of them are located between
the street and building most of them are disbursed throughout the site and there street
facing carports are screened by a row of street trees

•

The landscaping plan exceeds the requirements by providing a total of 144,030 square
feet of landscaping when 48, 141 square feet are required.

•

Please note that staff could have future comments and the Site Plan is still under review.

Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Jay Rodenbeck
Planning Department

DATE: 7/22/2020

____________________________________________________________________________
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD August 26, 2020
Cheryl Somerfeldt.................................................................Parks and Rec
NOTE: MINOR CASES WILL NOT BE HEARD BEFORE 11:00 AM.
A. Call to Order: 9:00 A.M. B. Changes and/or Additions to the Agenda
1. Motion to amend the rules to allow a virtual meeting because of the public health emergency.
2. Remote Meeting Information: Join Zoom Meeting: https://cabq.zoom.us/j/97853896675
Meeting ID: 978 5389 6675 By phone +1 312 626 6799 or find your local number:
https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aek69Lek7U
MAJOR CASES
6. Project # PR-2020-004030 (1002566, 1004501, 1004503) SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN
TIERRA WEST, LLC agent(s) for CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: A-12 & A-13, zoned MX-M,
located at GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD NW, BLACK ARROYO and
WESTSIDE BLVD containing approximately 8.77 acre(s). (A-12,13)[Deferred from 7/22/20,
8/5/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE REQUEST: SITE
PLAN FOR APARTMENT WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS
Open Space Comments:
On the south property line, this parcel butts up to the Black Arroyo which drains into Open
Space’s Calabacillas Arroyo and eventually into the Rio Grande, and there is a concern about
flows from the site. Therefore, native plants would be the best choice for landscaping materials.
Chinese Pistache (especially females) are invasive and there is a concern about invasives
moving down the Black Arroyo to the Calabacillas and Rio.
Chinese Pistache have been removed from the plant list.
Juniper species added note “(female only)” to comply with the City’s Pollen Control Ordinance.
Note Added: Pursuant to IDO 5-6(C)(5)(b) Organic mulch, such as wood chips or pecan shells,
is required as ground cover for the portion of any landscaped area surrounding the vegetation
root ball, as well as beneath the entire tree canopy or dripline, in each required landscape area.
Locally-occurring plants were used where possible and an column is added to the plant
schedule indicating native status. I have also added a number of pinon pines to the planting
plan as a source of native evergreen color. Vines have been removed.
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Albuquerque Metropolitan Planning Area
CN:

Mid-Region MPO Rec Num:
Category: Capacity Proj

A301050

Fed ID: A301050
RT1 FL5257
RT2

Mid-Region Metropolitan Planning Organization
508.1

Proj Westside Blvd Widening
Fr: Golf Course Rd
Rt 1 BMP

1.331

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)

NMDOT Dist.: 3 County: Bernalillo
Municipality City of Albuquerque
Lead Agency: City of Albuquerque-DMD
Length:

Est. Proj. Cost: $11,988,332
Est. Letting 3/1/2020
TIP Amendment Pending? □

To: NM 528

Rt 2 BMP:

Rt 1 EMP:

2.154

0.823 Miles

Rt 2 EMP:

Project Desc.: Rehab & widen from 2 to 4 lanes, bike lanes, pedestrian enhancements and other improvements per the Westside-McMahon Corridor Study.
Transitions fr. Improv. To exist. Roadway sections include 350' w. of Westside/Golf Course intersection SEE REMARKS SEC.
Project Phases:

■ Environ. Document ■ Prel. Engr. ■ Design □ Right-of-way

■ Construction □ Other

Work Zone Reg. Sig.

Remarks: AM-Apr-20, AM-feb-20, R-19-11, AM-Dec-18, Project will utilize AC project delivery method. R-18-01 on Westside; 250' east of intersection of Westside and NM 528, on Westside, 250' no
of the intersection of Westside and Golf Course;, on Golf Course; 600' south of the intersection of Westide and Golf Course, on Golf Course and ADA ramp improvement on the SE corner

PROGRAMMED FUNDS - Four Year Federal TIP by Funding Category
FUND SOURCE
State Match

2020
$0

Local Match

$1,173,321

STP-U

$5,385,204

03

STP-U

$1,500,000

17

Totals

$8,058,525

Thursday, June 25, 2020

2021

2022

$0

4 Yr. TOTALS
$0

$469,933
$2,757,627

2023

TIP Informational Years

$1,643,254
$8,142,831

03

$1,500,000
$3,227,560

$11,286,085
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2024

2025

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

7/20/2020

Wintergreen Luxury Apartments (Golf Course Rd. South of Westside Blvd.)

GROSS

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)

Units
208

ENTER

1,130

EXIT

19

P. M.
PEAK
HOUR

USE (ITE CODE)

A. M.
PEAK
HOUR

24 HO
U
TWO- R
WAY
VOLU
ME

Trip Generation Data (ITE Trip Generation Manual - 10th Edition)

ENTER

55

EXIT

56

Dwelling Units

ITE Trip Generation Equations:
Average Vehicle Trip Ends on a Weekday (24 HOUR TWO-WAY VOLUME)
T=
50%

5.44 (X) +
Enter,

-1.75
50% Exit

Average Vehicle Trip Ends on a Weekday, Peak Hour of Adjacent Street Traffic, One Hour Between 7am and 9am (A.M. PEAK HOUR)
T=
0.36 (X) +
0
26% Enter,
74% Exit
Average Vehicle Trip Ends on a Weekday, Peak Hour of Adjacent Street Traffic, One Hour Between 4pm and 6pm (P.M. PEAK HOUR)
T=
0.44 (X) +
0
61% Enter,
39% Exit
Comments:
Four Stories
Based on ITE Trip Generation Manual - 10th Edition

Wintergreen_TRIPS_X.xlsx - LandUse (1)
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
MINUTES
Online Zoom Meeting
September 30, 2020
MEMBERS:
Jolene Wolfley, DRB Chair, Planning Department
Carl Garcia, Zoning Enforcement

Kristopher Cadena, P.E., Water Utility Authority

Ernest Armijo, P.E., Hydrology

Cheryl Somerfeldt, Parks/Municipal Development

Jeanne Wolfenbarger, P.E., Transportation Development

STAFF:
Maggie Gould, Planning Manager
Jay Rodenbeck, Staff Planner
Shahab Biazar, City Engineer
Angela Gomez, DRB Hearing Monitor

Project # PR-2020-004030
(1002566, 1004501, 1004503)

SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN
TIERRA WEST, LLC agent(s) for CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: A-12 & A-13, zoned MX-M, located at GOLF COURSE
RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD containing
approximately 8.77 acre(s). (A-12,13)[Deferred from 7/22/20, 8/5/20, 8/26/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE
REQUEST: SITE PLAN FOR APARTMENT WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS

PERSONS SPEAKING ON BEHALF OF THE REQUEST:
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Mr. Ron Bohannan, Tierra West
Mr. Richard Stevenson, Tierra West
PERSONS SPEAKING IN OPPOSITION:
Mr. Mike Mirabal
Ms. Rene Horvath
Ms. Marsha Kearney
Ms. M. Ward

JOLENE WOLFLEY, DRB CHAIR: We are on item number three which is PR- 2020- 4030. Site Plan,
SI-2020-540, The Calabacillas Group at Golf Course between Golf Course Road and Black Arroyo and
Westside Boulevard. Okay, let me start with DRB members. Can you please identify if you have had ex
parte communications? Let me know that, any DRB member. Okay and that would be since our last
meeting on this case. We've already sworn in, Tierra West is the agent. We’ve already sworn in Mr.
Bohannan, Mr. Stevenson, whichever if you want to go ahead and give us an update on your project.
MS. NICOLE SANCHEZ, CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE ATTORNEY: Excuse me, Madam Chair?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yes, Ms. Sanchez?
MS. SANCHEZ: I recommend swearing in the applicants at the beginning of this.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, even if they've just been sworn in?
MS. SANCHEZ: Yes, because this will be related to this matter specifically.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Mr. Ron Bohannan, hang on, we'll start with you, do you swear, affirm to tell
the truth?
MR. RON BOHANNAN, TIERRA WEST AGENT: I do.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you. And then next to Mr. Richard Stevenson do you swear, affirm to tell the
truth?
MR. RICHARD STEVESON, TIERRA WEST AGENT: I do.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Can you go ahead and give us an update from our last meeting with you.
MR. STEVENSON: Thank you DRB Chair. This is Richard Stevenson with Tierra West. So the last
time we were at DRB, we were still waiting on the development agreement to be approved by the
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Authority Board. That occurred last Wednesday. Since that time, the developer has signed the
development agreement, and I believe it is in the hands of the Water Authority and the director to
execute that document. So that's something I'd like to discuss with Kris Cadena this morning to see
whether he can take delegation. The other items, we received some very minor landscaping plan
comments last night which we worked to address this morning and I've resubmitted those to Jay
Rodenbeck to update the landscaping plan to address those comments. And obviously, understand
some neighbors are signed up to speak so we'd like to pass it back to the DRB Chair so we can hear
their comments.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay thank you Mr. Stevenson. Let's go now to public comment. And we have Ms.
Kearney and Mr. Mirabal signed up to speak. Is there anyone else who's joined us that wishes to
speak on this item number 3 on golf course? I am combing through my Zoom Room. Okay, I don't see
any one else signed up to speak. If you wish to, please notify us now. Okay.
MS. RENE HORVATH: I signed up to speak, this is Rene Horvath.
CHAIR WOLFLEY. Okay, thank you, Miss Horvath. We'll get to you in order. Thank you. Is there
anyone else who we've overlooked? All right, Ms. Gomez, Can you start by calling our speakers one by
one and then I'll swear in each one of them as we go.
MS. ANGELA GOMEZ, DRB HEARING MONITOR: Yes. The first speaker I have is Ms. Marsha
Kearney.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, Ms. Kearney let me find you. Ms. Kearney, Do you swear, affirm to tell the
truth?
MS. MARSHA KEARNEY: Yes, I do.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, and Ms. Kearney since you've kind of been representing your neighborhood
you can take up to five minutes.
MS. KEARNEY: Okay. And also Mike is on the phone. I probably won't take up the five minutes but
thank you very much.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, first of all, all the contacted homeowners…
MS. SANCHEZ: Excuse me, Madam Chair?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Ms. Kearney, I'm sorry, Ms. Sanchez?
MS. SANCHEZ: Will you please swear Ms. Kearney in?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Oh…I just did.
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MS. SANCHEZ: Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, go ahead Ms. Kearney.
MS. KEARNEY: Okay, all the contacted homeowners of Seven Bar Loop are opposed to this project.
This project violates state statutes, the ABC comp plan and the IDO as it relates to the purpose of
neighborhood protection. This project does not follow the IDO when speaking to neighborhood edge.
The wall needs to be moved from five feet to 15 feet from the adjacent property. Also, the retention
pond area needs to be moved 15 feet back from the property line to provide for the neighborhood edge.
The notification has been incomplete. Not all property owners within the hundred feet of the project
area, minus the public right of ways, including the arroyo have been notified about project, especially
those not part of the Seven Bar North area and to the south and west of the project. There still
continues to be the concern about solar access and I request that a sunshade analysis be done for this
site as the afternoon sun will be greatly affected for the neighborhood. Also the C-2 zoning which was
in place before for this property only included conditional use. That's apartment complexes two story
and height maximum. The height of the building should be limited to two stories. Four stories buildings
are incompatible. Finally, the IDO is to replace the previous zoning which had three criteria for
approval, of which two are definitely violated; jobs to housing balance, we have very low number of jobs
compared to residents in this area, and school capacity which is a great concern as the elementary
school will be overcrowded by the expected number of students. Thank you very much for your time.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Ms. Kearney. And I'm taking notes and I'm sure Mr. Stevenson is taking
notes. And once again, we’re more, we're focusing on new items since we last met. I know staff has
tried to respond to some of the neighborhood comments through DRB. Comments that went out… did
you receive that Miss Carney?
MS. KEARNEY: I did not.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: You didn’t, and he didn't receive the DRB comments? Okay. Mr. Rodenbeck could
you make sure that Ms. Kearney, Mr. Mirabal and Ms. Horvath receive DRB comments for this case? If
you could send those out right now…?
MR. JAY RODENBECK, STAFF PLANNER: This is Jay Rodenbeck; I will do that right now.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: One thing that we try to do as Planning staff is we wanted to go through… you
were very timley Ms. Kearney and you sent out… we had some comments from you that we got
Monday morning, and we did a special review of those comments, things that we hadn't maybe
addressed early, before as staff and we wrote some responses to those. And I probably wasn't clear
enough with staff that those needed to go out to the neighborhood for review. And Mr. Rodenbeck, just
let me know when you've been able to send those to those three participating members today.
MR RODENBECK: This is Jay Rodenbeck; I’m in the process right now.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: And you have a chance you know, towards the end of this case review and I'm
going to give the neighbors extra time if they have questions about any of those responses that we've
given. So do they have those now Mr. Rodenbeck?
MR JAY RODENBECK: This is Jay Rodenbeck; I sent them to Ms. Kearney, Mr. Mirabal and Ms.
Horvath.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And then which… and the one that they might want to focus on, was
addressing their specific comments. How would they identify it in your email?

MR. RODENBECK: This is Jay Rodenbeck; you'll want to click on the word document. Just PR-2020
004030-9/30/20. And then it says “concerned citizen response memo.” Here it should have all the DRB
comments including this comment memo in your inbox now.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Let me go to Mr. Mirabal. I would like to swear you in…trying to find you.
There you are, Mike. All right, Mr. Mirabal, do you swear, affirm to tell the truth?
MR. MIKE MIRABAL: Yes, I do.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, go ahead with your comments.
MR. MIRABAL: My comments, I understand. As you stated at the beginning of the meeting, you're
mainly looking at technical standards. And what is as a neighborhood, we're not professional architects.
We're not building inspectors, none of that. We're just we're neighbors who've lived here for over 20
years. This submitted quite a bit of information as far as the negative effects to our community. This
development will cause, they’re long term negative effects. I don't believe this board can even address
the issues, because you're kind of limited in your purview to talk about technical standards, our issues
are more relevant to us and need to be addressed. But we're not given that opportunity for this process
to address those issues. We need... we need to know how we can go about having our issues actually
be considered. We've documented most of our issues just to get them on record, hoping that we get the
opportunity to bring those issues up. We'd like you to seriously consider the negative effects that it's
going to have on our community. We already have neighbors in the area that are putting their houses
up for sale, and moving because of this development. Um, that's not a good thing. It's destroying the
just the culture of our neighborhood, we're a close-knit neighborhood. Marsha mentioned, I believe she
mentioned the water drainage that is currently suggested to be put in that 50-foot boundary, I think that,
that should probably be moved in, and also the fence issue. Again, I believe this violates the intent of
the IDO in that this is not a City center. It's not a travel corridor; there is no bus service on Golf Course.
There is an abandoned route that used to be there, but there is no bus service on Golf Course. So it
doesn't constitute a travel corridor, it doesn’t constitute a City center. It's inconsistent with the
neighborhood. This is poor planning in the sense that it's taking commercial property that will provide
jobs, and creating more congestion on the west side, because all the jobs are on the other side of town.
Um, we're not utilizing commercial property for the proper purpose. The issues of crime, traffic, schools,
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community, it creates a lot of instability in our community. Again, you don't address that. That goes to
EPC, which we're not given the opportunity to go to EPC because of the arbitrary rules in this process.
As Marsha mentioned, this was zoned C-2, and we were told if there would be any changes, and since
we were within 100 feet, we would be notified. We were never notified that there was a zoning change.
And this is a zoning change. This was C-2 conditional for apartments, apartments were not supposed to
be allowed on here unless they met certain criteria. So now MX-M is permissive and just allows
developers to go free rein. There was a limit, I believe of 26 feet on those additional apartments. And
here we've jumped to 45 feet, which will overpower our community in our neighborhood. We were
never notified of a change even being within 100 feet. That was at that time. And now at this time, there
are several neighbors even to the south and some on Correta (sp?) that were never notified that this
was going into place. The IDO also addresses Comp plans and sector plans that are in the IDO, it's not
being considered in this because this is totally contradictory to the Comp plans and sector plans. State
statute states that you have to take these into consideration. It's not being done. We're just, this
committee is only looking at the building and technical standards of the building. There is not a format
for us to voice our concerns. We are sending the letters to get it on record, but we're not being heard.
And this committee doesn't do that. There has to be a way for the concerns of the community to be truly
considered. Not just documented and say fine, we'll just go ahead with the building. That's my
objection. We're not, like I said, we're not architects, we're not builders, we're just a community, a good
community. We meet every Friday during this pandemic, because we're, it's a close knit community, we
meet out on the street and maintain our pandemic rules, right. But we communicate with each other
every Friday night. That’s going to be destroyed. And I understand, you just want to keep that little
boundary there that says, oh, we don't have to consider that. But you should consider that if you care
about what happens in our communities, if you care about the city of Albuquerque, if you care about the
people, and what's happening in our communities. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Mr. Mirabal, and I do want you to know that I have visited your
neighborhood and I visited the property because I did want to kind of understand the dynamics going
on here. And you do have a very wonderful neighborhood. And I also want to say we'll kind of go
through some of the details of this. I want you to know that as the DRB members as the Planning staff,
the City Council has given us certain authority. And that authority is what is in the IDO, the regulations
that are there in the IDO that we must follow. And that criterion to use to review a site plan is within IDO
itself as well. And it isn't lawful for the DRB members to go outside the authority the city council has
given us and I appreciate what you're saying. But some of the considerations that you are requesting
go beyond what our authority is. But we'll go through some of those details in in a minute.
MR. MIRABAL: May I respond real quick?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Sure.
MR. MIRABAL: I understand that. I think I've stated that, that you you're limited as far as you're capable
of doing. But what I'm asking is when do when do our concerns get addressed? You're limited, but
when do we get that opportunity? That’s the problem here.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Mr. Mirabal, that's an excellent question. And it kind of goes back to the
creation of the new comprehensive plan and the integrated development ordinance that was done in
2017. And at that time, the City Council made a decision that were there were certain types of projects
that would not get… they would be reviewed based on the rules and regulations in the integrated
development ordinance in site plan review, and that most of the site plan review would be reliant on
pre-prescribed rules in the integrated development ordinance. And that concerns could be addressed
within the construct of those rules and regulations in the IDO. There are very few site plans that go to
the EPC now, and during those site plan reviews, the EPC can look at the comprehensive plan they
have, because they are an appointed body by the City Council. They do have some discretionary
authority. But the tract that this zone is on and this particular property within the construct of the IDO is
that this is the time to address your concerns right now. There's not a future time that's more beneficial.
But we can only address your concerns within the rules and regulations as they're written in the IDO.
MR. MIRABAL: Exactly, you made my point.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yeah, and there was a decision made by the City Council, you know, a few years
ago that this is how they chose to have properties addressed, going forward. And it's different from
things and how they were just prior to the approval of IDO. So, I hear your frustration. I understand your
frustration, yet, there is no way for the DRB to do things in a way that's different from how the City
Council authorized us to proceed. And so, we're trying to lawfully proceed the way the City Council has
given us authority. And so, we’ll kind of, like I said, continue this discussion, I encourage you to look at
that email. Mr. Rodenbeck just sent you, where we've tried to address some of the comments that
you've made so far. But I'm going to turn now to our next public speaker which is Rene Horvath. Ms.
Renee Horvath, do you swear, affirm to tell the truth?
MS. RENE HORVATH: Yes, I do. Can you hear me?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: We can hear you. Miss Horvath. Please go ahead.
MS. HORVATH: Ah, yeah, I did send in another letter late last, yesterday and I had a letter sent in
August 5th, to point out some of the things that the previous speakers mentioned. The problem with the
Wintergreen Apartment complex is that it's totally out of scale and character for the surrounding area.
And as the previous speakers mentioned, this was a C-2 zone, this was a commercial zone to serve the
community some commercial uses. Now, the zone is almost like it’s an R-3 zone. It's just totally multifamily. And that's, to me, I agree that's like a zone change, where before you had a C-2 zone that had
apartments as conditional use, and it had to meet these, at least three of these criteria with
overcrowded schools with the jobs and housing balance, and meet the usable open space
requirements. Well, you know, in the past, this is their neighborhoods (unintelligible) to address
apartment complex that did not meet criteria and then they were not approved and now with the IDO to
change those zoning to MX-M to a completely different type of use all together, and it's totally out of
dimensions and scale and character, which the IDO says that there are neighborhoods even in areas of
consistency, there will be policies to limit the densities and the negative impacts from the nearby
development that neighborhoods would be protected and that every new development and
redevelopment will need to be compatible in scale and character with the surrounding area. So here we
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completely change the zoning from a complete commercial use and now it's totally apartments that will
not only affect these neighbors but it affects the whole area because the west side does have
overcrowded schools, the west side does have traffic issues, the jobs are mostly on the east side,
there's an imbalance of jobs over here. And then also, the there's no transit service serving this road
right here. So, it doesn't meet any other criteria, even of the IDO. And the IDO provided no protections
were before the prior zone code had protections to meet those three criteria, and which the apartments
did not meet, and now they changed it so it's just not commercial anymore it's completely apartments.
So, and they, and to make it worse, just to make it worse, to be out of scale and character adjacent to
single family homes like this. I agree this is not what planning is about, this is not what zoning is about.
Zoning is to help protect the community to preserve the character of the community, to put compatible
uses together, and we have not done that. And I do know that the IDO is new, because I was very
involved in it and it was rushed, and that was our biggest concern was rushing it not thinking things
through. And having unintended consequences. So, this is a prime example of those unintended
consequences. And that these new need to be addressed. And I do know that they’re shoving all the
site plans to the DRB, and you're only allowed to look at certain things, and that is totally wrong
because now. Even you are saying you can't deal with these unintended consequences. Well then, who
does because this really puts the communities in a bad situation, and they should not be put in this bad
situation. It also puts the applicant, in a bad situation to have to deal with all these conflicts because it
was not thoroughly thought through. So, I don't know what's the best answer for this, but it's not
thoroughly thought through. And if the DRB does approve it, they really need to put on the paper, and
their findings or whatever that this was very problematic and it really shows that this, this proposal is a
big problem that the IDO is not really thought through and needs to be addressed in a major way,
because this site was zoned for a shopping center. This has no, right now, there's nothing that looks
like a shopping center, it's like I said it's totally a multi-story very tall building adjacent to single family
homes that are mainly single story and two story.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Ms. Horvath, can you please wrap up?
MS. HORVATH: And also, not only is it out of character, but it will create a negative impact with the
sunshade issue I notice one of the prior speakers mentioned a sunshade analysis, and this will also
create shade for the neighborhoods, which is another negative impact and this is what I noticed in that
prior letter August 5th, I put a photo in there of apartments towering over those people, and they deal
with the sun shade issue when the sun goes down in the afternoon so that's another issue. And I also
agree, the wall issue is, it seems a little awkward like, where do you place that wall? But I think, I don't
know how you would visually put the wall in the space and make it look presentable. That's just another
thing that's kind of an awkward situation there. So, that's all I have to say for right now but I do agree
these issues do need to be addressed.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you. Okay. Thank you, Miss Horvath. And I know many of you kind of know
this but I just want to repeat that part of the IDO passage, was to do a legislative rezoning of the entire
city because new zoning categories were created. And so, during that process, there were conversion
rules established by the City Council and under those conversion rules, this property was converted
from C-2 to MX-M, and MX-M, would still allow commercial use on this property, and it also allows them
multi-family use on this property. And under the legislative conversion, there was notice provided city
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wide. There were numerous public meetings. There was not notice to every property in the city and
every one adjacent to every property in the city, because those are not the requirements of a legislative
conversion. When you convert your entire city all at one time and redo the zoning for the entire city,
there are different rules at play and those were the rules that were followed they were more generalized
notice to the city in general. Okay, I'm going to go to Mr. Stevenson and allow him to respond to these
comments. Is there anyone we missed that wishes to give public comments? Raise your hand now or
speak up.
M. WARD: My hand is raised.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, I see, and who are you?
M. WARD: I’m from the Neighborhood Association,
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Somehow I'm not seeing you, but I'm hearing you so please identify yourself.
M. WARD: I'm calling on the phone.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: And your name?
M. WARD: It is Ward.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: M. Ward? Okay. And you wish to speak on item number three?
M. WARD: Yes, ma'am.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Miss Ward do you swear, affirm to tell the truth?
M. WARD: To the best of my knowledge.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you. Go ahead, if you can take about three or four minutes at the most. Go
ahead and give us your comments.
M. WARD: Okay, two fairly quick comments. One is I do believe, currently for this project, addressing
adverse effects or adverse impacts is under the purview of the DRB. You may say that the City
Council's move that, but that was less than two weeks ago. And so, it probably is. I'm confident that it
doesn't apply to this project so it is part of your job to review and attempt to mitigate adverse effects of
this project. And I do want to disagree with Miss Horvath on one point that is regarding unintended
consequences. I believe that these consequences that we're seeing with uncontrolled high density,
particularly residential development on the west side, were not unintended. I think they were fully
intended as evidenced by the IDO architect’s, own words, development at any cost, or development no
matter what, and to remove neighborhoods from the process. So, their goals are being played out now.
And I encourage the DRB to take the final opportunity it says it has, to address adverse impacts. Thank
you.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, thank you Ms. Ward. Let me ask you a question, is there a particular
adverse impact or… that you wish to consider.
M. WARD: I would recommend that you pay very close attention to recommendations of the people
who live in that particular area. I've heard the wall, I’ve heard the sunshade issue. I've heard the
diminution and destruction, essentially, of the character of a close-knit community. I think those are all
three very legitimate adverse effects. You have it within your purview to address those. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Ms. Ward. Is there anyone else from the public that wishes to speak
on item number three? Okay, hearing none let me go back then to Mr. Stevenson, and allow you as
applicant to address some of the comments made by the public.
MR. STEVENSON: Thank you DRB Chair, this is Richard Stevenson with Tierra West. To make it
clear on the record that we with this site plan are following the requirements listed in the IDO and the
DPM. I want to also point out that the past six months since we had our very first neighborhood
meeting with the community, we have worked to take on board legitimate recommendations and
criticisms, and we have adjusted the plan where possible that would both benefit the adjacent
neighbors and also the future residents of these apartments. Some of the items raised this morning, are
beyond what the DRB and what we as the agent can discuss, so I'm not going to go into those higher level policy issues. I will respond to some of the specifics in regards to the edge buffer, and the
placement of the wall on the ponds. We agree with the planning memo that was sent out by Mr.
Rodenbeck in regards to the IDO sections that permit us to install the wall and the detention pond in the
50-foot buffer. I also want to state that the intent of that six-foot wall is to provide screening again,
between the apartments and the adjacent neighbors. So, I just want to acknowledge Mike, Renee and
Ms. Ward for their comments. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you Mr. Stevenson. There’re a couple things I want to ask you.
Number one, can you review the issue of notification to property owners, south of the subject site, and
those would be people who are south of the arroyo, could you acknowledge your notification process
and how you determined to notice or not notice those people?
MR STEVENSON: This is Richard. I believe we discussed this in the previous DRB meeting. As
mentioned, we followed the IDO notification procedures. I recognize that some of the neighbors on the
call today disagree with those procedures, but we have followed precisely. We notified the neighbors
with the addresses that we received from City Panning. That's all I have to add. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: And just to make the record clear. So, the notice to people south of the arroyo, they
were considered to be beyond the 100 feet notice requirement, or did you notice anyone and I
remember talking about this but I don't remember it clearly. So, I just want to have that clarified once
again. Were there properties within your buffer map area that you received for notice that were south of
the arroyo?
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MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Yes, there were properties south of arroyo on the buffer map that
we received from City Planning that we did notify in regards to this application.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: So those would be property owners along Benton Avenue, as you see on this
screen?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Yes, that is correct. Jay, also I think in the application packet you
should see the buffer map that we submitted. If you can locate that quickly and easily maybe we can
refer that.
MR. RODENBECK: This is Jay Rodenbeck, Richard do you have the notifications in the revised
submittal or is this revised submittal?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Jay it should be the original submittal. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Why don't we go to that a little bit later because I want to bring up some
things while Jay is in this current submittal packet. Okay, I just wanted to mention and the community
will find this in the response that staff did to some of the community concerns that the State Statutes do
allow a city like Albuquerque that is under Home Rule, to be able to adopt a zoning ordinance
customized to their community. And that's what the city council did in 2017 with the IDO. And so that's
why the DRB is following that. With regard to sunshades, there is no requirement for this zoning district
to account for solar access to adjacent properties. And that's, I don't have this site right here but I think
Mr. Rodenbeck might, regarding solar access. The one area that I as DRB Chair has still have some
concerns about does relate to the, not so much the wall being placed in the landscape buffer area, but
the fact that the wall being placed five feet from the existing subdivision wall creates a five-foot, sort of
a dead zone, if you will. And I am interested this morning, if the neighbors have any other ideas about
how they would want that wall placed, or if they prefer having the wall as close to them as possible,
how they feel about that. And Mr. Rodenbeck I'm going to have you go ahead and go through planning
comments right now since so much of that is on the table. And we're going to kind of go out of order
this morning and we'll do Planning comments and then we'll come back to some other DRB numbers
and but could you go ahead and go through your planning comments?
MR. RODENBECK: This is Jay Rodenbeck. As Madam Chair alluded to, staff is concerned about the
gap between the existing wall adjacent on the eastern boundary and the proposed six-foot wall along
the boundary of the site because of possible maintenance issues and wanted access. It does look like
the applicant has provided entry to that zone. Staff request the applicant consider maintaining the
existing vegetation between the existing subdivision wall to the east and the proposed wall. And, staff
believes that additional trees and shrubs appear to be possibly required going further south, to the
storm water management pond between, the storm water management pond and the existing
subdivision. Those are the requirements that we currently have.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Mr. Rodenbeck can you bring up your response to the public citizen comments up
on the screen? We've got a couple people saying that they haven’t seen that yet.
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MR. RODENBECK: I can just go through this really quickly here. We already went through the state
statute response. Regarding and correct me if I'm wrong, if I like cite something that's already been
cited in detail regarding the placement of the storm water management pond, within the landscape
buffer. The IDO 5-6C13A states that the required landscape and buffer areas, shall be designed to
serve as storm water management areas to the maximum extent practicable consistent with their
required locations of vegetation. Therefore, there is no restriction in the IDO on the storm water
management pond being located inside within a landscape buffer as long as each buffer landscaping
requirements are met and that's where we got into the content I just mentioned that (unintelligible) trees
and shrubs appear to be required between storm water management pond, and the existing
subdivision. I go on here to state that the walls may be constructed according to 5-70C1 of the IDO that
walls may be constructed anywhere on a parcel, including but not limited to a front side or rear setback
area, unless otherwise prohibited by this IDO. And then I state that there is no restriction in the area or
DPM to the proposed wall being constructed within the landscape buffer so long as the intent of 5-6E1A
to mitigate the impacts of significant differences in property use, size, or scale is met. And I will state
and staff states that the five-foot dead space between the existing and proposed wall is still under
review. And in our final comment address that we addressed was regarding a concerned citizen
asserting that the proposed complex is contrary to community identity is spoken to in chapter 4 of the
comprehensive plan and we just state that, we cite 6-2D of the IDO, which states the requirements of
the DRB which states that the DRB reviews private development to ensure technical standards have
been met pertaining to when you (unintelligible) infrastructure and transportation of the DRB, therefore
reviews technical standards in the IDO and the DPM, but does not have responsibility or authority to
interpret policy based standards in the comprehensive plan.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, thank you Mr. Rodenbeck, that was really thorough, and we tried to make
sure that we were considering the comments that you brought up as members of the public, and that
we were then looking back in the IDO and seeing what those IDO requirements, guided us in terms of
dealing with some of your concerns. This is kind of the list we came up with to generally respond to
that. And I'll say that the one area that I remain I'm uncomfortable with and I need input from the
neighborhood with regard to what they feel provides the best circumstance for them. With regard to
that, where that wall is placed on the five-foot wall and what would be between the subdivision wall, and
that new apartment building wall and the landscape buffer. That's the main issue I still feel concerned
about and want to make sure we address in the best way. Okay let me go to Mr. Stevenson; do you
want to talk about that issue for a moment?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Yes, I can address those three items, the first one being the
restriction of access to that dead-space. So, we did modify the screen wall to provide service access.
Jay if you could just zoom in on the staggered walls there on the east side please. This will allow the
landscaping crews access to, to claim any debris or trash that may fall into this area. There is no
landscaping proposed in that that dead space. And the second item was the existing vegetation that's
currently on site so we did discuss this with the landscape architect. We decided not to utilize any of the
shrub, we will be replacing that with the new landscaping as reflected on the landscaping plan for a
couple of reasons that was featured in the response yesterday sent to start planning. And then in
regards to the additional shrubs, or trees in the detention pond, Jays pulled up the revised landscaping
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plan I sent in this morning that has some additional landscaping on the east side of the detention pond
to address that comment. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, thank you Mr. Stevenson. So, if I understand it correctly you've modified the
wall so it's not running five feet parallel to the subdivision wall of Seven Bar North, but rather it has, it's
slightly at an angle and it has, its built in segments, so that there's access in there for maintenance?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Yes, that's correct.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: In some cases, it would be five feet away and then it would angle toward the
subdivision wall, and then go back again for the next segment, will start five feet away on the south,
and then veer closer to the subdivision wall of Seven Bar as it goes north.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Yes.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. So I need to get some feedback, which I'll do during cross examination to
hear, particularly though, if there's anyone here that lives, immediately adjacent to that wall that's their
backyard, adjacent to the subject site I would like to kind of hear their thoughts on that. And just a
reminder that the landscape buffer that's required is 15 feet, it is intended that that buffer area mitigate
the impacts of noise, and site, etc. on the adjacent neighborhood. In this case the applicant is
proposing a 50-foot wide buffer area, correct Mr. Stevenson?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Yes.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: All right. Let's go now to the rest of our DRB member comments, and we will do
question or cross examination at the end of those DRB comments and see where we are at that point
so let's go to the Water Authority now.
MR. KRIS CADENA, WATER AUTHORITY ENGINEER: This is Kris Cadena with the Water Authority.
I have had some ex-parte communication with the engineer regarding the agreement form; I just want
to put that on the record. The serviceability letter, #200506 has been approved and provides the
conditions for service. The Development Agreement has been approved by the board and needs to be
signed by both the developer and executive director. This is required prior to approval, and that'll run
you had made a comment that you're trying to get it out by Friday. I see my inbox. This morning so
obviously hadn't had the chance to get that routed for signature. And with regards to the utility plan,
Richard, there's a three-inch water meter that's proposed based on the standard drawing it's a
continuous diameter from the main to the meter, you show yours as a six inch connection. I included
that in my comments. Thank you very much.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, any questions for Mr. Cadena.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Thanks, Kris for your comments. We did submit Monday morning
the signed development agreement. I wanted to see if that has been routed for signature to the director.
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MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the Water Authority. I have it sent this morning at 7:33.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard I actually re-sent it, if you see below the email I sent out on
Monday. I just wanted to see if that was in the process of being routed to the director.
MR. CADENA: Correct. Okay I do see that (unintelligible) the executive director and we'll get to that.
Thank you.
MR. STEVENSON: Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Oh, go ahead, Mr. Stevenson.
MR STEVENSON: Thank you. Kris, is there any chance you can take delegation while that signature is
pending?
MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the Water Authority. Yes.
MR. STEVENSON: Thank you. This is Richard. If I could address your second comment. Jay, if you
could go into the utility plan, please. I’d just like to articulate the (unintelligible) detail, and I believe that
caused some confusion. So, the (unintelligible) detail indicates both the six-inch water line for the first
(unintelligible) but also the three inch (unintelligible). And I believe that note (unintelligible) 12 x12x16
inch valve that's for the six-inch fast pressure line. (unintelligible) So I think that maybe with that
explanation that should resolve that comment.
MR. CADEDNA: Kris Cadena with the Water Authority. I agree.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, Thank you. As we proceed on here I just want to make a comment to help
guide the public understanding DRB comments. A lot of times we go through a project and several
meetings, and you might hear the words like no objection. And that usually means that the DRB
member has reviewed the case and found that the applicant has met all the specific requirements, or
maybe by the second or third meeting at that point, they've met all the requirements. So, I just want you
to understand that if a DRB member might say, no objection, it doesn't mean they didn't do a thorough
review of the case, it just means that that thorough review has resulted in at this point in time they've
found the applicant to meet all of the requirements of IDO. With that, let’s go to Code Enforcement.
MR. CARL GARCIA, CODE ENFORCEMENT: This is Carl Garcia. I know we've discussed walls at
length, but I just like confirmation that all fences on the property comply with section 5-7-D, and other
than that, Code Enforcement has reviewed this project for compliance with the IDO, and has no
additional comments or objections at this time.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Carl, I can confirm that we did comply with the wall, restrictions
and heights as laid out in the IDO.
MR. GARCIA: Thank you, nothing further.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Parks and Recreation.
MS. CHERYL SOMERFELDT, PARKS AND RECREATION: This is Cheryl Somerfeldt with Parks and
Recreation. I have written in my comments (unintelligible) previous comments from the open space
division that asked for that to be removed because of the potential of it being an invasive species and,
considering that this is a stream from major public open space. And we ask that that be changed. And
then the next is to add that the Juniper species must be female only in order, in order to comply with the
City of Albuquerque’s pollen control ordinance. And then there was another note that I had regarding
the organic mulch that would be added to the landscape plan. So those are the changes for the
landscaping.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Cheryl sorry, I’ve got some bad audio. Could you restate your first
comment and point it out on the landscaping plan and please repeat it?
MR. SOMERFELDT: For the first part, I have the Chinese pistache?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Yes.
MS. SOMERFELDT: Okay, I was looking at what was provided and, I did see it again, but perhaps you
made that change. Sorry I can't see it on the screen, I would need to see the tree list.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. I cannot see it listed on a tree list. So perhaps if we could take the
other comments and Cheryl if you wouldn't mind just reviewing it if that's possible.
MS. SOMERFELDT: Sure. I'll try. I'll send the version that I have.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Sorry we did resubmit this morning, it should be in your inbox and
updated landscape plan to address your two subsequent comments. Sorry, I believe we do meet it and
have addressed all of your comments.
MS. SOMERFELDT: Okay.
MR. RODENBECK: This is Jay Rodenbeck. Cheryl, Mr. Stevenson sent the email at 8:50am just for
point of reference.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: I think I'm going to come back to Ms. Somerfeldt so that she has sufficient time to
kind of look at those items, I did review those this morning and I notice that there have been some
changes made. Let's go to, and I'll come back to you Ms. Somerfeldt. Let's go to Hydrology.
MR. ERNEST ARMIJO, HYDROLOGY ENGINEER: This is Ernest Armijo, Hydrology. Hydrology has
an approved conceptual grading drainage plan, engineer stamp date of June 26th, 2012. Hydrology has
no comment or objection.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. Transportation?
MS. JEANNE WOLFENBARGER, TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER: Good morning, this is Jeanne
Wolfenbarger with Transportation. Transportation comments have been addressed for transportation
and transportation has no objections to the site plan. I would like to note again for the record that no
traffic study was required for this development…it fell under the threshold, that's been stated before.
We are providing street lighting on the Golf Course Road. That is shown on the infrastructure list.
Westside Boulevard improvements are still scheduled to move forward, under the City, that will widen
Westside. And if you need contact information regarding expansion of transit, feel free to get hold of me
after the meeting.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Any questions Mr. Stevenson?
MR. STEVENSON: No thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, let’s see if Ms. Somerfeldt is still studying things. Do you need a little more
time Ms. Somerfeldt?
MS. SOMERFELDT: This is Cheryl Somerfeldt with Parks and Recreation. The first two appear to be
corrected, I’m just checking for that note that's, that's been added as well?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard, yes the note was that it was actually updated to quote exactly your
comment that we locate it on the plan.
MS. SOMERFELDT: Is it near the top right corner?
MR. STEVENSON? So, it's the fourth paragraph under General notes.
MS. SOMERFELDT: This is grab-over filter fabric to a minimum depth. And then there's a space.
Is that the one you mean? So, the note about the organic mulch. This is Cheryl with Parks and Rec. Is
that also on this?
MR. STEVENSON. This is Richard, I'm also looking, I believe it was added. I had confirmation from the
landscape architect this morning. I'm on the left side, just below the Golf Course Road text. There is
another planting note, and it is it is that specific comment regarding the organic mulch section, 5-6C of
the IDO. Sorry about that.
MS. SOMERFELDT: So, this is Cheryl Somerfeldt with Parks and Rec. As long as that's added
somewhere, then that, that's fine. We can go forward. I did want to mention also, I think there's a
comment from the public about not wanting mowing in that buffer area. And from what I could tell, it
would be a native seed mix that wouldn't require any mowing. And I just thought you might want to
confirm that.
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MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard, yes it was a general comment regarding the hours of
maintenance, specifically, not on weekends. We passed all that information on to the developer who
will consider that when the time is right with the maintenance crews on the property. To answer your
question though, yeah, I believe it is a native seed in the 50-foot buffer area. So, it's not a solid
(unintelligible) obviously, but there will be general landscaping maintenance for the buffer area.
MS. SOMERFELDT: But, not mowing necessarily would be like a, maybe even maybe a yearly
mowing?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. I would leave that up to the landscaping crew, to determine what
frequency. It will be periodically and the concerns were, you know, not at 9 am on a Sunday morning
during landscape maintenance.
MS. SOMERFELDT: This is Cheryl Somerfeldt, that's all I have. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, thank you Ms. Somerfeldt. I'm now going to ask Mr. Rodenbeck if he's
located the notification map and he's going to bring that up on the screen.
MR. RODENBECK: Madam Chair, this is the notification map.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Let me turn to Mr. Stevenson and ask you how you use this map to identify with
regard to the southern area, to notice properties.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. So, per the IDO procedures, we made the request to the City for
the hundred-foot buffer map. They provided this document. We are required to notify by mail any
residents encroached in this in this (unintelligible) which is what we followed so any properties that form
that shaded area we sent out notification. I also want to point out that we posted the signs,
(unintelligible) procedures, and as well we had somewhat extensive outreach; a couple of
neighborhood association meetings, facilitated meetings to try and understand all the concerns from the
affected residents. So, I wanted to reference this because this is what we use to follow the application
procedures.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, and just kind of going left to right along that boundary line, can you just
identify which properties were noticed.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Everyone within that envelope…we received the addresses from
the city staff, and we sent out mailed notice. I do want to note that there was one address, I believe Mr.
Sandoval, who lives on (unintelligible) Drive and did not receive notice due to a technical matter which I
believe the City looked into, and we did provide a subsequent notice to Mr. Sandoval but he obviously
has been previously involved in delegating so was aware of this request.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay so specifically it looks like you noticed two or three properties along Benton
Avenue?
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MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Yes I would have to refer back to the mailed notice. I believe there
are scanned copies of those envelopes in the packet that was sent out to the specific, specific as to
which residents did receive that notice.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay thank you. Now we need to go back to allow any member of the public that
has spoken if they have a follow up question. This isn't to give additional testimony, but just if you have
a follow up question of the applicant or anyone else who has given sworn testimony today. The one
allowance I would like to make is that if you abut the subject site and want to give me some feedback
on how the area immediately adjacent to your property is being treated and what you like or don't like, I
would like to hear that feedback. Let me for instance ask Ms. Kearney, do you have any follow up
questions or feedback on the wall?
MS KEARNEY: Yes I do. The question I have is, as I understand it, the arroyo is also a public right
away. So, that brings in that notification line and increases it by at least eight different property owners
from just a rough estimate I had, so my question is, is not the arroyo, a public right away?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, Ms. Gould, I’m going to go ahead and let you answer that question to the
best of your knowledge.
MS. GOULD: This is Maggie Gould. So when, when we looked at this before, that arroyo property… so
if Jay can bring back that notification map. If you look at the streets and if you look at the other chunk of
the arroyo, they are all labeled as unclassified and they don't have zoning, and they show up clearly as
easements of public right of way that piece of property there directly to the south of the subject site
shows up as the same residential zone that R-1D zone, and when we look at the condition of public
right of way, although drainage is in there, unclassified is also in there too. And I think the other part of
this is that the notification, let me find the citation… so the other part of it is under 14-16-6-4-K7E which
says that “if the applicant provides evidence that the required notices were timely provided, then the
failure or property owner or Neighborhood Association receive actual notice due to changes of address
since the latest update to the City or county real estate records or need to change the email addresses
since those were last provided or due to errors in postal delivery, newspaper, publishing or other
reasons, beyond the control of the applicant and the City, that shall not be grounds for delay of the
application or the review.” And so I think, that's the issue with this property is that when that property
buffer was done, they used I believe the right of way of Golf Course as the buffer but that chunk of the
arroyo doesn't look like right of way.
MS. KEARNEY: That's hard for me to understand because people use it all the time as hiking and
things like that and it would, if it got included within like the road is the right of way, it would push that
notification to the south. And that is not part of Seven Bar North; it's actually the different community
neighborhood that should have been contacted.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Ms. Gould, if I understand you correctly, that if we were further east where it says
unclassified, that would on the buffer map, that would have triggered notice on the other side of the
arroyo, you would have excluded the arroyo as public right of way and would have included the notice
on the south.
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MS. GOULD: This is Maggie. I believe that would be correct with the way the notification process
works.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Mr. Biazar, go ahead.
MR. SHAHAB BIAZAR, CITY ENGINEER: So, the southern piece it’s owned by AMAFCA. So that's a
property of AMAFCA and it’s an arroyo so it’s not even owned by the City so it wouldn't be considered
City right of way.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. I think for our purposes here we've talked about this and we've given a
response. And the City created a buffer map for the applicant to use and they have followed that buffer
map in doing their notification. If the applicant for any reason feels that they want to make sure that this
in any way isn't an appealable item, then they, I would allow them to proceed in any way that they
choose to. But I think in terms of our discussion of it this morning, that's as far as we can go. Ms.
Kearney, do you have any other questions?
MS. KEARNEY: Yes, I do. Would you clarify for me, the neighborhood edge is supposed to be 15 feet,
and the wall…after the 15 feet, and also that 15 feet need that retention pond, which is directly behind
my house should be moved 15 feet before they start building a retention pond. I’d like to get clarification
for that.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: I’d like to get clarification from Mr. Stevenson and have you respond to why the
retention pond is located there, and if there are any other alternatives
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. So, the site generally falls away to the south, and to the southeast.
We're trying to match the natural drainage patterns with the topography. There’s an existing concrete
channel that ties into the AMAFCA arroyo channel down on the southeast corner of the property. And
so this location for the retention pond makes the most sense. And it works for the development. And so
that's why it is located in the buffer zone because we are allowed to do that. As previously mentioned,
as well, it works with the topography for the proposed site.
MS. KEARNEY: So how are you going, my question then is, how are you going to protect the adjacent
properties if during a flood where it could undermine our wall, and other situations.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. So, we have adequately designed the overflow for that rundown
and connection to the existing concrete channel plume that is tied to the arroyo, to be able to pass the
design storm event, and so we, and larger and there is excess capacity on that channel, which is
detailed in the grading and drainage report, which I believe I had previously sent to you as well. And so
we are confident that we have designed this to be able to safely discharge any runoff, storm water
runoff from the property into the arroyo.
MS. KEARNEY: And then I've got the question of, the 15 foot neighborhood buffer is put in for
protection and reduction in noise and things like that. I don't understand has the wall been moved 15
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feet out to 15 feet or does it still continue at the five feet and then go out and also I've got a great
concern about fire management. If we see what's happening in California, and are the all the species,
are they the type of species to help prevent I would call them what they call fire-wise species. Has this
gone through fire management?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard so the wall is located within a 15 foot buffer zone. We also are
required to provide a 50 foot buffer before we can place any parking. That has been very nicely detailed
with the response by City Planning, and that response should be in your inbox which details the section
in the IDO that allows us to place the wall in the 15 foot buffer. In regards to (unintelligible) so we are
simplifying, what the recommended plans are. And so I can certainly take that comment back to the
landscape architect, but we are not proposing to make any changes today on the landscaping plan.
MS. KEARNEY: I still have great concerns about that. (Unintelligible) Fire Management, and with all the
vegetation that's being planned for there, it's critical that there be a plan in place for how they would
deal with fire situations.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard so we have submitted a fire one plan that has been approved by
the fire marshal which details the fire accessibility routes to fight any fire on the property, whether that's
internal in a building or in a landscaping area.
MS. KEARNEY: The other question though is the security from the people living in the apartment area.
I don't understand how they're going to protect the community with the present plan. And with the wall,
they are now proposing there's access behind that wall it looks like. And that does nothing for the
security of the neighborhood.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard so we have previously discussed crime as a general theme in
regards to specific security of tenants being out of access any property to the east, I will point out that
we are building that six foot wall and that yes, it is accessible, but there is also the existing boundary
wall for those residents that varies in height. I believe the, when I walked the property with my
measuring tape, the lowest wall was about four and a half feet, and in some sections, it was actually
greater than eight feet if I recall correctly so I, I can rely that I comment back to the developer but I just
want to point out that the people in this apartment complex. I don't believe will be causing problems to
anyone. I would like to believe that they won't cause any problems to adjacent neighbors. I'm sure I
can’t offer a much, much better, more succinct answer than that.
MS. KEARNEY: So, that brings the final question, what are you doing to protect our neighborhood?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard, that's a fairly open ended question. We have had numerous public
meetings, we’ve tried to articulate what the intent of the site plan in regards to the IDO and the DPM
standards are. I can't comment, generally on a specific interaction with this development and the
neighborhood as a whole. I don't have details to add.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Mr. Rodenbeck, can you zoom in on that wall area on the existing
subdivision wall? Really zoom in just on one section of it is fine.
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MR. RODENBECK: This is Jay. I'm pointing right now at the existing subdivision wall and this is the
proposed wall.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: So I’d like the adjacent neighbors to realize that based on some of the comments,
they have modified from just having a wall that's continuously five feet away from the existing
subdivision wall, to this, which is segmented five feet and I guess going in maybe to about three feet or
something, but to provide better access for maintenance of that area. And what I had hoped and I, I'm
not sure the applicant agreed, but when I walked the site I noticed that there was mature bushy tall
vegetation in that area. And if it couldn't be maintained it would be a deterrent to weed growth, as well
as not be anywhere you'd want to crawl behind because it's just too thick full of brush. And, you know, a
live brush, a healthy brush. And so, in response the applicant I think did this modification where the wall
would have these gaps in it to allow for better maintenance. So, what is your response to that Ms.
Kearney?
MS. KEARNEY: I don't understand, when the IDO says that wall has to be 15 feet away… I know that
there is a proposed amendment coming up to decrease that but as the IDO states now, it's 15 feet from
the property line that the wall has to be, so wouldn’t he be required to have a variance, to put that, any
wall, any structure within that 15 feet?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: No Ms. Kearney, that's what we've tried to point out in our comments, responding to
neighborhood comments, is that the IDO requires a 15 foot landscape buffer area between single family
and multifamily, and then you wanted to know, like, can you put a wall in there and so we researched it,
and we found that the IDO does allow a wall within that landscape area, but we feel that the intent of
that landscape buffer should be met so that the placement of the wall mitigates the impacts of the
differences in property use size or scale. And so I wanted to understand how the neighborhood felt
about where that wall is placed in relationship to what would happen to the land in between your wall
and this multifamily wall.
MS. KEARNEY: And I, I know that’s what you said but why then, are they proposing amendment to the
IDO for the City Council, that would move that wall? It says 15 feet and the IDO, I forget that like page
186 or so, so I just, I don't know, it just in my mind, it would require a variance to move that anywhere
closer than the 15 feet at this time, because the IDO is…
CHAIR WOLFLEY: So, when an applicant submits their application and it's deemed complete the rules
of IDO at that time are the rules that we apply to an application and so there could be, I think there is
some change to that rule that recently went before the City Council. But that was not, it's not currently
in effect nor was it in effect when this application was deemed complete. And so what we're doing is…
MS. KEARNEY: That's why I said presently, it has to be 15 feet out. The proposed amendment would
move it, where they would have to be 15 feet out the property line.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: staff has researched this and determined that there was an agreement that the wall
will have to be 15 feet out. Do you have a specific provision that you're referring to?
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MS. KEARNEY: It's the neighborhood edge. And that's, I think it was like 186. My computer's in
another room, and don't have access to that document right now, but it was the neighborhood edge
section, and it says, that the wall is to be built, 15 feet away, provide more protection for the
neighborhood, and that the amendment will change that to being closer to our property but that
amendment is not in place yet. So that's…
CHAIR WOLFLEY: I'm going read to you from the IDO, it’s on page 260. It’s development next to low
density residential zone districts and 56E2A, which I think Mr. Rodenbeck might have up here but it
says the landscape buffer area, at least 15, feet wide shall be provided. One deciduous or evergreen
tree, at least six feet tall and three shrubs, shall be provided every 25 feet. But it does not talk about
wall placement and that's why we looked carefully throughout the IDO, but we also need to meet the
intent and that's why I was asking you all about where your preference for placing that wall would be,
because there is this intent to mitigate the impacts of significant differences in property use, size and
scale.
MS. KEARNEY: To us, the farther away from our, at least to myself and I think most of the others here,
the farther away that wall is from our property line the better. You see, there's the 15...
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Ms. Kearney, we need to kind of keep moving our meeting along.
MS. KEARNEY: Yes, Okay, we'll deal with it at a later stage.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. Let me go to Mr. Mirabal. Did you have, I can allow you to ask
questions to those speakers that have been sworn in, or, and also provide any comments you might
have about that landscape buffer area with the wall.
MR. MIRABAL: I do have concerns with the proposed landscape wall. Marsha mentioned we’re
concerned about the safety of our neighborhood, by providing more access without law being broken
up provides more access to our property. And if they were going to do a slanted approach with the wall,
would want any openings to be gated to where they could lock those and restrict access to our
property. This just provides more access to our property. That's what we're trying to prevent. I know Mr.
Stevenson's assurances that, oh that you know we're looking at 30 years down the road, down the way.
And he's, I mean he is confident that they're not going to break in from the apartment. That doesn't help
us when we when our homes are broken into and destroyed. We need limited access. What I would like
to see is to have a wall, if it's going to be five feet if you have gated access on each end and restrict
any access into that area. This doesn't help us at all as far as safety goes. I'd prefer to see the wall out
further, but according to your, your description, you're saying they can do that anywhere. And also I
have a question about you were discussing notification. And you eliminate the arroyo as right of way,
although we feel it is right of way. But street Correta (sp) itself, there are several neighbors on the other
side of the street, according to your map should have been notified. They claim they were not notified
and I don't have that list in front of me, but I know several of our neighbors have on the other side of the
street are within that hundred foot boundary, and then if you exclude that street. Correta (sp) as a right
of way that extends that out even further into the neighborhood, and they were not notified. So, it's still
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a question that notification, but now as far as the fence, that's a big concern to me that they would now
start allowing more access in there. And we want limited access.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, thank you Mr. Mirabal. Let's go ahead and, Ms. Horvath Did you have any
questions for any of the speakers that were sworn in?
MS. HORVATH: Oh, yes, I did. Can you hear me okay?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yes we can.
MS. HORVATH: Okay. Oh, well I did have a question about, for Tierra West. In this whole process,
right from the start, the neighbors did ask that the scale of the building come down with the heights.
And I was curious. They weren't thinking by stair step it down, possibly two stories next to them or three
stories next to them. And step it up a story, you know the four story then a three story, or just two story
overall or three story overall, so I'm just curious did Tierra West ask their client at all if he would be
willing to accommodate some of those concerns, the size of the building adjacent to the residence, and
what his answer was - the height of the building.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. I can try to address your questions on the security and the design
of that fence or the boundary screen wall. So, the intent is, it is a screen wall, it will have some good
aesthetically pleasing. (Unintelligible) the architect to try and improve the aesthetics of that screen wall
for both the residence in the apartments, but also for, for you and your neighbors. I will point out that
your existing boundary walls are there today and currently providing the security. I see you shaking
your head. My house is fenced. I've still been broken into here. It's not pleasant, so I can understand
and relate to your security concerns. The apartment complex is a gated complex, and there will be
security dates at the entrance on Golf Course road. I also want to remind you of that. In regards to
Rene’s comments, with the density and also the stepping of the buildings on the east side, to say two
stories, we did take that back to the developer and the architect. That was, it wasn't able to be met. I
did consider it but this is the density that the developer needs for this project to work. And so, staying
with where we are, we have on the plans today. And we had provided that response, many months ago
to you Rene.
MS. HORVATH: And so he did tell you no. He told you he could not accommodate the neighbor’s
request?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. Yes. He could not accommodate the request to decrease the
number of stores, and therefore the number of apartments.
MS. HORVATH: Okay and then I have a question…
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Do you have another question?
MS. HORVATH: Oh yeah, on the, on the wall. Just curious, I'm assuming that the area between the two
walls are out of grade so it's sloped towards the arroyo and the drainage has been figured out on that
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between the two walls. And, and the wall, what is the material, maybe the wall is block, but it's not a
stucco. And what is it a textured colored block, or is it a gray block or what do you, what is that gonna
look like?
MR STEVENSON: This is Richard. So in regards to the drainage, yes those details have been
considered and will be fine-tuned with the detailed grading plan required at the building permit stage.
The block wall I believe is a textured skin block wall that will have a texture on it. I can check with the
architect to see if he's got those details that he can share with you and the neighbors as well. And there
may be some opportunity for additional input, perhaps, on colors or textures or styles for that wall at a
later date.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, thank you Ms. Horvath and Mr. Stevenson. All right I'll just kind of let you
know Mr. Stevenson one leaning I have right now is to look at delegation for that whole area between
the just call it the landscape buffer area I think the system for landscape buffer area that we can resolve
some of the wall and landscaping issues through there. So at this point…
MR. STEVENSON: So at this point, we are happy to work with Panning and any neighbors that can
provide legitimate input to try and nail down the detail on that screen wall over the next week or two.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, because I think that often is the area of direct impact for the adjacent
property owners. Mr. Mirabal, if you have something really short it should be in the form of a question.
MR. MIRABAL: My question is why, why couldn't they, if they're going to (unintelligible) that fence in to
where you have all these openings, why couldn't they provide gates…restrict access to that area, they
could put up a wrought iron gate and have it locked. And whenever they need access they can open it
and get in there for maintenance. By leaving it open, puts us in jeopardy. And, you know, all the
assurances in the world aren’t going to help us when our property is stolen.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Mr. Mirabal I think that's something that we can resolve before I do final sign off.
Okay? So, I will hope that there will be some discussions between Mr. Stevenson and you and Ms.
Kearney, to work on that issue and then I will (unintelligible) before final sign off is the way I'm,
meaning. At this point, I will, Mr. Stevenson, do you have anything more?
MR. STEVENSON: DRB Chair this is Richard, I just wanted to point out that we do have the
infrastructure list as well.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Oh, thank you. Okay Thank you very much Okay, Mr. Rodenbeck if you have easy
access to the infrastructure list if you can bring it up but I think it hasn't been changing since the last
resubmittal, or when it was the date of the most recent infrastructure Mr. Stevenson?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard. I believe it's the 24th.
MR. RODENBECK: This is Jay Rodenbeck. They submitted an infrastructure list with the resubmittal
that we received this past week.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: Which is what you have on the screen…
MR. RODENBECK: Which is what I have pulled up, absolutely.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. All right, so this is the infrastructure list that we would be approving. At this
point I will ask each board member to vote to approve or deny the site plan application with the
associated infrastructure as shown on the screen. And if you're accepting delegation, please
summarize that delegation and the time needed. Okay, let's start, this is voting now let's go to Water
Authority.
MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the water authority. I approve with delegation for execution of
the development agreement.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Kris, Code Enforcement?
MR. GARCIA: This is Carl Garcia, Code Enforcement, I approve.
MS. SOMERFELDT: This is Cheryl Somerfeldt with Parks and Rec. I approve on the condition that
this, that a note is added.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Can you specify the note please Ms. Somerfeldt?
MS. SOMFERFELDT: Pursuant to IDO 565B, organic mulch such as wood chips or pecan shells is
required as ground cover for the portion of any landscape area surrounding the (unintelligible) as well
as beneath the entire tree canopy or drip line in each required landscaped area.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay, thank you Ms. Somerfeldt, let's keep voting, Hydrology?
MR. ARMIJO: This is Ernest Armijo, Hydrology, I approve.
MS. WOLFENBARGER: This is Jeanne Wolfenbarger with Transportation. I approve.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: This is Jolene Wolfley, DRB Chair and I approve with delegation to address the 15
foot landscape buffer area with regard to placement of the wall and how the area will be treated
between the existing subdivision wall, and the new wall. Okay. There is a consensus vote to approve
item three Project 2020-4030, site plan SI-2020 -540 with the associated infrastructure list because the
application meets all the applicable requirements of the IDO and DPM with delegation to Water
Authority and Planning for 12 weeks to address the issues just stated.
MR. BIAZAR: Madam Chair, this is Shahab Biazar. I just have a quick question, I just wanted to make
sure that the applicant had signed infrastructure list because I just want to make sure that the signature
was on there before DRB signs.
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MR. RODENBECK: This is Jay; I’m pointing at it right now.
MR. BIAZAR: Thanks.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you everyone who participated today, we know the neighborhood is a
great neighborhood and is interested in how things will be developed in the future. Thank you Mr.
Stevenson for your work to try to accommodate the needs of the neighborhood, and we appreciate that.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: We are going to move now to Agenda Item Number 3,
which is Project 2020-4030, Site Plan SI-2020-540. This is for
the Calabacillas Group on Golf Course Road between the Black
Arroyo and Westside Boulevard. This is a site plan for an
apartment with more than 50 units.
Would the applicant team please raise their hand.
Tierra West and.
MR. BOHANNAN:

Okay.

I see

So it's Ron Bohannan and Richard Stevenson.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Is it -- I'm sorry.
believe I couldn't quite hear you.
MR. BOHANNAN: Yeah.
from Tierra West.

Mr. Bohannan, I

It's Ron Bohannan and Richard Stevenson

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you, sir.
starting with Mr. Bohannan.

Let me swear you in,

Do swear or affirm to tell the truth?
MR. BOHANNAN:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Ron Bohannan.

I do.

Thank you.

And then, Richard Stevenson, do you swear or affirm to tell the
truth?
MR. STEVENSON:

I do, yes.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. There was quite a bit of material for you
to work through when we saw you last time, which is July 22nd.
Can you go ahead and give us an update on everything out there.
MR. STEVENSON:
Tierra West.

Thank you.

Good morning, Richard Stevenson,

Yes. Firstly, if I can focus on the DRB -- DRB board members'
comments. We have worked to address those, and we'd like to work
through additional comments that we received on the resubmittal.
And then, I believe, there are some members of the public that
would like to speak and comment.
We have also worked to address a number of the concerns that we
received that were either afforded to us by the DRB chair, or
have been contacted directly from the neighborhood. We have
provided the responses, and that is all covered in e-mails, which
I believe are added to the project file.
With the interest of time, I -- I won't go through each of those
comments, but I just want to note that we have worked hard to
address -- provide some clarification on their comments.
And, as well, just to add, we have updated the infrastructure
list to address transportation's comments in regard to street
lights that we received.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Stevenson. As you noted
there has been -- there have been quite a bit of e-mail comments
that have come in. All of those e-mails have been circulated to
all the DRB members. They've also been, if they're from the
public, shared with Tierra West so that they could address them.
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And I wanted to go ahead and just mention one off the bat. There
was -- there was e-mails regarding notification. Could you
address that, Mr. Stevenson, how you did your notification.
MR. STEVENSON:

Yes.

This is Richard Stevenson.

So we followed the IDO notification procedures that sit in the
relevant section. We requested the ONC request for the 100-foot
buffer. Neighbors -- we received that and we sent out mail
notice as required, as we do for a lot of projects.
And we did receive a query from Mr. Sandoval on some lack of
notice, and we responded back to the DRB chair yesterday. We
proved that we followed exactly what the city had instructed us
to do in terms of notification.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. So part of that work revealed
that for some reason in the computer sweep of who should be
notified, Mr. Sandoval was not included in that. But we do note
that he did attend the July 22nd meeting, so he did find out
about it.
And we apologize to Mr. Sandoval that he didn't receive the
mailed notice. But that wasn't the applicant's lack of sending
notice. It was more somehow there was a computer glitch in not
including his address.
But once again, in the standard of reasonableness, we feel that
the applicant did make all the required attempts to notify and
that Mr. Sandoval was actually able to find out about the meeting
and participate at the July meeting, and as well he's here in the
room today and is welcome to bring up whatever matters he
chooses.
I also just want to note that some of the public comment that has
come in refers to the comprehensive plan and the adoption of the
IDO. Those are matters that are not within jurisdiction of the
DRB to deal with. The IDO was approved by the city council a
couple of years ago, and the DRB can only do what the IDO
prescribes it to do, which is to apply the IDO and the DPM to
this particular project if it has the correct -- under the zoning
that it has in place.
And under the DRB review and -- review criteria, it does not
include review of comprehensive plan policy, and so matters in
the comprehensive plan are not matters that the DRB can be
looking at when they review a site plan. Rather, those
comprehensive goals are institutionalized in the IDO requirements
themselves, and it's those IDO requirements the DRB actually can
do something about here today, and the DPM requirements. And so
that would be the most effective place for us to work this
morning, depending on where the public wants to go.
And let's go ahead now.

We had speakers signed up for this item.

Ms. Gomez, who is the first speaker?
MS. WOLFLEY:

First speaker I have is Mr. Mike Mirabal.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. GOULD:

Okay.

Madam -- Madam Chair.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Yes.
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MS. GOULD: I'm sorry to interrupt. If I may, it looks like Rene
Horvath also had her hand raised, and I don't believe we got her
on the initial list.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. I was going to do sweep at the end for
anyone we missed, but let's just go ahead and do that.
Anyone who did not sign up at the beginning of the meeting, I'm
going to finish the speaker list.
And remind me, Ms. Gould, to go and check the room and see if
there's anyone who didn't get signed up initially.
So let's go back to -- I don't know if it's Cathy or Mike Mirabal
who wish just to speak first.
MS. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Cathy.
Cathy.

Okay.

Let me swear you in.

Ms. Mirabal, do you swear or affirm to tell the truth?
MS. MIRABAL:

I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay.
minutes, if possible.

And please keep your comments to three
Thank you.

MS. MIRABAL: Okay. I just had a quick question. We were
wondering why the developer stated that the buildings will be
52 feet at certain points, and -- 52 feet height, and when 45 is
the height limit. Why is there that difference, the 7-foot
difference?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And what we're going to do to manage our
time the best way is, any questions or comments, the -Mr. Stevenson, he is listening and taking notes, and I'm going to
have him address everyone's comments and questions in one group
at the end of the public comment. Okay?
MS. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.
Did you have anything else, Ms. Mirabal?
No.
Okay.

And, Mr. Mike Mirabal, did you want to speak now?
MR. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
as you start.

It's fine.

I can speak now.

My comment --

Can I swear you in, please, sir?
Yes.
Okay.

Do you swear or affirm to tell the truth?

Yes, I do.
Okay.

And then just go ahead and state your name

MR. MIRABAL: My name is Mike Mirabal. I live adjacent to the
property in the proposed -- here in the proposed development.
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My questions relate to the fact -- the developer has -- has told
the neighborhood that the previous zoning of C-2 conditional use
was more permissive than MX-M, and from looking back at the
previous decision that was denied, the -- the limit was 26 feet
on these buildings. And it was denied because it was injurious
to the neighborhood.
This -- this project being four stories high is even more
injurious to the neighborhood, and it's -- it affects us in more
concentration. So I think there was a misrepresentation to the
neighborhood in trying to convince them that this was -- was less
injurious.
We still have the same issues that created the denial in the
first time, as far as schools, as far as streets and bridges, the
overcrowdedness that this will create. It -- the fact that
putting more additional homes on this site removes the
possibility of creating jobs by -- by putting true commercial
business on this site.
So we're -- we're adding to the congestion, which, again, has
been brought up numerous times as far as traffic, that is already
overcrowded. We're not providing jobs on this side of town.
We're now overcrowding our streets and our bridges because
people -- more people now are going to have to go across those
bridges that are already dangerously overcrowded at this time.
And there's no plan to build an additional bridge, that I'm aware
of.
I think -- I think that's it for right now. I guess to -- I
believe the previous ruling still exists, the conditions still
exist, and I'd like that to be considered in this decision.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay.
previous site plans?

And, Mr. Mirabal, are you referring to

MR. MIRABAL: I'm referring to the previous proposal to build 246
apartment -- apartments on this site. I believe it was in 2006,
and it -- it was ruled injurious to the community.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Mirabal.

Ms. Gomez, who is next?
MS. GOMEZ:

Next speaker I have is Ms. Marsha Kearney.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
unmuted.
MS. KEARNEY:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. KEARNEY:

Okay.

Ms. Kearney, let's make sure you're

Yes, I'm unmuted, I believe.
Okay.

Do you swear or affirm to tell the truth?

Yes, I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you. If you can try to keep your comments
to three minutes. Thank you.
MS. KEARNEY:

You're welcome.

What does Tierra West mean when they say "sufficient coordination
with Rio Rancho contact" -- it said "contract," but I think they
met contact -- "David Serrano made to confirm for additional
traffic items necessary."
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I was kind of surprised by that statement because I had spoken
with the Rio Rancho mayor on July 6th, and he talked to there
being possibly traffic issues. So I would like to better
understand what that coordination -- what that sentence means.
And my next statement goes back to the IDO and the purpose under
the IDO on Part 14-16-1, under general provisions, and Item
Number 1-3(D) says to protect the quality and character of
residential neighborhoods.
And item 1-3(E) says to promote the economic development and
fiscal sustainability of the city.
I feel this project is violent disagreement with that first
statement, and I don't understand how it helps that second
statement.
And my other question was, under notification of communities, I
still feel it was incomplete, because you're supposed to take out
public rights-of-way, and there's roads there and there's also an
arroyo. And if those were taken out of that hundred-foot
contact, you would have a large number of people that would also
have to be contacted with this.
And my final question, I do not understand how the second lot is
considered to be in a city core or a transportation corridor.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Ms. Kearney. We're all taking some
notes on your comments and we'll give the applicant an
opportunity to address them.
Okay.

Ms. Gomez, who's next?

MS. GOMEZ:

Next speaker I have is Mr. Larry Sandoval.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Good morning, Mr. Sandoval.
or affirm to tell the truth?
MR. SANDOVAL:

Do you swear

Yes, I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. If you can try to keep your
comments to three minutes, we'd appreciate it.
MR. SANDOVAL: Okay. First let me start with I'd like to say
that I object to the DRB meetings, both our July 22nd, today's
meeting, and also future hearing that we might have. I believe
that our citizens, our neighbors have a right to voice their
concerns in and open public forum because we have stake in this
matter. In these matters, we're making major decisions that will
affect the quality of -- of the lives of our neighbors and our
neighborhood.
I believe that the city has violated our rights according to the
State of New Mexico's Open Meetings Act.
I'd also like to go to the -- to talk about the 440-foot high
building, high-rise buildings. What has the city done to
preserve, protect and enhance the character of our neighborhood?
And why aren't the policies within the ABC-Z comp plan not
incorporated in the IDO?
The other thing that really concerns me is how have we really
addressed that glaring invasion of privacy. Take a look at my
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backdrop image, and you'll see the invasion, the invasion of a
development upon a residential neighborhood. As hard as they
have tried to block the privacy, nobody wins in this case. You
have people that have their blinds closed. That's not going to
be any different than what we are going to be facing with this
development, with 24 balconies from the rearview side of this -these -- these apartments facing us, with 20 windows. And this
is just one apartment. Multiply that. A total invasion of
privacy.
And then we're be given a cross-section from Tierra West showing
the site view, pointing into trees that they are proposing to
place that are mature, when in reality, they're 2-inch trees that
are -- 2-inch diameter trees that are 6-foot tall, that will not
give us privacy for 15 to 20 years.
Think of it this way, would anybody want drones flying in their
backyard. In this case, we have drones flying in our backyard
24/7. We'll have no privacy. Our backyards are our sanctuaries.
Also want to say regarding public notification and the
notification process, per the discussion that we had with
Mr. Stevenson, I know that I was not on that list. I did attend
the last DRB hearing. But I'd also like to note that there are
others that have not been notified to date and should have been
notified. And so I see this as a failure to comply on behalf of
the applicant.
Again, we have pictures of the sign posting and that was
definitely out of compliance with the sign laying down in the
bushes. How does that serve the public when they don't know and
they can't tell what it says because it's laying in the bushes?
I'm upset about that, and I should be, and so should the public
be.
Also, I'd like to know, and I don't know that we got an answer,
regarding the traffic-impact study. What is that 247-unit
threshold? What does that mean and where did it come from?
Because that's a major -- that's a major thing for us. I'd like
to know. Is that arbitrary? How is that determined? Because it
does have a major role in the fact that not only is the lower lot
owned by the same owner, the upper lot is also by the same owner,
which should be combined in the one package, not two.
I'm going to close with -- with this: I believe that the IDO is
a flawed document. It does force density, it does force highly
populated buildings in an area that should not -- should not be.
I'd also like to note that we are taxpayers. We deserve the
right to know if our city is going to protect, preserve and
enhance our communities.
That's all I have to say for now.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Sandoval.
of notes. Let's go to our next speaker.
MS. GOMEZ:

I've made a lot

Next speaker I have is Ms. Rene Horvath.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay.
tell the truth?

Ms. Horvath, do you swear or affirm to

Let's see.

We're going to unmute you.

All right.

Ms. Gould, can you try to help unmute Ms. Horvath.

There you are.

Ms. Horvath, do you swear or affirm to tell the
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truth?
MS. HORVATH:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. HORVATH:

Yes, I do.
Thank you.

We can hear you well now.

Okay.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Go ahead, and if you can, keep to three minutes.
That would be helpful.
MS. HORVATH: Okay. Well, I
yesterday, and -- and as the
the thing that I've noticed,
for apartments, and they are

did send in some written comments
land-use director for the West side,
we're getting a lot of applications
three and four stories high.

And this is a great concern to me because it's starting -- I can
see this is a trend that's going to create a lot of conflict with
the neighborhoods, to have this tall of a building right behind
their homes.
We normally keep things in scale and in character with the
surrounding area, and that even in our previous plans, and even
with the new IDO and comp plan, it's always been talked about
keeping everything in scale and character with the surrounding
neighborhood. And that we -- when it gets a little more intense,
it's usually around a community activity center, where you have
the shopping and you may have some apartments and then you have
the sink. Family. But still, even in those areas, it was in
scale and character for that area.
So this area right here along Golf Course is all on the east side
of that road, heading into Rio Rancho, and continuing on to
Southern Boulevard, it is single-family, primarily single-family
residents on the east side of the road.
On the west side of the road, you see more commercial, more
businesses, and for the most part, they're fairly in scale with
each other. When you get further west, like where the Rust
Hospital is, yeah, you see more taller buildings. This building
is more appropriate in that area than where they're placing it
right now.
And so right off the bat, I can see -- when I saw that they were
planning to do four stories, I said, man, it's going to be a
problem. To put it right behind people's home, right off the
bat, it's a privacy issue.
And then not only that, it's a solar access issue on top of it.
And I did send a photo with my written comments with these tall
apartment buildings that were built about, I guess, four or five
years ago, or maybe less, in this neighborhood, West side
neighborhood, south of the freeway, between Under and 98th
Street. I heard about these apartments, and when I went to drive
and pick up a friend in that neighborhood and I saw them looming
over the houses, I said, "Oh, man, this" -- "this is not right."
And when you look -- there are privacy issues. And this
apartment complex is separated by a two-lane road. And when you
drive there in the afternoon, all those homes are shaded by these
apartments. So their solar access is also invaded, as well. So
this is a quality-of-life issue.
So we -- I don't think -- so it is a solar access issue. It's a
privacy issue. It's out of scale, out of character for the area.
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And even though
which looked at
permissive. We
at jobs-housing
space. It just

we have an MX-M zoning, it used to be C-2 zoning,
-- it was a conditional use. It wasn't just
had to look at school capacity. We had to look
balance. We had to look at meeting usable open
wasn't a given.

But if the IDO says this now is MX-M and you can have
45-feet-tall buildings, does that mean everywhere gets a
45-foot-tall building? Don't you have to consider the comp plan
and what the goals and policies are with the comp plan? Because
I did list some of the -- some of the policies in the land-use
section. It says that in areas of change and consistency are
designated to be complementary to protect the scale and character
of the neighborhoods, and accommodating new residents in jobs and
areas well served by infrastructure and transit.
And I want to point out, this is not a community activity center.
It doesn't have transit on that road. And so that's another
thing to look at.
The second policy I wanted to mention was areas of consistency.
Neighborhoods designated as areas of consistency will be
protected by policies, will be protected by policies to limit
densities and negative impacts and that development will need to
be compatible in scale and character with the surrounding area.
So -- and then -- so I think that this board and commission needs
to look at that. I don't -- I know you guys looked at mostly
regulations, but these policies and the regulations go hand in
hand to get the scale and character right. Otherwise, if you
separate the two -- the goals and the regulations, then we're
going to have problems.
And so I added also the state statute. It does say zoning
regulations. Zoning and conformance to the comprehensive plan.
It was always intended for the city to do that. That's why we
have a comprehensive plan, and we have goals and policies. I do
not think they should be ignored.
And so there is a problem here, and I think that we cannot go on
because this really does affect the quality of life for our
residents, and we do -- we're here to serve them also and take
care of them and getting the right developments in the right
place.
Because if you put this four-story up right here, not only are
these people going to suffer, the whole community is going to
look at, "Wow, where did this come from? This is so out of
character for the area." They're going to ask, "Where is the
planning in all this?"
So we need to combine what we're trying to achieve and put the
right things in the right places with the right scale and
character if we really want to have a nice community.
So I don't think we should move forward and approve this. This
should not be as tall as it is. It shouldn't even be any taller
than two stories. And I should look at being complementary with
the surrounding area. So I don't think this should be approved
at this point. I think further evaluation is needed on this
project.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Ms. Horvath. I can't remember if I
actually swore you in. Did I swear you in at the beginning?
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MS. HORVATH:

I think so but, I'm sworn in.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. HORVATH:

Okay.
I told the truth.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Let me just ask you to affirm that everything you
said is the truth.
MS. HORVATH:

(Inaudible).

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
for your area.

Thank you, Ms. Horvath.

Let's hear now from our next speaker.
Ms. Gomez?
MS. GOMEZ:

Appreciate your passion
Is there another speaker,

I have Ms. Megan Fitzpatrick.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Ms. Fitzpatrick, let me find you in our
Zoom room. Oh, there you are. Okay. Let's get you unmuted
first. Let's see. All right. Can you -- do you know how to
unmute yourself, Ms. Fitzpatrick? I'm trying to -- oh, there you
are. Okay. Whoa, I don't know if our moderators were all
cancelling each other out.
Okay.

Ms. Fitzpatrick, do you swear or affirm to tell the truth?

MS. FITZPATRICK:

I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Please try to keep your comments to three
minutes, if you can. Thank you.
MS. FITZPATRICK: Of course. So much like Mr. Sandoval said, I
also do object to this format of these Zoom meetings in making
such massive decisions for my community. I do believe that it is
a violation of the Open Meetings Act. I want that on the record.
Number two, in regard to the notification and it being a computer
glitch, completely unacceptable. Again, yes, he did participate,
Mr. Sandoval participated in the July meeting; however, that gave
us no time to prepare.
So a computer glitch is not acceptable. I own a business. It
wouldn't be if a had a computer glitch. I would be punished. I
do believe that that's a violation of the notification that you
guys were supposed to conduct.
Thirdly, I want to address crime. Again, I live on Rayado, which
is the southeast corner of the Seven Bar north community. There
is an arroyo behind me, and then behemoth four-story apartments
called SkyStone Apartments. They too are luxury, they, too,
start at 1500 a month. And, in fact, August 1st, there was a
homicide in the SkyStone Apartments right behind me. Okay?
Homicide. Crime has gone up on my block because of these
apartments. I was living on Rayado before and the apartments and
after, and I've noticed a spike in crime. Not only that, I've
got a homicide in my backyard.
We don't want -- we are being surrounded by these behemoth
apartment. Enough is enough. I would have never purchased my
home knowing all this was going to happen.
You've got -- the IDO systematically is allowing for these
massive, high density apartments to move into the suburbs and it
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is not fair to us. In fact, the federal government is even
addressing this. Trump, thank God, came in and said no more low
income in the suburbs. And that's what this is going to become.
You can say it's luxury now, but eventually it will. You
wouldn't want this in your backyard and nor do we.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
Okay.

Okay.

Thank you, Ms. Fitzpatrick.

Ms. Gomez, is there another speaker?

MS. GOMEZ:

I have Mr. Roy Fassel.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Mr. Fassel, I see you.

Do you swear or affirm to tell the truth?
MR. FASSELL:

I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you. Go ahead.
three minutes, we'd appreciate it.

If you can keep it to

MR. FASSELL: I will keep it to three minutes.
The first public meeting we had that I went to, two subjects.
One was the traffic flow as it's related to the school district
at the entrance of Seven Bar, and -- and also the Westside single
lane.
And now (inaudible) a subject that I haven't heard of and I
haven't seen a permit, or at least a letter of intent with the
Federal Aviation Administration. The airspace that PR-004 and 5
are in is (inaudible) airspace by the Federal Aviation agency.
We have helicopter traffic going both north and south all from
Lovelace, and Presbyterian east and west. And I live one block
off of Benton and Golf Course in the first cul-de-sac.
And I'm telling you that they're low enough that a four-story
built on PR-4, they're going to be sitting in somebody's front
door if they also power.
So I don't know, is there -- the question is, has the FAA been
advised of the -- the geographical area as far as the bottom of
the controlled airspace or not? That's my main concern.
Everything's been talked about, and I'll expect some kind of an
answer in the future.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Fassell.

Ms. Gomez.
MS. WOLFLEY:

I have no other speakers, Madam Chair.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And we'll just check the Zoom room really
quickly. If you have not had a chance to speak, raise your hand
now and I can give you a chance to speak.
Okay. So you need to raise your hand in Zoom. Raise your hand
in video or if you're on audio, press star 9 and a hand goes up
for us to see.
Okay.

So far I'm not seeing anyone new.

Okay.

Let's go now to Tierra West and Mr. Stevenson.
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to address the comments that you've heard from the public.
MR. STEVENSON:

Yeah.

Richard Stevenson with Tierra West.

I'm going to address some of the questions and the comments, and
Ron Bohannan will also address the comments and questions.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you.

MR. STEVENSON: So just going through the notes that I took,
firstly, Mrs. Mirabal, I don't recall us ever presenting a
52-foot high apartment complex under the zoning MX-M.
The maximum zoning height is 45 feet, and everywhere that I'm
aware of in our plans we've always stated 45 feet. And so this
is the first you've brought that up to me. So just to clarify,
the maximum building height is 45 feet, which is what we are
proposing.
In regard Mr. Mirabal, I'm going to let Ron Bohannan discuss the
previous zoning and the previous site plans that came through on
this property.
MR. BOHANNAN: So under the C-2 zoning, under the old zoning
code, you did do -- there were [sic] a site plan that was
approved and denied. But under the C-2 zoning, as articulated in
our facilitated meeting by Russell Brito, if you set back from
the property line, you can exceed a 26-foot height, and you can
actually exceed it quite a bit more than what we are exceeding
under the C-2 use.
So the previous site was denied, and so that is off the table.
It's never been considered, as well as the C-2 zoning.
As far as transportation, we did reach out to David Serrano, who
is the traffic engineer for the City of Rio Rancho. We've had
correspondence with David Serrano about the impacts of this site
on -- on the corridor, and he did not feel that any additional
impacts, other than what they've already identified, would be
(inaudible) of that area. And we provided that in correspondence
to Jeanne Wolfenbarger for that.
Golf Course is a corridor. It's a minor arterial corridor, and
as such, has a little bit more traffic than what a residential
corridor is. And so with that, that's where the corridor comes
into -- to play.
As far as the traffic impact threshold, we reached out to the
traffic engineer with Jeanne's office, Matt Grush, this is half
the threshold, so it's not even close to meeting the threshold
for a traffic study, and as such, one is not warranted.
As far as crime, crime is a problem in the City of Albuquerque.
It is rampant throughout the entire city, and it is something
that the City of Albuquerque needs to address. It's not as a
result of people inhabiting different buildings within the city.
So with that, we'll look at it. There's nothing really to
address with crime as far as the IDO and the specific building.
As far as airspace, the two heliports, one at Lovelace Hospital
and one at Rust Medical Center, the minimum airspace threshold
over any parts of a populated area is 1500 feet. The threshold
for the airspace for those two heliports we'll check into if they
have an approach on both of those, and we should be well outside
of that airspace. But we will check with the FAA, look at those
airspace approaches to that area.
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Do you want to address setbacks on landscaping?
MR. STEVENSON:

Sure.

So there was some comments in regard to lack of protection for
the adjacent neighborhood. I do want to just restate that in the
IDO there are edge buffer requirements set up to protect any
adjacent residential zoning from an MX-M or high density
commercial, for example, zoned lot.
In this case, we do have the 50-foot buffer, plus we also have
the hundred-foot minimum setback from the property edge to the
buildings.
In this scenario on our plans, we do have 136 feet setback from
the property line. It was -- there was some photos, and I
noticed in one of the backdrops of Larry's -- with his
presentation, he referred to an apartment that overlooked some
residences. And then I also noticed in Rene Horvath's
presentation, she referred to another complex on the West side.
We don't have addresses for those developments, but from the
looks of it, it appears that they were built prior to the minimum
setbacks. So trying to draw some parallels with what you've
shown and what we're proposing, I think it's unfair and falls
short, because it is quite different.
Just to go through some of the other comments and questions, in
regard to the Open Meetings Act, I've asked that the city respond
to that. And I notice that Ms. Gould has responded to a number
of the concerns that are on file in regard to violation of the
public meetings act. As well -UNIDENTIFIED MALE:
MR. STEVENSON:

(Inaudible).

As well, I've touched on the notification.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE:

(Inaudible).

MR. STEVENSON: -- and still stand by what I said, in that we did
follow the ONC requirements. And so if the city would like to
comment on that further for Ms. Fitzpatrick, that would be good.
There was a reference to the cross-section. So what we tried to
detail on that cross-section was the height of the trees at
planting as well as the height of the trees at maturity, to try
and give some sense of scale. So I did also list in the previous
responses to the neighborhood questions size of -- the calibers
that would be planted, minimum heights, minimum calibers, and
then the overall maturity height for those trees and the shrubs.
In regard to Ms. Horvath's presentation, we received the comments
last night. In regard to the five items, we are going to work to
address Ms. Horvath's comments. I do note that they are more
overarching, high level comments, rather than specific to this
development. We will try to work and provide some clarification
where it's possible with regard to our development and how we
meet that.
For example, on the solar access, I previously mentioned that we
do follow the IDO requirements in that section and we did meet
all those -- those setbacks and the solar access requirements.
So I think, Madam Chair, if I can turn it back to you and
hopefully we can proceed to get DRB board comments. Thank you.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Stevenson.

I just want to go through here quickly and maybe pick up a couple
of things. Some of our speakers have talked about objecting to
the DRB meeting, Zoom meeting, during this pandemic. I do note
that we received several e-mails regarding that and we responded
to all those e-mails with information from the declarations of
public health emergency that the city has put out. We're in our
seventh declaration of a public health emergency. And within
that declaration, it refers to the State of New Mexico attorney
general authorizing that public hearings can proceed in a video
conference format and be in compliance with the Open Meetings
Act.
And so we are doing everything possible to try to make sure this
type of format is open to the public and that we're addressing
your concerns.
I also just wanted to refer to concerns about the zoning
entitlements that are on the property that do allow a 45-foot
structure. It meets other criteria related to parking,
landscaping, edge buffer treatments, et cetera. And those are
entitlements that are in the MX zone which was approved for this
project in a legislative zoning conversion done by the city
council in 2018.
And that action in 2018 is what is current and gives the
authorities the process and entitlements that we are functioning
under today. Whereas, there may have been previous site plans
and things in place or considered in the past, what the DRB must
consider and has no authority to consider anything outside this,
is what the city council approved with the zoning conversion to
this property for MX-M, and with the process rules and design and
use rules that are in place in the IDO.
And I think if you look at staff comments, especially from code
enforcement and planning, you'll see that we combed through the
IDO and all the provisions that we have found are applicable to
this site and we've evaluated the project according to -- to
those authorities. And the DRB does not have authority to step
outside of the IDO and the DPM in considering other matters.
And I'd just like to refer to Page 396 of the IDO, policy
6-6(G)(3) sets out the review and decision criteria for a site
plan DRB. And in particular, it says the site plan complies with
all the applicable provisions of this IDO, the DPM, and other
adopted city regulation and any conditions specifically applied
to the development of the property in the prior permit or
approval affecting the property.
The DRB also has to review infrastructure and public
improvements, that there's adequate capacity to serve the
proposed development, and that the site plan mitigates any
significant adverse impacts on the surrounding area to the
maximum extent practicable.
And those are the three decision criteria that the DRB can
legally use to review a property owner's site plan. We cannot
use criteria that the EPC reviews, which does include the
comprehensive plan. That is not an area that the DRB has been
authorized to review a site plan against.
I also just wanted to note that the property in play is a platted
lot and it is separate from the property to the north, which is
its own platted lot. Regardless of ownership, we can deal with
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just the lot that is in this site plan because it is legally
plotted as such.
Once again, just circling back to notification, we do not know
why Mr. Sandoval's name was left out of the sweep that brought up
all the addresses in the buffer map.
Mr. Rodenbeck, are you able to look up that buffer map really
quickly for us?
So just because this question keeps coming up, I want to make
sure people have the best understanding of how this works. An
applicant works with the city in identifying a buffer map that
shows those property owners that are within a hundred feet of the
subject site. And from that buffer map, which draws a line and
includes specific lots within the buffer area, then an address
list is generated corresponding with those lots. And this is
generated for the applicant by the city, and then the applicant
is required to do mail notice. And the mailed notice is a
three-day notice, so that you would have three days prior to a
public meeting like this in order to be aware that that public
meeting was going on.
And we do not know why Mr. Sandoval's address was not included.
But we do know that Mr. Sandoval was able to participate
July 22nd and then -- and in this meeting, and the mailed notice
would have provided a three-day notice of such meetings.
So here is the buffer map which shows anything within that blue
line. A portion of that property in that blue line would have
triggered an address generated for the applicant to mail notice
to. And Mr. Sandoval presented to staff a detailed listing of
notice and staff went through that very carefully, conferring
with the applicant, and we found that all the properties in this
buffer map had received notice except for Mr. Sandoval's address.
Also on notice, there's been discussion about a sign that was in
the bushes teetering away from where it was visible. When the
applicant was made aware of this, they corrected the sign. I
think the signs are still in place. And those signs are to help
people be aware of the first public meeting that's going to be
held on a project. And we understand that those signs are still
there and people are becoming aware. DRB often reviews a case
several times before approval. And so more people are able to
participate in these meetings as they progress.
But once again, we have a standard of reasonableness with regard
to notice, and we determined that the applicant had met that
standard of reasonableness in their sign posting and in their
mailed notice.
Okay. And some of the other issues I think will come up as we go
through DRB comments. So let's do that now, going to water
authority.
MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the water authority.
(Inaudible) hearing a little bit of back feed. I don't know if
that's on someone else's end.
So the property is outside the adopted service areas, so we'll
need to get water authority board approved development agreement.
And we provided you that boilerplate, so we'll get that going,
and we'll make sure to send that to legal once we have all the
other exhibits. We'll work together to get that resolved. With
regard to the utility plan,
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If you can please label the existing public sanitary sewer along
the southern frontage. Also label the appropriate private
sanitary sewer along the southern property frontage, just so it's
clear.
Also note -- there's a note that indicates a private -- a 20-foot
private exclusive easement for public sewer, which is not
correct. I think that should be written as a public easement.
And rather than extending public sanitary sewer to the proposed
roundabout for future access to existing Tract G-1, in an effort
to minimize on-site public sewer, it seems the public sanitary
sewer may be better suited to extend due north. This would
require the relocation of proposed dumpster enclosure near the
northeast corner of the development. We could talk about this a
little bit more, if you had discussion with the developer to the
north and maybe a more appropriate alignment. I just wanted to
get your thoughts on that.
Keep in mind that the vacation of the existing public sanitary
sewer easement, as well as granting of the new public sanitary
sewer easement will be required.
A previous comment that I had was to label all proposed on-site
private waterline accordingly. There's a proposed 6-inch
waterline that should be labeled or shall be labeled as private.
A proposed 8-inch water meter is being used to create the single
correction for what seems to be private on-site waterline loop
for both domestic and fire protection. Typically fire lines are
unmetered and separate from metered service. I'd like for you,
if you haven't done that already, confirm with the fire marshal
that they approve fire protection downstream of a metered
service. It's my understanding that they're really not in favor
of that. And we can talk about that if we need to.
With regard to the infrastructure list, the proposed public
sanitary sewer items indicated the northern terminus is the
northern property boundary of existing Tract D-1, which is
incorrect. I'm guessing you meant the southern boundary.
And that's all that I have.

Thank you.

MR. BOHANNAN: Kris, this is Ron Bohannan. I've got a couple
questions. Can -- if -- do we have to have board approval before
you can take delegation on this site plan?
MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the water authority. Yeah,
I wouldn't feel comfortable allowing a development to take place
without the board approving it for service.
MR. BOHANNAN: Okay. So we've got the development agreement in
front of the developer and working towards that. We can't make
the August meeting, but we believe we can make the September
meeting. Do you think that's feasible?
MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the water authority.
makes you think that we can't make the August meeting?
MR. BOHANNAN:

Because it's August 19th.

What

Do you think --

MR. CADENA: Yeah, give -- give -- this is Kris Cadena -- this is
Kris Cadena with the water authority.
Give us a little credit. We'll do our best if we can. We can -we can rush -- I mean, we -- our deadline to have everything in
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for the board is on the 10th of August. I mean, if you already
had your serviceability letter written, I just need Richard to
provide me a couple quick exhibits, you know, a vicinity map with
the areas shaded, a plat showing the subject property, staple
those two together with the serviceability letter and get that to
the -- the development agreement over to legal and in their hands
and hopefully we can make it. So we can definitely try.
MR. BOHANNAN: And thank you for that. We were just trying to
figure out where we're going to -- where we're going to defer to.
So that was -- that was the reason for that comment.
The other comment that I have is what we were looking at doing is
a compound meter, probably a 3-by-8 complete meter for that. And
so we'll circle back around with the fire marshal. So with that
compound meter, we would have a loop around the building for the
fire protection line. That would remain private. And then we'd
have the 3-inch domestic meter for the domestic service. That
was the intent of that approach.
MR. CADENA:

This is Kris Cadena with the water authority.

That makes sense. Just be mindful, and you may want to talk with
our customer service group, I don't know what they'll charge you
for as far as the UECs, because in the end you'll never use the
full capacity. So your client may be incurring much greater UECs
for opening up an account for a much larger meter than will he
have be used unless there is a fire. Thus, really, the
installation of unmetered fire lines.
But I can definitely understand what you're trying to do, maybe
minimize on-site private infrastructure and accomplish it all by
a single waterline as opposed to a parallel waterline. So
that -- that makes sense, it's just you may want to do a cost
analysis and see what's best for you and your client. Just keep
that in mind, that UECs could be big.
MR. BOHANNAN: Yeah, and we are aware of that and we're working
with the mechanical for the apartments to figure out the fixture
units and to set that up.
I think we have all your other comments that we can address
easily.
Richard, (inaudible).
MR. STEVENSON:

This is Richard Stevenson.

Jay, is it possible to share my scene. I have a pending exhibit
for Kris that I can show just in regard to coordinating with the
engineer on the tract to the north and the alignment of the
public sewer line.
MS. GOULD: This is Maggie Gould.
West to share their screen.
MR. STEVENSON:

Thank you.

It's now set up for Tierra

Richard Stevenson.

So, Kris, I see this prior e-mail, and we can discuss our plan if
that's possible. But what I wanted to show you is information
that I've received for the northern tract is a future private
roadway that's going to divide this Tract D-1 into two parcels.
I'm not sure what the overall development would be for this
parcel sometime in the future.
But I -- what we had discussed, myself and the other engineer,
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was extending public sewer line to enable the future connections
for any future subdivision within Tract D-1. So what I've done,
actually, is realign the sewer line so it actually then connects
well with that future roadway to the north.
So we think this is the best alignment. But, again, having it
discussed further offline. And I did update the infrastructure
list to show the terminus of the sewer line would be a certain
distance offset from the northern property line.
What is showing in red is the proposed 20-foot-wide public sewer
easement, which we were asked -- which we would prepare by
document. And then we would also work to vacate the existing
easement over on the east side of the property.
Obviously when future development comes to the tract to the
north, they would have to do whatever easement is required for
that sanitary sewer line.
So that is what I'd just like to bring and put on the record.
In regard to the infrastructure list, I'd still be taking a
deferral, which we can discuss in a moment. But I did update the
infrastructure list to correct the language for that public
sanitary sewer extension.
And prior mentioned, I've addressed the other comments in regard
to labeling.
So we would very much appreciate, and I'll do everything I can to
get you the exhibits so we can push through the development
agreement through legal. And then beyond to the board meeting
for the 19th.
Thank you.
MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the water. Yeah, showing
that future development to the north helps, and it gives me a -a better idea. And I do like your proposed alignment. Just make
sure all manholes are installed in areas where big (inaudible)
trucks, those big behemoth vehicles are able to access and pull
up to the manhole.
And I like your alignment, because it keeps it in the roundabout
of the corridor, as opposed to now going north, what now looks
like to be a side-yard easement on proposed Tract D-1-D to the
north. So yeah, your alignment looks good. I assume or trust
that you've looked at grades and made sure that appropriate
slopes and covers can be achieved to serve future development to
your northern neighbor.
And that's all that I have.
MR. STEVENSON:

Thank you.

Thank you for your comments.

MR. GARCIA: Good morning, this is Carl Garcia with code
enforcement.
Just want to verify, there had been a previous comment that there
was going to be a 6 -- up to a 6-foot wall in an area that was
only allowed a 3-foot height. And it would be required a
variance. I believe you stated that the record -- for the record
that the fence is going to be lowered to 3 feet. And I just
wanted to verify if that's the case.
MR. STEVENSON:

This is Richard Stevenson.

Good morning, Carl.
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Good to see you.
Yes, I did identify that.
Number 19.
MR. GARCIA:

I actually modified the note, Note

Yes.

MR. STEVENSON: So we're placing a 3-foot -- 3-foot wrought-iron
fence on top of the 3-foot (inaudible) block wall along the
northwest and south perimeter of the property. And then as
required by the IDO, on the eastern boundary, we would have the
6-foot opaque wall.
MR. GARCIA: Okay. So just want to be real clear. So any -- in
the MX-M, any wall or fence in the front of street side can only
be up to 3 feet high or any combination. So are you intending to
have 3-foot block with 3-foot wrought iron above it, on top of
it?
MR. BOHANNAN:

Carl, this is Ron Bohannan with Tierra West.

We'll modify that detail and look through that. We'll probably
have a two-wall section along Golf Course and the north side.
MR. GARCIA: Okay. Just -- just for the record letting you know
if there's any wall over 3 feet, and that's a combination of any
type, in the front yard or street-side yard, that will require a
variance. And either way, you'll still require a wall permit
through our zoning permit counter here, so -MR. BOHANNAN:
MR. GARCIA:

Okay.
-- separate from -- from your submittal for plans.

MR. BOHANNAN:

This is Ron Bohannan.

Thank you.

MR. GARCIA: Thank you. That's all I have.
comments or no objections.

I have no further

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Garcia. I was trying to
catch in between there, I made -- I left asking for something
that's important. I'm going to go back to Mr. Cadena and go
through all the DRB members. I would like you to disclose if you
had any ex parte communications and the nature of those done for
the July 22nd meeting. So this would just need to refer to
ex parte communications between July 22nd and today's meeting
now.
Mr. Cadena.
MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the water authority. Yes,
I believe there had been some e-mails between Richard and myself
talking about development agreements and possibly the comments
for a utility plan through e-mail correspondence. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Garcia.

MR. GARCIA: I have not had any ex parte communication with
anybody on this project. I'm not 100 percent sure if my staff
has, but I have not.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Somerfeldt.
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MS. SOMERFELDT: This is Cheryl Somerfeldt with parks and rec.
have not had any ex parte communication regarding this case.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Mr. Armijo.

MR. ARMIJO: Ernest Armijo, hydrology.
ex parte communications on this case.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

I

I have not had any

Ms. Wolfenbarger.

MS. WOLFENBARGER:
transportation.

This is Jeanne Wolfenbarger with

I have had ex parte communications through e-mail involving
contact with Rio Rancho and verifying that David Serrano had no
issues with this development.
I also -- we also discussed the need for the public street
lighting, as well.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Thank you.

And this is Chair Wolfley. Since the July 22nd meeting, I've had
no ex parte communications on the project.
Okay. We are still on board comments.
parks and recreation.
MS. SOMERFELDT:
recreation.

And we are ready to go to

This is Cheryl Somerfeldt with parks and

The last time I read the open space division comments, which
primarily said that because this project abuts the Black Arroyo,
which drains into the open spaces Calabacillas Arroyo, that they
would prefer all native plants to be planted on the landscape, in
the landscape design. So we would like to know, I guess, the
reasoning for choosing plants that are not native.
One of the parks -- or the parks comments included that at a
minimum, we would like the Chinese Pistache either removed or
replaced because it is potentially invasive. And that the -- the
City of Albuquerque's Pond Control Ordinance should be followed
so that any junipers listed should be noted to be female only, in
parentheses, after that name. But primarily, those are not
native either. So I guess the question would be, you know, is it
possible to move toward a more native palette.
That's all.

Thank you.

MR. STEVENSON: Okay. This is Richard Stevenson. Yes, I'll work
with the landscape architect to respond to your comment and, as
required, update the landscaping, especially along the Black
Arroyo to be natives, and we will update our landscaping plan to
address.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay.
just a little bit hard
clearly. I don't know
you can improve that.
Okay.

And just a note, Mr. Stevenson. You're
to hear. Mr. Bohannan comes through
where your microphone is, but let's see if
That would be good for our audience.

Let's go to hydrology.

MR. ARMIJO:

Ernest Armijo, hydrology.
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Hydrology has an approved conceptual grading and drainage plan
with an engineer stamp date of June 26th, 2020. We have no
objection.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Thank you.

Transportation.
MS. WOLFENBARGER: Good morning. This is Jeanne Wolfenbarger
with transportation. I'm going to could have some of my comments
first, and then move to the -- some of the neighborhood
questions.
So -- so first of all, thank you for updating the walkway widths.
I just wanted to make sure all of the walkway widths were shown.
Minimum 6-foot pedestrian way is required from the -- from the
main building to the right-of-way. It looked like it fell short
just north of the main building.
Make sure all the curb ramps are labeled as needed through the
site and for this 6-foot pedestrian crossing.
And then I just noted some areas where curb needed to be called
out, such as the pathway in front of the clubhouse for the
traffic circle, and then the radius for that traffic circle to
the north of the site.
Clear sight triangles, I did get comments that there were some
clear sight triangles, but I couldn't find them anywhere in the
submittals.
I just wanted to make sure also that we would -- we were going to
follow ASHTO requirements based on speed for those clear sight
triangles at both access ways. And I just wanted to make sure,
too, that the trees and bushes were out of the way out of that
clear sight triangle.
I did make a comment on the public street lighting, and thank
you for adding it to the infrastructure list that you just
presented today.
I -- I do want to add, you know, street lighting and all that for
tenants, and I also would like to see a street lighting exhibit
showing some locations. It could also add a note that during DRC
design, the street light locations will be finalized at that time
based on the illumination design.
And then I just wanted to see if we could provide a distance
between the property line and the walkway, just because the
neighbors had some concerns about distance between the property
line and the walkway. Just if you could add a dimension there.
And -- and also, you had given me a comment about -- about -about across easement, which is fine per plat. But I didn't see
the copy of that plat. If there is one that exists, that's fine.
I just -- I would just like that for my records, and I couldn't
find that in this package.
I would like to note again that this development does not meet
the threshold for needing a traffic-impact study. It does fall
below -- you know, fairly below -- the thresh- -- fairly well
below to threshold. The development to the north, as I
understand, will be sold off at some point, and at that time we
will review that development for traffic study requirements under
the new -- under the new DPM requirements.
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And oh, I just also wanted to note that there were some questions
about the trip generation manual that was used to determine the
threshold last time. I did want to note that that's -- the 10th
edition is the most recent addition that's been used. And it was
done in 2017. That trip generation manual is based on uses and
data collected throughout the country to determine how many
vehicular trips go in and out of a certain type of -- type of
development.
And I think -- let's see.
conclude my comments.

That -- that does conclude my --

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Ms. Wolfenbarger, do you have a number of
the trips generated in the a.m. peak hour or the p.m. peak hour
for this project?
MS. WOLFENBARGER: So it was roughly about a hundred -- let's
see. We've got -- we've got it up here on the screen. That's
what -- that's what I was looking for.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

MS. WOLFENBARGER: So if you'll look, a.m. peak hour entering is
19, exiting is 55. And then the p.m. peak hour, entering, 56,
exiting, 36. That's during the -- during one hour, the peak
hour.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And I think that's kind of helpful, just
for people to know what those actual numbers are.
And then thank you for providing the basis for where those
numbers are coming from.
Okay.

Mr. Stevenson, any questions for Ms. Wolfenbarger?

MR. STEVENSON:

Thank you, Jeanne.

This is Richard Stevenson.

Jeanne, just one clarification on the street lights. In your
comments you provided, you didn't reference the street lighting
exhibit. If that's something you would like to see in
preparation for the resubmittal, can you just clarify that or
provide an update on the comment sheet so I can make sure I
addressed all of your comments and resolve those items?
MR. BOHANNAN:

And -- and -- this is Ron Bohannan.

Jeanne, as well, are the street lights maintained by DMD, and
would they be the agency to establish the criteria for spacing at
street foot-candles?
MS. WOLFENBARGER:
transportation.

This is Jeanne Wolfenbarger with

Per the new DPM requirements, there will be an illumination
design required with the LED lighting, and we will be
coordinating with traffic operations on this.
MR. BOHANNAN: Okay. If you can send through the individual who
we can coordinate with, we'll reach out to them.
MS. WOLFENBARGER: Okay. We can definitely do that. And Matt
Grush may be able to help you with that, as well, as he has some
street lighting design experience.
MR. BOHANNAN:

We do, as well
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MS. WOLFENBARGER:
MR. BOHANNAN:

And as far as the --

This is Ron Bohannan.

We do, as well.

MS. WOLFENBARGER: As far as the street lighting exhibit, I just
was wanting to look at rough street light locations.
MR. BOHANNAN:

Okay.

MS. WOLFENBARGER: For the purposes of putting the financial
guarantee together, we just wanted to get a good enough cost for
the financial guarantee for the infrastructure list.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
comments.

Okay.

Thank you.

Let's now go to planning

MR. RODENBECK: This is Jay Rodenbeck. We had a couple remaining
comments. One of them was regarding the wall height, which code
enforcement addressed.
Another -- the other remaining comment we have is regarding the
presence of the proposed block wall on the eastern boundary of
the site, and the gap between it and existing block wall along
the adjacent subdivision, along that eastern boundary. We're
just concerned because of possible maintenance issues and
unwarranted access.
And that was -- that's all I have.

Thank you.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Tierra West, do you have any comments on that?
I'm sure you've kind of been thinking about that.
MR. BOHANNAN:

No, and so the last -- this is Ron Bohannan.

The grounds are maintained through that area. What we will do is
make sure that we include that in the maintenance portion. But
that will be the responsibility of the land owner to maintain
that, to maintain that area. We're familiar with those
(inaudible) lands, so...
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

This is Chair Wolfley again.

I'm kind of curious why you chose this option.
MR. BOHANNAN: One is it's required by the IDO.
the main reason.

That's -- that's

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And can -- this is Chair Wolfley again.
Can you explain how complicated or possible it would be, and this
would be to be with the homeowners' concurrence, but to raise the
existing wall rather than build a new wall.
MR. BOHANNAN: This is Ron Bohannan with Tierra West. In my
almost 40 years of experience, we've tried to raise walls on many
projects, and it sounds like a good idea. But you have to have
100 percent concurrence.
The other issue is you don't the structural integrity of those
existing walls, how they were built, what is the footing
foundation on -- on those walls. And then, in a lot of
instances, a lot of those walls are 6 feet, so you would end up
exceeding that and have to do a wall variance.
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So with that said, it's just a lot easier to set back the wall
and build a new wall to meet the IDO requirements.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. I'm going to ask our city engineer,
Mr. Biazar, do you have any comments on this? Planning staff was
just a little concerned about creating this sort of no-man's land
here.
MR. BIAZAR:

This is city engineer manager, Shahab Biazar.

Well, first I agree with Mr. Bohannan, touching that existing
wall, it's hard to determine what is the integrity of that
existing wall and -- and -- and it -- it -- it -- yeah, you don't
want to be building a, you know, additional box on top of an
existing wall.
And the 6-foot buffer, it will be -- I mean, I just refer back to
the developer how they're going to maintain that. It is a tight
space, but that's something that needs to be worked out with the
property owner.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you.

And, Mr. Stevenson, is it correct that you have, like, adjusted
where your path is along that eastern edge?
MR. STEVENSON:

This is Richard Steven.

Yes, I did shift that exercise trail further away, and I did note
this morning the setback of that trail. So from the property
edge at its closest point is 23 feet at the northern bend. So I
did increase the setback of that trail, yes.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. Would you mind, for a second,
just bringing up your cross-sections that we asked you to
develop. Mr. Rodenbeck had those up a little while ago, and I
think it might be helpful if you would just talk through what you
learned from doing that.
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard Stevenson.
if that works (inaudible).

I can share my screen

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Go ahead. And then you can kind of control
what -- what you want to control there.
MR. STEVENSON:
controls.

Okay.

One moment.

It seems I've lost my Zoom

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yeah, they have a way of hiding when you get a
lot of things open.
MR. STEVENSON:

Okay.

I've got it now.

Thank you.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: And I think it would just be helpful for people
to hear the explanation of what these diagrams mean. Because I
appreciate Tierra West doing this work to try to help illuminate
this -- this area of concern.
MR. STEVENSON:

Okay.

This is Richard Stevenson.

So this exhibit was prepared really to run a cross-section
through the proposed apartment development based on the
conceptual grading surface, and then review that surface as it
sits with the adjacent single-family homes on the east side.
What I've tried to do is, based on the addresses for those homes,
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if they're two story up, showing a two story building; if it's a
single story, I've shown a single story.
I'd also like to note that when I did walk the perimeter, some of
those cinder-block walls vary in height, so I've gone with
typical 6-foot wall. But in some of the cases, I noticed that
the actual residences dropped down on their side of the property
wall (inaudible) 6 feet. So this is indicative and take it as
such.
So what I've done is, really, from the four-story balcony, just
run a sight line to clip the top of the proposed new 6-foot wall
on the east side of the property. And then I'm showing the -the plantings of trees when they're installed, and then the trees
at mature height, to try and get some scale and context of what
the cross-section will look like.
I also mentioned that we tried to, along the east side, grade a
bench to provide additional screening protection. So you'll note
here that this wall is actually going to be elevated when looking
at the park here, the drive (inaudible) of the finished surface.
So, for example, if we didn't do that, our finished surface would
have been somewhere lower than what you see here. That's, again,
just trying to provide some additional privacy, based on the
feedback that we received from the neighbors.
As mentioned, we've got to meet the minimum 50-foot buffer.
That's all going to be landscaped. We show these trees here. I
can refer back to the landscape plan that details the species and
shows the spacing, as well. When they are to maturity, they'll
be 55 feet in height.
We also have to meet the 100-foot minimum setback from the
building to the property line. So the -- the closest the
buildings are is actually 135 feet, separated by a buffer. Then
we've got head-in parking, drive-off parking, and then the
20-foot setbacks and the landscaping in front of the building.
So I hope these cross-sections have been helpful for the
neighbors. I've tried to make them as accurate as possible. As
I said, I tried to tailor based on the actual tree height of the
single-family residence, and then, as well, the topography that I
downloaded from Bernalillo County as to what the grades are on
their side of the property to try and show that.
And so I've got the addresses here on this exhibit, so each of
the members can take a closer look as to how it will affect their
property. Here again, as I mentioned, some of these homes are
set lower than how -- on the -- on the tract (inaudible) one side
finished elevation, so I've tried, again, to reflect what is
truly going to -- going to be seen.
So thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Mr. Stevenson for that detailed work.
Can you just remind us the size of trees that will be planted in
the beginning on that -- just along the eastern edge?
MR. STEVENSON: Yes. Let me pull up the landscaping plan.
me refer to that in the -- this is Richard Stevenson.

Let

Okay. So in the landscaping plan, in the top left corner, it
details the species of trees and the size at install. So they
either have a minimum height, for example, of the Austrian pines
that on the buffer area that are going to be 6-foot or greater in
height. At maturity, they're going to be 35 feet height by
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around 25-foot for canopy. So that information was available
here on the landscaping plan. (Inaudible) it's going to be a
2-inch-plus caliber trunk, so, again, it's -- these are -- these
are typical of what the landscaper would install during the
development of the project.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. One last thing. Some of the
public comment has just kind of talked about the long term
quality of the dwelling units. I notice that last time you had
talked about interior features that the developer was willing to
provide in the units. Could you -- do you have that offhand,
that you can just clarify orally?
MR. STEVENSON: This is Richard Stevenson.
find the (inaudible).

Yes.

I'm trying to

Okay. So this is what we're seeing from the architect
(inaudible) working with the developer in regard to the level of
finish for the apartments and the quality. And so I can -- I can
run through the high-end finishes that are going to be proposed.
Granite, stainless steel, porcelain tile floors, 9-foot high
ceilings, large balconies. Elevator within building. That's a
big one. Obviously the clubhouse, again, is a great amendment
and feature for the residents, with conference room, meeting
rooms, gym, sauna. As well, there's a pool, hot tub.
There's three times as much landscaping than is required. The
developer plans to put in water features and sculptures by a
local artist. We talked about the exercise trail area and the
covered parking, as well, previously.
So this developer has done many projects and he is very in sync
with what a luxury apartment complex would be, so that's what
he's trying to provide here for future residents.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Stevenson.

Most of these items are all reflected on the site plan. A couple
that are not would be the - finishes, including granite,
stainless steel, porcelain tile floors and 9-foot ceilings.
Would you be willing add a note to the site plan that specify
those interior features?
MR. STEVENSON:

Yes, we can do that.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Okay.

This is Richard Stevenson.

Thank you.

All right. At this point, I need to go back to the public
comment and see if there's anyone who has a question to try to
ascertain, really, the facts of the case. These aren't -- this
isn't a time for additional public comment, because you did have
that opportunity, but this would be something we call
cross-examination. It means questions that try to ascertain
factual information about the case.
Is there anyone who has spoken? If you'll raise your hand and
I'll try to see, who needs this time. If you have questions of
that nature, a few of them, raise your hand if you would like an
opportunity to ask those questions. And this would be directed
to the applicant.
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Okay.

I see one person, Mr. Mirabal.

And I don't see others.

Okay. Mr. Mirabal, go ahead and proceed. If you can try to keep
this as concise as possible, since we've -- we've been at this a
while now. But go ahead and ask the question, question or two
that you need to. Okay?
MR. MIRABAL:

Okay.

My name is Mike Mirabal.

I'd just like to ask -- I know we put a lot of emphasis on the
IDO restrictions and guidelines. I'd like to know as far as who
wrote the IDO, did the developer in this process have any input
as far as writing this IDO process, Mr. Bohannan?
MR. BOHANNAN:

This is Ron Bohannan, Tierra West.

No, the developer did not have any input under the IDO. The IDO
was actually drafted by a private consultant consortium, Dekker,
Perich, Sabatini, a local architectural firm, with input from
city staff; actually, all of the departments within city staff,
and it took them approximately three years to draft the IDO and
the comprehensive plan.
MR. MIRABAL: Now, I'd say the developer, but I mean you
personally, did you contribute to writing the IDO?
MR. BOHANNAN:
MR. MIRABAL:

No, I did not contribute writing to the IDO.
Hmm.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. MIRABAL:

Interesting.

Okay.

Mr. Mirabal --

Yeah.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
very much.

-- are those your questions?

Okay.

Thank you

And because there has been some discussion about the IDO, I just
wanted to point out that the IDO goes through annual updates.
The 2019 annual update is still before the city council in the
LUPZ committee. You might want to go to the city council website
or the ABC-Z project page. You can Google ABC-Z, and there's a
pretty robust project page. You can also find that from the
city's website and become a little bit more informed about what
is -- -- is going on with the IDO and that there are changes
currently being considered by the city council.
Let's see.

Ms. Horvath, did you want to ask a question?

MS. HORVATH:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Can you hear me?
Yes, we can.

MS. HORVATH: Okay. Yeah, I was just wondering, since we do have
a comp plan, when do those policies kick in? When are they
reviewed and kicked in to follow the goals and policies that the
public was very interested in in getting desirable development?
MR. BOHANNAN:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

This is Ron Bohannan.
Go ahead, Mr. Bohannan.

MR. BOHANNAN: I can give you my opinion. But the plans and
policies as we usually interpret those is when we are doing zone
changes from one zone to another, when those plans and policies
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are applicable. The plans and policies were generated first, and
the IDO generated second. And so the IDO came out of those plans
and policies. And then the third step was the legislative
action, where it changed all of the zoning throughout the entire
city based on the comp plan and the IDO legislatively. And so
that took approximately a three-year process, and there was
literally hundreds of meetings with neighbors, property owners
and the public. But I could defer to the city that may have a
little bit more information.
MS. HORVATH:

I have another question.

When there was --

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Just identify yourself as you're starting to
speak, both of you. That one helpful. Thank you.
MS. HORVATH:

Oh, this is Rene Horvath.

Okay. So during the IDO process, it sounds like these neighbors
were not notified that there was going to be that process.
But also, in the zone conversion of the previous site plan, when
did that take place, and where these neighbors notified?
MR. BOHANNAN: This is Ron Bohannan with Tierra West.
this for staff.

I'll do

The legislative action was globally. And so there was
numerous -- during the IDO process and comprehensive plan update,
it was advertised in the neighborhood. It was sent out to all of
the recognized neighborhood associations. There was, I want to
say, well over 300 meetings through that process.
The legislative process is not -- does not require individual
notices to all the property owners. I would guess that we answer
that question on a daily basis and not weekly at our office with
property owners as they come in. But it is one that was done
legislatively.
And the city attorney can weigh in on the legality of that
process.
MS. HORVATH:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
question.

And -- okay.
Do you have any question, Ms. Horvath?

Just a

MS. HORVATH: Yes. And during the zone conversion that took
place that you mentioned earlier, were the -- the neighbors
notified on the zoning conversion, when that took place?
MR. BOHANNAN:

This is Ron Bohannan (inaudible).

I don't know if that particular homeowners association was
specifically notified. I doubt it because it was a legislative
action. And under a legislative action, they do the normal
publication, general public. But that is the purview of the city
council, is to take that approach.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Fitzpatrick, did you have a question? And once again, this
is to clarify facts of the case with the applicant. Thank you.
MS. FITZPATRICK: And I just want to clarify something. Our HOA
was not notified of this IDO and even though they are recognized
by the city, our HOA was never notified of this, and I have that
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in writing.

Thank you.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. We need to wrap this up.
Mr. Sandoval has his hand up.

I see

Do you have one question, Mr. Sandoval?
MR. SANDOVAL:

I'll just take myself off of mute.

I do, and it's -- we -- we've had a number of people that speak
about the notification. Again, all I can say is I feel like my
rights and the rights of our neighbors have been trampled on by
not being publicly notified, by missing an opportunity to convert
back to C-2. We were not notified. Not notified by the HOA, not
notified by the city.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. SANDOVAL:

Mr. Sandoval.
Yes.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yeah, I can see your concern. I do have to
restrict this to questions regarding the facts of the case.
you have a question about that?

Did

MR. SANDOVAL: I -- other than going back to the -- again, the -the true -- the sight line showing the -- this -- supposably the
35-foot trees. That does not take care of the privacy issue.
That still does not address our concerns with privacy. Trees
aren't going to do it that are going to agree 20 years
(inaudible) -CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Mr. Sandoval, we're still not doing
questions. And so in order for it to be a fair process, I'm
going to need to move on. Okay?
MR. SANDOVAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
question.
MR. SANDOVAL:

Okay.

That's fine.

Unless you -- unless you actually have a
I don't have any other questions.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you for your participation and I
think we're looking at a deferral for this project, and so -MR. BOHANNAN:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Madam Chair, Ron Bohannan.
Mr. Bohannan.

MR. BOHANNAN: Yeah, we would request a deferral to August 26th.
That will allow us to get a development agreement in front of the
water authority board on the 19th. And then that would be the
following Wednesday of that ABCWUA board meeting on the 19th.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. And then if -- if matters
aren't resolved for one reason or another, the DRB would just
request that you be in touch with us about a better date if -- if
the August 26th date doesn't look like it can be realized.
We're trying to have as much as possible all the something else
items completed, all the other approvals needed from outside
completed so that we can expeditiously do the work of the DRB.
Okay.

Ms. Fitzpatrick is having a hard time hearing Tierra West.

So they were just asking, Ms. Fitzpatrick, if they could be
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considered for an August 26th deferral date.
heard before this body again on August 26th.

So they would be

MS. FITZPATRICK: That's (inaudible). I can't hear them at all.
I haven't been able to hear them clearly this entire two and a
half hours. And it was the same time with the last Zoom meeting.
So if they can rectify that. Because there's a lot of important
information I'm missing because I can't clearly hear them.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you, Ms. Fitzpatrick.

I -- Tierra West please note that with your facilities that
you're using and your mics that you're using, and we can test
that with you and make sure that's improved for next time.
There a motion to defer Item Number 3, which is project
2020-4030, Site Plan SI-2020-540 to the August 26th meeting of
the DRB?
MS. SOMERFELDT: This is Cheryl Somerfeldt with parks and rec.
move to defer Item Number 3 till August 26th.
MS. WOLFENBARGER: This is Jeanne Wolfenbarger with
transportation. I second the motion.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. CADENA:

Okay.

DRB members, please vote.

Kris Cadena, water authority.

I approve.

MR. GARCIA: Carl Garcia with code enforcement.
MS. SOMERFELDT:
MR. ARMIJO:

Cheryl Somerfeldt, parks and rec.

Ernest Armijo, hydrology.

MS. WOLFENBARGER:
approve.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

I approve.
I approve.

I approve.

Jeanne Wolfenbarger with transportation.

I

And Jolene Wolfley, DRB chair approves.

There is a consensus vote of the DRB to defer Item Number 3 to
the August 26th meeting. Thank you very much.
(Motion approved.)
(Conclusion of recording ref. Item 3.)
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RE: CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD MEETING MINUTES
OF August 5, 2020, Item 3
TRANSCRIPTIONIST'S AFFIRMATION
I HEREBY STATE AND AFFIRM that the foregoing is
a correct transcript of an audio recording provided to me and
that the transcription contains only the material audible to me
from the recording and was transcribed by me to the best of my
ability.
IT IS ALSO STATED AND AFFIRMED that I am neither
employed by nor related to any of the parties involved in this
matter other than being compensated to transcribe said recording
and that I have no personal interest in the final disposition of
this matter.
IT IS ALSO STATED AND AFFIRMED that my electronic
signature hereto does not constitute a certification of this
transcript but simply an acknowledgement that I am the person who
transcribed said recording.
DATED this 20th day of November 2020.

Kelli A. Gallegos

______________________
Kelli A. Gallegos
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you we are now on Item Number 2. And on
the agenda it says Project 4030. The full project number is
PR-2020-4030, site plan 2020-540, the Calabacillas Group for a
project located at Golf Course, between Golf Course Road, the
Black Arroyo, and Westside Boulevard.
Would the applicant team please raise your hand.
MR. BOHANNAN:

Find you.

(Inaudible) Tierra West.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Oh, there you are. You were so small, I
couldn't find you.
Okay. Tierra West. And that looks like -- is that your complete
group this morning?
MR. BOHANNAN:
Rick Bennett.

Yes.

It's Ron Bohannan, Richard Stevenson and

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Mr. Bohannan, Ron Bohannan, do you swear
or affirm to tell the truth?
MR. BOHANNAN:

I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And Mr. Richard Stevenson, do you swear or
affirm to tell the truth.
MR. STEVENSON:

I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

And remind me of the third person there.

MR. BOHANNAN:

Rick Bennett.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

I'm sorry.

MR. BOHANNAN:

Rick Bennett.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Oh, Rick Bennett.
always a little concealing.

Okay.

Yes.

The mask is

Okay. Mr. Rick Bennett, do you swear or affirm to tell the
truth?
MR. BENNETT:

I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Thank you.

Okay. Would one of you please, go ahead and give us an overview
of your project.
MR. BOHANNAN:

Yes.

Go ahead, Rick.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Oh, sorry to interrupt you. Before we start
that, I want to go through each DRB member, and they have an
opportunity to disclose any ex parte communications.
Let's start with water authority.
MR. CADENA:
MR. MONTANO:

Kris Cadena, water authority.

Vince Montano, code enforcement.

MS. SOMERFELDT:
MR. ARMIJO:

I have not.
I have not.

Cheryl Somerfeldt, parks and rec.

Ernest Armijo, hydrology.

I have not.
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MS. WOLFENBARGER: This is Jeanne Wolfenbarger with
transportation. I have had some communications over the last
week regarding requiring street lighting infrastructure per the
DPM requirements. And we also had some discussions about safety
issues on Westside Boulevard, as well as discussing the upcoming
city project that's going to be built along Westside.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And this is Jolene Wolfley, DRB chair.
And a couple weeks ago, I had a conversation with Ms. Kearney in
which we talked about this property and the IDO and zoning
conversion process, how the zoning was established for this
property, and the scope of the DRB with regard to reviewing this
case.
Okay. With that, let's go back to Mr. Bohannan, and you can
introduce your case to us. Thank you.
MR. STEVENSON: Thank you, DRB chair. Good morning. Richard
Stevenson with Tierra West. We are the agent or Calabacillas
group. And so it's clear on the record, I would also like to ABQ
Land, LLC.
So before you, we have a site plan for approval. We have a
proposed four-story complex, with for a total of 208 units, as
well as some associated buildings for the apartment complex.
This is a luxury gated apartment complex located just north of
the Black Arroyo Channel and east of Golf Course Road. I do want
to make it clear that we are not developing the (inaudible) on
Westside Boulevard and Golf Course. I believe Jay's got the site
outlined up on the screen for everyone to see.
I just want to run through a couple of items on the site plan.
I'm going to give you some background. We have worked very hard
with the homeowners association and adjacent neighbors directly
east of this property.
So just to summarize, the site is zoned MX-M. We do meet all of
the IDO and the DPM regulations associated with that zoning. The
maximum building height is 45 feet. We meet all of the setback
requirements, and most importantly the 50-foot buffer setback on
the east side of the property adjacent to those existing
single-family homes.
Again, we meet the parking requirements. And we also provide
roughly three times the required landscaping square footage for
this project. Again, it is a luxury upscale apartment complex.
A traffic-impact study is not warranted based on the number of
apartments for this. We actually fall well short of requiring or
meeting the threshold to require a TIS, so one is not being
completed per the DPM requirements.
We've held three public meetings with the homeowners association
and interested neighbors. Two of those meetings were
facilitated, two of those meetings were online. And the last
meeting, we actually held in person once the COVID restrictions
were eased from the governor.
I do want to state that Tierra West, as the agent, has worked
hard to listen to all the concerns of the neighbors. We've
worked hard to incorporate, where possible, the suggestions and
the recommendations from the neighbors. And so we ask you to
consider the site plan that's before you.
We have received the comments from the departments.
We're working now to address those.
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The one item I just want to bring to everyone's attention is
we're still waiting on the availability study from the water
authority. So as we go through the comments, we can discuss that
as such. If a delegation from the water authority cannot be
accepted today, we would like to then take a two-week deferral to
the August 5th hearing.
And I will also note that we understand a few neighbors and
homeowners in the neighborhood have signed up to comment on the
project, so we will listen to their concerns again today.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Stevenson. And just I
think to help maybe some of the members of the public understand
how this process goes, the DRB is not able to approve a site plan
that does not have a water availability statement. And so
there -- Mr. Cadena, can you correct me. There would not be an
opportunity to approve this site plan today.
MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the water authority.
Yes, the availability statement is -- is in the works. But one
thing that might cause a little bit more of a delay is the need
for water authority board-approved settlement agreement. But we
can get into that once I start with my comments.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And I just wanted to bring that up so that
members of the public that are wanting to speak kind of have an
understanding of where the action might -- the scope of the
action could occur today.
I'm going to now turn to public comment, and I want to give you
some guidance to make your testimony as effective as possible.
The DRB, as I stated at the beginning of the meeting, can only
cover application of the IDO and DPM to this property. The DRB
cannot deal with past action of the city council to approve the
IDO, and the zoning that was approved with the IDO process or any
other matters that are not within the IDO and DPM.
And so if you can direct your comments to those items that the
DRB can address, that will be the most productive way to express
yourself today. And I also want to mention that we do have a lot
of speakers. I want to make sure you feel you have time to give
your comments. I would ask you, if you possibly can, to keep
your comments to three minutes, and -- but know that I won't cut
you off if you have something important that you're trying to
express.
And if -- if someone has given a comment that you have, if you
maybe can refrain from repetitious comments, that might help us
as well today. But we know that this case is important to
members of the public and we want to hear from you today.
So let me now turn to Ms. Gomez, and can you tell us who our
first speaker is.
MS. GOMEZ:
Adams.

The first speaker I have this morning is Kathleen

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And, Ms. Adams, make sure you're unmuted
and I will swear you in. Every speaker for this case will need
to be sworn in.
All right.

Okay.
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MS. ADAMS: So I -- I can't really see. The only thing on the
screen that I can see right now is the site plan. Can that be
removed, by any chance, so that we can see other participants?
CHAIR WOLFLEY: If -- yeah, if that is your wish, we can -sometimes -- sometimes speakers like to be referring to something
on the screen, but during your testimony, we certainly can have
that removed.
Ms. Adams, do you swear of affirm to tell the truth?
MS. ADAMS:

I certainly do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Go ahead.

MS. ADAMS: So I apologize that my comment is not specifically
directed at the IDO, but I think it's still worth you hearing
what I have to say.
And from a general viewpoint, from a consumer viewpoint, I would
like to say that all decisions, particularly in this particular
location, should be driven by consensus, and more importantly, by
data.
And one of the things that we have not heard is the data
supporting the decision to build a development of this size and
scale. Since it is a very stable neighborhood, introducing this
many new residents certainly changes the character of the
neighborhood.
And I guess we would want to know about length of tenancy. We
would want to know -- unfortunately, we can't know about the
transportation, the impact on transportation, because a study is
not required. But I think that it would really help the
community if we could hear some the background research that you
did when you were deciding to begin this development.
Thank you very much.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you.

And I'll just note here that the applicant team, I would advise
them to take notes of some of the questions the public has, and
then they will have an opportunity at the end of public comment
to address those questions. And that will help us along.
Ms. Gomez, our next speaker is?
MS. WOLFLEY:

Mr. Mike Mirabal.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
yourself.
MR. MIRABAL:

Mike, can you go ahead and unmute

Yes, could I ask that Larry Sandoval speak first?

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. GOMEZ:

Okay.

Who is our speaker after Mr. Mirabal?

Next speaker is Cathy Mirabal.

MR. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Yeah.
Okay.

I don't see a problem with that.

Mr. Sandoval.
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MR. SANDOVAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. SANDOVAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. SANDOVAL:

Yes.

Yes, this is --

All right.
This is Larry.
I was looking at you.
Yeah.

This (inaudible) --

CHAIR WOLFLEY: And just -- I'll let you continue speaking. If
you would like the map of the project up when you speak, please
let us know that and we'll put it back up.
MR. SANDOVAL:

Okay.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Because sometimes it's helpful to be looking at
what we're talking about.
MR. SANDOVAL:

Sure.

That would be fine.

My name is Larry Sandoval, homeowner for 14 years at Carreta
Drive. And I do live adjacent to the 100-foot buffer of the
proposed development.
I'm not going to go into the -- into the past regarding the
one-year voluntary zoning reversion process. But I do want to
say that we did have an opportunity, the homeowners of the Seven
Bar North had an opportunity to go through that conversion
process and we didn't. We were not given that opportunity.
I do want to say that -CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. SANDOVAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. SANDOVAL:

Excuse me, Mr. Sandoval.
Yes.
I hate to interrupt.

I forgot to swear you in.

Yes.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Do you swear or affirm that what you said and
what you will say now is the truth.
MR. SANDOVAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Yes, it is.
Thank you, Mr. Sandoval.

Proceed.

MR. SANDOVAL: I think it's vitally important for us to know -that it is important to know the timeline, the basic timeline of
events. We do know that April 7th, that Seven Bar North and APOA
executive board had an initial meeting with Tierra West to talk
about the planned complex. However, some very key people were
not involved in that meeting, and it was the residents that live
along that corridor, along that 100-foot buffer. They were
excluded from that meeting.
April 14th, notice went out to the homeowners regarding an
upcoming meeting, again, a virtual meeting, to talk about the
proposed development. And, again, we waited almost a week to
hear something. We waited ten days before there was -- before
there was an actual meeting.
April 17th, the video teleconference is conducted with a small
group of Carreta Drive homeowners. Not everybody was present.
Mr. Mirabal was not never notified. He lives along the 100-foot
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buffer as well.
We were blindsided. This was the first time we had ever heard of
a planned development. Again, we were all with the expectations
of the C-2 zoning be in place. So yes, we were shocked to hear
that apartments would be in our backwards.
May 1st, we had an informal meeting with the president of the
HOA, Seven Bar HOA. But, again, it was just that, it was an
informal gathering, which allowed us to have some dialogue. And
it was at that meeting also we were told that we really didn't
have any representation from the HOA and we were kind of on our
own.
So it was shortly after that that we began to do canvas, some
canvassing within the neighborhood to kind of send the warning
signal that: Hey, this is coming up in your neighborhood. Have
you heard about this development?
I venture to say that many on the south side of the proposed
development were totally caught off guard, they were totally
unaware of this development. And so we had subsequent meetings
with these families, with these neighborhoods, to let them know.
We also did some canvassing within our own neighborhood, again,
to keep them abreast of the new development coming in.
May 21st, May 21st was another subsequent video teleconference,
again, which was not very efficient. There were people that were
not able to participate.
June 18th was the actual first meeting that we had, face-to-face
public meeting with Tierra West, HOA members. This one seemed to
be a lot more productive, however, many of our concerns have
still not been addressed with that meeting.
And then, of course, here we are today with the development
review board meeting.
I do want to also talk about the streamlined IDO process. The
IDO process seems to be to the detriment of homeowners rights.
(Inaudible) what seems to be off balance and in favor of the
developers. Again, that is a personal opinion. My concern is
with the balance here.
If homeowners go on through their neighborhood association or
coalition, they do have some representation. If they do not, who
represents them? They may have limited options for (inaudible).
So it's not just about checking off the box, it really is about
hearing about the lives of people that have lived in this
long-established, (inaudible) neighbor -- neighborhoods.
Just because of the threshold of 247 units doesn't merely just
give a green light that -- and just check the box. Again, I see
no need for an environmental -- environmental planning commission
review. I see that there is no need for traffic-impact study.
However, I do see a borderline section on the form. And I feel
that strongly that this is one of those borderline issues. We do
have traffic issues that are happening right now. And it's going
to happen in the future as this land, this tract, lower tract
gets developed and the upper tract gets developed by, again, the
same owner.
Let me go on to say that there's no need for parking lot for
cultural religious site study. My question for the city
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archaeologist is this: How can you determine that a site has
cultural or religious artifacts without conducting a study? How
can data from historic Google or images reveal previous
construction activity? And how can you determine that this
property was disturbed, when was it disturbed, and do you have
(inaudible) showing the disturbance.
We have, again, no crime statistical impact studies to show what
is the effect of high density population such as a major -- four
major complexes that are planning to be developed.
We have no study on the impact to schools.
from APS (inaudible) received yesterday.

We do have some input

As far as I know, I've seen nothing in terms of
wildlife impact study and a protection plan for
species of wildlife, dove, quail, road runners,
rabbits, squirrels and coyotes that occupy that

the wildlife, a
all the many
hummingbirds,
plot of land.

And most of all, there's no property value impact study. Need I
say more? We're just beginning to see the adverse impacts taking
place before our very eyes. Neighbors have been here 20 years,
the news got out, we are now seeing people beginning to sell
their homes. We have two people, two families that have sold
their homes, one sale is pending, and we know of others that are
planning to move. So yes, there is a negative adverse impact to
the news of a planned development moving in our backyards.
We talked about the plane, the view planes, but we haven't
discussed that, and I think that needs further discussion with
the applicant.
And let me close with this, the city center and civic corridors.
The design and layout of this planned four-story apartment
complex according to the IDO does not maintain the quality and
character of Seven Bar North Neighborhood or the surrounding
neighborhoods for that matter. This planned development will
greatly affect the entire community. Again, this is not a city
center or transportation corridor. There are no bus routes, no
bus service. It's not a transit corridor. Why isn't this
definition used in the IDO -- why is the definition of the IDO
being used here for or applied here?
This proposed four-story apartment complex does not fit in the
neighborhood. It's best suited for a city center or civic
corridor. And I will close with this, reiterating my point of
engagement and notification. My property is 100 feet away from
the development buffer, and I was excluded from the neighborhood
process. I did not receive an official letter by mail. I was
not listed in this application to the DBR [sic]. The applicant
has failed to notify. I'm not pleased that I have been excluded.
I don't consider this application complete.
We have expressed many of our concerns to Mr. Stevenson. We also
have submitted more detailed information and documents to the
DBR, Ms. Wolfley.
Again, I close with this. DBR applicant, thank you for your
attention. There are others that I think will be able to add to
my concerns. Thank you.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE:

Ms. Wolfley, you're muted.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yes, thank you. I've been muting myself a little
bit more today because of some noise going on in my house.
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Mr. Sandoval, thank you for your comments.
Once again, I'm having the applicants and any DRB members
(inaudible) some of the concerns that they with can address when
they get to that point.
Ms. Gomez, who is our next speaker?
MS. WOLFLEY:

Now it's Mr. Mike Mirabal.

MR. MIRABAL:

Yes, can you hear me?

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
is.
MR. MIRABAL:
Okay.

Yes, we can, Mr. Mirabal.
Okay.

My name is Mike Mirabal --

Just one -Turn it down.
Do you swear -- could you stop?
Hold on.
Just one second.

Just find out where the echo

Turn it down.

Is that better?

CHAIR WOLFLEY: That sounds good to me. I wanted to point out to
Ms. Adams and anyone else that you can have on the side the
participant list. If you click on participant list, you can have
a little window -MR. MIRABAL:

(Inaudible) over the air?

CHAIR WOLFLEY: -- of the participants and you can have it just
in a thumbnail view, like a -- and have that to the side as
you're looking at the site plan, as well. So we'll continue this
way, unless someone objects.
Okay.

Mr. Mirabal, do you swear or affirm to tell the truth?

MR. MIRABAL:

I do

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Go ahead.
comments to three minutes.

If you can try to keep your

MR. MIRABAL: Okay. My name is Mike Mirabal. I live adjacent.
I am within the 100 feet. I did -- I'd like to speak to the
impact of this development that it's -- it's a major impact to
the quality of life for the residents in our neighborhood. It's
imperative that every consideration be given to isolate the
development from the existing neighborhood.
The initial site plan, which was -- was previously negotiated
before they applied for this, was C-2 zoning, conditional use.
There was a site plan in place for this property that had some
designations for this boundary that they have on the east side,
the 50-foot boundary.
That was negotiated through the DRB. We, again, as Larry
mentioned, we were never notified of a zoning change as required.
Within the hundred feet, we should have been notified that there
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was changes being put in place.
As far as the barrier, we have asked that the -- in that 50-foot
buffer that they eliminate the walking -- walking path, because
that puts our neighborhood in jeopardy from people coming up to
our fence. We would like the walls raised to 8 feet. This is
what we've requested. And we'd like at least a minimum 8-foot
barrier for sound and safety purposes.
They mention an opaque wall in their plan. We -- to my
knowledge, that hasn't been explained. I'm not sure what that
opaque wall means.
The walking path, we would like it to be eliminated to prevent
walking up against our property lines.
West -- landscaping, we have requested, as per the previous site
plan, large river rock that prevents people from walking in that
area.
Also, we would -- we would like them not to plant grass because
that creates noise; the mowing and landscaping, that's one
reason. Plus the water usage that would be required to keep that
grass going.
The trees that are suggested are small. They don't provide any
protection for privacy for our -- for our neighbors. We've asked
that trees be made more mature. We're looking at, you know, 10to 15-year maturity for those trees to grow up to where they
provide some kind of line of site protection from the balconies
that are going to be facing our property.
Trash containers that are showing there need to be moved away
from our property line and put somewhere else on the property.
The lighting, I don't know if the lighting has been addressed,
but the lighting needs to be directed away from our properties.
Every -- everything should be done to try and protect that -that border. I understand, you know, there was a proposal -well, not a proposal, but Richard Stevenson had suggested moving
the -- the walking path to 40 feet away from our wall. But as of
yet, I still continue to see that the walking path has not
changed. At a minimum, I would like to see that walking path
pulled away from our wall and put the 40 feet away towards the
parking lot.
As I -- as I say, it's a major impact. Our privacy, the noise,
traffic congestion, safety for our residents, crime, school
overcrowding, all of this has been ignored because they were able
to bypass all of -- all of the protections that should be
provided to us through the process, but everything has just been
ignored and bypassed on technicalities.
Street, traffic control, they -- the issue on their entrance, if
you look at the plat, that entrance is right on a bend in the
road and it causes visibility issues. If you look at citations
at that location, city police citations, there are numerous
citations that have been given at that location. Speeding is a
major problem coming down off that hill from Ellison and Golf
Course. That entrance needs to be moved.
That's -- I guess that's about it for now.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. MIRABAL:

(Inaudible).

Okay.
That's about it.

But I may want to add some
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comment to some of the other.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. You would have -- the way this works for
all speakers is you have an opportunity now where we encourage
you to get in your comments and your questions. If after you
hear everything later today, if you have some additional
questions particularly for the applicant, then you would have
another opportunity. But this is your opportunity for comment.
MR. MIRABAL: So I'd also like to state that we have submitted
several letters for -- to -- to be put on the record that covers
a lot of the comments.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

MR. MIRABAL: And I'd like those to be considered in this
decision-making process.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Mirabal. And those e-mail
correspondence is all being funneled to Ms. Garcia -- or
Ms. Gomez so that she can route that to the DRB and also make
sure that the record is complete with comments.
Okay.

Ms. Gomez, who is our next speaker?

MS. GOMEZ:

Ms. Cathy Mirabal.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. MIRABAL:

Okay.

And I think I see you there --

Yeah.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: -- Cathy.
affirm to tell the truth?
MS. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
three minutes.

Ms. Cathy Mirabal, do you swear or

I do.
Okay.

Go ahead and try to keep your comments to

MS. MIRABAL: Okay. Good morning. There's a few things I want
to address. One of them is the signage notification that was
supposed to be put on the property, it was not visible for at
least a week. We actually contacted -- let Ms. Wolf [sic] know
about that, and I guess she contacted the developer and the
developer went up and set up those -- those signs, what, two or
three days ago. I'm not sure when. So just signage was not
visible to anyone about this meeting.
Also, Mike did mention on Golf Course. On -- I don't remember if
he did mention this or not. The lighting on Golf Course is
terrible. At night, you cannot see anything. The traffic is
just really bad. Coming in and out there, as he said, but the
traffic is -- the lighting is one big issue on Golf Course.
As far as schools, we do know that our elementary school has been
to the point of overcrowding. Last year at the end of the year,
there was 699 students in there. And it was made for 660
students. That was -- now, if we get this, according to the
plans, or the prospects, there's an additional 53 students that
will be going to our elementary school. It will also affect
Cibola, it will affect James Monroe. And these are important
things that need to be considered.
We -- right now, we have terrible traffic coming in and out of
Westside. We know that -- I believe that Rio Rancho should be
contacted also because the Westside Road is undeveloped and
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it's -- it's a -- makes our lives miserable, and with this
development it will further make our lives miserable.
We also have, like Mike said, asked for numerous things, and we
were supposed to be contacted by the developer to let us know if
any of these things were feasible or could be done. We've never
heard from them prior to this meeting.
We have lived here 21 years.
the development. And we have
We do not have a neighborhood
they've notified the HOA, but
don't feel that this is their

We are within the 100 feet -- of
never been notified of anything.
association. We have an HOA. So
the HOA has not notified us. They
issues.

So I just want to let you know, we have an established
neighborhood. We have looked at the plans for this four-story,
which is -- I mean, it's -- it's terrible. We have no privacy.
We are worried about crime. We are worried about the change to
our neighborhood. These are all feelings, correct, but they are
important to us because it's a wonderful neighborhood that we've
lived in and we don't want to move. And I just hope that you
listen to everything that we're saying.
We did submit something on the -- the -- what's it called, the
Open Meetings Act -- the Open Meetings Act. We do not feel this
fulfills that. You say it does. And that could be -- that's
what it is. But this is a forum that is very difficult to get
on, very -- not always -MR. MIRABAL:

Limiting.

MS. MIRABAL:

Huh?

MR. MIRABAL:

Limiting.

MS. MIRABAL:
concerns.

Yes, it's very limiting.

But that are our

So I am -- I believe I'm done with this, my statement, or my
concerns at this point. And I appreciate this meeting. Thank
you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. MIRABAL:

Thank you, Ms. Mirabal.
Just call me Cathy.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. MIRABAL:

Once again, I'm taking -- I'm taking some notes.
Okay.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. GOMEZ:

Okay.

Let's go to our next speaker.

Next speaker is Megan Fitzpatrick.

Ms. Fitzpatrick, do you swear or affirm to tell the truth?
MS. FITZPATRICK:

I do.

I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yes, I can now.
your comments to three minutes.

Can you hear me in.
Go ahead and please try to keep

MS. FITZPATRICK: I'll do my best. First of all, I have a
question for you. When you first started speaking about this,
you said there was something about a water permit or something,
so you guys couldn't make a definitive decision today?
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yes. And that will be detailed a little bit more
when we get to the DRB comments.
MS. FITZPATRICK:

Okay.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: So I was just trying to give you an early
understanding that there wouldn't be a final action taken today
on this project, as -- as far as I can tell from the needs of the
water authority.
MS. FITZPATRICK: Okay. So then basically, this will be
postponed until further notice; is that what you're kind of
saying?
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
at my home.
MS. FITZPATRICK:

If -- I apologize for the noise in the background
It's okay.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: This -- the development review board has to take
an official action to refer the case. So I can't say that it
will be deferred, but typically, if the water availability
statement is not in place, the DRB cannot approve a case. And I
just wanted to give you a sense of that. But it's not a final
decision until the DRB acts.
MS. FITZPATRICK:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. FITZPATRICK:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. FITZPATRICK:

Okay.

Thank you.

Is that clear?
Yeah.
Okay.
Thank you for explaining that.

So I'm Megan. I live in Seven Bar community, as well. My home
is further east, so this is not going to directly impact, you
know, me and my views of anything else.
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:

Madam Chair.

Oh, sorry. Go ahead. Go ahead, Ms. Sanchez, I think -- are
you -- I think you're about to say what I'm about to say.
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
Ms. -MS. FITZPATRICK:

Okay.

(Inaudible) Sanchez.
Did you actually swear to tell the truth,

Yes.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: I lost track of you. Fitzpatrick. Okay. So let
me just make that perfectly clear. What you said and what you
will say, do you swear that it is the truth?
MS. FITZPATRICK:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
interruption.

Yes.
Thank you.

Please proceed.

I'm sorry for the

MS. FITZPATRICK: That's okay. So, again, I've lived through
this before, because where my home is Rayado in the Seven Bar
community, there are three- and four-story apartments that have
come up, been built within the last three years. So there's an
arroyo that separates my home from these -- this huge
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development. My views have been completely ruined. Crime has
skyrocketed. The traffic is an absolute nightmare because of
these apartments.
So I've lived through this, I know what this is. So for my
neighbors that are on Carreta, my neighbors that are west of me,
that are going to be butted up against this monstrosity, I know
what they're -- they're facing. And it's not pleasurable.
And I think that you guys here in the DRB, you wouldn't want
this. You wouldn't want this moving in your backyard either.
And that's what we're trying to say. We want you to consider
things like our property values, our sight lines, and our
community in general. People are moving. We -- we're business
owners. We work hard to own homes. And we -- people have to
move because of this coming into our backyards? It's not fair.
It's not fair at all.
Now, one other thing. We understand that something's going to go
here. Okay? We totally get that. Four stories is completely
unnecessary. Completely unnecessary. We don't want four
stories, nor would you, nor would anybody else. We understand
something's going to come in, but we think this needs to be
rethought out.
So -- oh, also one more thing. I do believe that this format is
limiting. I think it's difficult, and I think for such a massive
decision that's going to impact residents like myself and my
bottom line during a pandemic, that we're doing it in this forum,
I believe this violates the Open Meetings Act and I do not
appreciate such a massive decision being conducted in this -- in
this manner.
Oh, also and -- and one -- sorry, one more thing. The Westside
expansion that's been proposed, the City of Albuquerque has
absolutely given the go-ahead on that. Has Rio Rancho? And
also, if the construction is supposed to start in the spring, and
we're dealing with a pandemic and our city is bankrupt, who -- do
you think this construction is going to happen? Absolutely not.
So we're going to have incredible traffic problems because I
guarantee you, Westside Boulevard is not going to be expanded
come this spring. We have no money to do it.
And that's it.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
your comments.

Okay.

MS. FITZPATRICK:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. WOLFLEY:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. MARQUEZ:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. MARQUEZ:

Thank you, Ms. Fitzpatrick.

I appreciate

Okay.
Our next speaker, Ms. Gomez.

I have Marlene Marquez.
Ms. Marquez, can you speak up, and you'll -I'm here.
-- pop up on my Zoom.
This is Marlene Marquez.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay.
tell the truth?

Ms. Marquez, do you swear or affirm to
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MS. MARQUEZ:

I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay.
minutes, please.

Try to keep your comments to three

MS. MARQUEZ: Thank you. So I'm in the Seven Bar North
Neighborhood, but I'm somewhere between Megan and the Mirabals.
I'm in Stowe Road, pretty much in the middle of this. So I have
a couple of comments that kind of are related to them.
The first one is the traffic. I realize you're not going to do a
study, but I've lived here for over 20 years. When we first
moved in, the development wasn't even developed to Westside, and
Westside wasn't even there. Just the single-family homes being
built up to Westside and opening up Westside is only a single
lane in each direction, that became an issue.
Our access from this neighborhood to Westside is Seven Bar North
or Sierrita. Now, what I see in this document that you posted
here, this new development will have easy access to Westside.
They'll come up on Golf Course and their best way into the city
will be Westside, because there's a light there. They can easily
access Westside from their apartment.
Once they hit Westside, what happens to us, especially in rush
hour, is being a single lane, it back ups all the way past
Sierrita. You can't even get on Westside from our neighborhood
because we don't have lights. They will add to that -- that
backup on Westside, meaning that our only access out will have to
be -- we'll have to be diverted to Ellison to try and get to a
light to get out of our neighborhood, because those are the only
two exits to our neighborhood. So that's one of my biggest
concerns. The timing of this being before Westside is addressed,
because we'll be locked into our neighborhood traffic-wise.
That's -- that's vehicle traffic.
My other concern is pedestrian traffic. And I want to kind of
lean into what Megan mentioned, because we were here when the
multi complex apartment complex came in on Coors, on the east
side of our neighborhood. And you'd think that that wouldn't
impact me in the middle of the neighborhood, but it did, because
our neighborhood has multiple walking trails, so people can
access our neighborhoods much easier than driving through. It
also makes them kind of invisible coming through our
neighborhood. It's like somebody jumping into your backyard and
you not noticing it.
So what we saw when that east-side apartment complex come in, we
saw more traffic through our trails. And what I saw, because we
have cameras now in our -- our home because the crime did go up,
vandalism went up and small crime went up. They started coming
into our garages, they started coming into our vehicles. And
what happens, what I see on our cameras is they go through the
trail, come in walking into the neighborhood and disappear out
the trail, so you can't even see the crime driving in through
your neighborhood. So that's a real concern for me.
Also, because of the location of this, you have traffic. If
anyone goes to Cibola, they will walk through our neighborhood.
And the vandalism will probably go up because for whatever
reason, Cibola brings a lot of the vandalism to our general area.
So I have an issue with that as well.
And to mention what -- what Megan also mentioned about having
this four-story apartment complex for the Mirabals and everybody
else on the back corridor, when they expanded our neighborhood,
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behind us was level (inaudible). And then they (inaudible)
behind is two-story buildings that are raised 2 feet. And they
have perfect views into our home now. You can't build a wall big
enough. Now you'll have to -- that -- that neighborhood will
have to just keep their curtains closed. So the multiple people,
the multiple families all along that corridor who can look out,
can't look into their -- their back windows. I know that only
because that happened top us. We had to raise our back wall
because the trail went up 2 feet. And then we just had to build
a patio and put up curtains so our back neighbors couldn't look
directly into our house.
So those are three issues: Pedestrian issues; traffic issues;
the -- the views into your home that eliminate your privacy.
But then I have a question, and this would be between our HOA and
Tierra West. This multi-family home, if they're not in the HOA
grouping, if they're not in our HOA, their access to enjoyment,
sort of suburban enjoyment will be our trails and it will be our
parks. We're the ones who pay to keep -- upkeep that. And I'm
not sure if they'll just be adding use to the parks and use to
the trail, but we will have to be cleaning up after, fixing
because of the extra traffic. I don't know who's going to be
paying or if they will be able -- if they'll be paying for use
for that. Because around -- everything else around them is
commercial. So their access to enjoyment will be through our
neighbors.
That's all.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Thank you, Ms. Marquez.

And once again, we're taking notes.
Ms. Gomez, who is next?
MS. GOMEZ:

Next person I have is Marsha Kearney.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Ms. Kearney -MS. KEARNEY: Yes.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: -- if you can unmute yourself.
affirm to tell the truth?
MS. KEARNEY:

Do you swear or

Yes, I do.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Please try to keep your comments, if you
can, to three minutes. But we do want you to feel like you get a
chance to speak.
MS. KEARNEY:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.
Thank you.

MS. KEARNEY: I will do that. Actually, what everyone's been
talking about, they've covered a lot of the topics, but first of
all, I am really upset that the zoning was changed without us
knowing, because the change in the zoning is very detrimental to
the community and to myself. I live right adjacent to the
property.
And also, I've been trying to read through the IDO process, and
what I see is this just literally gets rid of community
involvement and planning as it's meant to be, considering all the
issues, concerns, opportunities together.
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And my first area is notification. And I'm extremely concerned
because this is happening during the pandemic. Yet we only had
three and a half weeks where only the people with adjacent land
were notified. And we -- and we knew the issues involved a lot
more people, the entire community here and also Rio Rancho. And
yet, during the pandemic, we're supposed to do the outreach and
review. During normal times -- three and a half weeks for this
is -- is not enough time. And especially with it being the
pandemic, when -- and we're at a process where judicial processes
have been put on hold. The virus is spiking once again. And to
say this is essential business is a travesty.
And on notification, Tierra West had a meeting with HOA
executives early April, yet nobody along this street in our
neighborhood was invited to that meeting.
And also, Tierra West executive board were sent certified letters
from Tierra West after that meeting. But when we got
notification, it was just first class mail. So how do they know
everyone was contacted? And as you heard, one of our residents
didn't get contacted at all.
All they had to do was put a sign up at the site. And we
looked -- I looked for that sign for a week and a half, and
finally when I slowed down and parked on the side could I see the
sign. It was very inconspicuous. That sign was supposed to be
up starting July 7th. Yet, this was on -- they didn't move it to
another sign, which by the way is very visible. It's attached to
the Youngblood sign. But that was on Monday, the 20th. So
there's a whole span of time when people were not notified about
this project.
And community engagement, this is not community engagement. They
did most of their correspondence with the HOA, which doesn't even
represent us in this situation. And I don't understand why they
waited so long to contact us.
Also, Youngblood Realty Company, which has all the for sale signs
up long this area, they still list the properties as C-2. And
also with speaking to them, they indicated there are plans for
development of the second half of the vacant lot behind us, which
is owned by the same owners.
So I'm asking the question, why aren't these being considered at
the same time? Because the impacts are -- what impacts are from
this is just going to be exemplified when you consider both lots.
Also, on May 21st, Tierra West said on their website -- they had
something up about another project, The Castles. And this is a
quote from there: Numerous appeals filed by the neighborhoods
were successfully defended through city council and on to
district courts.
That was on their website. And for them to say they -- they've
done all the notification and working with us, these to me, are
indications that's not the truth. And the meeting in June, there
were promises made, there were proposed changes. None of them
that I could see were included in this package that was sent
forward.
I also have a concern about water flow, especially the runoff.
We're at the lowest level of the site. And right now, we get
runoff that goes by during the storms. Like we had one last
night. How's this project going to implement -- affect that?
And we've seen the plans, but they're not very specific. And
that's a major concern.
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With the schools, I do have a question, because I saw the APS
comments, and it's -- for the school system, this is a very bad
move. You'd be putting 99 -- the estimate is 99 kids into the
school system that's already full. And there's no plan to expand
the existing schools. So my question to you is how is that input
being acted on in this process? And so I'll wait to get an
answer on that. But also, with the traffic situation, if you
have 99 students on average, they would -- that are thrown into
the system, all those students have to go south in the morning to
go to schools, because they're all in the Albuquerque system.
How is that going to be looked at as far as traffic goes? I
notice they are looking at some numbers which won't display that
effect.
And basically, once again, having this going on during the
pandemic, is just a travesty. We have people in the neighborhood
who aren't on this call because they're working. They're nurses;
they're saving lives. And you have others -- I'd only -- I
couldn't even get on Zoom. And to say that you're -- the
public's being involved at the level they should, it's not
occurring. It's a travesty.
And I just want to ensure that our voices are heard and that all
input, written and verbal, is considered. This project, as
planned, is destroying our neighborhood.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you, Ms. Kearney. You brought up a lot of
questions and you brought up a lot of questions in numerous
e-mails, and we'll talk about some of those a little bit later.
But hopefully, you've seen some of those answers by e-mail.
MS. KEARNEY:

Okay.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. GOMEZ:

Ms. Gomez, who is next?

The last speaker I have is Rene Horvath.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. HORVATH:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. HORVATH:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
three minutes.
MS. HORVATH:

Thank you.

Okay.

Ms. Horvath?

Yes.
Do you swear to tell the truth?
Yes, I do.
Okay. If you can try to keep your comments to
Thank you.
Okay.

Thank you.

Well, I'm with the Westside Coalition, and
that receives notifications. So I did get
the contact person, and I -- I travel this
get to Rio Rancho, and so I did attend the
meetings.

I'm the contact person
notified, because I am
area quite often to
two facilitated

But I guess what I'm -- what struck me most of all was the
four-story building. It just seems very out of scale for that
area. Because, you know, this is a single-family neighborhood.
They're all single family neighborhoods on the east side of Golf
Course. And, you know, a tall building did seem really out of
place right there, out of scale and out of place.
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So -- and then if you look to the west of Golf Course, yeah, you
have taller buildings, like the Rust Hospital over there by
Unser, and there are some taller buildings. It would seem a more
appropriate scale for that area versus this area.
So as, you know, a person with the Westside Coalition, we do see
a lot of applications for apartments. And I'm kind of
wondering -- you know, we have a lot of MX-M zones around the
West side. And it used to be C-2 zones. And a C-2 zone was a
community commercial area and that apartments were conditional
uses and they did have to consider school capacity and the ratio
of jobs-to-housing balance to address some of the traffic issues.
And those are issues the West side does face with overcrowded
schools and traffic and also preservation of open space and such.
But I'm more interested in the scale and getting the character
right for the area. And so as we've done this IDO change to -from C-2 to MX-M, did we not consider the context of the area?
Do we not look at scale? Do we not look at the area constraints
anymore? Do we not look at traffic or overcrowded school issues?
Do we not look at the character?
And in addition, you know, looking at the ABC-Z comp plan on 5-25
in the land-use section, it does have this area as area of
consistency, and -- and when it says that development will need
to be compatible in scale and character of the surrounding area,
so I'm wondering, does that play into this also? Do we only just
look at IDO rules, or do we not consider other things, as well,
that we always have in the past?
And I do think we do have some things that should play into this
to get this right so that the -- the neighbors are happy with the
final results. Because this is not going to be the only case
that's going to come down the road being right behind people's
homes. And I can understand their concern for privacy. I would
be concerned too with a four-story building behind my house.
So I'd just like for that to -- you know, the IDO is new and it
needs some work. And do we just go ahead and start ignoring all
the things we used to consider in the past, or do we take these
into consideration?
So that's what I want to bring up today as we examine this
project. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Thank you, Ms. Horvath.

Let me do one quick check in the Zoom room. Some people may have
joined. We're on Item Number 2, which is a site plan at Golf
Course Road for apartments more than 50 units. Is there anyone
else to -- from the public who wishes to speak on this case?
Okay.

Ms. Gould, do you see anyone.

MR. REES:
MS. GOULD:

Paul Rees -This is Maggie Gould.

Oh, sorry.

MR. REES: Sorry. This is Paul Rees, I just had a real short
comment, if I was allowed to do that.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
the truth?
MR. REES:

Okay.

Mr. Rees, do you swear of affirm to tell

Yes, ma'am.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Please give us your short comment.

MR. REES: Sure. And I won't touch on anything anybody else has
already said. But I've lived here for over 20 years. I had my
house built here, so I'm in the same boat as a lot of the people
on Carreta.
There's been several proposed developments here in the past, and
I -- I find it very odd, because we had ample opportunity and
ample notice on the intentions of the developers in the past, and
we had numerous meetings. And I'm -- pandemic aside, there
shouldn't be any reason why we didn't get a lot more notice on
this.
So I don't know if it's our HOA's fault for not letting us know.
Obviously it's the developer's. Like several people brought up,
they could have blasted us with e-mails as well as postcards, and
certified mail certainly would have been beneficial so they would
prove that they actually sent us notice.
But we didn't get any notice until very recently. And I remember
getting notice in the past probably up to a year before people
were even going to plan on breaking ground, so we had multiple
opportunities to voice our concerns. And I thought with all the
zoning laws, that the community edges thing gave us certain
amount of time to dispute things and bring up our concerns. And
I don't feel like that's been adhered to at all in this, so -- I
understand this is a new type of process.
But that's basically all I have. Everybody all touched on some
good points, but I appreciate the opportunity to speak.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Rees.

We're going to go -- how we're going to handle this, I think, is
we're going to go back to the applicant team, and we may have
been taking some notes, I've been taking some notes, and I
particularly would like the applicant team to address notice and
anything else that they have on their list that they would like
to address from the public speakers.
And then I might have a couple comments and at that point I might
ask if the development review board members would like to take a
recess in order to have a break and be alert to come back and do
the DRB comments.
So let's start with the applicant team now.
Mr. Stevenson, is that going to be you?
MR. STEVENSON: Thank you, Jolene. This is Richard Stevenson
with Tierra West. So I've got about five pages of notes. And
thank you, and good morning to all the neighbors who commented on
this case.
In terms of the notification procedures and the IDO process, we
would like to pass that over to the city to be able to respond.
We have involved Russell Brito, the planning manager, in the
previous neighborhood association meeting that was held online.
And we had him involved because there were a lot of concerns
about the notification procedures. We've also, after the
meeting, sent out e-mails, summarizing that process and providing
some additional details. So in terms of any of the IDO
notification procedures and comments, that's something that we
would offer the city the opportunity to address.
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Similarly, when it comes to the zoning, the scale, the process
for which the IDO was prepared and the consultation with the
homeowners association and neighborhood associations.
What I'd really like to focus on as the applicant is the specific
items to the project and the site plan.
And before I go into those details, I would also like to comment
that a number of these topics had been discussed in the previous
meetings that we held online but also in person. Two of those
meetings were facilitated, and so there is a record of the
minutes as well as the action items and the responses to a number
of these questions, such as the schooling issues, the crime
issues, the view issues, the surrounding traffic issues on
Westside and Golf Course, the cut-through concerns that were
raised through the neighborhood, as well as the property values.
And we also try very hard to address, again, the IDO notification
procedures and that process.
In terms of site specific, we did originally present to the
neighborhood association and the neighbors that were on the call
a walking path that was adjacent to the eastern boundary line.
We did receive feedback that they wanted that pushed further to
the west away from the property line, so we did make that
modification to the site plan. And as well, with the dumpster
locations, we have relocated those from which were previously on
the east side where the parking stalls are, further away, another
25 feet, so it's approximately 70 feet from the property line.
We also took into consideration a number of comments on the
landscaping in the 50-foot buffer zone. We changed the species
of trees and increased the density. And the intent, again, was
to try and preserve and provide some additional screening both
for the residents of this apartment complex to the adjacent
single family, but, as well, at the same time, provide some
screening from the single family to the apartment complex.
So there are -- there are those items. We also talked about the
6-foot wall along the eastern boundary. We have located that
approximately 5 feet off the property line and have worked to
bench or create a raised bench on which that 6-foot wall will
then be built upon.
So we have worked hard to take some of the valid concerns that we
received from the neighbors and incorporate this into the site
plan. So I do want to point that out.
But as I said, I've taken a number of pages of notes, and we'd
like to kind of go through those in detail off the call and
respond by our e-mail to the e-mail group that we have, any new
comments that we receive this morning.
Again, a lot of these comments were expressed at the neighborhood
meetings and were responded to and we have that on the record
with the facilitator notes. So I guess if the interest of time,
if we can go through the board's comments. I know we mentioned
taking a break, but we have (inaudible) comments. We -- as I
mentioned at the beginning, we're working to address those.
The only specific question that I would ask is to the water
authority on the timeline for the availability statement. But I
think everything else, you know, we can work offline with each
member and work to address those over the next week and a half.
Thank you.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Stevenson. Can I clarify
when you mention that you an e-mail group that you wanted to
respond back to on your notes you've taken from this meeting? Is
that e-mail group the public?
MR. STEVENSON:

Yes.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

So when we had our --

MR. STEVENSON: -- two facilitated meetings, we had, obviously,
the signed sheet, and so everyone that has signed into that
meeting, we had their e-mail contacts -CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

MR. STEVENSON: -- and the last couple of days, for example,
we've been providing some additional information, following up
specifically in regard to traffic and timeline for the
improvements on Westside.
So we're viewing that as an active conversation and a stream for
us to be able to provide additional information to the neighbors.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. KEARNEY:

Okay.
Jolene, can I ask -- this is Marsha Kearney.

They must have the incorrect e-mail for me.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Ms. Kearney, I'll -- we'll -- we'll try to
do that offline, if you can make sure you send your correct
e-mail to Tierra West. But I apologize, it's not appropriate for
the public to speak -MS. KEARNEY:

Okay.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. KEARNEY:

Sorry.

-- at this point in time.
Sorry.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
questions.
MS. KEARNEY:

There will be another opportunity for you to ask
Okay.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you.

So let me go ahead and ask the development review board members,
is there a motion to take a ten-minute recess, that would be
until 11:10, since we've been in session for two hours. Is that
a motion to take a recess?
MS. WOLFENBARGER: This is Jeanne Wolfenbarger with
transportation. I motion to take a 10-minute break.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. SOMERFELDT:
second.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. CADENA:

Okay.

Is there a second?

This is Cheryl Somerfeldt with parks and rec.
Okay.

Please vote, starting with water.

Kris Cadena, water authority.

I approve.

MR. MONTANO: Vincent Montano, code enforcement.
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MS. SOMERFELDT:
MR. ARMIJO:

Cheryl Somerfeldt, parks and rec.

Ernest Armijo, hydrology.

MS. WOLFENBARGER:
approve.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

I approve.

I approve.

Jeanne Wolfenbarger with transportation.

I

And Jolene Wolfley, DRB chair approves.
(Motion approved.)

CHAIR WOLFLEY: So there's a consensus vote of the DRB to take a
recess. We are still on Item Number 2. We will reconvene at
11:10. And the focus will be at that point to be going through
DRB member comments.
Please go ahead and mute yourself and turn off your videocamera
during the break. That will help. And so we'll see everyone
again at 11:10. And thanks for your patience.
(Recess held.)
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. CADENA:

Mr. Cadena, are you present?

This is Kris.

Yes, I am.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. This is Jolene Wolfley, DRB chair. We
were just on a recess. We are still on Item Number 2, which is
Project PR-2020-4030, located at Golf Course Road, between Golf
Course, Black Arroyo and Westside Boulevard.
We have had applicant presentation, we've had applicant -- or
we've had public comment, we've had applicant response to that
comment. And we are going to now move to DRB member comments.
I wanted to start out just saying a couple of things. First of
all, I think as many of the members of the public who are near
this site are learning, that in 2018, the city council approved a
new zone code called the Integrated Development Ordinance, and
that new zone code also included new zone districts and there was
a conversion that went through a legislative process to convert
many zone districts, which included this site and it converted
from a C-2 zoning district to an MX-M zoning district. And in
part of that city council approval, there were changes made to
some of the development parameters that would affect a project
such as the one that we're reviewing today.
And so the development review board must work within that city
council approved structure on how to review this site at this
point in time. And I know that the staff, the planning staff
worked pretty carefully to look at previous site plans that
existed on the site to see if there was anything still in place
that applied and determined that any previous site plan work on
the site had expired and therefore the application could go
forward under the IDO rules approved by the city council.
I also want to address one other issue before we start. Let's
see. I'm trying to share my screen. And many people have
brought up the -- the school capacity as it relates to this
project, and I want you to know that, and I think some of you
have seen this in the case file, that Albuquerque Public Schools
does comment on their school capacity and they did an estimation
of -- for this number of apartment units, how many elementary
middle and high school students would be estimated to come as a
result of this new development.
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And see if I can -- so you can see for elementary students, there
is 17 slots available and 53 students estimated for middle
school. 23 students produced, but there's 106 spaces available.
For high school students, 23 produced, and 256 available.
So the APS showed that maybe there would be more students for the
elementary school. But they further provide that they will
address those -- any additional students -- I mean, these aren't,
you know, absolutely students, these are projections. But any
additional students coming to their school, they address them
using these potential changes to the school in order to address
additional capacity.
So the planning department has received an okay from the school
district for a project such as this.
Stop sharing my screen at this point.
So anyhow, in terms of heights and number of dwelling units,
those are items that the planning staff has applied. The height
limitations, the parking requirements, the neighborhood
buffering, things like that that will address how large a project
can be built on this site, and we're going to be talking through
some of those details now.
But I'd like to first turn to the water authority, and they can
begin their comments. And the applicant, at this time it's the
DRB members conversing with the applicant, going through DRB
comments.
And after we go through each DRB member, there would be an
opportunity to check in with the public to see if you have any
follow-up questions.
So let's start now with the water authority.
MR. CADENA: Hello. This is Kris Cadena with the water
authority. Hello, Ron. Hello, Rick. And hello, Richard.
The serviceability letter for this project is 200506, and that's
currently being researched. It's about done. We are just
putting together the maps. Then we'll provide the direction as
far as the infrastructure needed for this project. And public
water and/or sewer lines may be required.
The property will require a development agreement prior to site
plan approval. And the serviceability letter will provide a -or be an exhibit to that development agreement.
And regard to the utility plan, I have just multiple comments.
Please show and label the existing public waterline along the
west and south frontages. I think you showed connection points,
but if you can just show the existing lands themselves and label
accordingly.
Also, if you -- there seems to be a parallel private power line
along the west and north drive aisles. Please confirm and label
accordingly. I don't know if that was maybe more of a drafting
error. So just take a look at that.
Also, please show and label all proposed water meters, both
domestic and/or irrigation. It will be helpful just to
understand what -- what you're intending for the site.
Please label all proposed on-site public and private sanitary
sewer accordingly. And I'll get into sewer here in a bit.
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Label all proposed on-site private waterlines accordingly.
Understood that's all on-site waterlines is indeed private, as
well as private hydrants, et cetera.
So the public sanitary sewer extensions are currently being
researched. And I've worked with my engineers internally, and I
think we've got a good path moving forward. The intent is to
provide the existing lot, D-1 to the north, the ability to
connect to public sewer.
Do you -- have you had any coordination with that property?
MR. STEVENSON:
Tierra West.

Morning, Kris.

It's Richard Stevenson with

I have spoken to the engineer who has worked on some conceptual
overall development plans for the utilities to service the tract
to the north. It's my understanding that the intent will be to
connect to the sewer to the west of our site in approximately the
location where the driveway entrances on the west side of Golf
Course, and therefore, that does not require an extension of a
public sewer line through the -- through our property on the east
side, as had previously been identified.
So thank you for working diligently with that and to Chris
Gustafson, as well.
MR. CADENA:

So this is Kris Cadena with the water authority.

So Richard, I just want you to note that -- or I want to note
that the serviceability letter will -- will indicate what will
essentially be required. So I don't know -- in conversations
I've had with my engineering group, we've talked about
different -- different options. But the serviceability letter,
and after discussing with my group internally, it makes sense -there is an existing 30-foot easement along the eastern property
line of proposed Tract D-1, or existing Tract D-1 and E-1, which
is your subject site.
I really feel that the -- rather than going along the east, which
is where the easement is, it would make the most sense to utilize
your north -- your easternmost north/south driveway corridor for
that public sewer extension to then daylight into -- or have the
ability today light into the northern tract.
I went back and forth and it just makes the most sense to me. I
mean, the other option leaves Tract E-1 having to cross Golf
Course and finagle their way through an existing waterline
easement on the west. It's cleaner and I think provides the best
option. And that's what the serviceability letter will include.
So having the sewer line where you're proposing it along the
eastern property line is along landscaping and tree, not very
conducive to operation and maintenance of the line. I think it
really works for all parties when it's in that easternmost
north/south drive aisle. So just keep that in mind.
Also, the -- you propose a pond within your proposed sewer line
for public, and that won't be acceptable. So once again, moving
it to that north/south drive aisle I think works best for
everybody.
Based on the serviceability letter, as we talked about, you know,
the drive aisle is going to be a helpful corridor. The
serviceability letter will provide the official infrastructure
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requirement. And as we talked about previously, would then be an
exhibit to the development agreement. So that e-mail -- yes.
MR. BOHANNAN: Kris, this is Ron Bohannan.
estimate of when we would get that letter?

Do you have an

MR. CADENA: Yeah. It's definitely burning a hole in our maps
and records department so that they can get us a map. And
hopefully in the next week is what we're shooting for. But
it's -- it's been written, you just got to get that sent off
for -- for signature once we get the map so -MR. BOHANNAN:
MR. CADENA:

Great.
-- that --

MR. BOHANNAN: So okay. Two-weeks deferral, then we would have
that. But we would have a higher probability of having that
letter in two weeks?
MR. CADENA: I would hope so, Ron.
water authority. I would hope so.

This is Kris Cadena with the
(Inaudible) --

MR. STEVENSON: Kris, this is Richard Stevenson.
interrupt. Can I ask one other question?
MR. CADENA:

Sorry to

Sure.

MR. STEVENSON: Is it possible for the water authority to take
delegation on the site plan approval if the development agreement
is still pending signatures within the water authority?
MR. CADENA: This is Kris Cadena with the water authority. I
wouldn't -- I wouldn't be comfortable. It would put obviously
myself in an awkward situation, understanding that it has to go
and be approved since it -- since it's outside of the adopted
service area by the water authority board. So I wouldn't -- I
would think that we would just need to -- to pick a different
date.
But I have a few extra comments I just wanted to go through.
In regard to the north/south drive aisle that we discussed, the
proposed dumpster enclosure may need to be relocated. So just be
mindful of that.
We talked about the landscaping along your proposed corridor
which I don't think offers the best alignment.
And just make sure that continuos access for maintenance and
operation is provided for all on-site public sewer lines. It's
the cleanest opportunity, and it allows this property to the
north to get service. And I think that easement was placed at
some point just to kind of act as more of a placeholder. But now
that we actually have a tangible development, that corridor is
looking very (inaudible) at this point.
So that's all that I have.

Thank you very much.

MR. BOHANNAN: Kris, this is Ron Bohannan. One more question.
So if we do move the easement over to the north/south, and
we're -- we're in agreement with that, we could grant that
easement in that location and then do a subsequent vacation
action of that easement on the east property line?
MR. CADENA:

This is Kris Cadena.
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Was that a question, or are you just agreeing?
MR. BOHANNAN: Well, I'm just -- it's a question if you would
agree to that protocol and approach.
MR. CADENA:

Yes.

This is Kris Cadena with the water authority.

Yeah, the easement definitely would need to be in place,
vegetation. Yeah, we can have easements all over different areas
of the property, as you know. And it's beneficial or more
advantageous for you as a developer to remove those so that
you're able to install other things that are more specific to
your develop.
So that -- that process sounds fine, but if it is a water
authority easements, before you install or put any encroachments
in that area, you would want to vacate first.
Thank you.
MR. BOHANNAN:
question.

This is Ron Bohannan.

One last -- hopefully last

In two weeks, once we have your serviceability letter and we
really know the infrastructure that's required, we could have an
infrastructure list, realizing that you would still need the
development agreement, then that would be the only thing that
would be remaining on your part if we address all these other
questions.
And so we might be looking for an e-mail from you saying we're in
approval except for the development agreement.
MR. CADENA:
authority.

You're -- it -- this is Kris Cadena with the water

What are the e-mails that you're looking?
MR. BOHANNAN:
MR. CADENA:

So --- (inaudible) development?

MR. BOHANNAN: -- just that we've met all of your other concerns
except for the development agreement, and then once that's
signed, that you would be able to move forward (inaudible).
MR. CADENA:
authority.

Sure.

Yeah.

This is Kris Cadena with the water

Yeah, you have my comments here from DRB. And once we get all
the items that can be confirmed. Just simply the utility plan
and the infrastructure list, yes. The major item will be the
development agreement.
Thank you.
MR. BOHANNAN:

Thank you.

Ms. Wolfley, you're still muted.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Code enforcement, please.

MR. MONTANO: Vince Montano, code enforcement.
couple comments.
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A variance would be required for the wall over 3 feet in that
front yard area, as well as I didn't see any open space
calculations for this project; if you can include that on your
site plan, as well as a note if any standards are silent in your
site plan that the IDO prevails or standards apply.
MR. STEVENSON:

Thank you.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

MS. SOMERFELDT:
recreation.

Parks and recreation.

This is Cheryl Somerfeldt with parks and

Open space -- the open space division commented that this
property abuts the Black Arroyo, which drains into open spaces
Calabacillas Arroyo and eventually into the Rio Grande. So there
is concern about flows from the site and nonnative plantings.
Therefore, native plants would be the best choice for landscape
materials.
And one of the higher concerns species was the Chinese Pistache.
We were -- PRD requests that you remove the Chinese Pistache from
the plant list.
Also, Golf Course is a minor arterial that requires street trees,
so it should have trees based per the street tree ordinance.
MR. BOHANNAN: Cheryl, this is Ron Bohannan.
showing street trees along Golf Course.

I believe we are

And we do have a (inaudible) pond that we're working with Ernest
for the drainage, as just standard operating procedure for
hydrology.
We will look at the species and -- and make changes accordingly.
MS. SOMERFELDT:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Thank you.
Okay.

Hydrology.

MR. ARMIJO: Ernest Armijo, hydrology. Hydrology has an approved
conceptual grading and drainage plan with engineer stamp date of
June 26, 2020. We have no objection.
MR. BOHANNAN:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Thank you.
Okay.

Thank you.

Transportation.
MS. WOLFENBARGER: Yes, good afternoon. This is Jeanne
Wolfenbarger with transportation. I'm going to first start off
by going over the comments that I had earlier, and then ending
with the neighborhood concerns. Some of these comments actually
overlap.
So make sure you label all the walkway widths on-site. I need to
see the clear sight triangle at access points for both the site
plan and the landscaping plan.
Please follow ASHTO guidelines in accordance with the -- you
know, the speed limit. And I just need to make sure that that's
a safe entrance coming in and out as far as site distance and
speed limit.
Show how the access points along Golf Course line up with the
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west side. I believe I know how your north access lines up, but
I would just like to see that on a graphic as well as the Golf
Course right-of-way width just to determine sufficiency of the
right-of-way width for -- for Golf Course.
I will also need to have a turning template designed at the
median cuts just to ensure that median opening is wide enough for
the left turns. And I also need to make sure that the left turn
bays into the -- into the access points are -- are long -- are
long enough to handle the traffic. If you could provide a short
analysis on that, as well.
Let's see. I -- I did ask for a vehicular trip generation for
p.m. and a.m. peak hour, and -- and you did provide that
yesterday morning. Thank you for that. What you did show was
that your -- your thresh- -- vehicular trips, traffic trips fall
under the threshold needed for a traffic study. And it's roughly
about half of the DPM requirements for the -- for the traffic
study.
The -- we -- we do need some street lighting on Golf Course as we
discussed. Just follow the DPM requirements. It appears as
though one is needed at the access way, obviously. But we'll
need to have street lighting requirements on an infrastructure
list. And because this is so close to the City of Rio Rancho, I
do need concurrence from Rio Rancho on this to make sure they
didn't have any additional concerns or traffic concerns related
to transportation.
I wanted to cover some of the -- the neighborhood comments. I
believe I already touched on site triangles and street lights,
which were brought up at today's -- today's meeting, and
contacting Rio Rancho.
The walkway path, I believe you could move that 40-foot away
from -- from the wall, could you not?
MR. STEVENSON: Yeah, we can -- we can review that -- it's
Richard from -- Richard Stevenson, Tierra West.
We can review that walkway park that meanders through the 50-foot
buffer and see if we can shift that further away from the
residents based on the comments we received from them this
morning.
MS. WOLFENBARGER:

Okay.

Thank you for that.

And -- and like I had mentioned earlier, I did review the
vehicular trips. The vehicular trips based on 208 apartment
units does fall well under the threshold needed for a traffic
study.
The -- the concerns about Westside Boulevard, I do understand
those. I did speak with the department of municipal development,
who is heading the Westside Boulevard widening project from two
lanes to four lanes just the other day. And as far -- you know,
from my discussions with them, they still plan on moving forward
with that project in the spring of 2021, there's some funding set
aside for it. The design plans are almost 100 percent complete,
so they are actively moving in that direction.
And that's -- I believe that's all I have for now.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Wolfenbarger.
going to have you follow up on an item.
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On the traffic-impact study, could you help the public understand
what the purpose of a traffic-impact study is and what it's
trying to accomplish.
MS. WOLFENBARGER: All right. Yes, certainly, Madam Chair.
is Jeanne Wolfenbarger with transportation.

This

First -- first of all, I'll -- I'll point out that the threshold
under the current DPM that's active as of now states that a
traffic-impact study is required when you have a hundred vehicles
going into the site, or a hundred vehicles going out of the site
during the p.m. or a.m. peak hour.
And based on the vehicle or trips that I have, we were showing
well under those numbers. And the reason those numbers are set
is because it gives us some sort of feel for what off-site
improvements may be required.
So just to give some perspective, Richard Stevenson e-mailed the
other day, you know, 50 trips or 55 trips coming out of in one
case, and just during peak hour. To give you some perspective,
that's approximately one vehicle every minute. With that type of
rate, we wouldn't expect to have to do any off-site traffic
improvements because the purpose of the traffic study is to
identify the impact of the development on the roads and at rates
that are quite that low, you wouldn't expect that there to be a
significant result as far as any off-site improvements for
roadways in that case.
And that's part of why the threshold is set up that way.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Wolfenbarger, that was very
clear. I think it's helpful to understand what the purpose of
that study is in understanding how it fits into the review
process.
Okay.

I'd like to turn now to planning comments.

MR. RODENBECK: This is Jay Rodenbeck. I just want to note that
there's no code enforcement signature block on this sheet, on the
cover sheet. The applicant needs to verify if a sensitive lands
analysis as required.
Regarding the landscaping, the landscape buffer along the eastern
property boundary does meet the IDO requirements, however, the
applicant could add additional trees in the landscape buffer to
provide additional screening between the site and the adjacent
single-family residential dwellings to the east of the site to
provide in two full layers of trees within that buffer.
As code enforcement noted, we noticed that there were no
open-space calculations provided.
We'd recommend park benches be placed in landscape open space
near the sidewalks and trails within the proposed development.
We need to see outdoor exterior lighting depicted on the plan.
Regarding the screen wall, I believe code enforcement noticed
this, as well. The screen wall cannot be more than 3 feet in
height in the front yard.
Staff requests the applicant provide a plan angle illustration
depiction of the proposed apartments and the residences to the
east of the site depicting the scale, the height of the proposed
apartments and the residences and the distance between them.
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Staff -- and I believe the applicant (inaudible) this. But staff
wants the applicant to consider (inaudible) dumpsters away from
the residential development.
And we want you to provide an elevation key so that we can
determine each elevation for each building.
And the final comment we had is the unit table -- unit mix table
is difficulty to read, and the letters are blurry, so if you
could please update that so that it's more clear, that would be
great.
And we'll just note that the facade is consistent with 5-11(E)(2)
of the IDO because it does have a clear distinction between the
ground floor and other floors.
And the carports are consistent with 5-11(D)(4) of the IDO,
although some of them are located between the street and
building, most of them are dispersed throughout the site. And -and the street-facing carports are screened by a row of trees,
row of street trees.
And finally, the landscaping plan exceeds the requirements by
providing a total of 144,000 square feet of landscaping, when
approximately 48,000 square feet are required.
And I would just like to note the staff could have future
comments and the site plan is still under review. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. So first off, Mr. Stevenson, do you have
any questions on those comments?
MR. STEVENSON:
Tierra West.

No, I don't.

Just thank you.

Richard Stevenson,

Thank you, Jeanne, for transportation comments. We will work
with you to address and add those items in the infrastructure
list.
And Jay, thank you for your comments and your review on the site
plan. And, again, we'll work to address those. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. I'm going to share my screen for just a
second here. And I'm going to bring up these planning comments.
And I just kind of want to point out some things that I think are
important.
As I was mentioning to the public, the DRB is working with the
scope that the city council set forward for the DRB to work in.
And I think some of these areas are where the public is
interested. So -- so basically, on this, the sensitive lands
analysis, we -- there are some features we're a little unsure
about and just want you to report on whether they fit the IDO
requirements related to that.
The other one I wanted to -- okay. Oh, I'm sorry. On this one
right here, staff requests the applicant provide an angle plane
illustration. Where this is coming from, the neighbors had
expressed a lot of concern about what was previously allowed on
the site and also just concerns about how this will scale
alongside their single-family residential area.
This is not a requirement, but it was something we thought if the
developers were willing to do, it might help provide some clarity
to -- to the site. Because a lot of people don't realize that
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the C-2 zoning did allow, I think, up to a hundred feet depending
on a certain angle calculation.
Is that understandable, Mr. Stevenson?
MR. STEVENSON:
Thank you.

Is it.

Richard Stevenson here.

It is, Jolene.

We had previously provided a cross-section exhibit to do exactly
what you asked for on that comment. So we will look to update it
with any additional landscaping that we can add to the buffer
zone, depending on how much additional the developer is prepare
to -- to add to that area. And we can then provide that back to
the city and also to that e-mail group I previously mentioned
that we are -CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

MR. STEVENSON:

-- (inaudible).

Thank you.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Thank you. That would be really helpful. And
then I know there's been some discussion from different DRB
members regarding the dumpster locations and the public. I don't
think we need to settle that right now, but just kind of some
more attention to dumpsters.
And then I want to talk about facades a little bit.
Mr. Rodenbeck, can you bring up facades from the -- do you have
access to those easily?
MR. RODENBECK:
here.

This is Jay Rodenbeck.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

MR. RODENBECK:

Got to drag it over.

I do.

Just one moment

CHAIR WOLFLEY: And if you could -- yeah, go to the renderings.
I think those are particularly helpful.
MR. RODENBECK:

Well, when they show up.

Let me see here.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:
Internet.

Sometimes it just takes a while to load off the

MR. RODENBECK:

I don't know why that's not showing up.

MR. BOHANNAN: Jolene, this is Ron Bohannan.
screen, if you want us to -CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. BOHANNAN:

Oh, okay.
-- (inaudible) our screen.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yeah, please do.
screen sharing privileges.
MR. BOHANNAN:
MS. GOULD:

We have them on our

And, Ms. Gould, can give you

As soon as she gives them to, I'll pull them up.

This is Maggie Gould.

Madam Chair, Mr. Bohannan, you should have screen sharing
privileges now.
MR. BOHANNAN:

Is this the elevation you're looking for?
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Ron Bohannan.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Yes. And then I think there is one that shows a
little bit more three-dimensional perspective.
MR. BOHANNAN:

That one?

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Yeah, that one.

Okay.

So one thing I wanted to point out is that with -- within the
IDO, we were reviewing this very carefully. And the facades that
the applicant is putting forward really do exceed the IDO
requirements.
I think some of the things you can see here is how the roof line
is articulated. We have balconies with a very nice steel
wrought-iron guardrail.
Over at these windows there is -- there's a change in material.
It's -- I believe it's a tile.
Is that correct?
tile?
MR. BENNETT:

Mr. Bennett, that under the windows, there's

That's correct.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: And so I just want to kind of clarify with the
applicant. These are the materials that you're intending to use
for this project?
MR. BENNETT:
MR. BOHANNAN:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

That's correct.
Madam Chair, Ron -The illustration?

MR. BOHANNAN: Yes, it is. And it's also -- we have not made it
as a statement, but this is going to be a first-class facility.
It's a gated facility. Not only are you seeing those materials
on the exterior, but the owner is also committed to a lot of the
upgrades on the interior, making this a very first-class
facility.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And -- okay. And then if you can go back,
Mr. Stevenson to your colored site plan that shows your
landscaping.
MR. STEVENSON:

One moment.

Let me get that.

MR. BOHANNAN: We're engineers, Jolene, so we always put the
landscaping at the end.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Oh, there it is.

Okay.

And, Mr. Stevenson, would you just kind of describe, and maybe
you have in many of these neighborhood meetings, but just kind of
point out what type of your amenities in your landscaping plan
are going to be there available for the residents who will live
here. Just briefly.
MR. STEVENSON: Sure. So this is Richard Stevenson. As my
colleague Ron just mentioned, this is proposed to be a
first-class luxury gated apartment complex, so as such, the
residents can expect some nice amenities on the site.
Some of those items include pond features with water elements, as
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well as a pool area; lounge, outdoor lounge seating area. That
then also extends out onto a patio with other site features, such
as some open area for a barbecue, patios, gazebos, open-space
gathering areas.
Another important site element identified by the developer is the
actual perimeter trail for fitness and dog walking. Which also
brings up the point that there will be a potty park for the
animals that live on-site with their residents.
Really, a big effort has been has gone into providing an enhanced
landscaping area. As you mentioned, there's almost three times
the required landscaping area on this site plan. So it is an
important part of our proposed plan to note that this is
definitely a first-class apartment project.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. And there was a lot of
discussion about this buffer area along the east, with some of
the public that has given comment today. And you just pointed
out that this helps to create a perimeter trail for the entire
apartment complex. And planning staff noted that that was quite
a nice feature for the livability of the apartments, that you
would be able to have a trail all the way around.
And so trying -- and that the 50 -- that's a 50-foot wide
landscape area, correct?
MR. STEVENSON:
That is correct.
requirements.

This is Richard Stevenson.
It's a 50-foot landscape buffer per the IDO

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And that exceeds the 15 feet that would be
required by the IDO -MR. STEVENSON:

As of today --

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

-- and so --

MR. STEVENSON: Sorry. It's Richard Stevenson. As of today, the
IDO requires a 50-foot buffer MX-M zoning adjacent to the
residential zoning.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Oh, okay.

MR. STEVENSON:
buffer.

And so that's what we have proposed, a 50-foot

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. So as we're looking at sort of
balancing the needs of the property owners who are to the east,
we also want to balance the livability for those who would live
here. And we would like to -- for -- you know, to have you
consider what the neighbors have said, but also we felt that that
was a really nice amenity for the apartment dwellers, that they
would be able to have this perimeter path.
And so there might be some opportunity to move it a little to the
west in some places, but also respect what you're trying to
accomplish here in terms of the future residents here.
Okay. I just want to go
need code enforcement to
make a higher wall along
something that you would

through a few my notes. And I might
help me, but if there was some desire to
the eastern property line, is that
consider, Mr. Stevenson?
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MR. STEVENSON:

Hi, Jolene.

It's Richard Stevenson.

Currently, we have proposed a 6-foot opaque wall. As I mentioned
earlier, we have designed a grading plan, where we have a benched
area offset at the existing perimeter wall that those
single-family residents have at their property line. And we will
show that in the sight line exhibit they have asked us to
prepare, how that wall is set and how it is elevated.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

MR. STEVENSON: We can take back to the developer their request
to increase the wall height to 8 feet.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Yeah, just take all of those elements
between the planning suggestion for additional trees and the -the wall and -- and just sort of look at how all of that could
combine to help make a more acceptable treatment between the two
properties.
And then I think we didn't highlight, but in Mr. Rodenbeck's
comments, it talked about considering a view fencing for the top
half of the wall that's along the Black Arroyo. If you would
just take that into consideration.
MR. STEVENSON:

Yes.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. One other thing I wanted to point out to
the neighbors is that there's been a lot of response to your
concerns that have come in through e-mails. There's been city
council staff and other planning staff that have responded to
some of your concerns. Many of those have gone to Ms. Kearney.
And I hope that she will share those responses, because they're
very thoughtful.
And they include discussion about how the office of neighborhood
coordination and registering as a homeowners association or a
neighborhood association connects with this process. And that
will outline for you.
And Mr. Sandoval had brought up that there were a number of
studies he felt that should be conducted in conjunction with this
development request. We've tried to go through the studies that
are required by the IDO, and some of the things that you're
talking about, including property value evaluation, those are
things that are not prescribed by the IDO and that staff cannot
consider.
And finally, I want to make sure that -- Mr. Sandoval said he did
not receive notice. I think he testified that he lived on
Carreta, I think if that's the correct street.
And would you just make sure, Mr. Stevenson, that you go through
your records on notice and make sure that -- I think there were a
couple people mentioned today that they didn't receive notice.
And I just wanted to make sure that, since we have more time, all
that notice is provided. There are requirements in the IDO that
some people receive mail notice, some people receive e-mail
notice, and there is sign posting notice.
And so, Mr. Stevenson, would you also make sure that your sign
postings remain up, according to your sign posting agreement
through this deferral period, so that -- normally once a case is
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heard, that is sort of where the notice requirement ends. But
since there's been some question about signs being visible, signs
being tilted, signs being behind a bush or whatever, if you can
just make sure that those posted signs are very clear to the
public that are out on the property.
MR. STEVENSON:

Jolene, this is --

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Would that be okay?

MR. STEVENSON:

Yeah.

And this is Richard Stevenson.

Yes, I will keep the yellow posted signs up for another two
weeks. And I'll also confirm that Mr. Sandoval, if he was on the
list from the ONC, did receive notice. And I'll confirm that and
provide an update at the next DRB meeting. Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you.

So we've heard a lot of information. I think there's some
additional things that the applicant is willing to address and
that there's going to be additional dialogue with the DRB.
But at this point in time, if there's any member of the public
that has a question that they feel needs to be addressed right
now, could you raise your hand. And this will need to be
streamlined, because we're several hours into this case already,
and we have a -- a number of items still to do on our agenda.
So let me give you -- I see Mr. Mirabal.
hand I see raised.

And that's the only

So if you have a couple of questions, Mr. Mirabal, and I see -or Mrs. Mirabal, go ahead and -MS. GOULD:

Madam Chair.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Yeah.

MS. GOULD: It looks like Larry Sandoval also has his hand
raised. This is Maggie Gould.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MS. MIRABAL:

Thank you.
Yeah.

Ms. Mirabal, you have --

Cathy.

If you have a couple questions -Yes.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: -- you can ask them. And these -- these should
be not your comments, because we've heard those. But these
should be questions to clarify facts within the case today.
MS. MIRABAL: Yes. I'm questioning the traffic study, because
right now we are under a pandemic, a lot of people are working
out of the house, out of their homes. So you're not seeing the
traffic we see when there's not a pandemic.
So the study that was done I do not feel is accurate. Once this
pandemic is over, you will then again see the increase in
traffic. So I feel the traffic study was incorrect, because we
live here and we've seen it for 20 years. So I truly believe,
because of the pandemic, we are all under house order and people
are working out of their home, so it's truly not correct.
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CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay.
for questions, and --

Ms. Mirabal, this is an opportunity only

MS. MIRABAL: Well, that's my question. Is this not -- is -is -- I mean, is this not (inaudible) -CHAIR WOLFLEY: I think I've got your question. Let's circle
back to the applicant and see if they would like to give an
answer to that question.
Mr. Stevenson, can you address Ms. Mirabal's question about
the -- the traffic situation, or anyone on the applicant team.
MR. BOHANNAN:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Yeah, Jolene -Yes.

MR. BOHANNAN: -- this is Robert Bohannan. Let me address it.
The trip generation studies and all those studies that we do for
the City of Albuquerque are all outlined in the institute of
traffic engineering, just the latest edition. So all of the trip
generations that we use to converse with -- with Jeanne
Wolfenbarger are from those manuals.
So there was -- there's not an actual traffic count. These are
estimates of the trips that are coming out. And those -- those
are the impacts that are done. So it's based on city-approved
standards and national standards that we've been using for
decades.
MS. MIRABAL: But -- but it would be different if we were not
under pandemic.
MR. BOHANNAN:
MS. MIRABAL:

No, it would not.

The trips --

It would not?

MR. BOHANNAN: If I may. The trip generation that's estimated is
based on the ITE studies that are done around the country. They
were done for years and years and years without the pandemic in
place.
What you're looking at is the amount of traffic that are on the
streets today versus what they were prepandemic.
MS. MIRABAL:
prepandemic?

Do you know when the last study was done

MR. BOHANNAN: I'd have to look and we can get that study date
when that was done.
MS. MIRABAL:

Okay.

That was my question.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Thank you. I'm going to ask
Ms. Wolfenbarger, even though the question isn't directly to her,
but Ms. Wolfenbarger, can you just help -- you heard what
Ms. Mirabal's concern was. Can you just help clarify those kind
of traffic generation studies that might be different from the
impact study, I think?
MS. WOLFENBARGER: Yes. I had asked Tierra West -- this is
Jeanne Wolfenbarger with transportation.
I had asked Tierra West to perform a trip-generation calculation
so I could determine the estimated number of vehicular trips
coming in and out based on 208 apartment units.
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And we did review their results and compared them against the
trip generation manual, the Institute of Transportation
Engineer's manual, and then do match up pretty well.
This -- this manual, it's based on the 10th edition, so I'm not
sure exactly what year it came out, but it is before the
pandemic. It's not really related to what's expected or not
expected during a pandemic, therefore.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: And -- and just to clarify, so the -- the trip
generation that Ms. Wolfenbarger asked for is just to help us
identify the number of trips that would come out of a project
like this.
The traffic study, which is not required, would deal with the
existing traffic on the roadway. And that's where you might be
thinking it would be changed by the pandemic. And a
traffic-impact study would look at the a.m. and p.m. peak hour
existing trips and how these new trips would interact with the
existing trips, and if additional transportation infrastructure
is required.
But I think what we're trying to say is only the step to
determine what trips are being generated and did they fall under
that benchmark where a traffic-impact study is not required.
And so no traffic-impact study is required, but that doesn't
mean, Ms. Wolfenbarger, in her review, will not be looking at
some of the entrances and things and what kind of improvements
might be needed there.
Okay.

Let's move to Mr. Sandoval.

And what is your question?
MR. SANDOVAL: My question is, have we adequately -- we, the
applicant, adequately looked at the view plane analysis. I don't
know that we've received the full analysis yet. And the other
item I do have, again, it goes back to traffic, is it possible
that we could exercise the borderline option that is listed in -on your form? I feel that you're just under that threshold of
247 units.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

MR. STEVENSON:

Thank you, Jolene.

Tierra West.
This is Richard Stevenson.

In regard to the question about the view plane exhibit and the
studies, so we, as the applicant, prepared a cross-section that
we showed early on in the process. This was something that we
prepared on the applicant's behalf to provide some additional
clarity and information to those single-family residents.
As we previously provided to Mr. Sandoval over e-mails, we have
indicated that there's no protection of view planes, as listed in
the IDO. And I can resend that clarification back out to you.
As mentioned earlier, we will be updating the cross-sectional
view plane exhibit, and, again, distributing that to the
neighbors.
In -- and the other question -MR. SANDOVAL: If we could just
analysis. I bring that up only
that are out -- developments in
concerns. And, again, from the

go back again to the view plane
because other apartment complexes
the city, they have the same
viewpoint of an apartment,
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they're looking into the backyards of people. There is no
privacy (inaudible), again, to Ms. Wolfley's point, doing
everything that we can to make sure that everybody is satisfied.
And the viewpoint analysis I think is a really critical
(inaudible) of this development.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. Yeah, and I just want to -- this is Chair
Wolfley. I just want to make sure we're clear on terms.
So because the IDO does have something called a view plane
analysis, I just want to make sure that's not what we're talking
about here. Because that only applies when you're in a view
protection overlay area, and this is not a view protection
overlay area.
But I think, Mr. Sandoval, what you're getting at is the sight
line between the four story of the apartments and the residences;
is that correct?
MR. SANDOVAL:

That is correct.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And this would be something that would be
kind of a courtesy of the applicant to provide. It sounds like
they are willing to provide it.
Is that correct?
MR. STEVENSON:

Mr. Stevenson?
This is Richard Stevenson.

Yes, that's correct.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: And that is part of what he -- Mr. Stevenson said
he would be providing into this cluster group of e-mails that he
has for those of you who have been participating in the project.
And I'm sure you'll also copy the -- Ms. Gomez on behalf of the
DRB to those materials, as well.
Okay.

Thank you, everyone for --

MR. MIRABAL:

I have one quick question.

MR. STEVENSON: Sorry, Jolene. I just need to answer
Mr. Sandoval's second question, which was -CHAIR WOLFLEY:
MR. MIRABAL:

Oh, I apologize.
Yeah, but the -- it's there because of you.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Mr. Mirabal, you do not have the floor at this
time. Mr. Stevenson does. Thank you.
MR. STEVENSON: Just to answer Mr. Sandoval's second question in
regard to whether the TIS falls into the borderline category.
As the transportation manager mentioned earlier, it's actually
about half of what is required to be able to hit that threshold
to require a TIS. So we did inquire as the applicant to see what
constitutes a borderline, and the response was no, this is not
borderline and it is not required. The TIS is not required.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Mirabal, we've kind of had an opportunity here for questions.
Is there something urgent that you need to address as a question?
MR. MIRABAL:

Yes.

I would like, if possible, to minimize the
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junipers in the boundary area. It's a -- junipers are very -- a
lot of people have problems with allergies, and junipers that are
proposed will affect a lot of the neighbors in our community.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
advisement.

Okay.

We'll have Tierra West take that under

At this point in time, I'd like to circle back with the
applicant. There's quite a bit of material to process here, and
let's look at a good deferral -- sorry, I'm losing track of my
Zoom conference on my computer.
What -- what do you think is a probable good day to come back to
the DRB, having resolved many of the things that we've been
talking about here today?
MR. STEVENSON:

Jolene, this is Richard Stevenson.

Based on the information that Kris Cadena with the water
authority provided in regard to the timeline for the availability
statement, we would like to request a two-week deferral to the
August 5th hearing. That, I believe, will give us enough time as
well to address the new comments that we got from the neighbors.
As I mentioned earlier, a lot of comments were previously put to
us and we responded at the neighborhood public meetings, as well
as over e-mail correspondence. But we will try to again respond
back to those same comments. So if we could take a two-week
deferral, please.
Thank you.
CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. And, Mr. Stevenson, you realize that any
new materials you need to submit would have to be in by the
Friday before, so that really gives you a week and a half to -MR. STEVENSON:

This is Richard Stevenson.

Yes, thank you.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: Okay. All right. There a motion to defer Item
Number 2 to the August 5th meeting of the development review
board.
MR. MONTANO: Vincent Montano, code enforcement.
Item Number 2 to August 5th, 2020.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:

Thank you.

MS. SOMERFELDT:
second.
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
authority.
MR. CADENA:

This is Cheryl Somerfeldt of parks and rec.
Okay.

Kris Cadena, water authority.

MS. SOMERFELDT:

I prove.

Ernest Armijo, hydrology.

CHAIR WOLFLEY:

I approve.

Cheryl Somerfeldt, parks and rec.

MS. WOLFENBARGER:
approve.

I

Let's do a vote, starting with water

MR. MONTANO: Vincent Montano, code enforcement.
MR. ARMIJO:

I move to move

I approve.

I approve.

Jeanne Wolfenbarger with transportation.

And Jolene Wolfley, DRB chair approves.
QuickScribe
Transcription Service
(505) 238-8726 305
- kquickg@yahoo.com
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There's a consensus vote of the DRB to defer Item Number 2 to the
August 5th meeting of the DRB.
(Motion approved.)
CHAIR WOLFLEY: And I just want to explain to the public that
once the initial notice requirements have been done to initially
put the case before the DRB, it is up to the public to continue
following the case. You can do that by contacting Ms. Gomez, and
the phone number that's on the website. You can also find these
agendas on the city website and contact any one of our DRB
planning staff members, Ms. Gould, Mr. Rodenbeck or myself. But
it will kind of be up to you to keep track of this case and
follow it as you choose to.
Okay.

I'm just going to make a note here.

MR. BOHANNAN:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

CHAIR WOLFLEY: All right. And thanks to all the members of the
public. Thanks to Tierra West for their cooperation.
And I saw a chat note about:
participate on August 5th?

Is the public allowed to

Yes, you will be. But you will not receive any special notice
about that except what you are hearing right now.
MR. MIRABAL:
CHAIR WOLFLEY:
today.

Thank you, Madam Chair.
But it will run similarly to the way it has
(Conclusion of recording ref. Item 2.)
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RE: CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD MEETING MINUTES
OF JULY 22, 2020, Item 2
TRANSCRIPTIONIST'S AFFIRMATION
I HEREBY STATE AND AFFIRM that the foregoing is
a correct transcript of an audio recording provided to me and
that the transcription contains only the material audible to me
from the recording and was transcribed by me to the best of my
ability.
IT IS ALSO STATED AND AFFIRMED that I am neither
employed by nor related to any of the parties involved in this
matter other than being compensated to transcribe said recording
and that I have no personal interest in the final disposition of
this matter.
IT IS ALSO STATED AND AFFIRMED that my electronic
signature hereto does not constitute a certification of this
transcript but simply an acknowledgement that I am the person who
transcribed said recording.
DATED this 20th day of November 2020.

Kelli A. Gallegos
______________________
Kelli A. Gallegos

QuickScribe
Transcription Service
(505) 238-8726 307
- kquickg@yahoo.com

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Code Enforcement Comments
Disclaimer: Comments provided are based upon information received from applicant/agent. If
new or revised information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.
____________________________________________________________________________
AGENDA ITEM NO: 3
DRB PROJECT NUMBER: PR-2020-004030
(1002566, 1004501, 1004503)
SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN
PROJECT NAME:
TIERRA WEST, LLC agent(s) for CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: A-12 & A-13, zoned MX-M,
located at GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD NW, BLACK ARROYO and
WESTSIDE BLVD containing approximately 8.77 acre(s). (A-12,13)[Deferred from 7/22/20,
8/5/20, 8/26/20]
REQUEST:
1. SITE PLAN FOR APARTMENT WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS
COMMENTS:
1. Please confirm that fence complies with 5-7-(D)
2. CE has no additional comments or objections at this time.
Carl Garcia, Code Supervisor
DATE: 9/30/2020
Planning Department
924-3838 cagarcia@cabq.gov
____________________________________________________________________________
ACTION:
FROM:

APPROVED ___; DENIED ____; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED ___;
WITHDRAWN ___
DELEGATED:

(TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (PLNG) (CE)
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
DRB Project Number: 4030
Golf Course Apartments

AGENDA ITEM NO: 3

SUBJECT: Site Plan
ENGINEERING COMMENTS:

1.

The Transportation Department has no objection to the site plan approval.

. If new or revised information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Transportation
Development.

FROM:

Jeanne Wolfenbarger, P.E.
Transportation Development
505-924-3991 or jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov

DATE: September 30, 2020

ACTION:
APPROVED __; DENIED __; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED __; WITHDRAWN __
DELEGATED:

Printed: 11/20/20

TO: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (CE) (PLNG)
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Page # 1

Development Review Board (DRB)
Review Comments
Utility Development Section
Reviewer: Kristopher Cadena, P.E.
Phone: 505.289.3301
DRB Project No:
PR-2020-004030
Zone Atlas Page:
A-12 & A-13
Request For:
SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

Date:

Item No:
09/30/20

#3

Legal Description: A-12 & A-13
Location: GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE
RD NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE
BLVD

ABCWUA Comment:
Please provide written description of how the following comments were addressed with the next
submittal.
1. Serviceability Letter #200506 has been written and provides the conditions for service.
2. The development agreement has been approved by the Board and needs to be signed by both the
developer and Executive Director. This is required prior to approval.
3. Utility Plan
a. The 3” water meter requires the same diameter from main to meter. Refer to Std. Dwg.
2370. The utility plan indicates a 12”x12”x6” tee and 6” valve.

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD Agenda ONLINE ZOOM MEETING September 30, 2020
Cheryl Somerfeldt………………………………………………………..Parks and Rec
MAJOR CASES
1. Project # PR-2019-002651 SD-2020-00159 – EXTENSION OF PRELIMINARY PLAT
TIERRA WEST, LLC agent for AIRPORT PARKING/KATHLEEN CHAVES request(s) the aforementioned
action(s) for all or a portion of: PARCEL 2A BLK 4 PARK PLAT OF LTS 1A, 1B, 2B IN BLK 3, PARCEL S
1A1, 1A2, 1B1 IN BLK 4, PARCELS 2A, 2B, 2C & 2D OF SUNPORT PARK, zoned NR-BP, located at 1501
AIRCRAFT AVE SE between UNIVERSITY and I-25, containing approximately 48.6651 acre(s). (M-15)
PROPERTY OWNERS: AIRPORT PARKING/KATHLEEN CHAVES
REQUEST: EXTENSION OF PRELIMINARY PLAT
No Comment. No objection to extension.
2. Project #PR-2019-002277 (1002962), SI-2019-00246 – SITE PLAN
RESPEC agent(s) for RAINBOW PASEO, LLC request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of
TRACT A PLAT OF TRACTS A, B AND C CANTATA AT THE TRAILS UNIT 2 (BEING A REPLAT OF TRACT
OS-4 THE TRAILS UNIT 2 & TRACT A TAOS AT THE TRAILS UNIT 2), zoned R-ML, located on OAKRIDGE
ST NW between OAKRIDGE ST NW and TREE LINE AVE NW, containing approximately 3.26 acre(s). (C-9)
[Deferred from 8/15/19, 10/9/19, 12/4/19, 2/5/20, 3/4/20, 4/15/20, 6/3/20, 8/5/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: RV LOOP LLC
REQUEST: 52 UNIT TOWNHOME DEVELOPMENT
** AGENT HAS REQUESTED DEFERRAL TO OCTOBER 7TH.
3. Project # PR-2020-004030, (1002566, 1004501, 1004503), SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN
TIERRA WEST, LLC agent(s) for CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: A-12 & A-13, zoned MX-M, located at GOLF COURSE RD NW
between GOLF COURSE RD NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD containing approximately 8.77
acre(s). (A-12,13)[Deferred from 7/22/20, 8/5/20, 8/26/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE
REQUEST: SITE PLAN FOR APARTMENT WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS
Chinese Pistache has been removed from the plant list. The City of Albuquerque’s Pollen Control Ordinance
only calls out male Juniper species as allergens and therefore asks the Landscape Plan to specify “(female
only)” for Juniper species.
Please add note: Pursuant to IDO 5-6(C)(5)(b) Organic mulch, such as wood chips or pecan shells, is required
as ground cover for the portion of any landscaped area surrounding the vegetation root ball, as well as beneath
the entire tree canopy or dripline, in each required landscape area.
4. PR-2019-003169
SD-2020-00115 – PRELIMINARY PLAT VA-2020-00192 – TEMPORARY DEFERRAL OF SIDEWALK
(Sketch Plat 12/18/19)
RON HENSLEY/THE GROUP agent(s) for CLEARBOOK INVESTMENTS INC. request(s) the aforementioned
action(s) for all or a portion of: 01 UNIT 3 ATRISCO GRANT EXC NW'LY POR TO R/W, zoned MX-M, located
at SAGE RD between COORS and 75TH ST, containing approximately 9.56 acre(s). (L-10)[Deferred from
7/22/20, 8/5/20, 9/2/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: CLEARBOOK INVESTMENTS INC, HENRY SCOTT TRUSTEE HENRY RVT
REQUEST: SUBDIVISION OF TRACT INTO 62 LOTS AND 2 TRACTS AND SIDEWALK DEFERRAL
Sage is a Major Collector and will require street trees upon development. Will additional landscaping be
provided in HOA tracts?
MINOR CASES
5. Project # PR-2020-004465 SD-2020-00163 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL PLAT
ALDRICH LAND SURVEYING agent(s) for JEANETTE L. MONAHAN, TRUSTEE – MONAHAN FAMILY
TRUST request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: LOTS 15 & 16 BLOCK 14, RAYNOLDS
ADDITION, zoned R-ML, located at 1105 SILVER AVE SW between 11th ST SW and 12TH ST SW, containing
approximately 0.1616 acre(s). (K-13)
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PROPERTY OWNERS: MONAHAN FAMILY TRUST
REQUEST: LOT LINE ELIMINATION
No comments. No objection.
6. PR-2020-003455 SI-2020-00824 – FINAL SITE PLAN SIGN-OFF
CONSENSUS PLANNING agent(s) for DYNAMIC INVESTORS request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all
or a portion of: B-3-A, KOA, UNIT 2, zoned PD, located at 540 PAISANO STREET NE between JUAN TABO
BLVD and I-40, containing approximately 5.04 acre(s). (K-22) [Deferred from 9/2/20, 9/16/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: DYNAMIC INVESTORS INC
REQUEST: FINAL SIGN-OFF OF EPC APPROVED SITE PLAN
Trail connection at west property line to the north of the cul-de-sac is provided as conditioned by the EPC
process and shown on Site Plan shall be constructed per DPM standards. PRD supports the Transportation
Section’s comment for the applicant to provide an entrance ramp (and bollard) from street level to the trail.
Defer to Sept 30.
7. Project # PR-2019-002928 VA-2020-00107 – STREET WIDTH VARIANCE SD-2020-00074 –
PRELIMINARY/FINAL PLAT SD-2020-00072 – VACATION OF PUBLIC EASEMENT SD-2020-00075 –
VACATION OF PUBLIC EASEMENT (Sketch Plat 10/9/19)
COMMUNITY SCIENCES CORPORATION agent(s) for JOHN R. DeBASSIGE FOR RIGHT ANGLE HOMES
BY DeBASSIGE request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: LOTS 43 THRU 47, BLOCK 4
UNIT 4, PARADISE HEIGHTS, zoned R-1A, located on BROOKLINE DR. NW between ARDMORE AVE NW
and ENDEAVOR RD NW, containing approximately 1.1320 acre(s). (A-10)[Deferred from 4/29/20, 5/13/20,
6/24/20, 8/26/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: JOHN DeBASSIGE FOR RIGHT ANGLE HOMES BY DeBASSIGE
REQUEST: DIVIDE 5 EXISTING LOTS INTO 10 NEW LOTS, VACATE EXISTING EASEMENTS
No comments. No objection to requested Variance or Plat or Vacation.
8. PR-2020-003626 SD-2020-00130 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL PLAT (Sketch Plat 4/22/20)
ARCH + PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS agent(s) for JULIAN & SUSANA CULL request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: 7A & 7B, VAN CLEAVE ACRES zoned R-A, located at 1540
VAN CLEAVE NW between SAN ISIDRO ST and GRIEGOS LATERAL, containing approximately 0.8233
acre(s). (G-13) [Deferred from 7/15/20, 7/29/20, 8/12/20, 9/2/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: JULIAN & SUSANA CULL
REQUEST: LOT LINE ADJUSTMENT BETWEEN 2 EXISTING LOTS
No comments. No objection to requested plat.
9. PR-2019-002905 SD-2020-00132 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL PLAT (Sketch Plat 1/15/20)
ARCH + PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS agent(s) for SUNPORT PARK HOSPITALITY LLC request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: 2-A-2, SUNPORT PARK, zoned NR-BP, located at
WOODWARD RD between UNIVERSITY BLVD and TRANSPORT ST, containing
approximately 2.0473 acre(s). (M-15) [Deferred from 7/15/20, 7/29/20, 8/19/20, 9/16/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: SUNPORT PARK HOSPITALITY LLC REQUEST: CREATE 2 LOTS FROM 1
EXISTING LOT, GRANT ADDITIONAL RECIPROCAL CROSS ACCESS, DRAINAGE EASEMENT
No comments. No objection to requested plat
10. Project # PR-2019-002607 SD-2020-00026 - PRELIMINARY/FINAL PLAT SD-2020-00107 –
VACATION OF PRIVATE EASEMENT (Sketch Plat 7/17/19)
ARCH+ PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS agent(s) for JOHN O. PEARSON request(s) the aforementioned
action(s) for all or a portion of: LOT 8-B PLAT OF LOTS 8-A & 8-B UNIT 1 ALVARADO GARDENS CONT
0.8967 AC, zoned R-A, located on RIO GRANDE BLVD between ARTESANOS CT and CAMPBELL RD,
containing approximately 0.8967 acre(s). (G-13) [Deferred from 1/29/20, 2/26/20, 4/8/20, 5/20/20, 7/8/20,
7/29/20, 8/26/20, 9/16/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: JOHN D PEARSON
REQUEST: CREATE 2 LOTS FROM 1 EXISTING LOT
No comments. No objection to request.
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11. Project # PR-2020-004180 VA-2020-00289 – BULK LAND VARIANCE SD-2020-00151 PRELIMINARY/FINAL PLAT (Sketch Plat 8/5/20)
BOHANNAN HUSTON/MICHAEL BALASKOVITS agent for MESA DEL SOL INVESTMENTS, LLC request(s)
the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: A-1-A-1, MESA DEL SOL INNOVATION PARK, zoned
PC, located SOUTH OF BOBBY FOSTER ROAD, EAST OF I-25, NORTH OF TRACT 3 BULK LAND PLAT of
MESA DEL SOL TRACTS 1-15 and WEST OF STATE LAND OFFICE LA SEMILLA PRESERVE, containing
approximately 1673.9117 acre(s). (R14-R17, S14-S17, T15-T17) [Deferred from 9/23/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: MDS INVESTMENTS
REQUEST: CREATE NEW 75 ACRE TRACT FROM EXISTING 1673 ACRE TRACT
No objection to request.
SKETCH PLAT
12. Project # PR-2020-004451 PS-2020-00085 -SKETCH PLAT
CSI – CARTESIAN SURVEYS, INC. agent(s) for LA-Z-BOY FURNITURE GALLERIES request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: LOTS 7 THRU 10, BLOCK 22, THOMAS ADDITION, zoned
MX-M, located at MONTGOMERY BLVD NE between MOON ST NE and HILTON PL NE, containing
approximately 0.5277 acre(s). (G-20)
PROPERTY OWNERS: ENDORPHINS GROUP LLC
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT
Montgomery would require street trees if development meets applicability in IDO Section 5-6(B). No objection
to requests.
13. Project # PR-2020-004452 PS-2020-00086 -SKETCH PLAT
JASON COCHRAN agent(s) for MERRILY ROCCO request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: LOT 22 & 23, BLOCK 2 UNIT 1, CASA GRANDE ESTATES, zoned R-1C, located at 3100 PALO ALTO
between CANDELARIA and COMANCHE, containing approximately 0.4967 acre(s). (G-23)
PROPERTY OWNERS: BRUCE PAUL CHARLES & MERRILY ROCCO & SUE GOTTSCHALK TRUSTEE
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT
No Comment.
14. Project # PR-2020-004457 PS-2020-00087 -SKETCH PLAT
RIO GRANDE ENGINEERING agent(s) for JENNIFER SOULE request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all
or a portion of: LOT 22, VOLCANO CLIFFS UNIT 6, zoned RA, located at QUIVIRA DR between VISTA
VIEJA AVE and RETABLO RD, containing approximately 6.0 acre(s). (D-09)
PROPERTY OWNERS: BARBARA A MUELLER
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT
Property adjacent to MPOS across southern property line. Section x of the IDO requires applicant to consult
Open Space Division regarding 20-foot buffer or seek a Variance. Existing trail across Vista Vieja should not
be affected by this request.
15. Project # PR-2020-004443 PS-2020-00083 -SKETCH PLAT
MARK BURAK, PE agent(s) for SHARIF RABADI request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: LOT 20, 21A, 22A, 22B, 23A, 23B, 24A, 24B, 25B, 26B, 27B, 28B, 29B, UNIT 1, PARADISE HILLS
INVESTMENT PROPERTIES, zoned MX-T, located at LYON/GLUCKMAN/LILIENTHAL between UNSER
BLVD and PARADISE, containing approximately 6.76 acre(s). (B-11)
PROPERTY OWNERS: SHARIF & SAMIA RABADI
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT
No Comments.
17. ACTION SHEET MINUTES: September 23, 2020
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Planning Dept. - Major Case Comments
HEARING DATE/AGENDA ITEM 3
Project Number: PR-2020-004030
Application Number: SD-2020-00540
Project Name: Wintergreen Luxury Apartments
Request: Site Plan for Apartment with more than 50 Units

COMMENTS (requirements that need to be met):
•

There is no Code Enforcement signature block

•

The applicant needs to verify if a sensitive lands analysis is required

•

The landscape buffer along the eastern property boundary meets the IDO requirements.
However, the applicant could add additional trees in the landscape buffer to provide
additional screening between the Site and the adjacent single-family residential
dwellings east of the Site to provide two full layers of trees within the buffer.

•

Open space calculations need to be provided.

•

Staff recommends park benches be placed in the landscaped open space and near the
sidewalks and trails within the proposed development.

•

Outdoor/exterior lighting needs to be depicted.

•

The CMU screen wall along the boundary of the Site is depicted as 6-feet in height.
However, this screen wall cannot be more than 3 feet in height in the front yard. The
Zoning Enforcement Officer (ZEO) must make an exception to this height standard for
security reasons due to specific site conditions or the nature of the land use or related
materials and facilities on the site according to 5-7(D)(3)(c) of the IDO. Along the
southern boundary of the site adjacent to the arroyo running alongside the southern
boundary of the Site, the applicant should consider 3-feet of wrought iron on top of 3feet of CMU blocks in lieu of 6-feet of CMU blocks.

(see comments on the next page)
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•

Staff is concerned about the gap between the existing CMU wall along the adjacent
subdivision east of the Site and the proposed 6-foot CMU wall along the eastern
boundary of the Site because of possible maintenance issues and unwanted access.

•

Staff requests the applicant consider maintaining the existing vegetation between the
existing subdivision wall and the proposed wall along the eastern boundary of the Site.

•

Additional tree(s) and shrubs appear to be required between the stormwater
management pond and the existing subdivision.

•

Staff requests the applicant provide a plane-angle illustration/depiction of the proposed
apartments and the residences to the east of the Site depicting to scale the height of the
proposed apartments and the residences and the distance between them.

•

Consider moving the dumpsters farther away from the residential development

•

Please provide an elevation key so that we can determine each elevation of each
building

•

The unit mix table is difficult to read, the letters are blurry can you update so that is more
clear

•

COMMENTS (requirements that are met):

•

The façade is consistent with 5-11(E)(2) because it has a clear distinction between the
ground floor and upper floors, windows on upper floors, primary pedestrian entrances,
wall projections and changes in plane and material (see IDO for full citation).

•

The carports are consistent with 5-11-(D)(4) although some of them are located between
the street and building most of them are disbursed throughout the site and there street
facing carports are screened by a row of street trees

•

The landscaping plan exceeds the requirements by providing a total of 144,030 square
feet of landscaping when 48, 141 square feet are required.

•

Please note that staff could have future comments and the Site Plan is still under review.

Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Jay Rodenbeck
Planning Department

DATE: 9/30/2020

____________________________________________________________________________
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Planning Dept. - Major Case Comments
HEARING DATE/AGENDA ITEM 3
Project Number: PR-2020-004030
Application Number: SD-2020-00540
Project Name: Wintergreen Luxury Apartments
Request: Site Plan for Apartment with more than 50 Units

These comments are a response to citizen concerns that have been submitted to the
DRB.
Concerned Citizen Comment:
A concerned citizen asserts that the proposed Wintergreen Apartments are not in compliance
with NM State Statute:
Staff Response:
The City of Albuquerque is a home-rule municipality. By state law, the City may adopt
ordinances that regulate zoning and planning procedures. The City Council approved the IDO
in 2017 which governs site plan review.
Concerned Citizen Comment:
A concerned citizen asserts that both the proposed wall within 5 feet of the adjacent property
and construction of the retention pond adjacent to the homeowners’ properties need to be
moved at least past a landscape buffer of 15 feet.
Staff Response:
5-6(C)(13)(a) of the IDO states that the required landscape and buffer areas shall be designed
to serve as stormwater management areas to the maximum extent practicable and consistent
with their required locations and vegetation. Therefore, there is no restriction in the IDO on the
stormwater management pond being located inside/within the landscape buffer as long as edge
buffer landscaping requirements are met. Additional tree(s) and shrubs appear to be required
between the stormwater management pond and the existing subdivision.
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5-7(C)(1) of the IDO states that walls may be constructed anywhere on a parcel, including but
not limited to any front, side, or rear setback area, unless otherwise prohibited by this IDO, by
Articles 14-1 and 14-3 of ROA 1994 (Uniform Administrative Code and Uniform Housing Code),
Article 14-2 of ROA 1994 (Fire Code), or by clear sight triangle requirements in the
Development Process Manual (DPM). There is no restriction in the IDO or DPM for the
proposed wall being constructed within the landscape buffer so long as the intent of 5-6(E)(1)(a)
to ‘mitigate the impacts of significant differences in property use size, or scale’ is met. The 5 foot
dead space between the existing and proposed wall is still under review.
____________________________________________________________________________
Concerned Citizen Comment:
A concerned citizen asserted that the proposed Wintergreen Apartment Complex is contrary to
Community Identity as spoken to in Chapter 4 of the Albuquerque/Bernalillo County
Comprehensive Plan.
Staff Response:
6-2(D) of the IDO states that the Development Review Board (DRB) is a board made up of staff
members from City Departments and Agencies relevant to reviewing private development to
ensure technical standards have been met pertaining to land use, zoning, infrastructure, and
transportation. The DRB therefore reviews technical standards in the IDO and DPM, but does
not have responsibility or authority to interpret policy-based standards in the Comprehensive
Plan.

Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Jay Rodenbeck
DATE: 9/30/2020
Planning Department
____________________________________________________________________________
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Code Enforcement Comments
AGENDA ITEM NO: ______________6______________________
DRB Project Number: __PR-2020-004030
Application Number: _____________________________________
Project Name: __________________________________________

REQUEST: Site Plan

COMMENTS:
1) Please verify that fence will be 3 ft.
2) CE has reviewed this plan for compliance with the IDO and has no objections.

(Comments may continue onto the next page)
Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Carl Garcia, Code Supervisor
DATE: 8/26/2020
Planning Department
924-3838 cagarcia@cabq.gov
____________________________________________________________________________
ACTION:
APPROVED ___; DENIED ____; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED _X__; WITHDRAWN ___
DELEGATED: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (PLNG) (CE)
8/26/2020
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD - HYDROLOGY SECTION
Renée Brissette, PE, Senior Engineer | 505-924-3995 rbrissette@cabq.gov

DRB Project Number:

2020-004030

Hearing Date: 08-26-2020

Project:

Golf Course Apartments

☐ Sketch Plat

☐ Minor Preliminary /
….Final Plat

☐ Preliminary Plat

☐ Final Plat

☐ Temp Sidewalk
….Deferral

☐ Sidewalk
….Waiver/Variance

☒ Site Plan for Bldg.
Permit
☐ Site Plan for Subdivision

☐ Bulk Land Plat

☐ SIA Extension

☐ DPM Variance

☐ Vacation of Public
….Easement

☐ Vacation of Public
….Right of Way

Agenda Item No:

6

ENGINEERING COMMENTS:



Hydrology has an approved Conceptual Grading & Drainage Plan with engineer’s stamp
06/26/20.
Hydrology has no objection to the SPBP..

RESOLUTION/COMMENTS:

Code Enforcement:
Water:
Transportation:
Planning:

☐ APPROVED
☐ DENIED

DELEGATED TO: ☐ TRANS ☐ HYD
☐ WUA
☐ PRKS
☐ PLNG
Delegated For: __________________________________________________
SIGNED: ☐ I.L. ☐ SPSD
☐ SPBP
☐ FINAL PLAT
DEFERRED TO _______________
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
DRB Project Number: 4030
Golf Course Apartments

AGENDA ITEM NO: 6

SUBJECT: Site Plan
ENGINEERING COMMENTS:

1.

Include “all appurtenances” as part of the streetlighting requirements shown on the
infrastructure list.

2.

Indicate clear sight triangles on landscaping plan. There are some plants within the
sight distance triangle on the landscaping plan.

. If new or revised information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Transportation
Development.

FROM:

Jeanne Wolfenbarger, P.E.
Transportation Development
505-924-3991 or jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov

DATE: August 26, 2020

ACTION:
APPROVED __; DENIED __; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED __; WITHDRAWN __
DELEGATED:

Printed: 11/20/20

TO: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (CE) (PLNG)
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Page # 1

Development Review Board (DRB)
Review Comments
Utility Development Section
Reviewer: Kristopher Cadena, P.E.
Phone: 505.289.3301
DRB Project No:
PR-2020-004030
Zone Atlas Page:
A-12 & A-13
Request For:
SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

Date:

Item No:
08/26/20

#6

Legal Description: A-12 & A-13
Location: GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE
RD NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE
BLVD

ABCWUA Comment:
Please provide written description of how the following comments were addressed with the next
submittal.
1. Serviceability Letter #200506 has been written and provides the conditions for service.
2. The property is outside of the Adopted Service Area. A Water Authority Board approved
development agreement will be required prior to Site Plan approval. The serviceability letter will
serve as an exhibit to the development agreement.
3. Utility Plan
a. Previously, an 8” water meter was proposed for a single connection for a private onsite
loop for both domestic and fire protection. Current proposal is a separate water service
and fire line. The fire line as shown is going through the proposed large water meter vault
which is not acceptable.

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Code Enforcement Comments
AGENDA ITEM NO: __________3__________________________
DRB Project Number: __PR-2020-004030
Application Number: _____________________________________
Project Name: __________________________________________

REQUEST: Site Plan

COMMENTS:
1) Please verify that fence will be 3 ft.
2) CE has reviewed this plan for compliance with the IDO and has no objections.
(Comments may continue onto the next page)
Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Carl Garcia, Code Supervisor
DATE: 8/5/2020
Planning Department
924-3838 cagarcia@cabq.gov
____________________________________________________________________________
ACTION:
APPROVED ___; DENIED ____; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED _X__; WITHDRAWN ___
DELEGATED: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (PLNG) (CE)
8/5/2020
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1

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD - HYDROLOGY SECTION
Renée Brissette, PE, Senior Engineer | 505-924-3995 rbrissette@cabq.gov

DRB Project Number:

2020-004030

Hearing Date: 08-05-2020

Project:

Golf Course Apartments

☐ Sketch Plat

☐ Minor Preliminary /
….Final Plat

☐ Preliminary Plat

☐ Final Plat

☐ Temp Sidewalk
….Deferral

☐ Sidewalk
….Waiver/Variance

☒ Site Plan for Bldg. Permit
☐ Site Plan for Subdivision

☐ Bulk Land Plat

☐ SIA Extension

☐ DPM Variance

☐ Vacation of Public
….Easement

☐ Vacation of Public
….Right of Way

Agenda Item No:

3

ENGINEERING COMMENTS:



Hydrology has an approved Conceptual Grading & Drainage Plan with engineer’s stamp
06/26/20.
Hydrology has no objection to the SPBP..

RESOLUTION/COMMENTS:

Code Enforcement:

Water:

Transportation:

Planning:

☐ APPROVED
☐ DENIED

DELEGATED TO: ☐ TRANS ☐ HYD
☐ WUA
☐ PRKS
☐ PLNG
Delegated For: __________________________________________________
SIGNED: ☐ I.L. ☐ SPSD
☐ SPBP
☐ FINAL PLAT
DEFERRED TO _______________
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
DRB Project Number: 4030
Golf Course Apartments

AGENDA ITEM NO: 3

SUBJECT: Site Plan
ENGINEERING COMMENTS:
1. Label walkway widths to buildings, too. A minimum 6-foot sidewalk is required from
main building to right-of-way. This requirement falls short adjacent to the building to the
north. Label curb ramps as needed for the 6-foot pedestrian crossing across the driving
aisle.
2. At least one minimum 5-foot wide sidewalk is required between buildings.
3. Does curb need to be called out where there seems to be a median cut for the ADA path
in front of the clubhouse? Also call out curb as needed for the proposed traffic circle,
and list radius of circle.
4. Where are the clear sight triangles at access points for both the site plan and the
landscaping plan shown under AASHTO guidelines? I could not find these.
5. There was a statement regarding turn bay sufficiency on the left turn lane. How many
vehicular trips is this based on? I could not find an analysis. It is sufficient to just have
the apartments as part of the analysis, as stated.
6. The City is requesting public streetlighting on the infrastructure list along frontage. We
realize that the old Golf Course Road Improvements did not have them, but this was a
separate department that oversees the project, and we don’t know the reasoning at the
time as to why they were not included. Additionally, traffic has increased since that time.
7. Provide distance shown between east property line and walkway along east side of site
since neighbors had concerns about this.
8. If the plat shows a cross easement, that will definitely work for Transportation, but I did
not find it in the new submittal package.

. If new or revised information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Transportation
Development.

FROM:

Jeanne Wolfenbarger, P.E.
Transportation Development
505-924-3991 or jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov

DATE: August 5, 2020

ACTION:
APPROVED __; DENIED __; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED __; WITHDRAWN __

Printed: 11/20/20
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Page # 1

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT

DELEGATED:

Printed: 11/20/20

TO: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (CE) (PLNG)
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Page # 2

Development Review Board (DRB)
Review Comments
Utility Development Section
Reviewer: Kristopher Cadena, P.E.
Phone: 505.289.3301
DRB Project No:
PR-2020-004030
Zone Atlas Page:
A-12 & A-13
Request For:
SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

Date:

Item No:
08/05/20

#3

Legal Description: A-12 & A-13
Location: GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE
RD NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE
BLVD

ABCWUA Comment:
Please provide written description of how the following comments were addressed with the next
submittal.
1. Serviceability Letter #200506 has been written and provides the conditions for service.
2. The property is outside of the Adopted Service Area. A Water Authority Board approved
development agreement will be required prior to Site Plan approval. The serviceability letter will
serve as an exhibit to the development agreement.
3. Utility Plan
a. Please label the existing public sanitary sewer along the southern frontage.
b. Label the proposed private sanitary sewer along the southern property line.
c. Note indicates 20’ private exclusive easement for public sanitary sewer which is not
correct.

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT
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d. Rather than extending public sanitary sewer to the proposed roundabout for future access
to existing Tract D-1, in an effort to minimize onsite public sanitary sewer, it seems the
public sanitary sewer may be better suited to extend due north. This would require the
relocation of the proposed dumpster enclosure near the northeast corner of the
development. Has the proposed alignment been coordinated with existing Tract D-1?
i. Vacation of the existing public sanitary sewer easement as well as granting of the
new public sanitary sewer easement will be required.
e. PREVIOUS COMMENT: Label all proposed onsite private waterline accordingly. There
is a proposed 6” waterline that shall be labeled as private.
f. A proposed 8” water meter is being used to create a single connection for a private onsite
loop for both domestic and fire protection. Typically, fire lines are unmetered and
separate from metered service. Please confirm with the Fire Marshal that they approve
fire protection downstream of a metered service.
4. Infrastructure list
a. The proposed public sanitary sewer item indicates the northern terminus is the northern
property boundary of existing Tract D-1 which is incorrect.

 Page 2
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Code Enforcement Comments
AGENDA ITEM NO: __________2__________________________
DRB Project Number: __PR-2020-004030
Application Number: _____________________________________
Project Name: __________________________________________

REQUEST: Site Plan

COMMENTS:
1) Variance required for wall over 3’ in front yard area.
2) Provide calculations for required open space.
(Comments may continue onto the next page)
Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Vince Montano, Code Supervisor
DATE: 7/22/2020
Planning Department
924-3825 vmontano@cabq.gov
____________________________________________________________________________
ACTION:
APPROVED ___; DENIED ____; DEFERRED __; COMMENTS PROVIDED _X__; WITHDRAWN ___
DELEGATED: (TRANS) (HYD) (WUA) (PRKS) (PLNG) (CE)
7/22/2020
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July 20, 2020
Angela Gomez
Administrative Assistant Development Review Services
City of Albuquerque
P.O. Box 1293
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103

Michelle Lujan
Grisham
Governor

Subject: Comments for Design Review Board on
July 22 2020
Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, District Three

Michael R. Sandoval
Cabinet Secretary

Dear Mrs. Gomez:

Commissioners

Attached are the New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) comments
on the cases that were submitted by your department for our input.
Project Number: 4030
Case Description: Site Plan
Location: Between Westside Blvd and Black Arroyo
Type of Development (Residential/Commercial): Commercial
Possible Impacted NMDOT roadway(s): NA
Department Comments:

Jennifer Sandoval
Commissioner, Vice-Chairman
District 1

Bruce Ellis
Commissioner
District 2

Hilma E. Chynoweth
Commissioner
District 3

NMDOT does not have any comments at this time

If there are any questions, please feel free to contact Peter Kubiak at 505.249.5718 or
Peter.Kubiak@state.nm.us
Sincerely,

Walter G. Adams
Commissioner, Chairman
District 4

Thomas C. Taylor

Peter Kubiak, D3 Engineering Coordinator

Commissioner
District 5

cc: Nancy Perea, D3 Traffic Engineer (email)
cc: Margaret Haynes, D3 Assistant Traffic Engineer (email)

Charles Lundstrom
Commissioner, Secretary
District 6

District Three

7500 Pan American Blvd
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A l b u q u e r q u e, N M

87109

Emailed July 20, 2020
DRB Comments for Meeting on 7/22/2020

To:

Angela Gomez, Development Review Board Secretary
City of Albuquerque

From:

Nicole M. Friedt, P.E., Development Review Engineer
AMAFCA

RE:

DRB COMMENTS for PR #4030

TR D-1 & E-1 PLAT OF TRS D-1, E-1 AMAFCA BLACK ARROYO CHANNEL
ROW PARADISE HEIGHTS UNIT 1 (Wintergreen Luxury Apartment Complex):
ZAP: A-12 & 13
SI-2020-00540
Site Plan
• Ensure that existing concrete rundown provides
capacity for proposed flows while still meeting
AMAFCA maintenance and traversability
standards.
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Scott Elder

July 21, 2020
MEMORANDUM
To:

Development Review Board
c/o Angela Gomez, Administrative Assistant, DRB Board

Cc:

Kizito Wijenje AICP, Executive Director, APS Capital Master Plan
Karen Alarid, Executive Director APS Facility Planning & Construction
Amanda Velarde, Director, APS Real Estate
John Valdez, AICP, Facilities Master Planner, State of NM Public Schools Facilities
Authority
Elizabeth Halpin AICP, Senior Planner Manager, APS Capital Master Plan

From:

Rachel Hertzman, AICP, Planner II, APS Capital Master Plan

Re:

CABQ Development Review Board Cases to be heard on July 22, 2020, case 2 of
2, Project 4030
2. Project #4030 (1002566, 1004501, 1004503)
a. DRB Description:
i. SI-2020-00540—SITE PLAN
b. Site Information: Paradise Heights Unit 1, Tract E-1 Plat of Tracts D-1, E-1, A-12 and A-13.
c. Site Location: At Golf Course Road between Black Arroyo and Westside Boulevard.
d. Request Description: This is an application for a site plan for an apartment building with
more than 50 units on approximately 8.77 acres, zoned MX-M (Mixed Use, Moderate
Intensity).
e. APS Case Comments: Residential development at this location will have impacts to Seven
Bar Elementary School, James Monroe Middle School, and Cibola High School. Enrollment
at Seven Bar Elementary School is approaching capacity and development will be a strain on
this school.
i. Residential Units: 209
ii. Est. Elementary School Students: 53
iii. Est. Middle School Students: 23
iv. Est. High School Students: 23
v. Est. Total # of Students from Project: 99
*The estimated number of students from the proposed project is based on an average
student generation rate for the entire APS district.
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Scott Elder

School Capacity
School
Seven Bar Elementary School
James Monroe Middle School
Cibola High School

2019-2020
40th Day
Enrollment
643
1,029
1,904

Facility
Capacity

Space
Available

660
1,135
2,160

17
106
256

To address overcrowding at schools, APS will explore various alternatives. A combination or all of
the following options may be utilized to relieve overcrowded schools.
• Provide new capacity (long term solution)
o Construct new schools or additions
o Add portables
o Use of non-classroom spaces for temporary classrooms
o Lease facilities
o Use other public facilities
• Improve facility efficiency (short term solution)
o Schedule Changes
 Double sessions
 Multi-track year-round
o Other
 Float teachers (flex schedule)
• Shift students to Schools with Capacity (short term solution)
o Boundary Adjustments / Busing
o Grade reconfiguration
• Combination of above strategies
All planned additions to existing educational facilities are contingent upon taxpayer approval.
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City of Albuquerque
Albuquerque Police Department
Timothy M. Keller
Mayor

Michael J. Geier
Chief of Police

July 20, 2020

Interoffice Memorandum
To:

Angela Gomez, DRB Hearing Monitor

From:

Laura Kuehn, NCPS, ICPS - Crime Prevention/Crime Free Programs

Subject:

PR 2020-004030 The Hilltop

Regarding the proposed site plan for The Hilltop, I respectfully submit the following comments based
on Crime Prevention through Environmental Design:












Ensure adequate lighting throughout the project, to include parking areas, pedestrian
walkways, and common areas such as courtyards.
Ensure natural surveillance and clear lines of sight throughout the property. Natural
surveillance requires a space free from natural and physical barrier (i.e. open picket vs. solid
fences). Establish a clear line of sight from the parking areas to the buildings and from the
buildings the parking areas.
Ensure that landscaping is installed so as not to obstruct windows, doors, entryways, or
lighting.
Ensure that landscaping is maintained to provide natural surveillance, trimming trees up to
create a canopy of at least six feet; and trimming shrubs and bushes down to three feet.
Ensure adequate locking devices (i.e. deadbolt locks) on residential units.
Ensure that addresses are posted and clearly visible.
Ensure eye-viewers on primary and secondary entrance doors to residential units.
Limit and clearly delineate access to the property; i.e. Resident Parking and Visitor Parking.
Clearly delineate public, semi-public, semi-private, and private space throughout the project.
Install No Trespassing signs that cite the City Ordinance so that they are visible immediately
upon entering the property.

If you have any questions regarding these CPTED recommendations, please call me at 768-2006. I am
also available to do an on-site security survey after the project is complete.

Page 1
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Planning Dept. - Major Case Comments

HEARING DATE/AGENDA ITEM 2
Project Number: PR-004030
Application Number: SD-2020-00540
Project Name: Wintergreen Luxury Apartments
Request: Site Plan for Apartment with more than 50 Units

COMMENTS (requirements that need to be met):


There is no Code Enforcement signature block



The applicant needs to verify if a sensitive lands analysis is required



The landscape buffer along the eastern property boundary meets the IDO requirements.
However, the applicant could add additional trees in the landscape buffer to provide
additional screening between the Site and the adjacent single-family residential
dwellings east of the Site to provide two full layers of trees within the buffer.



Open space calculations need to be provided.



Staff recommends park benches be placed in the landscaped open space and near the
sidewalks and trails within the proposed development.



Outdoor/exterior lighting needs to be depicted.



The CMU screen wall along the boundary of the Site is depicted as 6-feet in height.
However, this screen wall cannot be more than 3 feet in height in the front yard. The
Zoning Enforcement Officer (ZEO) must make an exception to this height standard for
security reasons due to specific site conditions or the nature of the land use or related
materials and facilities on the site according to 5-7(D)(3)(c) of the IDO. Along the
southern boundary of the site adjacent to the arroyo running alongside the southern
boundary of the Site, the applicant should consider 3-feet of wrought iron on top of 3feet of CMU blocks in lieu of 6-feet of CMU blocks.
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Staff requests the applicant provide a plane-angle illustration/depiction of the proposed
apartments and the residences to the east of the Site depicting to scale the height of the
proposed apartments and the residences and the distance between them.



Consider moving the dumpsters farther away from the residential development



Please provide an elevation key so that we can determine each elevation of each
building



The unit mix table is difficult to read, the letters are blurry can you update so that is more
clear



COMMENTS (requirements that are met):



The façade is consistent with 5-11(E)(2) because it has a clear distinction between the
ground floor and upper floors, windows on upper floors, primary pedestrian entrances,
wall projections and changes in plane and material (see IDO for full citation).



The carports are consistent with 5-11-(D)(4) although some of them are located between
the street and building most of them are disbursed throughout the site and there street
facing carports are screened by a row of street trees



The landscaping plan exceeds the requirements by providing a total of 144,030 square
feet of landscaping when 48, 141 square feet are required.



Please note that staff could have future comments and the Site Plan is still under review.

Disclaimer: The comments provided are based upon the information received from the applicant/agent. If new or revised
information is submitted, additional comments may be provided by Planning.

FROM:

Jay Rodenbeck
Planning Department

DATE: 7/22/2020

____________________________________________________________________________
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Mid-Region Metropolitan Planning Organization
Mid-Region Council of Governments
809 Copper Avenue NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102
(505) 247-1750-tel. (505) 247-1753-fax
www.mrcog-nm.gov

TO:

Jolene Wolfley

FR:

Bianca Borg, Transportation Planner

RE:

MRMPO Comments for Development Review Board Applications Scheduled for
July 22, 2020

July 21, 2020
The following staff comments relate to transportation systems planning within the Albuquerque
Metropolitan Planning Area (AMPA). Principal guidance comes from the 2040 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP) and the maps therein; Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for FFY
2016-2021; the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Regional Architecture; and the Roadway Access
Policies of the Transportation Coordinating Committee (TCC) of the Metropolitan Transportation Board
(MTB).
Project #4030 - SI-2020-00540
MRMPO has no adverse comments.
For informational purposes:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Westside Blvd. is functionally classified as and Existing Principal Arterial in the project area.
Golf Course Rd. NW is functionally classified as an Existing Minor Arterial in the project area.
Golf Course Rd. NW is an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Corridor. Please consult the
reviewing agency's Traffic Engineering and/or ITS Department with any questions regarding ITS
infrastructure.
Golf Course Rd. is identified as a Secondary route in the Target Scenario Transit Network.
Secondary routes have frequencies of 15 minutes or less. MRMPO supports the development of
high density housing options in areas that are supported by transit to reduce peak hour Vehicle
Miles Travelled (VMT).
MRMPO supports a diverse mix of housing, in cost, unit types, and neighborhood settings.
The Transportation Improvement Project (TIP) project A301050 will modify Westside from a two
to a four lane road between Golf Course Rd. and NM Hwy 528.
Appendix G of the MTP recommends the following as it relates to this request:
o
o

Improve the user experience for cyclists, pedestrians, and transit riders with thoughtful
connections and design
Require that newly developing areas have a well-connected multi-modal transportation
network for internal circulation
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If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me by phone at (505)724-3608, or e-mail
bborg@mrcog-nm.gov.
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Development Review Board (DRB)
Review Comments
Utility Development Section
Reviewer: Kristopher Cadena, P.E.
Phone: 505.289.3301
DRB Project No:
PR-2020-004030

Zone Atlas Page:
A-12 & A-13

Date:

Item No:
07/22/20

#2

Legal Description: A-12 & A-13
Location: GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD
NW, BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD

Request For:
SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

ABCWUA Comment:
Please provide written description of how the following comments were addressed with the next
submittal.
1. Serviceability Letter #200506 is currently being researched. It will provide the conditions for
service. Public water and/or sanitary sewer extensions may be required.
2. The property is outside of the Adopted Service Area. A Water Authority Board approved
development agreement will be required prior to Site Plan approval. The serviceability letter will
serve as an exhibit to the development agreement.
3. Utility Plan
a. Please show and label existing public waterline along the west and south frontages.
b. There seems to be parallel private fire lines along the west and north drive aisles. Please
confirm and label accordingly.
c. Please show and label all proposed water meters (domestic and/or irrigation).

UTILITY DEVELOPMENT
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d. Label all proposed onsite public and private sanitary sewer accordingly.
e. Label all proposed onsite private waterline accordingly.
f. The public sanitary sewer extensions are currently being researched as part of the
serviceability letter.
i. The intent is to provide the existing Lot D-1 to the north the ability to connect to
public sanitary sewer.
1. There is an existing 30’ public sanitary sewer easement along the entire
eastern frontage of the subject property. The proposed pond within this
easement is not acceptable.
2. Based on the serviceability letter, a possible alignment of the public
sanitary sewer may be the easternmost north/south drive aisle. The
serviceability letter will provide the official requirements.
a. This would require vacation of the existing 30’ sanitary sewer
easement, as well as granting new public sanitary sewer easement
in a manner that provides access to existing Lot D-1.
b. The proposed dumpster enclosure may need to be relocated.
c. Given that landscaping is proposed along the existing 30’ public
sanitary sewer easement, this may not be the best alignment.
d. Continuous access for maintenance and operation shall be provided
for all onsite public sanitary sewer.

 Page 2
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, August 03, 2020 9:28 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.
FW: [#2020013] Document Request - Neighborhood Input/Concerns

From: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 9:25 AM
To: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Cc: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Ron Bohannan
<rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Document Request - Neighborhood Input/Concerns
Hello Larry,
Yes, I can review our emails and forward over the correspondence we received outside of the neighborhood meetings. I
will work to get that to you by cob today or tomorrow.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Larry Sandoval [mailto:larrysandoval75@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 6:36 PM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Wolfley, Jolene; mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval
Subject: Document Request - Neighborhood Input/Concerns

Dear Mr. Stevenson,
We do not have copies of all of the neighborhood input and concerns that were sent to you on the proposed
development. We are requesting all documents and emails sent to you per the May 6, 2020 direction from Scott
Templeton, Seven Bar HOA President to Mike Mirabal. He stated, “Well I think the best way for you to
communicate your concerns is directly with Engineering firm.” Reiterating the same information at the May 8,
2020 informal neighborhood gathering that Richard Stevenson, PE with Tierra West, LLC. would be the point
of contact to funnel the neighbors input and concerns.
We are requesting a copy of all the people who submitted input & concerns and the content of the content they
sent to you through email with attached documents. Please feel free to contact us if you have questions.

Sincerely,,
1
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Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.

2
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, November 09, 2020 4:30 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: [#2020013] PR-004030/SD-2020-00540 5-7(D)(3) Exceptions to Maximum wall
height 5-7(D)(3) Exceptions to Maximum wall height

Please check to see if this email made it in the record for PR 4030.
From: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 12:17 PM
To: Aranda, James M. <jmaranda@cabq.gov>
Cc: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>; Ron Bohannan
<rrb@tierrawestllc.com>; Garcia, Carl A. <cagarcia@cabq.gov>; Brito, Russell D. <RBrito@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: [#2020013] PR-004030/SD-2020-00540 5-7(D)(3) Exceptions to Maximum wall height 5-7(D)(3) Exceptions
to Maximum wall height
James,
Thanks for taking time to review and provide a determination.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Aranda, James M. [mailto:jmaranda@cabq.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 12:12 PM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Wolfley, Jolene; Gould, Maggie S.; Ron Bohannan; Garcia, Carl A.; Brito, Russell D.
Subject: RE: [#2020013] PR-004030/SD-2020-00540 5-7(D)(3) Exceptions to Maximum wall height 5-7(D)(3) Exceptions
to Maximum wall height

Hello Richard,
Thank you for your request for an exception for to the provisions of IDO §5-7(D)(1) and IDO Table 5-7-1 for a
proposed gated apartment complex located at the Northeast corner of Golf Course Road NW and the AMAFCA
Black Arroyo. Based on the information in your email dated August 20, 2020, your are proposing a gated
apartment complex, and in doing so, also proposing a 6-ft high CMU/wrought iron fencing around the perimeter
(6-ft opaque wall on the east side against the residential zone) for security purposes. In justifying your request
for a fence height exception, you explained that the subject property lies along a drainage channel that transients
use to travel and congregate. In addition, the proposed development will also have an open pool, which in your
view can potentially become an “attractive nuisance" if an adequate security fence of 6-ft is not installed in
order to protect the safety of the public if trespassing occurs.
The subject property is zoned MX-M. Pursuant to IDO §5-7(D)(1) and IDO Table 5-7-1, an 8-foot
tall wall/fence is permitted on the interior side or rear yard abutting a major arroyo. A 3-foot tall wall/fence is
permitted in the front yard or street side yard. Pursuant to IDO §6-5(J)(3)(a), The Zoning Enforcement Officer
(ZEO) can make an exception to the height standards of 5-7(D)(1) and Table 5-7-1 for security reasons due
1
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to specific site conditions or the nature of the land use or related materials and facilities on the site pursuant
to 6-5(J) (Wall or Fence Permit – Minor)
6-5(J)(3)
Review and Approval Criteria
An application for a Wall or Fence Permit shall be approved if it complies with all applicable standards in this
IDO, the DPM, other adopted City regulations, and any conditions specifically applied to development of the
property in a prior permit or approval affecting the property.
6-5(J)(3)(a)
The ZEO may approve a wall or fence that is taller than allowed by Subsection 14-16-5-7(D) if necessary for
security reasons due to specific site conditions
or the nature of the land use or related materials and facilities on the site.
Based upon the information provided by you, the nature of the proposed land use for the subject property is
multifamily apartments and an outdoor pool. The proposed land use as detailed does not appear to require
additional or heightened security above and beyond what is currently afforded under the provisions of the IDO.
Furthermore there appear to be no particular site conditions, proposed materials or facilities onsite that would
require heightened security or meet the criteria for an exception to the front yard wall height prescribed in IDO
Table 5-7-1. Therefore, based upon my review of the request and all available information at hand, it is my
determination as ZEO that an exception to the height standards of IDO §5-7(D)(1) and Table 5-7-1
for security reasons is not warranted in this particular situation and the proposed 6-foot tall perimeter
fence around the entire subject property is a not an acceptable exception to IDO §5-7(D)(1) and Table 57-1. Please note that a Variance—ZHE is the appropriate path forward for approval of the proposed security
fence. For additional information regarding required fence/wall permits, please contact the Building Safety and
Permits Division at (505) 924-3964 or (505) 924-3320.
Respectfully,
JMA

JAMES M. ARANDA, MCRP
él/he/him/his
deputy director | planning department
o 505.924.3361
m 505.803.6378
e jmaranda@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
On Aug 20, 2020, at 10:20 AM, Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com> wrote:
PR-004030/SD-2020-00540
5-7(D)(3) Exceptions to Maximum wall height
Hello James,
2
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We have an exciting new gated apartment development proposed on the west side of town, see attached vicinity
map and site renders. We are currently tracking through the DRB review process under PR -004030.
Per Section 5-7(D)(3)(c) of the IDO on page 274, I am writing to you as the ZEO to request an exception to the
maximum wall height standard listed in Table 5-7-1 for security reasons due to specific site conditions.
As mentioned the site is a gated complex, and we are proposing a 6-ft high CMU/wrought iron fencing around
the perimeter (6-ft opaque wall on the east side against the residential zone) for security purposes. Per Table 57-1 the maximum wall height along the street side yard (being Golf Course Rd) for the mixed-use zone is
restricted to 3-ft in height. Due to security reasons for this site, given that the development is under a gated
condition, we are requesting an exception in height from 3-ft to 6-ft. The site lies along a drainage channel
where known transients use to travel and congregate. In addition, the development will also have an open pool
and we believe it will be an attractive nuisance if an adequately security fence of 6-ft is not installed in order to
protect the safety of the public if trespassing occurs.
Can you please review and let me know if you need any additional information or have any questions on the
exception request?

Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended
only for the use of the individual(s) named above or their designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this
message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is
strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If you have received
this message in error, please immediately notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original
message from your email system. Thank you.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
<PR-004030 Vicinity map and renders for ZEO.PDF>
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gomez, Angela J.
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 12:30 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030 (2)
TW_Response_Notification Map283.pdf; 2020013 Proof of 100ft Buffer Mailed.pdf; RE:
100 ft buffer request; Golf Course APT Posting ; RE: [#2020013] Sign Posting Agreement
- Part I

From: Richard Stevenson [mailto:rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2020 12:28 PM
To: Gould, Maggie S.
Cc: Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene; Ron Bohannan; Jaimie Garcia; Kristl Walker
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

Maggie,
Attached is the scanned document we made prior to mailing out the 100-ft buffer notices as proof the notices were sent
to the homeowners on the ONC list of addresses.
I also marked up the map provided by the neighbors, see attached.
All IDO notice requirements were met and we followed the ONC list of addresses to mail out letters. I do note that
10943 Carreta Dr home owner was not on the provided list but has been involved with all public meetings and we have
correspondence dating back to May in regards to the proposed development. There is no doubt that the homeowner is
aware of the proposed development.
The yellow sign was posted per the sign posting agreement. We were made aware on Monday July 20 from DRB Chair
that the yellow sign was leaning over at a 45 degree angle. We correct this immediately that same day, and re-erected
the sign (see attached photo of the sign re-erected on July 20). Please note the neighbor who reported the ‘sign leaning’
did not include the applicant with their first and second notice that was sent to the City on Saturday and Sunday the 18th
and 19th July respectively. I kindly informed the neighbor if they had provided the applicant the courtesy notice, it would
have been re-erected on the 18th for the benefit of the public! Email correspondence attached.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Gould, Maggie S. [mailto:MGould@cabq.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 11:16 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene
Subject: FW: Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

Richard and Ron,
We received this inquiry from a neighbor regarding the notice for this case(see below).
1
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not within ONC
buffer map

Mail was sent. Refer
scan addressed to
10923 owner for
notification letter 10932 Carreta Dr.
Morgan Kristen (pg
9 of pdf)

not included by City for
100-ft buffer see email 6/24
list of property owners.
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not within ONC
buffer map
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The City of Albuquerque ("City") provides the data on this website as a service to the
public. The City makes no warranty, representation, or guaranty as to the content,
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any of the data provided at this website. Please
visit http://www.cabq.gov/abq-data/abq-data-disclaimer-1 for more information.
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THIS MAP IS NOT TO BE USED FOR NAVIGATION

Notes
Buffer: 230 Ft.
Row Benton Ave: 130 Ft.

SANDOVAL NICK A & DEBBIE L
12009 SULLIVAN CT NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6535

CALDERON MARY LOU C
10915 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

MIRABAL MICHAEL D & MIRABAL
CATHY F
10951 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6504

RAINWATER KATHRYN M & CHARLES T
CO-TRUSTEES RAINWATER FAMILY
TRUST
4509 NOCHE CLARA AVE NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-5599

MARSHA E KEARNEY & JOHN R
10927 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6504

SERNA MIKE R IRREVOCABLE LVT
10812 OLYMPIC ST NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-5429

MORGAN KRISTEN
10923 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6504

MAGGIO MICHAEL & JOANN
10920 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

HUTCHINSON TERRY SCOTT
10947 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6504

LOPEZ DAVID M & CASSANDRA F
11008 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

VIOLA STEPHEN W & KAREN C
11001 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

WHEELER STEPHEN C & MARCIA L
4524 BENTON AVE NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

MURRIETA JAMES P JP TYRA J
TRUSTEES MURRIETA RVT
10940 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6506

FIFE JOHN WAYNE & MARSHA YVETT
10932 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

LOPEZ STEVEN C & GOLDBERG
MELANIE A
10935 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6504

REES PAUL J & DEBORAH A
10931 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

TRUJILLO CARLOS & GALLEGOS
CAROLINE A
10928 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6506

SUNNY PROPERTIES LLC
528 TRES LAGUNAS LN NE
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87113

MCCORMACK DANIEL J & VICTORIA M
10919 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6504

THIERJUNG NELSON P & EVA S
12005 SULLIVAN CT NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6535

SERDA ADRIANA M
4520 BENTON AVE NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-5042

FISHER TINA R
11005 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6517

COFFMAN ERIN M
11000 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

WARD LARRY A & GERALDINE S
4501 NOCHE CLARA AVE NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

BACA DEBORAH
4505 NOCHE CLARA AVE NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-5599

JAEGER JACK J II
4516 BENTON AVE NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

AMAFCA
2600 PROSPECT AVE NE
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107-1836

ISSUES JAMES A & MARY JO
4424 CAMPO DE MAIZ RD NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

GREENWOOD REBEKAH SULTEMEIER
11009 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114-6517

MCMILLAN BEVERLY A & LENNARD C
10939 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114
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GARCIA LARRY M & AMY C
10936 CARRETA DR NW
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114

CALABAC ILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD
HARVILLE
3301R COORS BLVD NW 305
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87120-1229

AMAFCA
2600 PROSPECT AVE NE
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107-1836

CALABACILLAS GROUP
3301R COORS BLVD NW 305
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87120-1229
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CALABAC ILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD
HARVILLE
3301R COORS BLVD NW 305
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87120-1229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brad Frosch
Richard Stevenson
Golf Course APT Posting
Monday, July 20, 2020 4:37:54 PM
IMG_8370.JPG
ATT00001.txt
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Can you please address all of the public notice requirements and 100 foot notice buffer and verify that proper notice
was mailed to all property owners within the 100 foot buffer?
Thank you,

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

Dear Ms. Wolfley,
Please see documents related to the Notification Process, also note Tierra West’s notification to property owners who
live 100-feet from the proposed development buffer and those partially along the development buffer. Documents #4
and# 5 indicate homeowners, Larry Sandoval and Kristen Morgan live on Carreta Dr. are located within the 100-feet
proposed development buffer were not officially notified by letter per IDO requirements. There are other consistencies
as to why some were notified and others were not. The Sign Posting Agreement notification was also in violation and
finally corrected two days before the July 22nd DRB hearing. Therefore, the application by Tierra West does not meet
full compliance. Ms Wolfley, please confirm when you receive these documents.
Contents:
1. City of Albuquerque’s Public Notification Process per the IDO
2. Tierra West’s Area Map of Notification to property owners (as submitted to DRB on July 22, 2020)
3. Tierra West's List of property owners (as submitted to the DRB on July 22, 2020)
4. Our Map of property owners Notified and Not Notified
5. Our List of property owners Notified and Not Notified
6. Sign Posting Agreement non-compliance
Sincerely,
Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rodenbeck, Jay B.
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 11:54 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.
FW: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments (PR-2020-004030)

From: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 11:45 AM
To: Rodenbeck, Jay B. <jrodenbeck@cabq.gov>
Cc: Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>; Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments (PR-2020-004030)
Mr. Rodenbeck,
We discussed with the landscape designer, and below are his comments. Considering these comments, and considering
the grading of the site will be ±1-2-ft in difference from the existing grade today, we will remove the existing
shrubs/vegetation and shall replace with new plating along the buffer area, as its reflected in the landscape plan.
“Looks like some well-established sand sage / Artemisia filifolia. I think I also see a few fourwing saltbrush / Atriplex
canescens, or at least I would expect some in the area. We could certainly plan to keep as many as possible, they are
native shrub material that would require no supplemental irrigation. Building a serpentine wall without disturbing them
will be a bit tricky, I imagine. From a landscape perspective, the area between the two walls will need periodic, annual or
semi-annual maintenance so leaving large shrubs could set the project up for needing a more labor-intensive cleanup
later after the wall is constructed. Conversely, larger shrub material would provide groundcover to suppress weed
growth so perhaps leaving the shrubs would lessen maintenance needs. On the other side of the wall, between the wall
and the parking lot, how and where to place the pines and junipers intended to offer visual buffers between towers and
the residential backyards may not be as effective if planned around existing shrubs. Irrigation will also need to be buried
for the trees and will disturb existing roots. “
Per 5-6(E)(2)(a) the 15-ft landscape buffer is provided with landscaping per the requirements, and per 5-9 we have the
50-ft buffer before we start the parking area which has shrubs, and smaller plant species scattered throughout.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Rodenbeck, Jay B. [mailto:jrodenbeck@cabq.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 11:30 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Gould, Maggie S.
Subject: Wintergreen Apartments (PR-2020-004030)

Mr. Stevenson,
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We do not have a record of your response the request below to consider maintaining the existing vegetation between
the existing subdivision wall and your wall. If you are able to maintain this vegetation, then this should qualify as a
landscape buffer area.
The Seven Bar neighborhood comments received on 9/28/20 are questioning what can be placed in the landscape buffer
that is the 15 feet immediately adjacent to their homes. We need you to clarify what will be immediately adjacent to
the existing subdivision wall.

Jay Rodenbeck
Planner
o 505.924.3994
e jrodenbeck@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Rodenbeck, Jay B.
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2020 4:26 PM
To: 'Richard Stevenson' <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: PR-2020-004030
Hi Richard,
Staff was wondering for the apartments at Golf Course and Black Arroyo (PR-2020-004030) if you have received Water
Board approval yet? Also, staff has some ideas regarding the natural shrubbery against the residential wall of the 7Bar
neighborhood to the east, and some pictures are attached of the shrubbery.
Planning staff feels that a break in the shrubs is about 5-8 feet from the residential wall and is somewhat continuous.
Staff feels that this would be a perfect place to put the wall, allowing it to meander.
Again, please let us know about the Water Board approval status.
Thanks,

Jay Rodenbeck
Planner
o 505.924.3994
e jrodenbeck@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gomez, Angela J.
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 2:02 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)

From: Richard Stevenson [mailto:rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2020 1:55 PM
To: Marsha Kearney
Cc: p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com;
meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com;
nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com;
mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com;
marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net; Gomez, Angela J.;
Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Gould, Maggie S.
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)

Good Afternoon,
In regards to notification, including signage, we followed the requirements listed in Section 6-4(K) of the IDO. This
included sending notices to the adjoining property owners based on the City provided ONC list, posting the yellow sign
per the sign posting agreement, and sending out notices to the recognized Home Owner Associations. If you have
concerns with the IDO notification procedures that applicants are required to follow, please email DRB Chair Ms. Wolfley
jwolfley@cabq.gov. Annual updates of the IDO are submitted every year into the City’s review and approval process, so
the City can consider your feedback and concerns.
Cobble rock, or equivalent, will be placed in the 5-ft setback between the CMU wall and the property line. The
apartment landscape maintenance crew will maintain all areas on the property. Additional trees and vegetation density
were added to the buffer area, and the walking trail has been shifted to the west further away from the property line.
We previously discussed crime in prior correspondence and at the public meetings.
All Solar Access requirements per IDO Section 5-10 are met.
The market research and studies completed by the developer are proprietary and will not be shared.
The tree sizes at planting and at maturity are shown in the cross sections to provide a scale and orientation of the
apartment building relative to the single family homes and detail the buffer area. As previously mentioned the IDO
requires a 50-ft landscape buffer (IDO Section 5-9(F)) to provide a setback between the improvements and the single
family homes to increase the privacy and to reduce sight-lines from adjoining properties. Based on the proposed
building height there is also a minimum 100-ft offset from the property line (IDO Section 2-4(C)), to provide protection
to the adjacent home owners. Please refer to the landscaping plan which details the tree spacing, heights at maturity
etc. which is included in the plans (link provided in previous email).
The Comprehensive Plan provides the guiding framework in establishing the zoning designations throughout the
City. The zoning allowable uses is then specifically defined in the IDO and by the specific zone classification. The IDO
also defines the development standards and the City’s planning system and procedures. This project meets the
1
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requirements listed in the IDO, to the best of our knowledge. This is not a zone change, and as such, when the City
Council placed the MX-M zoning designation on the property it was guided by the Comprehensive Plan Goals and
Policies. The assessment for MX-M zoning was completed by City Planners, property owners, neighborhood associations
and members of the public during the adoption of the IDO. You can find more information on the City website
https://abc-zone.com/

Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Marsha Kearney [mailto:rmeek1978@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 9:02 PM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com;
meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com;
nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com;
mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com;
marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net; Gomez, Angela J.;
jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov; Maggie Gould
Subject: Re: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)

After reading Tierra West’s response I have several comments/ questions I would like included in the record.
1. No mention of lack of notification and the dealing with the signage not being in line with the IDO
requirements until two days before the first hearing. How is that matter remedied? Also the 100 feet from the
property does NOT include public right-of-ways. Would not that expand the number of residents that needed to
be contacted?
2. The residents talked about “river rock,” not “river walk” to discourage people from getting near the adjacent
properties. What is planned for the 5 feet between the Planned wall and existing walls? Would not that collect
trash and debris? How would that be managed? Also hard to understand how you would build up the six foot
wall with 2 foot raised ground where possible. You talk about changes in the buffer, yet there are no displays of
what that would look like.
3. The crime has greatly increased in the areas where other apartment complexes have been built on the
Westside. What makes this complex different?
4. The statement that 10 story buildings would be allowed in the area under the C-2 zoning is
INCORRECT. The previous zoning only allowed for 2 story building with the conditional clause.
5. There is no mention of “solar access.” How does this project impact solar access for the residents?
6. The Developer declined to share the market research to support the building of luxury apartments in this
area. This is a critical issue to the residents and when considering the comprehensive plan. There are already a
number of apartments on the Westside with “space available.”To say that This information will not be shared is
NOT answering questions/concerns.
7. The cross-sections provided are inadequate when speaking to the privacy and noise barriers needed for the
residents. Cross-sections show trees. Where exactly are they planted, spacing, heights, etc. We have no clear
view of what will be in the buffer and how it will protect the adjacent property owners.
8. When considering the Guiding Principles in Chapter 4 of the Comprehensive Plan, this project is totally out
of line with the guidance given by this overarching document. Please answer how this project meets those
principles.
Please share your responses with all on this mailing list.
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Marsha Kearney

On Aug 3, 2020, at 5:10 PM, Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com> wrote:
Good Afternoon,
The intent of this email is to provide responses to the questions raised by neighbors at the DRB
hearing on July 22nd 2020, in regards to the proposed Wintergreen Apartment project City
project number PR-2020-004030.
The updated plans to address DRB comments from the July 22nd hearing are available on the
City website: http://data.cabq.gov/government/planning/DRB/PR-2020004030/DRB%20Submittals/PR-2020004030_Aug_5_2020_Supp/Application/DRB%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020/2020013%20DRB
%20Plans%20%20Wintergreen%20Luxury%20Apartments%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020.pdf
Below is a list of questions from the DRB meeting on July 22nd that I heard. Any duplicates
were consolidated into a single question/theme. If you have specific project questions not
previously addressed in the public meetings, please email us so we can work to respond to your
questions rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.

•

Will a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) be prepared by the applicant?
Response: This development does not meet the City threshold to require a Traffic
Impact Study. Additional traffic review was completed including the Trip Generation
Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily
Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments, Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution, Trip
Distribution Worksheet and Map, which were submitted to the City Traffic Engineer and
send to you on July 21 2020. Ms. Mirabel asked at the DRB hearing for the chart which
was used to determine the trips, and I have attached to this email. The attachment
provides an overview on how the trips are determined based on historical data (pre
Covid-19). The development is also subject to payment of City impact fees for
transportation, drainage, City facilities, parks, and public safety. Impact fees are a
charge of assessment imposed by the City on new development in order to generate
revenue for funding or recouping the costs of capital improvements rationally related to
new development in accordance with applicable law.

•

Please provide the market research supporting the decision to proceed with luxury
apartments?
Response: The developer is unwilling to share the market study for this development.
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•

We have requested sound barriers, Line of sight barriers, fencing barriers, landscape
barriers, lighting barriers.
Response: A 6-ft CMU block wall is proposed to be installed 5-ft offset the property
boundary.

•

We requested a sound and visibility wall at least 8 feet along the East end of the
property boundary.
Response: Where feasible we are proposing 2-ft earth bench to elevate the 6-ft wall to
include the effective height.

•

Will an archeology study, crime impact study, wildlife impact study property value impact
study be provided by the applicant?

•

Response: Following a sensitivity review of the project site in regards to IDO Section 5-2
Site Design and Sensitive Lands, the following assessment was made by the applicant
that Tract E-1 does not meet any of the sensitive land elements, as described further
below:

o 5-2(C)(1)(a) Floodplains and flood hazard areas – the site is not with in a
floodplain or flood hazard area per FEMA FIRM Map 35001C0108G dated
9/26/2008

o 5-2(C)(1)(b) Steep slopes – Steep slopes is not defined by the IDO but generally
considered steep if the slope is greater than 20%. The average slope of the
undeveloped site is 4.5%

o 5-2(C)(1)(c) Unstable soils – per USGS the of soil is bluepoint loamy fine sand
98.1%

o 5-2(C)(1)(d) Wetlands – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of wetlands.
o 5-2(C)(1)(e) Arroyos – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of recorded arroyos.
o 5-2(C)(1)(f) Irrigation facilities (acequias) – no
o 5-2(C)(1)(g) Escarpments – there are no escarpments on the property
o 5-2(C)(1)(h) Rock outcroppings – there are no rock outcroppings on the property
o 5-2(C)(1)(i) Large stands of mature trees – not present, the site is in an
undeveloped condition with vegetation typical of the west mesa with areas of
scrub, small vegetation and some minor disturbance by dumping of soils.

o 5-2(C)(1)(j) Archaeological sites – certificate of no effect provided by the COA
dated May 6, 2020 on file.
A crime impact, wildlife and property value impact study is not required with the
application and will not be completed.
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An archeological certification of no effect was provided by the Albuquerque City
Archaeologist for this site.

•

We have requested that the recreational walking trail adjacent our properties be
removed.
Response: The walking trail has been shifted to the west further away from the east
property line but remains for the residents to utilize for recreational exercise.

•

Please provide a view plan exhibit?
Response: A view plan exhibit was prepared to show the sections along the east half of
the property and is attached to this email.

•

We have requested Large River walk as opposed to Grass to discourage foot traffic.
Response: Native seed is proposed as ground cover in the 50-ft landscape buffer area,
along with shrubs and trees, as detailed on the landscape plans.

•

Concern with the scale and intensity of the development.
Response: The subject site is zoned MX-M (Mixed Use Medium intensity) and the
proposed multi-family use is allowed permissively. The proposed plan meets applicable
development standards (height, setbacks, parking, etc.) and the technical standards
(drainage, vehicular access, etc.). The site was previously zoned C-2 (Community
Commercial), which allowed multi-family development at a much more intense scale of
development (higher density and over 10 stories in height were possible under C-2
zoning).
This development and proposed density also aligns with the infill development of the City
with the City of Albuquerque Comprehensive Plan Goal and policy listed in Chapter 5:
Land Use, regarding development patterns: Goal 5.3-Efficient Development Patterns:
Promote development patterns that maximize the utility of existing infrastructure and
public facilities and the efficient use of land to support the public good, and Policy 5.3.1Infill Development: Support additional growth in areas with existing infrastructure and
public facilities. The project will facilitate development of a portion of a site already
served by existing infrastructure that is available for use (Golf Course Rd, Black Arroyo
Channel, ABCWUA water and sewer) thereby maximizing the utility of existing
infrastructure and using land in an efficient manner. Using infrastructure and land in this
way generally supports the public good because it is more efficient than adding
infrastructure and/or developing residential developments on the urban fringe.
5
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•

We also would like the landscape plan to include more mature trees, to protect
immediate privacy. The current plan has at least 10-year maturity
Response: 6-ft plus high trees will be installed at install for the Austrian Pine species,
Chinese Juniper planted as 5 gal shrubs, the other tree species shall have a 2-inch plus
caliper.

•

We would like plants that do not affect allergies. Juniper plants are a major contributor to
allergies.
Response: The two types of evergreens are selected for the eastern edge of the
landscape:

o Austrian Pines / Pinus nigra. Uncommon tree allergen, minimal needle drop with
regular irrigation.

o Chinese Juniper / Juniperus chinensus – ‘Spartan’ (narrow) variety, planted as 5
gal shrubs. FEMALE TREES ONLY per compliance with City Aeroallergen
Ordinance.

o The city tracks and puts out daily air quality pollen counts. Junipers, a common
allergen, are included. Pines, an uncommon allergen, are not included.

•

We want Trash Bins moved away from the East side of the development, away from
homeowners’ properties.
Response: Limited in placement due to Solid Waste and ABCWUA requirements,
located dumpsters outside of the buffer area and as far away as possible from the
residents.

•

Lighting must be directed away from private properties.
Response: All outdoor lighting for the project is controlled by the New Mexico Night Sky
Protection Act and regulated by the IDO section 5-8. No light source for any outdoor light
fixture shall be directly visible from any public right-of-way or any adjacent property.
Light poles will have a max height of 16-ft.

•

Privacy Concerns
Response: The City has no specific standards to protect privacy of backyards such as
preventing sight-lines from adjoining properties but does require a 50-ft landscape buffer
to provide setback and landscaping between this development and the single family
residence. The IDO Neighborhood Edge requirements (height limitations, buffer
requirements, etc.) are met with this development.
6
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•

We discourage Grass on the East side buffer, being that the noise generated by
maintenance and mowing would impose on the neighborhood.
Response: All property owners in the City of Albuquerque must follow the Noise Control
Ordinance https://www.cabq.gov/environmentalhealth/noise

•

Concern on Crime increasing in the area:
Response: Site design and building design standards are reflected in the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO) which incorporate the basic tenets of CPTED (Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design), such as adequate lighting, minimizing
“hiding places,” providing opportunities for passive surveillance, and restricting access to
sites and buildings to only residents (gating, doors with controlled access, etc.). AFR
(Fire & Rescue) and APD (Police Department) provided comments on the site plan with
those elements considered with the design. As this is a gated apartment community the
residents will be as concerned for crime prevention across Albuquerque as any other
good neighbor is.

•

Water runoff and drainage has not been addressed adequately to the neighborhood
concerns.
Response: Tierra West is unaware of any outstanding questions or concerns regarding

drainage.
As the applicant we consider the Site Plan complies with all applicable provisions of the IDO,
the DPM, other adopted City regulations, all of which is being reviewed thoroughly by the
DRB. We have followed the procedures outlined in the IDO document for notice provisions. If
you have specific project questions relating to the development, please email us so we can work
to respond to your questions rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.
This application has not bypassed any City agency/s or committee/s and is following the City of
Albuquerque process. If you have process questions, i.e. specific to the IDO notification
procedures, or any other City process matter please email the DRB Chair Ms. Wolfley at
jwolfley@cabq.gov.
The upcoming DRB meeting to review the re-submittal to address DRB member’s comments is
this Wednesday, 5 August 2020. The project number is PR-2020-004030, and is number three
on the agenda. The agenda is posted online and the call in details are as follows:
Join Zoom Meeting (9:00 am Wednesday 8/5/2020)
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 312 626 6799 or find your local number: https://hes32ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fcabq.zoom.us%2fu%2faLq
NrIrNh&umid=bf9560d4-8082-455f-879e918097b2d550&auth=c5e193b2792d33bbda0d14ee5f909adbb398f0287bd720b599cdc0aa00b62e43bc1f6c8fb408738b
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Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s)
named above or their designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If
you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original message
from your email system. Thank you.

From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:36 PM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; 'rick@rba81.com'; 'gnh5976@gmail.com'; '1garciagang@gmail.com';
'mdmiraba@msn.com'; 'meganfitz@live.com'; 'bcreel@msn.com'; 'frandimarco@msn.com';
'cfmirabal@gmail.com'; 'ruffkat@yahoo.com'; 'ruffkat@yahoo.com'; 'david.m.lopez@msn.com';
'garnand_lu@yahoo.com'; 'kmcvey124@comcast.net'; 'tjmurieta@msn.com'; 'tjmurieta@msn.com';
'nenaperkin@gmail.com'; 'avalgman12@gmail.com'; 'scott.templeton@comcast.net';
'chavezdyx4@yahoo.com'; 'mccormackdj@comcast.net'; 'erin.coffman@yahoo.com';
'huerta.loretta58@gmail.com'; 'gayle.binkley@me.com'; 'marshakearney@gmail.com';
'nauticalhutch@gmail.com'; 'miladybutler@yahoo.com'; 'rfasel@fed.net'
Cc: 'Jocelyn Torres'; 'Gomez, Angela J.'; 'Maggie Gould'; 'Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF';
jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated Meeting
Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Here is a downloaded link to the City of Albuquerque 95% plans detailing the Westside Blvd widening
from Golf Course Rd to NM 528. Funding has been authorized with construction scheduled to start in
spring 2021.
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkmvdAAIpPHseyTI
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:28 AM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com;
cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com;
garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com;
nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net;
chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com;
nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF; jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated Meeting
Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx
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Hello All,
Please find attached the following items relating to the traffic queries for this project:

•
•
•
•
•

Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
Trip Distribution Worksheet
Trip Distribution Map
Westside Blvd. widening project timing and financials which is in the current Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) for FFY 2020 and 2021. According to MRCOG TIP Coordinator, this
is a high priority project for the City of Albuquerque and City of Rio Rancho. This project will
more than likely be completed over the next few years considering the amount of construction
that is involved. Here is a link to MRCOG website where you can find the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (which includes project lists), as well as the TIP: https://www.mrcognm.gov/233/Metro-Planning.

Grading and Drainage
• Here is the downloadable link to the drainage plan
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkDpTWEqdjmDVXFo
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s)
named above or their designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If
you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original message
from your email system. Thank you.

From: p crump [mailto:phcrumpsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com;
cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com;
garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com;
nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net;
chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com;
nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF
Subject: [#2020013] Emailing: Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Dear All:
Attached please find the Report for the meeting held Thursday evening, June 18th,
regarding the proposed Wintergreen Apartments. Please review it carefully.
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If there are errors of either Omission (something important said but left out) or
Commission (something important misquoted), please let us know and we will issue
correcting Amendments. You may send potential corrections
to phcrumpsf@gmail.com.
Also, instructions for submitting additional comments to the DRB are included near the
end of the report under Hearing Details.
Also, you may let the City know your impression of the meeting and the facilitator(s) by
going to one of the following evaluations:
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-programapplicant-survey
or
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-programparticipant-survey
Thank you very much for your participation.
Philip Crump and Jocelyn Torres, Facilitators

<ITE_Land_Use_221_Mid_Rise.pdf>
<2020013_Building C & D Cross Section_Exhibit_B-C1 C2.pdf>
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Monday, July 20, 2020 4:39 PM
Wolfley, Jolene; Larry Sandoval
Gould, Maggie S.; Gomez, Angela J.; Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] Sign Posting Agreement - Part I
IMG_8370.jpg

Attached is a photo of the sign re-erected.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 3:31 PM
To: 'Wolfley, Jolene'; Larry Sandoval
Cc: Gould, Maggie S.; Gomez, Angela J.; Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Sign Posting Agreement - Part I
Jolene, Thanks for forwarding on the emails and bringing it to our
attention. We will have the sign reset this afternoon- either attached to
the real estate sign or reset into the ground.
Larry, You have my contact information so include me if you see it blown
over again. I could have gone out Saturday and fixed it.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
1
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Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----From: Wolfley, Jolene [mailto:jwolfley@cabq.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 3:15 PM
To: Larry Sandoval
Cc: Richard Stevenson; Gould, Maggie S.; Gomez, Angela J.
Subject: FW: Sign Posting Agreement - Part I
Mr. Sandoval,
We have received these emails and they will be included in the record for
PR 4030.
This email is also forwarded to the applicant.

-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Marsha Kearney
<rmeek1978@gmail.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Sign Posting Agreement - Part I
Good afternoon Ms. Wolfley,
The original file was too large to email. So I’ll be sending this to you in
parts. Part I, II and III. Please let me know if you receive these documents.
Thank you.
2
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Respectfully,
Larry Sandoval

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Monday, July 20, 2020 3:31 PM
Wolfley, Jolene; Larry Sandoval
Gould, Maggie S.; Gomez, Angela J.; Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] Sign Posting Agreement - Part I

Jolene, Thanks for forwarding on the emails and bringing it to our
attention. We will have the sign reset this afternoon- either attached to
the real estate sign or reset into the ground.
Larry, You have my contact information so include me if you see it blown
over again. I could have gone out Saturday and fixed it.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----From: Wolfley, Jolene [mailto:jwolfley@cabq.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 3:15 PM
To: Larry Sandoval
Cc: Richard Stevenson; Gould, Maggie S.; Gomez, Angela J.
Subject: FW: Sign Posting Agreement - Part I
Mr. Sandoval,
We have received these emails and they will be included in the record for
PR 4030.
This email is also forwarded to the applicant.
1
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-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Marsha Kearney
<rmeek1978@gmail.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Sign Posting Agreement - Part I
Good afternoon Ms. Wolfley,
The original file was too large to email. So I’ll be sending this to you in
parts. Part I, II and III. Please let me know if you receive these documents.
Thank you.

Respectfully,
Larry Sandoval

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:28 AM
p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com;
1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com;
frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124
@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com;
avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com;
mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com;
gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com;
miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.; Hummell, Tyson; Wolfenbarger,
Jeanne
RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated
Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx
Wintergreen_TRIPS_X.PDF; Wintergreen_Subarea_Map.pdf; Trip_Dist_Residential.pdf;
Wintergreen_Trip_Dist Map.pdf; Westside Project.pdf

Hello All,
Please find attached the following items relating to the traffic queries for this project:
•
•
•
•
•

Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing (MidRise) apartments
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
Trip Distribution Worksheet
Trip Distribution Map
Westside Blvd. widening project timing and financials which is in the current Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) for FFY 2020 and 2021. According to MRCOG TIP Coordinator, this is a high priority project for the
City of Albuquerque and City of Rio Rancho. This project will more than likely be completed over the next few
years considering the amount of construction that is involved. Here is a link to MRCOG website where you can
find the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (which includes project lists), as well as the TIP: https://www.mrcognm.gov/233/Metro-Planning.

Grading and Drainage
• Here is the downloadable link to the drainage plan https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkDpTWEqdjmDVXFo
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s) named above or their
designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is
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strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by
return message or by telephone and delete the original message from your email system. Thank you.

From: p crump [mailto:phcrumpsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com;
scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com;
miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF
Subject: [#2020013] Emailing: Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Dear All:
Attached please find the Report for the meeting held Thursday evening, June 18th, regarding the
proposed Wintergreen Apartments. Please review it carefully.
If there are errors of either Omission (something important said but left out) or Commission
(something important misquoted), please let us know and we will issue correcting Amendments. You
may send potential corrections to phcrumpsf@gmail.com.
Also, instructions for submitting additional comments to the DRB are included near the end of the
report under Hearing Details.
Also, you may let the City know your impression of the meeting and the facilitator(s) by going to one
of the following evaluations:
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-applicant-survey
or
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-participant-survey
Thank you very much for your participation.
Philip Crump and Jocelyn Torres, Facilitators

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
Project #: 2020013; Pre-application
Property Description/Address: Wintergreen Apartments at Tract E-1, east of Golf Course Rd. and
north of the Black Arroyo Channel.
Date Submitted: June 22, 2020
Submitted By: Philip Crump and Jocelyn M. Torres
Meeting Date/Time: June 18, 2020, 6:30-8:00 PM
Meeting Location: First Baptist Church, 3906 19th Ave. SE, Rio Rancho, NM
Facilitator: Philip Crump
Co-facilitator: Jocelyn M. Torres
Applicant: Calabac Illas Group c/o Donald Harville (owners)
Agent – Tierra West LLC (TW), Ronald Bohannan, President and Richard Stevenson, Engineer
Neighborhood Associations/Interested Parties - Seven Bar North Homeowners Association
(HOA), West Side Coalition of Neighborhood Associations, Neighbors
Background/Meeting Summary: The proposed gated community site location is the undeveloped
Tract E-1, east of Golf Course Rd. and north of the Black Arroyo Channel. This is a pre-application
meeting. The property is approximately eight acres and is zoned MX-M. The developer proposes four
apartment buildings with 52 units in each building, totaling 208 units. This equates to a density of 24
units per acre. Each building will have a mix of studio, one and two-bedroom apartments. Vehicular
access is off Golf Course Rd. at the existing driveway entrance, near the northwest corner of the
property, which is intended to be a shared driveway when the currently vacant northern Tract D-1 is
developed. There is also an emergency exit onto Golf Course Rd. proposed at the midblock as required
by the Fire Marshall.
The development will also have a 5,000 sq. ft. clubhouse with porte-cochere. The clubhouse includes
amenities such as a pool, spa, conference and meeting rooms, barbeque, and lounge areas. The
residents’ gated entryways will be on each side of the entrance. There is extensive landscaping, with
open space between the apartment buildings. Total square footage of each apartment building is 59,716
ft. with a maximum building height of 45 feet in elevation. One parking space for each apartment will
include a covered parking stall. There are 379 parking spaces including the covered stalls and handicap
spaces.
Setbacks for the apartments are: Front 5-feet, Side 0-feet (Table 2-4-5 on page 27 IDO), and Rear 50ft landscape buffer (IDO Section 14-16-5-9(F) on page 287). The buildings themselves will be
significantly farther from the property lines, as they are surrounded by parking. The eastern buildings
will be approximately 134 feet offset the eastern property line. This site does not meet the traffic
impact threshold to require a traffic study.
A prior meeting was conducted April 7, 2020 to discuss the DRB and ZHE request, of which the
developer canceled the variance request. A second online meeting was held May 21, 2020 to discuss
the DRB application. The Developer delayed the submittal to DRB to provide an in-person meeting
on June 18, 2020 to discuss the DRB application, following easing of restrictions from the COVID-19.
Outcomes:
-

Areas of Agreement:
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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
-

All participants agreed to meet in person.
Participants were encouraged to attend the DRB Hearing of July 22, 2020.
TW will address action plan items.

-

Unresolved Issues & Concerns:

-

Several issues were discussed in this meeting.
Neighbors remain opposed to the proposed development.

-

Key Points:

-

Neighbors continue to have strong concerns regarding the apartment location, height, privacy,
views, traffic and schools.
Neighbors also voiced concerns regarding the apartment landscaping, wall height,
construction, vibration, noise, maintenance, walking paths, arroyo access, drainage, wildlife
plan and potential development of northside eight acres.

-

Meeting Specifics:
1)

Introduction.
Facilitator: Philip Crump: phcrumpsf@gmail.com. Those who signed in legibly, with their
name and affiliation, will receive a meeting report. Philip Crump and Jocelyn M. Torres are
neutral facilitators for the City of Albuquerque. TW Engineer Richard Stevenson, President
Ron Bohannan and Architect Richard Bennett are in attendance. Richard Stevenson provided
the project overview presented in prior meetings.

2)

Building Height, Privacy, Views, Landscaping and Trash Bin Locations.
a) Neighbors stated the proposed design is not consistent with the property location and intent.
The four-story height is inconsistent with this community.
i) They asked that the building height be reduced to two stories.
(1) TW – This height and design meets the IDO requirements. It took three years to
amend the zoning code, with a goal of preventing urban sprawl. This property has a
50-foot buffer with a 134-foot setback distance of the buildings from the residential
homes. It is near market development. The guidelines of the IDO motivated the
Developer, who wants four stories.
ii) View, wall height, buffer and landscaping concerns were expressed by neighbors.
Neighbors are concerned that their views will be blocked, that the apartment residents will
congregate near their property, that the wall should be eight-feet instead of six- feet high,
that there should not be an eastside walking path, that landscaping should include river
rock instead of native grass and that 6.5 foot specified barrier trees will not provide
privacy until they mature. Trash containers should be moved to the center of the property
and should not be located on the corners near the neighborhood. Juniper trees cause
pollen and pine trees will shed.
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(1) TW- Concerns regarding the buffer area will be taken to the Developer, who has
changed the tree specification to Evergreens. We will ask the Developer to change the
trash bin locations so they are not adjacent to the neighborhood. (See Action Items.)
3)

Traffic.
a) Neighbors expressed several concerns about traffic congestion on Golf Course and Westside.
This Development does not require a traffic study. There is a need for a traffic light on
Westside at 7 Bar Loop Road. There are cut-through problems. There are problems with Rio
Rancho traffic on Westside. This apartment complex will likely result in an additional 376
cars traveling south on Golf Course or East on Westside. School traffic will negatively
impact existing roadways. The Lovelace Hospital is already overloading Westside.
i) TW – The biggest problem is Westside Drive. Sandoval County has not built up their side
of the roadway. TW will look at these traffic concerns closely and will reach out to the
New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) regarding traffic problems
expressed by neighbors. TW will review and report on traffic studies done within the past
three years regarding the clear-sight triangle on Golf Course and Westside Drive
intersection (See Action Item).
ii) TW – Neighbors can protest cut-through problems via the City’s cut-through ordinance.
The City can quantify traffic thresholds and implement a means of slowing the traffic,
such as roundabouts and speed bumps.
iii) TW - Rio Rancho has always had traffic problems. MRGCD gets funding for major
corridors. The Intersection of 528 and Unser is under consideration for funding. This
Development is under CABQ jurisdiction so we are not consulting with Rio Rancho.
Development impact fees vary depending on the proposal. We only have 208 apartments
and 250 are required for a traffic impact study.
iv) TW - Will prepare a trip generation (hours) and trip distribution (network) study regarding
Golf Course and Westside traffic in this location. (See Action Item).

4)

Schools.
a) Neighbors stated that schools will be stressed because of this development. They are
concerned that an estimated 300 kids will further overload the schools.
b) School traffic concerns were addressed in above Section 3.

5)

Development of Northside Eight Acres.
a) Neighbors are concerned about the development of the property north of the project consisting
of eight acres. Will this developer be involved in a phase two development of that site?
There is already a traffic problem on 7 Bar Loop and development of that site will increase
traffic problems. It is unknown what type of development will be placed on that site.
i) TW – This Developer is separate to the northern tract. MX-M Zoning allows for many
permissive uses of the northern tract. Depending upon the use, the development of that
site may require a traffic study. The neighborhood will be notified when that site is
developed as required by the IDO notification procedures. TW will take the traffic impact
study question to the apartment developer (See Action Item).

6)

Construction, Vibration, Utilities and Noise.
3
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a) Neighbors asked several questions. Why wasn’t a Southwest style used for these apartments?
What is the anticipated construction duration? Will there be vibration and noise problems
associated with the construction? Will there be utility problems due to construction? Will
there be noise problems with the apartment complex?
i) TW – The anticipated construction duration is 12-16 months. The dirt work contractor
will monitor vibrations. The construction site is 135 feet from the neighborhood. We are
in contact with the Water Department and will contact PNM and NMGC regarding
utilities. We don’t anticipate blasting. The contractor will determine the foundations. We
will use standard techniques for determining vibration and settling. We will write the
specification and these standard techniques will be included in the specification (See
Action Item.)
ii) TW – The Developer, Contractor and Apartment Complex will abide by the CABQ Noise
Ordinance requirements.
7)

Apartment Maintenance, Management and Pest Control.
a) Neighbors requested that apartment maintenance and repairs not be conducted on weekends
and that they be conducted at a reasonable hour. They asked that gas blowers not be used.
They asked about pest control.
i) TW – Will take these concerns to the Owner (See Action Item). Noise ordinance day and
time requirements will be met. TW recommends this project and believes they will do
their best to comply with these requests.

8)

Drainage.
a) Neighbors asked about the drainage plan. 1
i) TW – We do have a drainage plan and it will be shared with all. The grading plan will
show where the runoff area is located and will be provided. Site drainage will enter into
the AMAFCA Black Arroyo Channel to the south of the property. . The drainage plan will
be distributed at time of application to DRB to attendees of the meeting (See Action Item).

9)

Arroyo Access.
a) Neighbors asked about apartment arroyo walking access.
i) TW – There will be pedestrian gates so residents can access the arroyo paths.

10)

Apartment Need.

1 In the May 21, 2020 Meeting, TW explained the property drainage plan as
follows: “The property design allows for water remediation prior to entering the
arroyo or the Rio Grande (RG) per the City of Albuquerque Drainage Ordinance and
based upon the EPA Clean Water Act. This allows for the collection of trash, oil,
and sediment before the water runoff enters the RG. The first flush pond holds
the first portion and the excess runoff goes into the arroyo (See May 26, 2020
Report).”
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a) Neighbors asked whether there is a need for these apartments. There are 1,400 homes
available to buy rather than the usual amount of 4,000-6,000 homes. Because of Covid-19
people want to buy instead of renting.
i) TW – There is currently a 30 day wait to get into rental housing. There is a need for
additional rental housing.
11)

Wildlife plan.
a) Neighbors asked about the wildlife plan.
i) TW – Will look at wildlife issues for this development (See Action Item).

Next Steps and Action Plan:
•
•
•

TW will complete action items.
Application will be submitted June 26, 2020.
DRB hearing will be held July 22, 2020.

Action Items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TW will take concerns regarding the buffer area to the Developer and will ask that the trash
bin locations be changed, so they are not adjacent to the neighborhood.
TW will review and report on traffic studies done within the past three years regarding the
clear-sight triangle on Golf Course and Westside Drive intersection.
TW will prepare a trip generation (hours) and trip distribution (network) study regarding Golf
Course and Westside intersection traffic in this location.
TW will ask if a traffic impact study would be performed by Developer.
TW will use standard techniques for determining vibration and settling and will include them
in the specification for grading and drainage of the site.
TW will consult with Owner and report on apartment maintenance, management and pest
control plans.
TW will provide the drainage plan at time of submittal to DRB.
TW will consult with Owner regarding necessity of following CABQ Noise Ordinance
regarding maintenance schedule, vehicles and other pertinent matters.
TW will review Wildlife issues pertaining to this development.

Application Hearing Details:
•
•

The Development Review Board hearing will be conducted on July 22, 2020. The agenda will be
posted by Friday afternoon July 17th
Development Review Board meetings, a portion of which are public hearings, are held each
Wednesday beginning at 9 a.m. in the Plaza del Sol Hearing Room at 600 2nd NW. Free 2-hour
parking for Plaza del Sol customers is available on the north side of the building.
The DRB, as with all City boards and commissions, is holding online meetings via Zoom.
“The DRB ‘remote’ public meetings are using the Zoom software. All participants – DRB
members, applicants, and the public – participate from the safety of their homes. You can choose
to participate by video or audio only. Participants can listen to the meeting and may also speak
during the public comment period.
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The agenda for the DRB meeting is posted on the City website by Friday afternoon ahead of the
Wednesday meeting. The agenda includes information on accessing the DRB meeting.
Participants can call the number listed on the agenda from their phone to be connected to the
meeting. Participants may also can click on the link on the agenda to participate via computer (a
microphone is required; a camera is optional.) Participants are not required to create a Zoom
account, but may choose to do so.”
The six members of the DRB are City staff representing the Planning Department, Parks and
Recreation Department, Code Enforcement, City Engineer, Traffic Engineer, and Water/Sewer
Utilities Engineer.
The chairperson is the City Planner representative. Each member is authorized to sign plats.
Jolene Wolfley, DRB Chair, Planning Department; Email: jwolfley@cabq.gov
Additional comments may be sent to Planner Maggie Gould <MGould@cabq.gov>
For questions, contact the Development Review Board Administrative Assistant Angela Gomez at
(505) 924-3946.

Meeting Adjourned.
Names & Affiliations of Attendees:
Ron Bohannon
Tierra West
Richard Stevenson
Tierra West
Rick Bennett
Richard Bennett Architects
Gary Hirsch
7 Bar North HOA
Amy Garcia
7 Bar North HOA
Mike Mirabal
7 Bar North HOA
Megan Fitzpatrick
7 Bar North HOA
Bruce Creel
7 Bar North HOA
Fran DiMarco
7 Bar North HOA
Cathy Mirabal
7 Bar North HOA
Cheryl Ruff
7 Bar North HOA
Kathy Vigil
7 Bar North HOA
David Lopez
7 Bar North HOA
Lucille Lopez
7 Bar North HOA
Ken McVey
7 Bar North HOA
JP Murrieta
7 Bar North HOA
Tyra Murrieta
7 Bar North HOA
Nena Perkin
7 Bar North HOA
Lillian Werntz
7 Bar North HOA
Scott & Jae Templeton 7 Bar North HOA
Debbie Chavez
7 Bar North HOA
Dan McCormack
7 Bar North HOA
Erin & Tim Zinsmeyer 7 Bar North HOA
Loretta Huerta
7 Bar North HOA
Gayle M Binkley
7 Bar North HOA
Marsha & John Kearney
7 Bar North HOA
T Scott Hutchinson
7 Bar North HOA, Pres
Sandra Kruzich
7 Bar North HOA
Hilary Butler
Roy Fassel
Lennard Mc???
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 11:21 AM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene; Ron Bohannan; Jaimie Garcia; Kristl Walker
RE: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

Hello Maggie,
Yes, I can prepare an email summarizing the notices issued, and include any evidence (such as photos) to show that we
met all notice provisions required for this application.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Gould, Maggie S. [mailto:MGould@cabq.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 11:16 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene
Subject: FW: Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

Richard and Ron,
We received this inquiry from a neighbor regarding the notice for this case(see below).
Can you please address all of the public notice requirements and 100 foot notice buffer and verify that proper notice
was mailed to all property owners within the 100 foot buffer?
Thank you,

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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Dear Ms. Wolfley,
Please see documents related to the Notification Process, also note Tierra West’s notification to property owners who
live 100-feet from the proposed development buffer and those partially along the development buffer. Documents #4
and# 5 indicate homeowners, Larry Sandoval and Kristen Morgan live on Carreta Dr. are located within the 100-feet
proposed development buffer were not officially notified by letter per IDO requirements. There are other consistencies
as to why some were notified and others were not. The Sign Posting Agreement notification was also in violation and
finally corrected two days before the July 22nd DRB hearing. Therefore, the application by Tierra West does not meet
full compliance. Ms Wolfley, please confirm when you receive these documents.
Contents:
1. City of Albuquerque’s Public Notification Process per the IDO
2. Tierra West’s Area Map of Notification to property owners (as submitted to DRB on July 22, 2020)
3. Tierra West's List of property owners (as submitted to the DRB on July 22, 2020)
4. Our Map of property owners Notified and Not Notified
5. Our List of property owners Notified and Not Notified
6. Sign Posting Agreement non-compliance
Sincerely,
Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Monday, August 03, 2020 5:10 PM
p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com;
1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com;
frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124
@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com;
avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com;
mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com;
gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com;
miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net; Marsha Kearney
Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Gould, Maggie S.
RE: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)
ITE_Land_Use_221_Mid_Rise.pdf; 2020013_Building C & D Cross Section_Exhibit_B-C1
C2.pdf

Good Afternoon,
The intent of this email is to provide responses to the questions raised by neighbors at the DRB hearing on
July 22nd 2020, in regards to the proposed Wintergreen Apartment project City project number PR-2020004030.
The updated plans to address DRB comments from the July 22nd hearing are available on the City website:
http://data.cabq.gov/government/planning/DRB/PR-2020-004030/DRB%20Submittals/PR-2020004030_Aug_5_2020_Supp/Application/DRB%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020/2020013%20DRB%20Plans%20%20Wintergreen%20Luxury%20Apartments%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020.pdf
Below is a list of questions from the DRB meeting on July 22nd that I heard. Any duplicates were consolidated
into a single question/theme. If you have specific project questions not previously addressed in the public
meetings, please email us so we can work to respond to your questions rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.

•

Will a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) be prepared by the applicant?
Response: This development does not meet the City threshold to require a Traffic Impact
Study. Additional traffic review was completed including the Trip Generation Worksheet based on the
ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments, Sub-Area Map
as a basis of the trip distribution, Trip Distribution Worksheet and Map, which were submitted to the City

Traffic Engineer and send to you on July 21 2020. Ms. Mirabel asked at the DRB hearing for the chart
which was used to determine the trips, and I have attached to this email. The attachment provides an
overview on how the trips are determined based on historical data (pre Covid-19). The development is
also subject to payment of City impact fees for transportation, drainage, City facilities, parks, and public
safety. Impact fees are a charge of assessment imposed by the City on new development in order to
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generate revenue for funding or recouping the costs of capital improvements rationally related to new
development in accordance with applicable law.

•

Please provide the market research supporting the decision to proceed with luxury apartments?
Response: The developer is unwilling to share the market study for this development.

•

We have requested sound barriers, Line of sight barriers, fencing barriers, landscape barriers, lighting
barriers.
Response: A 6-ft CMU block wall is proposed to be installed 5-ft offset the property boundary.

•

We requested a sound and visibility wall at least 8 feet along the East end of the property boundary.
Response: Where feasible we are proposing 2-ft earth bench to elevate the 6-ft wall to include the
effective height.

•

Will an archeology study, crime impact study, wildlife impact study property value impact study be
provided by the applicant?

•

Response: Following a sensitivity review of the project site in regards to IDO Section 5-2 Site Design
and Sensitive Lands, the following assessment was made by the applicant that Tract E-1 does not meet
any of the sensitive land elements, as described further below:
o

5-2(C)(1)(a) Floodplains and flood hazard areas – the site is not with in a floodplain or flood
hazard area per FEMA FIRM Map 35001C0108G dated 9/26/2008

o

5-2(C)(1)(b) Steep slopes – Steep slopes is not defined by the IDO but generally considered
steep if the slope is greater than 20%. The average slope of the undeveloped site is 4.5%

o

5-2(C)(1)(c) Unstable soils – per USGS the of soil is bluepoint loamy fine sand 98.1%

o

5-2(C)(1)(d) Wetlands – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of wetlands.

o

5-2(C)(1)(e) Arroyos – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of recorded arroyos.

o

5-2(C)(1)(f) Irrigation facilities (acequias) – no

o

5-2(C)(1)(g) Escarpments – there are no escarpments on the property

o

5-2(C)(1)(h) Rock outcroppings – there are no rock outcroppings on the property

o

5-2(C)(1)(i) Large stands of mature trees – not present, the site is in an undeveloped condition
with vegetation typical of the west mesa with areas of scrub, small vegetation and some minor
disturbance by dumping of soils.

o

5-2(C)(1)(j) Archaeological sites – certificate of no effect provided by the COA dated May 6,
2020 on file.

A crime impact, wildlife and property value impact study is not required with the application and will not
be completed.
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An archeological certification of no effect was provided by the Albuquerque City Archaeologist for this
site.

•

We have requested that the recreational walking trail adjacent our properties be removed.
Response: The walking trail has been shifted to the west further away from the east property line but
remains for the residents to utilize for recreational exercise.

•

Please provide a view plan exhibit?
Response: A view plan exhibit was prepared to show the sections along the east half of the property
and is attached to this email.

•

We have requested Large River walk as opposed to Grass to discourage foot traffic.
Response: Native seed is proposed as ground cover in the 50-ft landscape buffer area, along with
shrubs and trees, as detailed on the landscape plans.

•

Concern with the scale and intensity of the development.
Response: The subject site is zoned MX-M (Mixed Use Medium intensity) and the proposed multifamily use is allowed permissively. The proposed plan meets applicable development standards
(height, setbacks, parking, etc.) and the technical standards (drainage, vehicular access, etc.). The site
was previously zoned C-2 (Community Commercial), which allowed multi-family development at a
much more intense scale of development (higher density and over 10 stories in height were possible
under C-2 zoning).
This development and proposed density also aligns with the infill development of the City with the City
of Albuquerque Comprehensive Plan Goal and policy listed in Chapter 5: Land Use, regarding
development patterns: Goal 5.3-Efficient Development Patterns: Promote development patterns that
maximize the utility of existing infrastructure and public facilities and the efficient use of land to support
the public good, and Policy 5.3.1- Infill Development: Support additional growth in areas with existing
infrastructure and public facilities. The project will facilitate development of a portion of a site already
served by existing infrastructure that is available for use (Golf Course Rd, Black Arroyo Channel,
ABCWUA water and sewer) thereby maximizing the utility of existing infrastructure and using land in an
efficient manner. Using infrastructure and land in this way generally supports the public good because
it is more efficient than adding infrastructure and/or developing residential developments on the urban
fringe.

•

We also would like the landscape plan to include more mature trees, to protect immediate privacy. The
current plan has at least 10-year maturity
3
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Response: 6-ft plus high trees will be installed at install for the Austrian Pine species, Chinese Juniper
planted as 5 gal shrubs, the other tree species shall have a 2-inch plus caliper.

•

We would like plants that do not affect allergies. Juniper plants are a major contributor to allergies.
Response: The two types of evergreens are selected for the eastern edge of the landscape:
o

Austrian Pines / Pinus nigra. Uncommon tree allergen, minimal needle drop with regular
irrigation.

o

Chinese Juniper / Juniperus chinensus – ‘Spartan’ (narrow) variety, planted as 5 gal shrubs.
FEMALE TREES ONLY per compliance with City Aeroallergen Ordinance.

o

The city tracks and puts out daily air quality pollen counts. Junipers, a common allergen, are
included. Pines, an uncommon allergen, are not included.

•

We want Trash Bins moved away from the East side of the development, away from homeowners’
properties.
Response: Limited in placement due to Solid Waste and ABCWUA requirements, located dumpsters
outside of the buffer area and as far away as possible from the residents.

•

Lighting must be directed away from private properties.
Response: All outdoor lighting for the project is controlled by the New Mexico Night Sky Protection Act
and regulated by the IDO section 5-8. No light source for any outdoor light fixture shall be directly
visible from any public right-of-way or any adjacent property. Light poles will have a max height of 16-ft.

•

Privacy Concerns
Response: The City has no specific standards to protect privacy of backyards such as preventing sightlines from adjoining properties but does require a 50-ft landscape buffer to provide setback and
landscaping between this development and the single family residence. The IDO Neighborhood Edge
requirements (height limitations, buffer requirements, etc.) are met with this development.

•

We discourage Grass on the East side buffer, being that the noise generated by maintenance and
mowing would impose on the neighborhood.
Response: All property owners in the City of Albuquerque must follow the Noise Control Ordinance
https://www.cabq.gov/environmentalhealth/noise

•

Concern on Crime increasing in the area:
Response: Site design and building design standards are reflected in the Integrated Development
Ordinance (IDO) which incorporate the basic tenets of CPTED (Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design), such as adequate lighting, minimizing “hiding places,” providing opportunities
4
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for passive surveillance, and restricting access to sites and buildings to only residents (gating, doors
with controlled access, etc.). AFR (Fire & Rescue) and APD (Police Department) provided comments
on the site plan with those elements considered with the design. As this is a gated apartment
community the residents will be as concerned for crime prevention across Albuquerque as any other
good neighbor is.

•

Water runoff and drainage has not been addressed adequately to the neighborhood concerns.
Response: Tierra West is unaware of any outstanding questions or concerns regarding drainage.

As the applicant we consider the Site Plan complies with all applicable provisions of the IDO, the DPM, other
adopted City regulations, all of which is being reviewed thoroughly by the DRB. We have followed the
procedures outlined in the IDO document for notice provisions. If you have specific project questions relating
to the development, please email us so we can work to respond to your questions
rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.
This application has not bypassed any City agency/s or committee/s and is following the City of Albuquerque
process. If you have process questions, i.e. specific to the IDO notification procedures, or any other City
process matter please email the DRB Chair Ms. Wolfley at jwolfley@cabq.gov.
The upcoming DRB meeting to review the re-submittal to address DRB member’s comments is this
Wednesday, 5 August 2020. The project number is PR-2020-004030, and is number three on the
agenda. The agenda is posted online and the call in details are as follows:
Join Zoom Meeting (9:00 am Wednesday 8/5/2020)
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 312 626 6799 or find your local number: https://hes32ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fcabq.zoom.us%2fu%2faLqNrIrNh&umid=4
84bd6cd-dd6f-4907-a6d5-3f4de2a0b3b1&auth=c5e193b2792d33bbda0d14ee5f909adbb398f028974e9a409faca52c1367ea8a12433369b50b1bd7
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s) named above or their
designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is
strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by
return message or by telephone and delete the original message from your email system. Thank you.

From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:36 PM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; 'rick@rba81.com'; 'gnh5976@gmail.com'; '1garciagang@gmail.com';
'mdmiraba@msn.com'; 'meganfitz@live.com'; 'bcreel@msn.com'; 'frandimarco@msn.com'; 'cfmirabal@gmail.com';
'ruffkat@yahoo.com'; 'ruffkat@yahoo.com'; 'david.m.lopez@msn.com'; 'garnand_lu@yahoo.com';
'kmcvey124@comcast.net'; 'tjmurieta@msn.com'; 'tjmurieta@msn.com'; 'nenaperkin@gmail.com';
'avalgman12@gmail.com'; 'scott.templeton@comcast.net'; 'chavezdyx4@yahoo.com'; 'mccormackdj@comcast.net';
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'erin.coffman@yahoo.com'; 'huerta.loretta58@gmail.com'; 'gayle.binkley@me.com'; 'marshakearney@gmail.com';
'nauticalhutch@gmail.com'; 'miladybutler@yahoo.com'; 'rfasel@fed.net'
Cc: 'Jocelyn Torres'; 'Gomez, Angela J.'; 'Maggie Gould'; 'Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF'; jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18
20.docx

Here is a downloaded link to the City of Albuquerque 95% plans detailing the Westside Blvd widening from Golf Course
Rd to NM 528. Funding has been authorized with construction scheduled to start in spring 2021.
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkmvdAAIpPHseyTI
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:28 AM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com;
meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com;
tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net;
chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com;
gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF; jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18
20.docx

Hello All,
Please find attached the following items relating to the traffic queries for this project:
•
•
•
•
•

Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing (MidRise) apartments
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
Trip Distribution Worksheet
Trip Distribution Map
Westside Blvd. widening project timing and financials which is in the current Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) for FFY 2020 and 2021. According to MRCOG TIP Coordinator, this is a high priority project for the
City of Albuquerque and City of Rio Rancho. This project will more than likely be completed over the next few
years considering the amount of construction that is involved. Here is a link to MRCOG website where you can
find the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (which includes project lists), as well as the TIP: https://www.mrcognm.gov/233/Metro-Planning.

Grading and Drainage
• Here is the downloadable link to the drainage plan https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkDpTWEqdjmDVXFo
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
6
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Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s) named above or their
designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is
strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by
return message or by telephone and delete the original message from your email system. Thank you.

From: p crump [mailto:phcrumpsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com;
scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com;
miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF
Subject: [#2020013] Emailing: Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Dear All:
Attached please find the Report for the meeting held Thursday evening, June 18th, regarding the
proposed Wintergreen Apartments. Please review it carefully.
If there are errors of either Omission (something important said but left out) or Commission
(something important misquoted), please let us know and we will issue correcting Amendments. You
may send potential corrections to phcrumpsf@gmail.com.
Also, instructions for submitting additional comments to the DRB are included near the end of the
report under Hearing Details.
Also, you may let the City know your impression of the meeting and the facilitator(s) by going to one
of the following evaluations:
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-applicant-survey
or
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-participant-survey
Thank you very much for your participation.
Philip Crump and Jocelyn Torres, Facilitators

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:32 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: [#2020013] E-mail lists (Wintergreen Apartment project DRB PR-2020-004030)

Please add to the record for this case.
-----Original Message----From: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>;
Nauticalhutch@gmail.com
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>;
Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: RE: [#2020013] E-mail lists (Wintergreen Apartment project DRB
PR-2020-004030)
Marsha, I have forwarded the information that was sent out to the
facilitated meeting group participants to your email address
"rmeek1978@gmail.com". I will make sure this address is included with
future correspondence.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----1
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From: Marsha Kearney [mailto:rmeek1978@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:25 PM
To: Nauticalhutch@gmail.com; Richard Stevenson
Cc: mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval
Subject: E-mail lists
Scott - please had me to the e-mail list for the HOA. I never got the email sent out. Mr. Stevenson, I never received the June meeting notes.
Please Add this e-mail address.
Thanks,
Marsha Kearney
rmeek1978@gmail.com
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gomez, Angela J.
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 2:16 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030) (2)

From: Megan Fitzpatrick [mailto:meganfitz@live.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2020 2:07 PM
To: Richard Stevenson; Marsha Kearney
Cc: p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com;
bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com;
garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com;
avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net;
erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com;
nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net; Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Gould,
Maggie S.
Subject: Re: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)

Thank you, Mr. Stevenson. In regards to crime, please look at this. This homicide occurred at the Sky Stone apartments a
few days ago, yes, the other 4 story apartment complex that butts up against Seven Bar North and my backyard. You
failed to give any concrete discussion to the crime that most undoubtedly will occur in our community. We are being
surrounded by apartments, which was never the intention of the community. You wouldn’t want this in your backyard,
and nor do we.

https://www.kob.com/albuquerque-news/apd-investigating-homicide-on-west-side/5813739/
Thank you
Megan Fitzpatrick

From: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 at 1:54 PM
To: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Cc: p crump <phcrumpsf@gmail.com>, Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>, "rick@rba81.com"
<rick@rba81.com>, "gnh5976@gmail.com" <gnh5976@gmail.com>, "1garciagang@gmail.com"
<1garciagang@gmail.com>, mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>, Me <meganfitz@live.com>,
"bcreel@msn.com" <bcreel@msn.com>, "frandimarco@msn.com" <frandimarco@msn.com>,
"cfmirabal@gmail.com" <cfmirabal@gmail.com>, "ruffkat@yahoo.com" <ruffkat@yahoo.com>,
"david.m.lopez@msn.com" <david.m.lopez@msn.com>, "garnand_lu@yahoo.com"
<garnand_lu@yahoo.com>, "kmcvey124@comcast.net" <kmcvey124@comcast.net>, "tjmurieta@msn.com"
<tjmurieta@msn.com>, "nenaperkin@gmail.com" <nenaperkin@gmail.com>, "avalgman12@gmail.com"
<avalgman12@gmail.com>, "scott.templeton@comcast.net" <scott.templeton@comcast.net>,
"chavezdyx4@yahoo.com" <chavezdyx4@yahoo.com>, "mccormackdj@comcast.net"
<mccormackdj@comcast.net>, "erin.coffman@yahoo.com" <erin.coffman@yahoo.com>,
"huerta.loretta58@gmail.com" <huerta.loretta58@gmail.com>, "gayle.binkley@me.com"
<gayle.binkley@me.com>, "marshakearney@gmail.com" <marshakearney@gmail.com>,
"nauticalhutch@gmail.com" <nauticalhutch@gmail.com>, "miladybutler@yahoo.com"
1
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<miladybutler@yahoo.com>, "rfasel@fed.net" <rfasel@fed.net>, "Gomez, Angela J." <agomez@cabq.gov>,
"jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov" <jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov>, Maggie Gould <MGould@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)
Good Afternoon,
In regards to notification, including signage, we followed the requirements listed in Section 6-4(K) of the IDO. This
included sending notices to the adjoining property owners based on the City provided ONC list, posting the yellow sign
per the sign posting agreement, and sending out notices to the recognized Home Owner Associations. If you have
concerns with the IDO notification procedures that applicants are required to follow, please email DRB Chair Ms. Wolfley
jwolfley@cabq.gov. Annual updates of the IDO are submitted every year into the City’s review and approval process, so
the City can consider your feedback and concerns.
Cobble rock, or equivalent, will be placed in the 5-ft setback between the CMU wall and the property line. The
apartment landscape maintenance crew will maintain all areas on the property. Additional trees and vegetation density
were added to the buffer area, and the walking trail has been shifted to the west further away from the property line.
We previously discussed crime in prior correspondence and at the public meetings.
All Solar Access requirements per IDO Section 5-10 are met.
The market research and studies completed by the developer are proprietary and will not be shared.
The tree sizes at planting and at maturity are shown in the cross sections to provide a scale and orientation of the
apartment building relative to the single family homes and detail the buffer area. As previously mentioned the IDO
requires a 50-ft landscape buffer (IDO Section 5-9(F)) to provide a setback between the improvements and the single
family homes to increase the privacy and to reduce sight-lines from adjoining properties. Based on the proposed
building height there is also a minimum 100-ft offset from the property line (IDO Section 2-4(C)), to provide protection
to the adjacent home owners. Please refer to the landscaping plan which details the tree spacing, heights at maturity
etc. which is included in the plans (link provided in previous email).
The Comprehensive Plan provides the guiding framework in establishing the zoning designations throughout the
City. The zoning allowable uses is then specifically defined in the IDO and by the specific zone classification. The IDO
also defines the development standards and the City’s planning system and procedures. This project meets the
requirements listed in the IDO, to the best of our knowledge. This is not a zone change, and as such, when the City
Council placed the MX-M zoning designation on the property it was guided by the Comprehensive Plan Goals and
Policies. The assessment for MX-M zoning was completed by City Planners, property owners, neighborhood associations
and members of the public during the adoption of the IDO. You can find more information on the City website
https://abc-zone.com/

Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Marsha Kearney [mailto:rmeek1978@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 9:02 PM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com;
meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com;
2
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nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com;
mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com;
marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net; Gomez, Angela J.;
jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov; Maggie Gould
Subject: Re: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)

After reading Tierra West’s response I have several comments/ questions I would like included in the record.
1. No mention of lack of notification and the dealing with the signage not being in line with the IDO
requirements until two days before the first hearing. How is that matter remedied? Also the 100 feet from the
property does NOT include public right-of-ways. Would not that expand the number of residents that needed to
be contacted?
2. The residents talked about “river rock,” not “river walk” to discourage people from getting near the adjacent
properties. What is planned for the 5 feet between the Planned wall and existing walls? Would not that collect
trash and debris? How would that be managed? Also hard to understand how you would build up the six foot
wall with 2 foot raised ground where possible. You talk about changes in the buffer, yet there are no displays of
what that would look like.
3. The crime has greatly increased in the areas where other apartment complexes have been built on the
Westside. What makes this complex different?
4. The statement that 10 story buildings would be allowed in the area under the C-2 zoning is
INCORRECT. The previous zoning only allowed for 2 story building with the conditional clause.
5. There is no mention of “solar access.” How does this project impact solar access for the residents?
6. The Developer declined to share the market research to support the building of luxury apartments in this
area. This is a critical issue to the residents and when considering the comprehensive plan. There are already a
number of apartments on the Westside with “space available.”To say that This information will not be shared is
NOT answering questions/concerns.
7. The cross-sections provided are inadequate when speaking to the privacy and noise barriers needed for the
residents. Cross-sections show trees. Where exactly are they planted, spacing, heights, etc. We have no clear
view of what will be in the buffer and how it will protect the adjacent property owners.
8. When considering the Guiding Principles in Chapter 4 of the Comprehensive Plan, this project is totally out
of line with the guidance given by this overarching document. Please answer how this project meets those
principles.
Please share your responses with all on this mailing list.
Marsha Kearney

On Aug 3, 2020, at 5:10 PM, Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com> wrote:
Good Afternoon,
The intent of this email is to provide responses to the questions raised by neighbors at the DRB
hearing on July 22nd 2020, in regards to the proposed Wintergreen Apartment project City
project number PR-2020-004030.
The updated plans to address DRB comments from the July 22nd hearing are available on the
City website: http://data.cabq.gov/government/planning/DRB/PR-2020004030/DRB%20Submittals/PR-2020004030_Aug_5_2020_Supp/Application/DRB%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020/2020013%20DRB
%20Plans%20%20Wintergreen%20Luxury%20Apartments%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020.pdf
3
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Below is a list of questions from the DRB meeting on July 22nd that I heard. Any duplicates
were consolidated into a single question/theme. If you have specific project questions not
previously addressed in the public meetings, please email us so we can work to respond to your
questions rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.

•

Will a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) be prepared by the applicant?
Response: This development does not meet the City threshold to require a Traffic
Impact Study. Additional traffic review was completed including the Trip Generation
Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily
Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments, Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution, Trip
Distribution Worksheet and Map, which were submitted to the City Traffic Engineer and
send to you on July 21 2020. Ms. Mirabel asked at the DRB hearing for the chart which
was used to determine the trips, and I have attached to this email. The attachment
provides an overview on how the trips are determined based on historical data (pre
Covid-19). The development is also subject to payment of City impact fees for
transportation, drainage, City facilities, parks, and public safety. Impact fees are a
charge of assessment imposed by the City on new development in order to generate
revenue for funding or recouping the costs of capital improvements rationally related to
new development in accordance with applicable law.

•

Please provide the market research supporting the decision to proceed with luxury
apartments?
Response: The developer is unwilling to share the market study for this development.

•

We have requested sound barriers, Line of sight barriers, fencing barriers, landscape
barriers, lighting barriers.
Response: A 6-ft CMU block wall is proposed to be installed 5-ft offset the property
boundary.

•

We requested a sound and visibility wall at least 8 feet along the East end of the
property boundary.
Response: Where feasible we are proposing 2-ft earth bench to elevate the 6-ft wall to
include the effective height.

•

Will an archeology study, crime impact study, wildlife impact study property value impact
study be provided by the applicant?

4
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•

Response: Following a sensitivity review of the project site in regards to IDO Section 5-2
Site Design and Sensitive Lands, the following assessment was made by the applicant
that Tract E-1 does not meet any of the sensitive land elements, as described further
below:
o

5-2(C)(1)(a) Floodplains and flood hazard areas – the site is not with in a
floodplain or flood hazard area per FEMA FIRM Map 35001C0108G dated
9/26/2008

o

5-2(C)(1)(b) Steep slopes – Steep slopes is not defined by the IDO but generally
considered steep if the slope is greater than 20%. The average slope of the
undeveloped site is 4.5%

o

5-2(C)(1)(c) Unstable soils – per USGS the of soil is bluepoint loamy fine sand
98.1%

o

5-2(C)(1)(d) Wetlands – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of wetlands.

o

5-2(C)(1)(e) Arroyos – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of recorded arroyos.

o

5-2(C)(1)(f) Irrigation facilities (acequias) – no

o

5-2(C)(1)(g) Escarpments – there are no escarpments on the property

o

5-2(C)(1)(h) Rock outcroppings – there are no rock outcroppings on the property

o

5-2(C)(1)(i) Large stands of mature trees – not present, the site is in an
undeveloped condition with vegetation typical of the west mesa with areas of
scrub, small vegetation and some minor disturbance by dumping of soils.

o

5-2(C)(1)(j) Archaeological sites – certificate of no effect provided by the COA
dated May 6, 2020 on file.

A crime impact, wildlife and property value impact study is not required with the
application and will not be completed.
An archeological certification of no effect was provided by the Albuquerque City
Archaeologist for this site.

•

We have requested that the recreational walking trail adjacent our properties be
removed.
Response: The walking trail has been shifted to the west further away from the east
property line but remains for the residents to utilize for recreational exercise.

•

Please provide a view plan exhibit?
Response: A view plan exhibit was prepared to show the sections along the east half of
the property and is attached to this email.

5
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•

We have requested Large River walk as opposed to Grass to discourage foot traffic.
Response: Native seed is proposed as ground cover in the 50-ft landscape buffer area,
along with shrubs and trees, as detailed on the landscape plans.

•

Concern with the scale and intensity of the development.
Response: The subject site is zoned MX-M (Mixed Use Medium intensity) and the
proposed multi-family use is allowed permissively. The proposed plan meets applicable
development standards (height, setbacks, parking, etc.) and the technical standards
(drainage, vehicular access, etc.). The site was previously zoned C-2 (Community
Commercial), which allowed multi-family development at a much more intense scale of
development (higher density and over 10 stories in height were possible under C-2
zoning).
This development and proposed density also aligns with the infill development of the City
with the City of Albuquerque Comprehensive Plan Goal and policy listed in Chapter 5:
Land Use, regarding development patterns: Goal 5.3-Efficient Development Patterns:
Promote development patterns that maximize the utility of existing infrastructure and
public facilities and the efficient use of land to support the public good, and Policy 5.3.1Infill Development: Support additional growth in areas with existing infrastructure and
public facilities. The project will facilitate development of a portion of a site already
served by existing infrastructure that is available for use (Golf Course Rd, Black Arroyo
Channel, ABCWUA water and sewer) thereby maximizing the utility of existing
infrastructure and using land in an efficient manner. Using infrastructure and land in this
way generally supports the public good because it is more efficient than adding
infrastructure and/or developing residential developments on the urban fringe.

•

We also would like the landscape plan to include more mature trees, to protect
immediate privacy. The current plan has at least 10-year maturity
Response: 6-ft plus high trees will be installed at install for the Austrian Pine species,
Chinese Juniper planted as 5 gal shrubs, the other tree species shall have a 2-inch plus
caliper.

•

We would like plants that do not affect allergies. Juniper plants are a major contributor to
allergies.
Response: The two types of evergreens are selected for the eastern edge of the
landscape:
o

Austrian Pines / Pinus nigra. Uncommon tree allergen, minimal needle drop with
regular irrigation.
6
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o

Chinese Juniper / Juniperus chinensus – ‘Spartan’ (narrow) variety, planted as 5
gal shrubs. FEMALE TREES ONLY per compliance with City Aeroallergen
Ordinance.

o

The city tracks and puts out daily air quality pollen counts. Junipers, a common
allergen, are included. Pines, an uncommon allergen, are not included.

•

We want Trash Bins moved away from the East side of the development, away from
homeowners’ properties.
Response: Limited in placement due to Solid Waste and ABCWUA requirements,
located dumpsters outside of the buffer area and as far away as possible from the
residents.

•

Lighting must be directed away from private properties.
Response: All outdoor lighting for the project is controlled by the New Mexico Night Sky
Protection Act and regulated by the IDO section 5-8. No light source for any outdoor light
fixture shall be directly visible from any public right-of-way or any adjacent property.
Light poles will have a max height of 16-ft.

•

Privacy Concerns
Response: The City has no specific standards to protect privacy of backyards such as
preventing sight-lines from adjoining properties but does require a 50-ft landscape buffer
to provide setback and landscaping between this development and the single family
residence. The IDO Neighborhood Edge requirements (height limitations, buffer
requirements, etc.) are met with this development.

•

We discourage Grass on the East side buffer, being that the noise generated by
maintenance and mowing would impose on the neighborhood.
Response: All property owners in the City of Albuquerque must follow the Noise Control
Ordinance https://www.cabq.gov/environmentalhealth/noise

•

Concern on Crime increasing in the area:
Response: Site design and building design standards are reflected in the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO) which incorporate the basic tenets of CPTED (Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design), such as adequate lighting, minimizing
“hiding places,” providing opportunities for passive surveillance, and restricting access to
sites and buildings to only residents (gating, doors with controlled access, etc.). AFR
(Fire & Rescue) and APD (Police Department) provided comments on the site plan with
7
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those elements considered with the design. As this is a gated apartment community the
residents will be as concerned for crime prevention across Albuquerque as any other
good neighbor is.

•

Water runoff and drainage has not been addressed adequately to the neighborhood
concerns.
Response: Tierra West is unaware of any outstanding questions or concerns regarding

drainage.
As the applicant we consider the Site Plan complies with all applicable provisions of the IDO,
the DPM, other adopted City regulations, all of which is being reviewed thoroughly by the
DRB. We have followed the procedures outlined in the IDO document for notice provisions. If
you have specific project questions relating to the development, please email us so we can work
to respond to your questions rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.
This application has not bypassed any City agency/s or committee/s and is following the City of
Albuquerque process. If you have process questions, i.e. specific to the IDO notification
procedures, or any other City process matter please email the DRB Chair Ms. Wolfley at
jwolfley@cabq.gov.
The upcoming DRB meeting to review the re-submittal to address DRB member’s comments is
this Wednesday, 5 August 2020. The project number is PR-2020-004030, and is number three
on the agenda. The agenda is posted online and the call in details are as follows:
Join Zoom Meeting (9:00 am Wednesday 8/5/2020)
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 312 626 6799 or find your local number: https://hes32ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fcabq.zoom.us%2fu%2faLq
NrIrNh&umid=32057433-94b8-4fdb-a21a056e4ec2aa42&auth=c5e193b2792d33bbda0d14ee5f909adbb398f0286d0e4a7df508df08c0dd6d11236b96ec1d7dae98
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s)
named above or their designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If
you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original message
from your email system. Thank you.

From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:36 PM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; 'rick@rba81.com'; 'gnh5976@gmail.com'; '1garciagang@gmail.com';
'mdmiraba@msn.com'; 'meganfitz@live.com'; 'bcreel@msn.com'; 'frandimarco@msn.com';
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'cfmirabal@gmail.com'; 'ruffkat@yahoo.com'; 'ruffkat@yahoo.com'; 'david.m.lopez@msn.com';
'garnand_lu@yahoo.com'; 'kmcvey124@comcast.net'; 'tjmurieta@msn.com'; 'tjmurieta@msn.com';
'nenaperkin@gmail.com'; 'avalgman12@gmail.com'; 'scott.templeton@comcast.net';
'chavezdyx4@yahoo.com'; 'mccormackdj@comcast.net'; 'erin.coffman@yahoo.com';
'huerta.loretta58@gmail.com'; 'gayle.binkley@me.com'; 'marshakearney@gmail.com';
'nauticalhutch@gmail.com'; 'miladybutler@yahoo.com'; 'rfasel@fed.net'
Cc: 'Jocelyn Torres'; 'Gomez, Angela J.'; 'Maggie Gould'; 'Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF';
jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated Meeting
Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Here is a downloaded link to the City of Albuquerque 95% plans detailing the Westside Blvd widening
from Golf Course Rd to NM 528. Funding has been authorized with construction scheduled to start in
spring 2021.
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkmvdAAIpPHseyTI
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:28 AM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com;
cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com;
garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com;
nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net;
chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com;
nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF; jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated Meeting
Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Hello All,
Please find attached the following items relating to the traffic queries for this project:
•
•
•
•
•

Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
Trip Distribution Worksheet
Trip Distribution Map
Westside Blvd. widening project timing and financials which is in the current Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) for FFY 2020 and 2021. According to MRCOG TIP Coordinator, this
is a high priority project for the City of Albuquerque and City of Rio Rancho. This project will
more than likely be completed over the next few years considering the amount of construction
that is involved. Here is a link to MRCOG website where you can find the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (which includes project lists), as well as the TIP: https://www.mrcognm.gov/233/Metro-Planning.

Grading and Drainage
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•

Here is the downloadable link to the drainage plan
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkDpTWEqdjmDVXFo

Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s)
named above or their designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If
you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original message
from your email system. Thank you.

From: p crump [mailto:phcrumpsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com;
cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com;
garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com;
nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net;
chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com;
nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF
Subject: [#2020013] Emailing: Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Dear All:
Attached please find the Report for the meeting held Thursday evening, June 18th,
regarding the proposed Wintergreen Apartments. Please review it carefully.
If there are errors of either Omission (something important said but left out) or
Commission (something important misquoted), please let us know and we will issue
correcting Amendments. You may send potential corrections
to phcrumpsf@gmail.com.
Also, instructions for submitting additional comments to the DRB are included near the
end of the report under Hearing Details.
Also, you may let the City know your impression of the meeting and the facilitator(s) by
going to one of the following evaluations:
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-programapplicant-survey
or
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https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-programparticipant-survey
Thank you very much for your participation.
Philip Crump and Jocelyn Torres, Facilitators

<ITE_Land_Use_221_Mid_Rise.pdf>
<2020013_Building C & D Cross Section_Exhibit_B-C1 C2.pdf>
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Monday, August 03, 2020 8:52 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
Wolfley, Jolene
FW: # 2020013 Wintergreen Apartments on Golf Course RD.
Comp Plan - PDF.pdf; Comp Plan - Word document.docx

Angela,
Can you please add this to the file for 4030? Thanks!
-----Original Message----From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 7:44 PM
To: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>; Wolfley, Jolene
<jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Morris, Petra <pmorris@cabq.gov>; Gould, Maggie
S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; larry Sandoval
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>; Megan Fitzpatrick <meganfitz@live.com>
Subject: # 2020013 Wintergreen Apartments on Golf Course RD.

Jolene,
Just making sure this is added to the documentation for the Wintergreen
Apartments. One of the “cc’s” said that it did not go through the first
time.. I would appreciate notification that this was received. That you
kindly.
Marsha Kearney
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:16 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW:

Please add to the record for PR 4030.
From: Erin Coffman <erin.coffman@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:02 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject:
Hi Jolene,
I would like to respectively request the postponement of the DRB meeting for the Wintergreen Apartment development
by Tierra West scheduled for July 22, 2020. The Zoom or virtual meeting has not proven to be effective and in turn does
not constitute a true public meeting. This is a violation of the Open Meeting Act.
Thank you,
Erin Zinsmeyer (Coffman)
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, July 20, 2020 8:51 AM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Addendum
image0.jpeg; ATT00001.htm; Addendum.docx; ATT00002.htm

Please distribute to DRB members and add to the record.
Maggie will followup with Ms. Kearney.
From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 10:07 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Subject: Fwd: Addendum
Please add this to the record. I had to have Larry Sandoval put the Addendum in a document, as I don’t have those
capabilities (or should I say, knowledge to use). The name of the website Larry spoke about is Haynes Park Next Door. I
posted an alert about the public meeting and there was concern/interest in what is going on from Rio Rancho down to
Paradise. Most of the concerns were about traffic and crime. Some were concerned about more apartment buildings
and how that can bring jobs and growth to the city. There were several that remarked “we should have known this
when we moved in,” and a couple that feel economic growth is the best. The main thing to me was getting the word
out to those affected. This project affects them all, yet the community involvement is most limited. I also spoke with
Mayor Greg Hull on July 6th and he said they would not be commenting o the project, but speaking to Albuquerque
about traffic concerns.
It’s greatly concerning when the President of our HOA says they are only responsible for covenants enforcement, yet
they willingly pay for half a room for us to meet with Tierra West on June 18th. Since the first meetings on the
rezoning/IDO process the HOA never informed the residents of the the original process or opportunity to respond to the
rezoning in 2018. If they had, a number of us would have gotten involved. Now the property owners or developer can
request a zoning amendment, but the adjacent residents have no ability to do such. Just considering the HOAs - about a
third never responded to the conversion opportunity. When adding those who do not have an HOA or neighborhood
association, you have a great number of residents that are not being allowed to provide input to the planning process,
be it the IDO or project itself. Yet they greatly affect their everyday life and future. This is a major prejudice of people
like myself.
There was an initial meeting in early April of the neighborhood coalitions, Jack Corder (who does not represent the
residents, but works for the HOA), and the HOA President, (who says this is not the responsibility of the HOA). NO
residents with homes adjacent to the property were invited to that meeting. The people invited to that initial meeting
were sent “certified letters,” yet none of them represented the people within 100 feet of the project. Tierra West just
sent first class letters on June 26, 2020 to the homeowners within 100 feet - it was not important to verify whether they
were received or not. Jack Corder knew about this project and the rezoning, yet he nor the HOA never moved to contact
the involved residents until later in April. Then on May 20th one of the residents went to Tierra West’s website and saw
the write-up for Huning Castle Apartments (attached). Their website stated that “Numerous appeals filed by the
neighborhoods were successfully defended through City Council and on to District Court.” This has since been removed,
but the unwillingness to even listen to the residents and community and to allow a project that does not consider the
effects of the project on people and the environment goes totally against what democracy is all about.
1
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Please ensure at a minimum that all homeowners within 100 feet of this
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gomez, Angela J.
Monday, August 03, 2020 9:36 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Document Request - Neighborhood Input/Concerns PR 2020-4030 (2)

From: Wolfley, Jolene
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2020 9:12 AM
To: Gomez, Angela J.
Cc: Gould, Maggie S.
Subject: FW: Document Request - Neighborhood Input/Concerns PR 2020-4030

Please include in the Record for PR 2020-4030.
Note this email is to Mr. Stevenson.
From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 6:36 PM
To: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Cc: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Document Request - Neighborhood Input/Concerns

Dear Mr. Stevenson,
We do not have copies of all of the neighborhood input and concerns that were sent to you on the proposed
development. We are requesting all documents and emails sent to you per the May 6, 2020 direction from Scott
Templeton, Seven Bar HOA President to Mike Mirabal. He stated, “Well I think the best way for you to communicate
your concerns is directly with Engineering firm.” Reiterating the same information at the May 8, 2020 informal
neighborhood gathering that Richard Stevenson, PE with Tierra West, LLC. would be the point of contact to funnel the
neighbors input and concerns.
We are requesting a copy of all the people who submitted input & concerns and the content of the content they sent to
you through email with attached documents. Please feel free to contact us if you have questions.

Sincerely,,

Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, August 03, 2020 9:12 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.
FW: Document Request - Neighborhood Input/Concerns PR 2020-4030

Please include in the Record for PR 2020-4030.
Note this email is to Mr. Stevenson.
From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 6:36 PM
To: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Cc: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Document Request - Neighborhood Input/Concerns

Dear Mr. Stevenson,
We do not have copies of all of the neighborhood input and concerns that were sent to you on the proposed
development. We are requesting all documents and emails sent to you per the May 6, 2020 direction from Scott
Templeton, Seven Bar HOA President to Mike Mirabal. He stated, “Well I think the best way for you to communicate
your concerns is directly with Engineering firm.” Reiterating the same information at the May 8, 2020 informal
neighborhood gathering that Richard Stevenson, PE with Tierra West, LLC. would be the point of contact to funnel the
neighbors input and concerns.
We are requesting a copy of all the people who submitted input & concerns and the content of the content they sent to
you through email with attached documents. Please feel free to contact us if you have questions.

Sincerely,,

Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:19 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: DRB Meeting - July 22nd

Importance:

High

Please add to the record for PR 4030.
From: pgarcia12@comcast.net <pgarcia12@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:24 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: DRB Meeting - July 22nd
Importance: High
Good evening Mr. Wolfley, I live in North Seven Bar, Albuquerque. I am writing this email in concern that the City
Planning DRB is holding a virtual meeting. I understand the current situation with COVID and the need to maintain
quarantine/isolation/masks; however, this is an extremely important issue that has huge economic and safety concerns
for our neighborhood. Because of the importance and impact on our community to what is being consider I ask that you
re-schedule the July 22nd City Planning DRB meeting to time in the future when we can truly have an open forum to
discuss our concerns about the Apartment Project that is being considered. Virtual meetings do not constitute a true a
public meeting and they by nature limit participation, which I feel would severely handicap an open discussion
considering all the impact this project may have on the surrounding area. Thank you for considering my request.
Respectfully,
Patrick
Patrick Garcia
12022 Sullivan Court NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114
Phone: (505)453-2479

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:20 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Drb zoom meeting for July 22nd be rescheduled

Please add to the record for PR 4030.
-----Original Message----From: Larry Garcia <lmgcolortinc@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 6:03 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: larrysandoval75@gmail.com; rmeek1978@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com
Subject: Drb zoom meeting for July 22nd be rescheduled
Jolene Wolfley,
My name is Larry Garcia. I am a resident in the Estrella Del Norte
community and I live on Carreta Drive. I would like to ask that the Drb
meeting scheduled for the 22nd of July, in regards to the building of the
apartment complex on Golf Course, be delayed and rescheduled until a
time that we are able to meet in an open meeting. I do not feel that a
Zoom meeting meets the requirements of the Open Meetings Act. I
would like you to consider a delay until we can meet in person. Under
these Zoom meetings, the public input is at an extreme disadvantage.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Best regards,
Larry Garcia
1
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:07 AM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Drb zoom meeting July 22,2020 objection PR 4030

Maggie,
Please provide a response to Paul Rees.
Angela,
Please include this email in the record for PR 4030
From: reesp1719 <reesp1719@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Subject: Drb zoom meeting July 22,2020 objection
I am a resident in the north seven bar loop neighborhood that borders the mesa at Golf Course and Westside.
There is an apartment complex proposed to be built there, and I have an objection to the zoom Drb meeting on
July 22,2020, in reference to this complex. During the covid-19 pandemic, I have attended 2 virtual online
meetings in reference to this complex, and have voiced my concerns to the developer and meeting
moderators. It should be noted that the majority of my neighborhood was unaware of any proposed
development, or any related meetings that they could voice their opinions at. Furthermore, the developer
allegedly mailed postcards informing nearby residents about the proposed development 2 years ago, yet I've
still not met any neighbors who had received these postcards, including myself. I fear that this development is
being rushed in order to bypass possible opposition by neighbors. I am concerned that not many people
surrounding this proposed development are aware of it at all. Please consider postponing this meeting so that
neighbors have an opportunity to educate themselves on the development, as well as voice concerns. Thank
you for your consideration. Paul Rees (505) 553-2260

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:49 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Format for July 22 DRB meeting. PR 2020-4030

Please add to the record for PR 2020-4030.
From: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 3:23 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Subject: Format for July 22 DRB meeting.
Ms. Wolfley,
Just a quick question on process. Most of my neighbors are not familiar with ZOOM type meetings. I myself am
unfamiliar. What opportunities are going to be afforded for rebuttal? How do we request to present or speak? This
virtual meeting puts the community at a big disadvantage for being involved. Just trying to prepare. The developer tried
having one of these virtualeeting on May 21, and it was totally unproductive. We had to schedule a face to face meeting.
Get Outlook for Android
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:50 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Information File - Part I (re-send)
Part I Docs to DRB Chair.pdf

I think this was already included in the Record for PR 4030. Would you
please check?
-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 3:21 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Gould, Maggie S.
<MGould@cabq.gov>
Cc: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Information File - Part I (re-send)
Ms. Gould here is a second mailing of Information File - Part I. Please let
me know if you receive this document. Thank you. Larry

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:18 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: July 22 DRB meeting for proposed apartment complex

Please add to the record for PR 4030.
From: Lucille Lopez <garnand_lu@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:07 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: July 22 DRB meeting for proposed apartment complex
Hello,
I am writing to ask the DRB meeting on July 22 for proposed apartment complex by Tierra West be postponed. The
Zoom meeting format violates the Open Meeting Act. A video meeting doesn't allow for good public participation.
Please postpone the meeting until a time in person meetings can occur.
Thank you,
Lucille and David Lopez
Residents of Seven Bar North neighborhood
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 24, 2020 9:38 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
Marsha Kearney
FW: Notification-PR 2020-4030
image0.jpeg; ATT00001.txt

Ms. Kearney,
This is to let you know that this email will be part of the record for PR
2020-4030.
-----Original Message----From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Notification
I am not sure if I was reading this correctly (it’s really difficult trying to go
through the IDO, especially when one lacks computer skills like myself),
but did Tierra West need to post a sign at the site? There are only For
Sale signs that have been seen. Appreciate this getting into the written
record.
Thank you.
Marsha Kearney

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:15 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Planned Apartment Complex Golf Course Rd and Westside Blvd

Please add to the record for PR 4030.
From: Dan McCormack LAST_NAME <mccormackdj@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 3:53 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: larrysandoval75@gmail.com
Subject: Planned Apartment Complex Golf Course Rd and Westside Blvd

Dear Ms. Wolfley,
I want to express my genuine opposition to the July 22nd planned zoom meeting for the DRB in
reference to the subject project. We homeowners will not be able to adequately lay out our positions
on this project in a zoom environment. We tried that with the developer once before and the meeting
devolved into an unproductive exercise in futility. We then had an in person meeting with them that
provided both sides the opportunity to adequately discuss the relevant issues. A zoom meeting with
the DRB and developer will inevitably leave the homeowners concerns inadequately addressed and
that is simply unfair to the homeowners.
Please postpone this meeting until all parties can safely meet to discuss the concerns of the
homeowners. That is the only fair hearing that is possible.
Respectfully,
Daniel J. McCormack
10919 Carreta Drive NW
505-730-3507
=======================================================
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:49 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: PR-2020 004030

Please send Ms. Long the email regarding DRB holding remote meetings
and add her email to the Record.
-----Original Message----From: Kathie Long <kathielong@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:54 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: PR-2020 004030
In reference to the meeting scheduled for 7/22/20 regarding apartments
on golf course road Tierra West LLC. I would like to attend but I am
unable to do a virtual meeting will it be rescheduled when concerned
neighbors will be able to attend? Thank you Kathie Long 505-239-4687
Sent from my iPad=
=======================================================
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:54 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Proposed apartments PR 4030

Please provide Debra with the email regarding DRB remote meetings and
add her email to the record for PR 4030
-----Original Message----From: Debra Skinner-Belyeu <debskinnerbelyeu@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:58 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Proposed apartments
I formally request you reschedule the zoom meeting scheduled for 9:00
am tomorrow July 22, 2020.
It is important that we do not proceed with virtual meetings as a
replacement for open public meetings. It is essential that we have public
involvement and community engagement at any DRB.
Zoom meetings and virtual meetings are not the most effective methods
of communication which does not constitute a true public meeting. This
is our only chance to get involved in the process in which there are
critical decisions being made that affect my community and property.
- Debra Skinner Belyeu
4308 Dry Creek PL NW
Albuquerque NM 87114=
=======================================================
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:37 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Request for a hard copy of the IDO and permit application-PR 2020-4030

Please add to the record for this case.
-----Original Message----From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:24 AM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Re: Request for a hard copy of the IDO and permit application-PR
2020-4030
Thanks Jolene. For a person that does not own an e-reader and is visualthis is sad news (about the documents). Glad to see #4, though I hope
they are not rushing through that process, as I see the IDO
stifling/eliminating community involvement - especially if a project is
below the 250 unit threshold. I guess I will have to learn how to use
technology if I am to get more involved with this all. Appreciate the
“head’s up” on the staff reviews. And responding on the meeting room
rental.
Marsha Kearney
> On Jul 21, 2020, at 10:42 AM, Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
wrote:
>
> Ms. Kearney,
>
> Thank you for all your work to try to understand the DRB application in
your neighborhood. Here are a few answers to your questions:
1
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>
> (1) DRB applications have been moving to a digital format over the past
year or so. The pandemic has made that conversion complete.
Applicants submit their applications digitally (no hard copies) and staff
and the public can review that same online application. Hopefully you
found the link from the DRB agenda that we directed you to. If we can do
anything to help you with the format of the file, we will be happy to do
that.
> (2) The Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) is available from the
City's website.
> https://hes32ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fdoc
uments.cabq.gov%2fplanning%2fIDO%2fIDO%2dEffective%2d2018%2d05
%2d17.pdf&umid=d6246218-a6f4-4594-88346b244450a758&auth=c5e193b2792d33bbda0d14ee5f909adbb398f028843202662886e19f000b5d4abf2d496f420bd726
> It sounds like you have found it. Notice that there is a search field (top
left, fifth icon from the left, magnifying glass icon) where you can put in
the word you are looking for and the search engine will take you to that
passage in the IDO.
> (3) The DRB staff has the responsibility to review the IDO and the
Development Process Manual (DPM) and evaluate the relevant provisions
for an application. Those comments--for PR #2020-4030 located on Golf
Course--from each of the DRB respective areas (Hydrology,
Transportation, etc.) will be available this afternoon for you to review.
The DRB comments will be sent to you and might help you in your review
of the application. Please feel free to share those comments with other
neighbors.
> (4) We will be looking at ways to make the IDO more accessible to the
public when we complete the first Annual Update of the IDO.
> (5) For your information, a neighborhood group is not obligated to pay
for a room when there is a neighborhood facilitated meeting. A
2
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developer may ask, but the neighborhood is not obligated to pay for the
room.
>
> Thank you,
>
> JOLENE WOLFLEY
> associate director
> e jwolfley@cabq.gov
> cabq.gov/planning
>
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
> Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:04 AM
> To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.
<mrenz-whitmore@cabq.gov>; Larry Sandoval
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>;
Brito, Russell D. <RBrito@cabq.gov>; Schultz, Shanna M.
<smschultz@cabq.gov>
> Subject: Request for a hard copy of the IDO and permit application
>
> Jolene,
>
> It’s been an extremely difficult task trying to understand the IPO and
reviewing the application on the computer. I know I missed items, such
as the hydrological and erosion concerns, etc. If we were not in a
pandemic I would be able to come to the city offices and review the
items, getting copies of pertinent pages. I am asking for a hard copy of
both the IPO and DRB application. I will be glad to have that readily
accessible for others who are in the process of reviewing the material.
> I would like that to be sent to
3
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> Marsha Kearney
> 10927 Carreta Drive NW
> Albuquerque, NM 87114
>
> If there is a charge I would like an explanation of why, especially during
the pandemic.
>
> Thank you for your attention to this matter.
> Marsha Kearney
>
>
>
> =======================================================
> This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
>
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 24, 2020 8:45 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Request for information - rezoning/IDO process

Please include in the Record for PR 2020-4030.
From: Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:49 PM
To: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Cc: Schultz, Shanna M. <smschultz@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Brito, Russell D.
<RBrito@cabq.gov>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Request for information - rezoning/IDO process
Ms. Kearney, all of your questions except #2 below are questions that the Office of Neighborhood Coordination (ONC)
should answer. I’ve asked for Shanna’s assistance in getting responses to those.
I’m sorry that my email wasn’t below wasn’t clear. The vacant lot on Golf Course where the apartments are proposed
WAS eligible for the 1-year voluntary zoning conversion process that followed the adoption of the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO) BUT DID NOT GO THROUGH THAT PROCESS.
Instead, its zoning was converted along with all properties in Albuquerque when the IDO first went into effect in May
2018. The IDO was drafted between 2015 and 2018 with many public meeting opportunities to review standards and
proposed zones, and it was in the City’s review and decision process from December 2016 through May 2018, with
multiple public hearings at each step in the approval process.
That review/decision process was considered legislative. For legislative decisions, the City does not provide notice to
every property owner but instead puts an ad in the legal notices in the Albuquerque Journal and sends emails/letters to
representatives on file with the Office of Neighborhood Coordination, be they Neighborhood Associations or HOAs.
These representatives are responsible for disseminating that information to residents within their association boundary.
That requirement is set by the Neighborhood Association Recognition Ordinance (NARO) and generally administered by
the Office of Neighborhood Coordination.
I hope this is helpful.
Best,

MIKAELA RENZ-WHITMORE
(she/hers)

o 505.924.3932
e mrenz@cabq.gov
1
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From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 11:45 AM
To: Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J. <mrenz-whitmore@cabq.gov>
Cc: Schultz, Shanna M. <smschultz@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Brito, Russell D.
<RBrito@cabq.gov>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Request for information - rezoning/IDO process
Mikaela,
Several requests/ questions:
1. Can you send me copies of the North Bar 7 Compliance report for the past two years? 2018 and 2019?
2. Could you tell me if the vacant lot on Golf Course is included in the “likely eligible for conversion” map. I could not
get the map to open up on my computer to go to our part of the map. This is one of the problems of this process
proceeding during the pandemic.
3. Is it appropriate for 7 Bar HOA to pay half of the meeting room with Tierra West (to discuss their proposed project)?
4. Is the 7 Bar HOA considered a neighborhood association?
5. This is a question I asked of Ms. Carmona. Why is Public Notice Inquiry document listing Jack Corder under Seven Bar
North HOA? He does work for the HOA, but is not a member or representative. I understand he was well aware of the
proposed project months before April 17th, yet NO attempt was made to contact any residents.
Our HOA President keeps telling us they only had responsibility for covenant enforcement, yet they are recognized by
the city. Also trying to figure out why we (residents) were not sent one of the postcard/notification of the zone
conversion process. Thanks again for any help. Once again, there is a sense of urgency as we need to get our written
comments in by today.
Sincerely,
Marsha Kearney

On Jul 15, 2020, at 3:00 PM, Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J. <mrenz-whitmore@cabq.gov> wrote:

Prior to the Integrated Development Ordinance, this property was zoned C-2, and that was converted to
MX-M when the IDO was adopted and went into effect in May 2018. That was considered a legislative
process, so notice was not sent to every property owner but rather given via a legal ad and
emails/letters to neighborhood associations.
To advertise the zoning conversion process, we sent inserts in the County property tax bill that went to
all property owners and an ad in the ABCWUA water bill.
The follow-up zoning conversion process was to fix zoning conversions for 1 of 5 errors, explained on
this webpage:
https://abc-zone.com/post-ido-voluntary-zone-conversion-process
Here is a map showing all the properties that we found were likely eligible for a zoning conversion and
received a postcard (approximately 18,000 properties):
http://cabq.maps.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?appid=00cdf10884314904a635d7c59bd7a8b4&ext
ent=-106.7142,35.0597,-106.5910,35.1319
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The property with the proposed apartments was eligible for the zoning conversion process because they
had a floating zone line.
Here is the property owner request form: https://abc-zone.com/document/zoning-conversion-propertyowner-form
PDFs of the postcard, the tax bill, and the water bill are attached.
Thanks,
MIKAELA RENZ-WHITMORE
(she/hers)
o 505.924.3932
e mrenz@cabq.gov
-----Original Message----From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J. <mrenz-whitmore@cabq.gov>
Subject: Re: Request for information - rezoning/IDO process
Mikaela,
The postcard notification could have been to High Desert residents and involve a piece of property of
concern to the residents there. I live on 10927 Carreta Drive NW and adjacent to vacant lot on Golf
Course Road where Tierra West is proposing a 208 unit apartment complex. We the adjacent
landowners are preparing for the hearing on Wednesday. None of us knew of the rezoning change/IDO
process until now (and many of us have been long term residents). The change is very negative as it
changes the allowance of 2 story apartments to 4 story apartments With balconies overlooking
residences (completely out of character with the area). Looking for any other similar situations and how
they were handled. I hope that provides more clarification. Thank you very much. This situation is
much more difficult for us with the pandemic and our limited computer skills. Marsha Kearney

> On Jul 15, 2020, at 12:54 PM, Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J. <mrenz-whitmore@cabq.gov> wrote:
>
> Hi Marsha,
>
> I'm happy to look for this information. Can you give me your address? Do you have the address for the
proposed apartment complex?
>
> Thanks,
>
> MIKAELA RENZ-WHITMORE
> (she/hers)
> o 505.924.3932
> e mrenz@cabq.gov
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:47 PM
3
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> To: Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J. <mrenz-whitmore@cabq.gov>; Schultz, Shanna M.
<smschultz@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
> Subject: Request for information - rezoning/IDO process
>
> Mikaela and Shawna,
>
> A group of us were talking with Dan Regan yesterday about the proposed 208 Apartment development
at Golf Course Road and the rezoning/IDO process and Dan thought you could be of help. Dan
mentioned postcard Notification being sent to about 20,000 residents speaking to “voluntary
conversion” of property that had been rezoned. He also mentioned that the conversion opportunity
ended last September (so I assume the original postcards were sent out in 2018). He also talked about a
request form that was put together. How can I get a copy of the postcard, request form and who
received the notifications. The lot behind our property was rezoned in 2018, yet none of the adjacent
landowners or HOA were made aware of that change. As we need to get our comments in about the
proposed project by the end of this week, I need this information as soon as possible.
> Sincerely,
> Marsha Kearney
>
>
> =======================================================
> This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
>
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
<Postcard-5x7-FINAL-printmarks.pdf>
<Bernalillo County Tax Bill insert.pdf>
<ABCWUA-insert.pdf>
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, July 20, 2020 8:53 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.; Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Biazar, Shahab
FW: Request for Traffic Impact Study
Request for Traffic Impact Study.pdf

Please provide this to all DRB members and add to the record for PR
4030.
-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 4:38 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne <jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov>; mike mirabal
<mdmiraba@msn.com>; Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>;
Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Request for Traffic Impact Study

Good afternoon Ms. Wofley,
Please include this pdf document as part of our record to the Board.
Thank you.

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Request for Traffic Impact Study (TIS)

In the submittal to the DRB, there is a reference as to whether a Traffic Impact
Study has been requested or completed for this project. To our knowledge a
traffic study has not been done.
As one of the options in the application there is a borderline option.
Per our understanding if an apartment complex were more than 247 units it
would be required. In this case, there would be 209 units and supporting building
structures and amenities. While borderline is a subjective statement, we would
like to formally request that the applicant be required to submit a Comprehensive
traffic study, due to our belief that this project meets the definition of borderline.
All roads and intersections in this area are feeder roads for Rio Rancho to gain
access to the bridges that get them across the river for work and business. There
are no river crossings in Rio Rancho. The road network here is currently
overburdened especially at peak periods and rush hours. There is no clear matrix
of cross roads to alleviate traffic flow in the event of emergencies. These roads
are primary access roads for two major hospitals and several other senior care
facilities that require emergency access. The roads are only two lanes, one in
each direction, that tend to block emergency vehicles and put the public safety in
jeopardy.
There are many reasons related to traffic that need to be addressed prior to
approval of this complex. The Project location poses numerous difficulties to
surrounding neighborhoods. The affected major intersections are Golf Course/
Westside, Golf Course/McMahon, 528/ Westside, and Unser/Westside. Plus,
numerous other smaller neighborhood roads that feed these intersections. Golf
Course road does not have any lighting, which poses a problem for any entry or
exit from this complex. The entry for this project is on a bend in the road that
creates blind spots in the daytime, not to mention at night or low visibility.
Eastbound Westside road at Golf Course has two lanes immediately merging into
one. This causes traffic to immediately merge and create road rage situations at
high traffic and rush hour periods. The roads further west that feed this
intersection has already been improved and funnel additional traffic into this
intersection. In the evenings traffic traveling west on Westside road often backs
up to 528/Westside, creating more issues. The intersection of Westside and 7
Bar North often limits our exit from our neighborhood, and if we want to go west
from 7 Bar it’s almost impossible.
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Golf Course and McMahon is also impacted by Rio Rancho traffic trying to get to
the Paseo Del Norte river crossing. Traffic backups at that intersection create
several access problems for the local surrounding neighborhoods. Heading North
on Golf Course is a downhill street that inadvertently encourages speeding, and if
you research the volume of speeding citations at that location, you will find they
are excessive.
All of the congestion that currently exists, will be intensified by this project and
poses additional problems for our neighborhoods. People will use our internal
neighborhood streets to take shortcuts through our neighborhood whenever
traffic becomes congested. The noise created, the traffic, the safety of our
families, and quality of life will be negatively impacted and the character of our
neighborhood will be changed.
We continue to raise these issues and concerns, but the Developer and our city
representatives fail to listen and take action to mitigate the impact to our
residents. We keep getting told per the IDO, that that’s no longer their problem;
it’s some other governmental agencies responsibility. This project has bypassed
all the other safeguards that used to provide some semblance of protection for
existing residents.
We respectfully request that a Comprehensive Traffic Study be required under
the borderline option. There has to be some consideration for the property
owners that have been living there in a neighborhood that has been in existence
for over twenty years.

Respectfully submitted,
Mike D. Mirabal
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:13 PM
Gould, Maggie S.; Abbatantuono, Guy D.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Scheduled DRB Zoom Meeting for July 22, 2020

Please add to the record for PR 4030.
From: Randy Kearney <rmeek9@live.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:47 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Scheduled DRB Zoom Meeting for July 22, 2020

I am requesting that the DRB meeting scheduled for July 22 at 9:00 am be delayed and rescheduled at a time
where it is safe to meet in an open meeting. I do not have Zoom capabilities and feel that meetings like this
put the public input at a great disadvantage. I do not agree that Zoom meetings meet the requirements of the
Open Meetings Act. Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,
John R. Kearney
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:12 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Scheduled DRB Zoom meeting for the 22nd of July.

Please add to the record for PR 4030.
From: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>; Marsha Kearney
<rmeek1978@gmail.com>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Subject: Scheduled DRB Zoom meeting for the 22nd of July.
I would like ask that the Drb meeting scheduled for the 22nd of July be delayed and rescheduled until a time that we are
able to meet in an open meeting. I don't feel that a Zoom meeting meets the requirements of the open meetings act.
While this is my opinion, I would like you to consider a delay until we could meet in person. Thank you! Under these
Zoom meetings the public input is at an extreme disadvantage.
Get Outlook for Android
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:14 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Scheduled DRB Zoom meeting for the 22nd of July

Please add to the record for PR 4030.
From: Amy Garcia <1garciagang@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 9:34 AM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: mdmiraba@msn.com; Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>; larrysandoval75@gmail.com
Subject: Scheduled DRB Zoom meeting for the 22nd of July
Jolene Wolfley,
My name is Amy Garcia. I am a resident in the Estrella Del Norte community and I live on Carreta Drive. I
would like to ask that the Drb meeting scheduled for the 22nd of July, in regards to the building of the
apartment complex on Golf Course, be delayed and rescheduled until a time that we are able to meet in
an open meeting. I do not feel that a Zoom meeting meets the requirements of the Open Meetings Act.
While this is my opinion, I would like you to consider a delay until we can meet in person. Thank you!
Under these Zoom meetings, the public input is at an extreme disadvantage. Thank you for your time
and consideration.
Best regards,
Amy Garcia
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 24, 2020 9:38 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Tierra West apartment development at Golf Course and Westside. 10800 Golf
course Rd. PR 2020-4030
Buffer Area Adjacent to Homeowners.pdf

Please add to the Record for PR 2020-4030
From: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Tierra West apartment development at Golf Course and Westside. 10800 Golf course Rd.

Ms. Wolfley,
Just writing to express some concerns that were brought up in our facilitated meeting with Tierra West.
We were promised a follow up meeting to provide answers to our concerns, but Tierra West never
came through with the promised meeting. The other concerns are in the facilitated meeting minutes, that
should have been provided to the DRB. Please share with your board. Thank You!
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:20 PM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Wintergreen Apartment Development

From: Rachel Romero <raerom2002@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 5:40 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Wintergreen Apartment Development

Jolene Wolfey,
I am writing to you to ask you to postpone the Wintergreen apartment development by Tierra West on
June 22. This type of meeting format violates the Open Meeting Act.
Thank you,
Rachel Romero
7 Bar HOA Member
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, August 03, 2020 9:10 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.; mike mirabal
FW: Wintergreen Apartments DRB

Please add this to the Record for PR 2020-4030 and distribute to the DRB members.
From: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 7:25 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Wintergreen Apartments DRB
Jolene,
I would like to add a comment to the record for this submittal. This project denies opportunities for jobs on the west
side of the river. Where higher density housing on this side of the river without future plans for additional bridges
contributes to gridlock. Also utilizing commercial property for housing as opposed to business defeats opportunities for
jobs on this side of the river. This constitutes poor planning, and defeats the purpose of the Comp plans. I would like our
Commercial property to be used to enhance neighborhood needs for jobs.
Thank You for adding this to the record.
Mike Mirabal
Thank you!
Get Outlook for Android
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, July 20, 2020 8:51 AM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Zoom Meeting scheduled for July 22, 2020

Please add to record for PR 4030. Maggie please send her the email response regarding holding DRB during the public
health emergency.
From: Susanna Padilla <purdygirl1233@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 7:55 AM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Zoom Meeting scheduled for July 22, 2020
I feel it is not wise to hold a Zoom meeting on July 22nd and need too reschedule this when we can have an OPEN Public
meeting. Critical decisions are being made that affect the community and THE homeowners Property. We as
homeowners NEED to be involved in important decisions that affect us here and around our community. Thank you for
your reconsideration in this important matter. Susanna Padilla.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Rodenbeck, Jay B.
Wednesday, September 30, 2020 7:12 AM
'Rene' Horvath'
FW: Comments for DRB hearing - Wintergreen Apts.
For the September 30 th meeting.docx; Comments for the Aug. 5th DRB hearing.docx

Rene,
I have included the attached documents into the record.

Jay Rodenbeck
Planner
o 505.924.3994
e jrodenbeck@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Rodenbeck, Jay B.
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 5:13 PM
To: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>; 'Richard Stevenson' <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: FW: Comments for DRB hearing - Wintergreen Apts.

From: Rene' Horvath <aboard111@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 5:02 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>; Rodenbeck, Jay B.
<jrodenbeck@cabq.gov>
Subject: Comments for DRB hearing - Wintergreen Apts.
Dear Jay,
Here are my comments for the DRB tomorrow regarding the wintergreen apts. Please see attached. I am also resending
my prior letter as well.
Rene' Horvath

To help protect y our priv acy ,
Micro so ft Office prev ented
auto matic downlo ad o f this
picture from the Internet.

Virus-free. www.avg.com

=======================================================
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This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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For the August 5th, 2020 DRB hearing
Regarding the Wintergreen Apts.
Dear DRB Board members,
I am the Land Use Director for the Westside Coalition. I receive the notifications of west side projects. I
have attended two online facilitated meetings regarding the Wintergreen apartment proposal.
Here are my Comments regarding the proposed Four Story Wintergreen Apartments:
1) Solar Access: The Westside has received a lot of applications for Apartments, recently. These
applications are proposing 3 to 4 story apartments; mostly 4 stories. If we don't do this right, we end up
with very incompatible apartments adjacent to single family residents, which is creating a lot of conflicts
with the neighbors. The size of a building adjacent to single family homes does affect the quality of life
for the existing residents in terms of privacy and solar access. In the case of the wintergreen Apts., solar
access for the neighbors will especially be affected when the afternoon sun goes down.
2) Neighborhood scale and Character: One of the biggest concerns regarding the proposed Winter
Green Apartments is the size of the four story building behind single family neighborhoods. Four stories
is completely out of scale and character for the surrounding area. There are no other 4 story buildings
along this stretch of Golf Course, heading into Rio Rancho, that are this tall. This site is completely
surrounded by single family homes. Four stories will appear out of place, as if a mistake was made in the
zoning. Would this be called spot zoning? I'm sure this was not the original intent for this site.
3) Prior C-2 zoning: The prior zone code listed this site as a C-2 zone, Community Commercial.
Apartments were a conditional use, under the C-2 Zoning. At the time it had to consider 3 criteria:
school capacity, jobs to housing balance, and meeting the usable open space requirement. The
residents who purchased their homes, were expecting commercial type businesses similar in scale as the
other businesses up the road from them. They did not expect a large apartment complex behind their
homes. We do not want this project to set a bad precedent that undermines the scale and character of
the surrounding area, upsetting the community.
4) IDO MXM zoning: The IDO is a new zoning ordinance. This site was changed to a MXM zone in the
IDO. It now allows apartments permissively, buildings can go up to 45 ft. high. Does this mean that a 45
ft. high building is allowed at all locations? Shouldn't an application meet the goals policies of the ABC-Z
Comp Plan which promotes development to blend with the scale and character of the surrounding area?
Also note most of the apartments in the area, are near Activity Centers and have transit nearby. Ex: The
apartments near the North west Area command are 2 to 3 story buildings, not 4 story. There is a lot of
activity around that area, including the cottonwood shopping area, Cibola high school and a bus transit
system. Note: The Wintergreen site is in an Area of Consistency, 2) it is not in an Activity Center, 3) It
does not have transit service on Golf Course. All these things need to be considered when evaluating
this proposal.
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The ABC-Z Comp Plan goals and policies are to guide development to fit with the surrounding area:
5) ABC-Z Comp Plan: Pg. 5-23 5.1.2.5 CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE DEVELOPMENT AREAS: Directing growth
to Areas of Change is intended to help preserve and protect established neighborhoods in Areas of
Consistency. Areas of Change and Consistency are designed to be complementary to protect

the scale and character of distinctive neighborhoods while accommodating new residents and
jobs in areas already well served by infrastructure and transit.
Areas of Consistency: Pg. 5-23 (City only) Neighborhoods designated as Areas of Consistency will

be protected by policies to limit densities, new uses, and negative impacts from nearby
development. While these areas may see some infill development and new uses, new
development or redevelopment will need to be compatible in scale and character with the
surrounding area
NOTE: The development proposal should fit with the above goals and policies of the ABC-Z Comp Plan. It
needs to limit its size and height to avoid privacy issues, solar access issues, and blend with the
surrounding area. I recommend further evaluation of this apartment complex to meet these goals and
policies, by going down in height to two stories, to protect the neighbors privacy, solar access, and blend
with the community.
I am including the State Statute (below): It emphasizes that the Zoning and the Comprehensive Plan, go
together in meeting the goals and the vision of the community to obtain complementary and
compatible developments adjacent to one another to preserve the quality of life for our citizens.

2019 New Mexico Statutes
Chapter 3 - Municipalities
Article 21 - Zoning Regulations
Section 3-21-5 - Zoning; conformance to
comprehensive plan.
Universal Citation: NM Stat § 3-21-5 (2019)
A. The regulations and restrictions of the county or municipal zoning authority are to be in accordance with a comprehensive plan and be
designed to:
(1) lessen congestion in the streets and public ways;
(2) secure safety from fire, flood waters, panic and other dangers;
(3) promote health and the general welfare;
(4) provide adequate light and air;
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(5) prevent the overcrowding of land;
(6) avoid undue concentration of population;
(7) facilitate adequate provision for transportation, water, sewerage, schools, parks and other public requirements; and
(8) control and abate the unsightly use of buildings or land.
B. The zoning authority in adopting regulations and restrictions shall give reasonable consideration, among other things, to the character of
the district and its peculiar suitability for particular uses, and to conserving the value of buildings and land and encouraging the most
appropriate use of land throughout its jurisdiction.
History: 1953 Comp., § 14-20-3, enacted by Laws 1965, ch. 300; 1970, ch. 52, § 2.
ANNOTATIONS
Comprehensive planning. — A comprehensive plan need not be contained in one document. It may be comprised of several or no
documents. It may be found within the ordinance itself where the zoning authority has not enacted a prior comprehensive plan and that
absence of a formally adopted comprehensive plan does substantially weaken the presumption of regularity of any zoning ordinance enacted
without it. Watson v. Town Council of Town of Bernalillo, 1991-NMCA-009, 111 N.M. 374, 805 P.2d 641.
Comprehensive plan may be found within zoning ordinance itself where the zoning authority has not enacted a prior comprehensive
plan. Board of Cnty. Comm'rs v. City of Las Vegas, 1980-NMSC-137, 95 N.M. 387, 622 P.2d 695.
Major reason for requiring comprehensive plan is to ensure that there will not be loose determinations of land utilization of comparatively
small sections of the community. Board of Cnty. Comm'rs v. City of Las Vegas, 1980-NMSC-137, 95 N.M. 387, 622 P.2d 695.
Advisory nature of master plan. — The phrase "in accordance with", in Subsection A, requires land use planning regulations to be guided
by, and consistent with, a master plan, but it does not mean that the legislature intended city master plans to be strictly adhered to in the
same manner as a statute, ordinance, or agency regulation. West Bluff Neighborhood Ass'n v. City of Albuquerque, 2002-NMCA-075, 132
N.M. 433, 50 P.3d 182, overruled by Rio Grande Chapter of Sierra Club v. N.M. Mining Comm'n, 2003-NMSC-005, 133 N.M. 97, 61 P.3d
806.
Absence of adopted plan weakens presumption of zoning regularity. — Absence of a formally adopted comprehensive plan does
substantially weaken the presumption of regularity of any zoning ordinance enacted without it. Board of Cnty. Comm'rs v. City of Las Vegas,
1980-NMSC-137, 95 N.M. 387, 622 P.2d 695.
Ordinance invalid absent evidence of plan. — Where there was no evidence before the trial court demonstrating that a county land fill
ordinance included a comprehensive plan, but, to the contrary, both the express statements in the ordinance and the evidence before the
trial court show that the disputed ordinance was not enacted in accordance with such a plan, the ordinance was struck down as
invalid. Board of County Comm'rs v. City of Las Vegas, 1980-NMSC-137, 95 N.M. 387, 622 P.2d 695.
Comprehensive planning. — A county zoning ordinance was valid where the county had a comprehensive plan in substance if not form at
the time the ordinance was enacted. Bogan v. Sandoval Cnty. Planning and Zoning Comm'n, 1994-NMCA-157, 119 N.M. 334, 890 P.2d 395,
cert. denied, 119 N.M. 168, 889 P.2d 203.
Presumption of validity. — A zoning ordinance is attached with a presumption of validity. The burden is on a sign owner to overcome this
presumption by proving that an ordinance is not reasonably related to its stated purpose. Temple Baptist Church, Inc. v. City of Albuquerque,
1982-NMSC-055, 98 N.M. 138, 646 P.2d 565.
Presumption of correctness regarding initial zoning. — There is a presumption that the initial determination of the type of zoning for a
given property is the correct one. Miller v. City of Albuquerque, 1976-NMSC-052, 89 N.M. 503, 554 P.2d 665.
There is a substantial distinction between amendments to a zoning ordinance as contrasted to ordinances enacting
comprehensive zoning; the fundamental justification for an amendatory or repealing zoning ordinance is a change of conditions making the
amendment or repeal reasonably necessary to protect the public interest, with another function being the covering and perfecting of previous
defective ordinances or correcting mistakes or injustices therein. Miller v. City of Albuquerque, 1976-NMSC-052, 89 N.M. 503, 554 P.2d 665.
Ordinance establishing exceptions. — A county ordinance which among other things establishes certain limited special exceptions is an
integral part of the plan required under this section, and the main objectives of requiring that a special permit be obtained before a use of
land is commenced are to protect adjoining property and to insure the orderly and efficient development of the community. Burroughs v.
Board of Cnty. Comm'rs, 1975-NMSC-051, 88 N.M. 303, 540 P.2d 233.
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Aesthetics justify exercise of police power. — Aesthetic considerations alone justify the exercise of the police power. Ordinances must
still, however, be construed for their reasonableness in relation to aesthetic purposes. Moreover, if the ordinance in question impinges on a
fundamental right, then the ordinance must "directly advance" the interests of aesthetics. Temple Baptist Church, Inc. v. City of Albuquerque,
1982-NMSC-055, 98 N.M. 138, 646 P.2d 565.
Sign ordinance held reasonably related to proper governmental goals. — A sign ordinance regulating the size, height and number of
signs is reasonably related to the proper governmental goals of aesthetics and traffic safety. Temple Baptist Church, Inc. v. City of
Albuquerque, 1982-NMSC-055, 98 N.M. 138, 646 P.2d 565 (1982).
Purpose of a municipal historical zoning ordinance was within the term "general welfare," as used in municipal zoning enabling
legislation. City of Santa Fe v. Gamble-Skogmo, Inc., 1964-NMSC-016, 73 N.M. 410, 389 P.2d 13.
Judicial review. — The district court may not substitute its judgment for that of the board of commissioners, but when it was made to appear
by the affidavits and other matters in the record that the board may have improperly failed to consider the matters which it was required to
consider in making the zoning change, then a question of fact was presented on the issue of the arbitrariness of the board in granting the
special use permit, and it was improper for the court to grant summary judgment and thereby resolve this issue as a matter of law. Cinelli v.
Whitfield Transp., Inc., 1971-NMSC-103, 83 N.M. 205, 490 P.2d 463.
Law reviews. — For note, "County Regulation of Land Use and Development," see 9 Nat. Resources J. 266 (1969).
For article, "Existing Legislation and Proposed Model Flood Plain Ordinance for New Mexico Municipalities," see 9 Nat. Resources J. 629
(1969).
For note, "Subdivision Planning Through Water Regulation in New Mexico," see 12 Nat. Resources J. 286 (1972).
For article, "Solar Rights and Their Effect on Solar Heating and Cooling," see 16 Nat. Resources J. 363 (1976).
For article, "Survey of New Mexico Law, 1982-83: Land Use Planning/Zoning," see 14 N.M.L. Rev. 183 (1984).
Am. Jur. 2d, A.L.R. and C.J.S. references. — Requirement that zoning variances or exceptions be made in accordance with
comprehensive plan, 40 A.L.R.3d 372.
...............................................................................................................................

See photo on next page:
A friend sent me a picture of this Westside neighborhood below. These recently built apartments now
block homeowners view at the edge of the City to the West. He said homeowners don’t even want to
use their backyards anymore due to the feeling of being watched from the looming apartments.
We don't want to see this type development to happen again.

Thank you.
Rene' Horvath
WSCONA Land use Director
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For the September 30th, 2020 DRB hearing
Regarding the Wintergreen Apts.
Dear DRB Board members,
I would like to add additional comments regarding the Wintergreen Apartments proposal.
In my previous letter dated August 5th, I expressed that the 4 story Wintergreen Apartments are out of place for the
surrounding neighborhood and thereby does not meet many of the ABC-Z comp Plan policies; as the apartments are out
scale and character.

It should be noted that the primary purpose of zoning: is to segregate uses that are thought to be
incompatible. In practice, zoning is used to prevent new development from interfering with existing uses
and/or to preserve the character of a community, Zoning laws - Wikipedia.
In summary:
1. The site was zoned C2. The IDO converted it to MXM. Apartments were a condition use in the C zone. Now
apartments are permissive in the newly adopted IDO. This feels more like a zone change
2. A MXM zone, allows building height to go up to 45 ft. high. Four stories that will tower over the nearby residents, as
shown in the August 5th letter/ photo. This size will affect neighbors privacy, loss of views and solar access.......
Would like to request a sunshade analysis for this site, since the building height would shade t the adjacent residents, as
the sun goes done in the afternoon.
3. The IDO is a new ordinance that replaced the prior zone code. The zone code - C2 Conditional use had 3 criteria for
approval which were eliminated in the IDO/ MXM zone. The 3 criteria were, jobs to housing balance, school capacity and
meeting the usable open space requirement.
4. The adjacent neighbors were not notified of the IDO zone changes, that will now impact them.
5. APS estimates the proposed apartments will generate 53 elementary students which is over the 17 remaining
elementary school space for Seven Bar elementary. The west side overall has a high rate of overcrowded schools, "How
will APS overcrowding be addressed when it becomes a problem?
6. Most of the site plans are now going to DRB who said they cannot address the ABC-Z Comp Plan policies, only the EPC
has discretionary authority to address policy. Please note Wintergreen site is in an Area of consistency, there is no
transit service for this area, traffic is an issue for the west side with limited river crossings, school capacity is an issue.
City Council removed the adverse criteria from DRB review. How will adverse impacts now be addressed?
7. When does the ABC-Z Comp Plan policies address protections for the neighborhoods? These are the issues that need
to be addressed.
Thank you,
Rene' Horvath
WSCONA Land Use Director
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 2:17 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.; Megan Fitzpatrick
FW: Zoning MX-M 10800 Golf Course Inquiry

Please provide to DRB members and add to the Record for PR 2020-4030.
From: Megan Fitzpatrick
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 2:03 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene
Subject: FW: Zoning MX-M 10800 Golf Course Inquiry
Hello Ms. WolfleyThis email exchange is in reference to the Seven Bar North HOA never being informed of the proposed IDO. This tied our
hands as Seven Bar North residents and now we are to be afflicted by 4 story apartment homes. I live on Rayado, and
had the SkyStone apartments move into by backyard a few years ago. Yes, it is the same Sky Stone apartments where a
homicide occurred August 1, 2020: https://www.kob.com/albuquerque-news/apd-investigating-homicide-on-west-

side/5813739/
We were not properly notified by the city about the IDO, and when Tierra West proposed the project, my HOA was told
in March, I only found out in May. Additionally, the ineffective and rushed Zoom meeting format, which I believe to be a
violation of the Open Meetings Act, has not given us time to prepare, nor get the much needed information we, as
affected residents, need.
These apartments do not belong in our neighborhood, we will be surrounded by crime, you wouldn’t want this in your
backyard, and neither do we.
I am calling on you and the DRB to reject Tierra West’s application.
Thank you
Megan Fitzpatrick

From: "Williams, Brennon" <bnwilliams@cabq.gov>
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 at 4:43 PM
To: Me <meganfitz@live.com>
Subject: RE: Zoning MX-M 10800 Golf Course Inquiry
Ms. Fitzpatrick –
Thank you for your email. I will double-check with our staff on the exact number but I’m aware that there were several
hundred public meetings that were advertised and promoted – including multiple hearings with the city’s Environmental
Planning Commission, City Council subcommittees, and the full City Council – prior to the adoption of the IDO.
Additionally, I’ll consult with the Office of Neighborhood Coordination regarding this matter, as I know our department
worked closely with them on this matter.
1
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I’ll let you know as soon as I have specific information.
Sincerely,
Brennon Williams

BRENNON WILLIAMS
planning director
o 505.924.3454
e bnwilliams@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
From: Megan Fitzpatrick <meganfitz@live.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 1:28 PM
To: Williams, Brennon <bnwilliams@cabq.gov>
Subject: Zoning MX-M 10800 Golf Course Inquiry
Hello Mr. WilliamsI am a homeowner in Seven Bar North, and am writing to inquire into the city’s IDO that passed in 2018. Of specific
concern is the vacant parcel located at 10800 Golf Course Rd that is being considered for a 4 story apartment complex,
directly behind our homes, which under the IDO is now zoned MX-M.
I contacted my HOA, Seven Bar North HOA to figure out when the city first alerted them to the IDO and zoning changes.
The HOA is telling me they were never notified even though they are a recognized HOA. The residents of Seven Bar
North were never notified of these zoning and planning changes either. Can you please confirm that, and if so, why were
we not notified of such drastic changes?
Thank you for your time.
Megan Fitzpatrick
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Friday, August 07, 2020 2:26 PM
Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.
Larry Sandoval; mike mirabal; Megan Fitzpatrick
Fwd: Addendum
image0.jpeg; ATT00001.htm; Addendum.docx; ATT00002.htm

Going through my e-mails and just wanted to make sure this has gotten into the record. Thank you much!
Marsha Kearney

Begin forwarded message:
From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Addendum
Date: July 19, 2020 at 10:06:30 PM MDT
To: Jolene Wolfley <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>, mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Please add this to the record. I had to have Larry Sandoval put the Addendum in a document, as I don’t have
those capabilities (or should I say, knowledge to use). The name of the website Larry spoke about is Haynes
Park Next Door. I posted an alert about the public meeting and there was concern/interest in what is going on
from Rio Rancho down to Paradise. Most of the concerns were about traffic and crime. Some were concerned
about more apartment buildings and how that can bring jobs and growth to the city. There were several that
remarked “we should have known this when we moved in,” and a couple that feel economic growth is the
best. The main thing to me was getting the word out to those affected. This project affects them all, yet the
community involvement is most limited. I also spoke with Mayor Greg Hull on July 6th and he said they would
not be commenting o the project, but speaking to Albuquerque about traffic concerns.
It’s greatly concerning when the President of our HOA says they are only responsible for covenants
enforcement, yet they willingly pay for half a room for us to meet with Tierra West on June 18th. Since the first
meetings on the rezoning/IDO process the HOA never informed the residents of the the original process or
opportunity to respond to the rezoning in 2018. If they had, a number of us would have gotten involved. Now
the property owners or developer can request a zoning amendment, but the adjacent residents have no ability to
do such. Just considering the HOAs - about a third never responded to the conversion opportunity. When
adding those who do not have an HOA or neighborhood association, you have a great number of residents that
are not being allowed to provide input to the planning process, be it the IDO or project itself. Yet they greatly
affect their everyday life and future. This is a major prejudice of people like myself.
There was an initial meeting in early April of the neighborhood coalitions, Jack Corder (who does not represent
the residents, but works for the HOA), and the HOA President, (who says this is not the responsibility of the
HOA). NO residents with homes adjacent to the property were invited to that meeting. The people invited to
that initial meeting were sent “certified letters,” yet none of them represented the people within 100 feet of the
project. Tierra West just sent first class letters on June 26, 2020 to the homeowners within 100 feet - it was not
important to verify whether they were received or not. Jack Corder knew about this project and the rezoning,
yet he nor the HOA never moved to contact the involved residents until later in April. Then on May 20th one of
the residents went to Tierra West’s website and saw the write-up for Huning Castle Apartments
1
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(attached). Their website stated that “Numerous appeals filed by the neighborhoods were successfully defended
through City Council and on to District Court.” This has since been removed, but the unwillingness to even
listen to the residents and community and to allow a project that does not consider the effects of the project on
people and the environment goes totally against what democracy is all about.
Please ensure at a minimum that all homeowners within 100 feet of this
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 12, 2020 1:10 PM
Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.
mike mirabal; Megan Fitzpatrick; Larry Sandoval
Fwd: Request for Correspondence between Tierra West
REQUEST TO INSPECT PUBLIC RECORDS.pdf; ATT00001.htm; Mail Attachment.eml;
ATT00002.htm; Mail Attachment.eml; ATT00003.htm

Ms. Gomez, I would like this to be added to the record of project #2020013 Wintergreen Apartments on Golf
Course Drive. This is concerning the traffic issue and coordination with the City of Rio Rancho. Please notify
me once this is added.
Thank you,
Marsha Kearney

Begin forwarded message:
From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Request for Correspondence between Tierra West
Date: August 12, 2020 at 1:01:24 PM MDT
To: ljohn@rrnm.gov, dserrano@rrnm.gov
Dear Mayor Hull,
I am greatly saddened by Mr. Serrano’s response to Mr. Bohannan’s e-mail. I contacted several of your staff concerning the traffic issue with the proposed
apartment complex on Golf Course Rd. just south of Westside, including contact information for Tierra West beginning on June 21, 2020. Your staff got back
to me quickly with responses on Monday, June 22 and 30th. You were kind enough to call me on July 6th and talk to me over 40 minutes on the traffic issues
related to the proposed project. At the initial Albuquerque DRB Hearing on July 22nd the Board requested that Mr. Bohannan contact the City of Rio Rancho
concerning the traffic concerns (see attached request). At the next hearing on August 5th Mr. Bohannan said there were no concerns (see attachment
below. I requested documentation of that correspondence, which your staff quickly provided as seen below. Mr. Serrano’s response of “I am not sure why
the city of Rio Rancho would be involved” is contrary to what was said in our conversation and concerns brought forward. Please help me to better
understand Mr. Serrano’s response.
Sincerely,
Marsha Kearney

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sunday, August 16, 2020 7:00 PM
Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.
Fwd: Request for Correspondence between Tierra West
Mail Attachment.eml; ATT00001.htm; Mail Attachment.eml; ATT00002.htm

Ms. Gomez - I think I may have forgotten to add the attached e-mails to my correspondence with Mayor Hull
the I requested to be added to the record for the Tierra West Proposed Apartment Complex on Golf Course
Road. You added that e-mail to the record on 8/12/20. Sorry about that. I am not computer savvy and caught
that as I was putting together documentation for this case.
Thank you kindly,
Marsha Kearney

Begin forwarded message:
From: DANIEL VALENZUELA <DVALENZUELA@RRNM.GOV>
Subject: RE: Request for Correspondence between Tierra West
Date: August 6, 2020 at 10:39:27 AM MDT
To: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Ms. Kearney Good morning, please see the attached email correspondences between Mr. Serrano of the City Of Rio Rancho
and Mr. Bohannan of Tierra West LLC. There are no other records or correspondence responsive to this
particular request. This will complete our response to your request.
Thank you and have a nice day.

Daniel Valenzuela
IPRA Compliance Administrator
Office of the City Clerk
City of Rio Rancho
505-891-5004

-----Original Message----From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 12:33 PM
To: DANIEL VALENZUELA <DVALENZUELA@RRNM.GOV>; Clerk <CLERK@rrnm.gov>
Subject: Request for Correspondence between Tierra West
******************************************************************************************
1
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************
CAUTION: This email was received from an EXTERNAL source, use caution when clicking links or opening
attachments.
******************************************************************************************
************
My mistake (I am NOT computer literate). Document I sent was in pages. Try one of the below
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

DAVID SERRANO
Ron Bohannan
Richard Stevenson
RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque

Ron,
Doing well, hope you are as well. I am not sure why the City of Rio Rancho would be involved as Westside/Golf Course
intersection is COA maintained. Can you direct me to the COA contact I can call to discuss the concern?
Thanks,
David D. Serrano, P.E.
Engineering Division Manager
Development Services Dept.
City of Rio Rancho
3200 Civic Center Circle NE
Rio Rancho, NM 87144
Mobile: (505) 235-5512
Phone: (505) 891-5059
dserrano@rrnm.gov

From: Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:18 AM
To: DAVID SERRANO <DSERRANO@RRNM.GOV>
Cc: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>; Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: FW: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque
******************************************************************************************************
CAUTION: This email was received from an EXTERNAL source, use caution when clicking links or opening attachments.
******************************************************************************************************
David
Hope you are doing well. We are proposing to develop 208 apartments on a vacant site within the City of Albuquerque, on
the northeast corner of Golf Course Rd and AMAFCA Black Arroyo channel (see attached vicinity map and site plan). Attached
is the trip generation and distribution that we have provided to City who wanted us to coordinate with you and the City of Rio
Rancho. We have been in discussions with the Department of Municipal Development (DMD) who has indicated they are still
tracking the widening of Western Trails early next year.
We are getting a lot of neighborhood opposition and so the City wanted us to coordinate with your department. We want to
confirm we are to follow the City of Albuquerque DPM process for traffic review/improvement consideration?
If you have any other questions please feel free to reach out to either Richard Stevenson or myself.
Thanks
Ronald R. Bohannan,P.E.
Tierra West LLC.
5571 Midway Park Place,NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Stevenson
DAVID SERRANO; Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque
Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:04:09 AM

David,
I have included Ms. Jeanne Wolfenbarger who is the Manager for Transportation in this email. Her telephone number is 9243991.
Thanks for the quick response.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: DAVID SERRANO [mailto:DSERRANO@RRNM.GOV]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:59 AM
To: Ron Bohannan
Cc: Richard Stevenson
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque

Ron,
Doing well, hope you are as well. I am not sure why the City of Rio Rancho would be involved as Westside/Golf Course
intersection is COA maintained. Can you direct me to the COA contact I can call to discuss the concern?
Thanks,
David D. Serrano, P.E.
Engineering Division Manager
Development Services Dept.
City of Rio Rancho
3200 Civic Center Circle NE
Rio Rancho, NM 87144
Mobile: (505) 235-5512
Phone: (505) 891-5059
dserrano@rrnm.gov

From: Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:18 AM
To: DAVID SERRANO <DSERRANO@RRNM.GOV>
Cc: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>; Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: FW: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque
******************************************************************************************************
CAUTION: This email was received from an EXTERNAL source, use caution when clicking links or opening attachments.
******************************************************************************************************
David
Hope you are doing well. We are proposing to develop 208 apartments on a vacant site within the City of Albuquerque, on
the northeast corner of Golf Course Rd and AMAFCA Black Arroyo channel (see attached vicinity map and site plan). Attached
is the trip generation and distribution that we have provided to City who wanted us to coordinate with you and the City of Rio
Rancho. We have been in discussions with the Department of Municipal Development (DMD) who has indicated they are still
tracking the widening of Western Trails early next year.
We are getting a lot of neighborhood opposition and so the City wanted us to coordinate with your department. We want to
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confirm we are to follow the City of Albuquerque DPM process for traffic review/improvement consideration?
If you have any other questions please feel free to reach out to either Richard Stevenson or myself.
Thanks
Ronald R. Bohannan,P.E.
Tierra West LLC.
5571 Midway Park Place,NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Friday, September 25, 2020 5:10 PM
Gould, Maggie S.; Gomez, Angela J.; Morris, Petra
Larry Sandoval; mike mirabal; Megan Fitzpatrick
Input on the Wintergreen Apts. on Golf Course/ Next Hearing September 30th - part 1
City Core and Corridors.pdf; Edge Buffer - doc x.docx; ATT00001.txt

Angela,
Enclosed are 5 documents (two e-mails) concerning Tierra West’s
Wintergreen Apartments Proposal. With the Edge Buffer input I could
not figure how to attach the drainage pond plats - do you need them?
Also, please let me know if all the documents came through (I have a Mac
and had to convert the documents to word and pdf. The following
documents are included:
1. City Center and Corridor Issues
2. Edge Buffer

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Friday, September 25, 2020 4:09 PM
Gould, Maggie S.; Gomez, Angela J.; Morris, Petra
Larry Sandoval; mike mirabal; Megan Fitzpatrick
Input on the Wintergreen Apts. on Golf Course/ Next Hearing September 30th
City Core and Corridors.pdf; Edge Buffer - doc x.docx; Notifications - x.docx; Comp Plan
- pdf.pdf; state statutues - pdf.pdf; ATT00001.txt

Angela,
Enclosed are 5 documents concerning Tierra West’s Wintergreen
Apartments Proposal. With the Edge Buffer input I could not figure how
to attach the drainage pond plats - do you need them? Also, please let
me know if all the documents came through (I have a Mac and had to
convert the documents to word and pdf. The following documents are
included:
1. City Center and Corridor Issues
2. Edge Buffer
3. Notification
4. Comp Plan
5. State Statutes

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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CITY CENTER & CORRIDOR ISSUE

This is a follow-up document to Larry Sandoval’s document submittal on July 17, 2020
addressing City Centers and Corridors (pages 9-11). We would like to correct the
statement about “no bus stops.” There are stops for the 96 commuter line, which is not
running at this time, and had limited operations before the pandemic.
Also need to speak further to the Wintergreen Apartment Complex proposal and the
purpose of the MX-M zone.
As stated in the IDO, 2-4(C)(1)
“The purpose of the MX-M zone district is to provide for a wide array of moderateintensity retail, commercial, institutional and moderate-density residential uses, with
taller, multi-story buildings encouraged in Centers and Corridors.”
This vacant land is not located in a city center, but next to a Low-density Residential
Zone District. Golf Course Road is classified as an “Existing Minor Arterial,” as stated
in the Mid-Region Metropolitan Planning Organization memo to Jolene Wolfley, dated
July 21, 2020. Reading through the glossary below and the ABQ/Bernalillo County
Comprehensive Plan we could not find where the vacant lot proposed for development
fits the definition of Center or Corridor, where multi-story buildings are encouraged.
Tierra West response to the Seven Bar North HOA President during the April 7, 2020
meeting was incorrect, about the previous zoning and effects of the rezoning to the
neighborhood. Below is the section of of the Tierra West/ Seven Bar North HOA Meeting
Notes
• Scott - What was the zoning at that time before the IDO?
TW Response: The previous zoning was C-2. So it was basically a high
intensity commercial use on that property.
• Scott - What was the density for C-2 zone?
TW Response: C-2 zoning you basically could go up to a floor area 1.0 there
are very few apartment complexes in the city of Albuquerque that reach
that high of floor area ratio that is use. In large respect this was actually
down zoned from the previous old zoning to the new zoning.
This lot was previously classified as C-2, with conditional use apartments, meaning
no higher than two story apartments. The zoning change is the opposite of “down
zoned.” There is no reason a four-story complex should be allowed on this lot. The
rezoning has great negative effects to the adjacent property owners, yet we were not
notified - both during the IDO process and the Voluntary conversion process.
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CITY CENTER & CORRIDOR ISSUE
The definitions for Centers and Corridors are as follows
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EDGE BUFFER LANDSCAPING

Tierra West Wintergreen Apartment Complex
Referencing 5-6(E)(2) Development Next to Low-density Residential Zone
Districts, the proposed Wintergreen Apartment Complex site plan is not adhering to
the Development Standards in the IDO. Both the proposed wall within 5 feet of the
adjacent property and construction of the retention pond adjacent to the homeowners’
properties need to be moved at least past a landscape buffer of 15 feet. That buffer is
critical to the adjacent land owners as it is to minimize sound, light, noise and help
protect the homeowners’ privacy and property.
See attached relevant IDO pages and drainage site plan:

1
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NOTIFICATIONS
Rights of Way Definition
Revised and Updated IDO (2018), Page 287

The definition includes the drainage section directly to the south of the project area, therefore
extending the 100 foot notification area. Realizing Tierra West already included 130 feet to
allow for the roads, and drawing an approximate new line excluding the arroyo, it appears at
least 10 other residents should have been notified and have NOT. Most all of the residents are to
the south/southwest and are NOT a part of 7 Bar North Community.
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Input to the Wintergreen Apartments on Golf Course Rd. (#2020013)
Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan - As Adopted by City Council
March 2017
The proposed Wintergreen Apartment Complex is contrary to Community Identity as spoken
to in Chapter 4. This is especially apparent when applying the Guiding Principles to
maintaining:
Strong Neighborhoods
* Neighborhoods provide quality of life and remain distinct, vibrant places to live.
Response: 7 Bar is a well-established community (over 20 years old) with a number of
residents living here since the neighborhood was first established. One of the residents even
moved across the street, when their family home became too big for them. My husband and I
moved here when we first came to New Mexico for my job with the federal government. We
had planned to move back East once I was retired, but decided we did not want to leave the
neighborhood because of the quality of life. There is great fear of this project destroying the
neighborhood as this quality of life is greatly reduced, especially for those living adjacent to the
vacant land. The loss of privacy, noise, crime, value of homes (lifetime investments), traﬃc are
among the negative impacts this project would bring to the area. We have already seen several
homes go up for sale because of this project. Since when is this critical principle NOT
considered in the evaluation of this project?
* Development in established neighborhoods matches existing character and promotes
revitalization where desired.
Response: The apartment complex as proposed are twice as high as any of the homes that in
the surrounding community and have windows and balconies overlooking adjacent homes.
The design of the buildings do not match the existing Southwest character and design of all
the homes. The opposite of revitalization would occur with this proposed project, as we see
happening already with people starting to move because of this proposed project. Once again,
why is this NOT being considered with this project.
Economic Vitality
* Neighborhood with locally-serving businesses promote sustainable economic growth
and re-investment of local dollars.
Response: The residents were not aware of the rezoning to MX-M, and were comfortable with
the previous C-2 zoning (in fact the plats on the Youngblood website still show the property as
being C-2). The MX-M zoning is one of significant, NEGATIVE changes. When you consider
the jobs to population ratio, which is quite low for the Westside, this project would just add to
that disparity. You can already see that in the number of vacant apartments in the area. Add in
the IDO Process that eliminates the need for the developer to address the issues or even have
to consider the input from the residents. This totally goes against the Comprehensive Plan’s
Guiding Principles.
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Sustainability
* Strong and Vibrant neighborhoods foster social connections and resource sharing
Response: This is very true! This is why we are opposed to this project. This project would
destroy this well established neighborhood
Community Health
* Healthy neighborhoods protect residents from hazards, encourages physical activity,
and foster positive social interactions.
Response: Once again, this project does the OPPOSITE. Crime, noise, lack of privacy, loss in
home value are just a few of the issues. Developers are allowing a healthy, quiet neighborhood
to be destroyed.
How can this project be considered when it does not follow the Guiding Principles of the
Comprehensive Plan?
Sincerely,
Marsha Kearney
10927 Carreta Drive NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114
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STATE STATUTE NM Stat § 3-21-5 (2019)
On the first page of the Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) under 1-2 Authority
that “In enacting this IDO, the City intends to comply with the provisions of existing law
on the same subject, and the provision of this IDO should be interpreted to achieve
that goal.”
The Wintergreen Apartments (#2020013) is NOT in compliance with the NM State
Statute
Universal Citation: NM Stat § 3-21-5 (2019)
A. The regulations and restrictions of the county or municipal zoning authority are to be in
accordance with a comprehensive plan and be designed to:
(1) lessen congestion in the streets and public ways:
(2) secure safety from fire, flood waters, panic and other dangers;
(3) promote health and the general welfare;
(4) provide adequate light and air;
(5) prevent the overcrowding of land;
(6) avoid undue concentration of population;
(7) facilitate adequate provision for transportation, water, sewerage, schools, parks and other
public requirements; and
(8) control and abate the unsightly use of buildings or land.
B. The zoning authority in adopting regulations and restrictions shall give reasonable
consideration, among other things, to the character of the district and its peculiar suitability for
particular uses, and to conserving the value of buildings and land and encouraging the most
appropriate use of land throughout its jurisdiction.
Responses:
A (1) There will be much greater congestion, especially with the number of units and single
entrance/exit onto Golf Course Road. Westside Blvd. just to the north is an access road that is so
busy during daylight hours that most residents avoid it. Westside has just been extended past
Unser, which will increase traffic even more.
A (2) Safety is greatly impacted as the crime is expected to increase, as it has in nearby areas
where apartments have been recently built. In fact just a week or so ago there was a homicide in
one such complex adjacent to Coors By-Pass.
A (3) This project would greatly harm general welfare as property values will probably decrease
on an average of 20 to 30%, with many homes being lifetime investments. Homes adjacent to
the project would have 4 story apartment buildings with balconies and windows looking down
into their homes and backyards. Combine that with the traffic and crime increases, as well as
adding an estimated 99 students to an already crowded school situation and you have a situation
where a project can destroy the neighborhood. The 7 Bar North community is a well-established
neighborhood, with many residents being here since the community was first developed over 20
years ago. We are already seeing the negative effects of this proposed project as a number of
residents have put up their home for sale.
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STATE STATUTE NM Stat § 3-21-5 (2019)
A (4) Solar access is a major concern with buildings twice the size of surrounding structures, as
well as an up to 7 to 9 foot rise in elevation. Also there are a number of trees that are expected to
grow up to 35 to 45 feet in height. Solar access will be greatly reduced for the adjacent homes as
they lose their access to much of the afternoon sun.
A (5)&(6) This project greatly adds to the overcrowding situation, especially when considering
the low number of jobs available in relation to the number of people living here. Right now the
apartment buildings in the area have a large number of vacancies. This is a suburban area, not a
city center.
A (7) Traffic and schools are major issues. Westside Boulevard is a major traffic mess at most
any hour of the day as many commuters use it to access their homes to the north and west (Rio
Rancho). This concern is even greater with two major hospitals (Presbyterian Rust Center and
Lovelace Westside). An apartment complex project was rejected in 2006 because of the school
situation. Since that time the schools have not expanded and the schools continue to be
overcrowded.
A (8) This proposed project does the opposite of control and abate unsightly use of buildings and
land. The buildings are TWICE the height of any building in the surrounding community and
completely out of character of the Southwest design of the 7 Bar Loop North homes.
B. The MX-M Zoning in no way gives consideration to the” character of the district and its
peculiar suitability for particular uses, and to conserving the value of buildings and land and
encouraging the most appropriate use of land throughout its jurisdiction.” The buildings are over
twice the height of others, the building designs are in no way of the Southwest design - they look
like cookie cutter apartments. The value of the surrounding community homes will most likely
go down in value, a great decrease that many homeowners can not afford. There is proof of these
concerns - one only has to look what has happened to those living in 7 Bar North adjacent to
Coors By-pass and the apartment complexes south of there. The crime, traffic, privacy issues
will destroy the wonderful community life that so many of us moved to Albuquerque for.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Monday, August 31, 2020 9:33 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
mike mirabal; Marsha Kearney; Megan Fitzpatrick
Neighborhood Objections to Proposed Wintergreen Apartments
Objection_Letters_to_Wintergreen_Apt_Project.pdf; ATT00001.htm

Good morning Ms. Gomez,
For the record, please add this message and attached objection letters from homeowners of the properties listed
in the Tierra West application and Site Plan, submitted to the Development Review Board in July 2020.
All homeowners, as listed in the records of the County Assessor, of Property located partially or completely
within-100 feet (excluding public rights of way) of property listed in the application and reside adjacent to the
proposed site of the Wintergreen Apartments. Legal Description: TR E-1 PLAT OF TRS D-1, E-1 AMAFCA
BLACK ARROYO CHANNEL ROW PARADISE HEIGHTS, UNIT 1, ZONE ATLAS MAP: A-12-Z & A13-Z, 8.7795 AC, UPC:101206651442411302.
Homeowner’s who reside on Carreta Drive Dr. NW and one homeowner who resides at Noche Clara Ave. NW,
Seven Bar North, Albuquerque, NM 87114 have each signed a Letter of Objection to the proposed Wintergreen
Apartment Project #2020013 and the current MX-M (mixed, multiple use) zoning.
The proposed development will have long-term adverse impacts to homeowner’s quality of life, reduction of
property values, gross violation and invasion of our privacy, the effects of increased crime, increased
overcrowding of our public schools, increased traffic congestion and increased neighborhood noise.
Legal Citation:
2019 New Mexico Statutes
Chapter 3 - Municipalities
Article 21 - Zoning Regulations
Section 3-21-6 - Zoning; mode of determining regulations, restrictions and boundaries of district;
public hearing required; notice.
Universal Citation: NM Stat § 3-21-6 (2019)
Please notify me when you have received these documents.

Sincerely,
Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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OBJECTION LETTERS
TO DEVELOPMENT AND ZONING OF
PROPOSED WINTERGREEN APARTMENT
PROJECT #2020013
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sunday, September 27, 2020 2:19 PM
Gould, Maggie S.; Gomez, Angela J.
mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval; Megan Fitzpatrick; Paul Rees
One more document to add to the input on Tierra West Apartment Complex on Golf
Course
IDO .pdf; IDO .docx

Angela,
This the sixth document that I would like to see added to the written
input on Tierra West Apartment Complex proposal on Golf Course (Third
case on the September 30th agenda). Please let me know if all six
documents have been received. My computer skills are poor, so I need
to be assured they were received in a readable format.
Thank you very much.
Marsha Kearney
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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IDO PURPOSE
Tierra West Wintergreen Apartments
The Integrated Development Process falls extremely short when it is applied to the MXM zoning adjacent to single family homes and communities. When you consider the
stated purposes in section 1-3 as applied to Tierra West proposed Wintergreen
Apartment Complex - the purposes are NOT being met. A key purpose of the State
Statutes and Comprehensive Plans is to protect communities and the people that
live there.
In the General Provisions Authority (page 1) it states “In enacting this IDO, the City
intends to comply with the provisions of existing state law on the same subject,
and the provisions of this IDO should be interpreted to achieve that goal.” Below is a
response to each of the twelve purpose statements. This project proposal in no way
meets the purpose of the IDO and the state statutes and Comprehensive Plan it is
tiered to.
1-3 Purpose
1-3(A) Implement the adopted Albuquerque/Bernilillo County Comprehensive
Plan (ABC Comp Plan), as amended.
Response: See document submitted earlier to the DRB.
1-3(B) Ensure that all development in the City is consistent with the spirit and
intent of any other plans and policies adopted by City Council.
Response: This proposed project does the OPPOSITE of protecting the neighborhood
and the rights of the citizens/homeowners the City Council members represent. To
allow a long-standing neighborhood to be torn apart at the expense of a developer is a
travesty.
1-3(D) Protect the quality and character of residential neighborhoods.
Response: Once again the proposed project does the OPPOSITE of protecting the
quality and character. The most grievous aspect is allowing four-story complexes
amidst a community limited to two-story buildings. The previous zoning was
commercial zoning with limited use apartments - apartment buildings limited to the 2story height. The buildings proposed do not have a Southwest design, unlike all the
surrounding homes. Also the colors proposed are two toned, when the surrounding
homes are of single colors. This is not a complex that fits in with the surrounding
community, rather it sticks out like a sore thumb.
1-3(E) Promote the economic development and fiscal sustainability of the City.
Response: This project is proposed for an area where the schools are already near or
above the maximum student enrollment, a situation that actually resulted in the denial
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IDO PURPOSE
Tierra West Wintergreen Apartments
of a permit to building apartments on the same lots a number of years ago (around
2006). Since that time the situation has become worse, with no plans of adding
permanent buildings to alleviate the situation. Traﬃc concerns, especially on Westside
Blvd., continue to get worse as this is used by commuters to access the Westside and
Rio Rancho areas. This area has a low jobs to housing ratio, and the additional
residents will add to the number of people who will have to commute to work. Is not
the intent of economic development to bring in jobs closer to the community and
propose housing in areas where the schools are not at capacity? Also, what about the
fiscal sustainability of the neighborhood, a critical part of the City. In recent past
projects, such as what is proposed, property values in the area have gone down 20 to
30%. This has a significant eﬀect on the neighborhoods, as these homes are often
owners’ long-term major investment. This project does not promote, but instead takes
away from the economic development and fiscal sustainability of the City.
1-3(G) Protect the health, safety, and general welfare of the public.
Response: This project does not protect the health, safety, and general welfare of the
public in numerous ways. In the more than 12 years I have lived here there has never
been a problem with the lots behind our home. In fact it has been used by balloonists,
hikers and provides habitat for wildlife communities, as well as wonderful sunset
viewing to the west. The safety and privacy (especially with the 4 story buildings with
balconies) of the neighborhood is greatly compromised with this project. When
considering the traﬃc issues already experienced in this area, the accident rate will
most likely increase, especially with only one point of entry for the entry. This is
especially critical as there are two hospital complexes within a mile of the project area.
1-3(H) Provide for orderly and coordinated development patterns.
Response: Refer back to 1-3(F). This project is proposed in an area with traﬃc
issues, overcrowded schools (with no plan for expansion), and a low job to population
ratio. When we moved here the lots involved were C-2 with conditional use
apartments. The C-2 zoning would help increase the job to population ratio, provide
services to the public (especially important with the two hospital complexes in the area)
and not further impact to the school system. The traﬃc issues are greatest during
commuting hours and a commercial project would have less impact as the traﬃc would
be spread out.
1-3(I) Encourage the conservation and eﬃcient use of water and other natural
resources.
Response: Adding to the commuting public increases the use of energy resources, as
well as adding to air pollution.
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IDO PURPOSE
Tierra West Wintergreen Apartments

1-3(J) Implement a connected system of parks, trails, and open spaces to
promote improved outdoor activity and public health.
Response: Any development of the land will take away from the conservation of one of
the few open space areas in the community. With the proposed project the area will
no longer be available to the community to use or access the arroyo and adjacent
trails.
1-3(K) Provide reasonable protection from possible nuisances and hazards and to
otherwise protect and improve public health.
Response: The greatest concern with 4 story apartments with balconies is the invasion
of privacy for those who live adjacent to the lots. Six foot trees will be planted to
provide screening, but what protects the homeowners for the next 10 to 15 years?
Noise, crime and unwanted invasions of adjacent properties will increase. With the
traﬃc situation there will be increased safety hazards, especially during rush hour.
Once again this is taking away from the protection in place.
1-3(L) Encourage eﬃcient and connected transportation and circulation systems
for motor vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians.
Response: The proposed project does not do anything to improve the transportation
system. In fact with the additional traﬃc (208 apartments, more than 300 parking
spaces, estimated 100 APS students), this just adds to a system that is already dealing
with significant issues.

Marsha Kearney
9/27/2020
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 8:34 AM
Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.
mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval; Megan Fitzpatrick; Dan Regan; JOE VALLES
Pandemic and Zoom Meetings

Once again I would like to be on the record stating my concern of the
hinderance of community input and the putting people, like myself, at
risk by proceeding with the hearing on Tierra West’s Project #2020013,
Wintergreen Apartments. This is a violation of the Open Meetings Act.
It’s been extremely difficult to review relevant documents, especially
with limited computer skills. There are a number of concerned residents
who have not been able to get involved because of the pandemic because they are working, helping family members out, or isolating at
home. There still are a great number of people unaware of this project,
as the HOA has a limited e-mail list for the residents of the community
and the people to the south of the project do not even have an HOA. To
have to call in because of not having Zoom capability is very distracting
and does NOT meet the intent of a public hearing. This project is a major
concern of individuals like myself and to see it continue on should not be
allowed. Why is this an “essential activity? Is it legal to stifle community
involvement? This is an especially grievous action considering there is
the pandemic, something we have never seen in our lifetime, going on.
Add in the fact this is our only chance for the community to be involved
with the project not going through the EPC process and you have a
situation where we are not even allowed a fair chance to participate.
This is NOT what democracy is all about.
Marsha Kearney
=======================================================
1
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This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, November 09, 2020 4:41 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
PR 2020-4030 FW: Apts. at Golf Course Rd. & Westside Blvd

Please make sure this email is included in the record.
From: Dan Regan <dlreganabq@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2020 3:35 PM
To: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne <jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Biazar, Shahab <sbiazar@cabq.gov>; Dan Regan <dlreganabq@gmail.com>; 'Larry Sandoval'
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>; michael@drpridham.com
Subject: RE: Apts. at Golf Course Rd. & Westside Blvd

Jeanne and Jolene,
I am aware of the deferral in this matter to a later date due to a Water Authority issue.
I have wondered since the last appearance of this matter before the DRB about the changes made by
Tierra West to the sewerage lines that point toward the property to the north!!!.the other half of
these almost 16+ acres of land.

In my mind, it is seemingly and amazingly strange that any developer would go to the trouble of
ADDING COSTS to a current project that would enable an adjacent piece of land to have an easier
time with sewerage hookups!!!..IF the owner of both plots of land intended to SELL that ‘other’
portion and had no idea as to how the new owner would use that north plot.
Will there be NO QUESTIONS raised by anyone on the DRB as to this
happenstance!!!.especially if one considers the likelihood that many truisms are based on
experience and historical fact, e.g., “there are no random coincidences”. Were I in your shoes, I think
that I would be wondering just how far down a prime rose path I was being led.
Thanks for your considerations of all of the above.
Dan Regan
From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:18 AM
To: Dan Regan <dlreganabq@gmail.com>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Biazar, Shahab <sbiazar@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: Apts. at Golf Course Rd. & Westside Blvd
Mr. Regan,
Thank you for bringing up a very good question. The owner does not intend for a second phase of apartments and plans
to sell the northern parcel that is in question.
1
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JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Dan Regan [mailto:dlreganabq@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:53 AM
To: Wolfley, Jolene; Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Cc: dlreganabq@gmail.com
Subject: Apts. at Golf Course Rd. & Westside Blvd

Jolene and Jeanne,
I have been watching the DRB hearing on this project and have a traffic question.
If the current proposed apartment project and the intended apartment project on the property just
north of this site (between current one and Westside Blvd) were being done simultaneously there
could be as many as 800+ apartments involved.
Would this level of parking slots/residents trigger a traffic study?
Is it the Transportation Dept.’s position that adding 800 to 1400 new residents & vehicles to an 8 acre
space at the intersection of two already very active &, at times, overloaded major streets is of no real
concern because the added traffic doesn’t trigger a traffic study based on national norms? If this is
true, then I, as a taxpayer of this City, find your position to be grossly out of touch with the lived reality
of your City’s residents!
And, is anyone paying attention to the fact that this developer could well be “playing the system’s
game” by proposing this project and getting it approved by itself and, only then, having the
development on the north property considered separately?
Thank you for your attention to all of the above.
Dan Regan
District 4 Coalition
Zoning / Development Committee, Chair
But also concerned with precedents be being set in other parts of our city!
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
p crump <phcrumpsf@gmail.com>
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:05 AM
Richard Stevenson; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com;
1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com;
frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com;
scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net;
erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com;
marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com;
rfasel@fed.net
Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.; Hummell, Tyson; Wolfenbarger,
Jeanne
Re: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated
Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thank you for following up, Richard!
Philip
PHILIP CRUMP, Mediator & Facilitator
1301 Luisa Street Santa Fe, NM 87505
Skype: phcrump philip@pcmediate.com
www.pcmediate.com Tel/Txt: (505) 989-8558
When I walked out of the gate, I knew that if I continued to
hate these people, I would still be in prison. --Nelson Mandela

On 07/21/2020 07:28, Richard Stevenson wrote:
Hello All,
Please find attached the following items relating to the traffic queries for this project:

•
•
•
•
•

Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
Trip Distribution Worksheet
Trip Distribution Map
Westside Blvd. widening project timing and financials which is in the current Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) for FFY 2020 and 2021. According to MRCOG TIP Coordinator, this
is a high priority project for the City of Albuquerque and City of Rio Rancho. This project will
more than likely be completed over the next few years considering the amount of construction
that is involved. Here is a link to MRCOG website where you can find the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (which includes project lists), as well as the TIP: https://www.mrcognm.gov/233/Metro-Planning.

Grading and Drainage
1
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•

Here is the downloadable link to the drainage plan
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkDpTWEqdjmDVXFo

Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s)
named above or their designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If
you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original message
from your email system. Thank you.

From: p crump [mailto:phcrumpsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com;
cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com;
garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com;
nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net;
chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com;
nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF
Subject: [#2020013] Emailing: Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Dear All:
Attached please find the Report for the meeting held Thursday evening, June 18th,
regarding the proposed Wintergreen Apartments. Please review it carefully.
If there are errors of either Omission (something important said but left out) or
Commission (something important misquoted), please let us know and we will issue
correcting Amendments. You may send potential corrections
to phcrumpsf@gmail.com.
Also, instructions for submitting additional comments to the DRB are included near the
end of the report under Hearing Details.
Also, you may let the City know your impression of the meeting and the facilitator(s) by
going to one of the following evaluations:
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-programapplicant-survey
or
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https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-programparticipant-survey
Thank you very much for your participation.
Philip Crump and Jocelyn Torres, Facilitators

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Monday, August 03, 2020 9:02 PM
Richard Stevenson
p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com;
1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com;
frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com;
scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net;
erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com;
marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com;
rfasel@fed.net; Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Gould, Maggie S.
Re: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)

After reading Tierra West’s response I have several comments/ questions I would like included in the record.
1. No mention of lack of notification and the dealing with the signage not being in line with the IDO
requirements until two days before the first hearing. How is that matter remedied? Also the 100 feet from the
property does NOT include public right-of-ways. Would not that expand the number of residents that needed to
be contacted?
2. The residents talked about “river rock,” not “river walk” to discourage people from getting near the adjacent
properties. What is planned for the 5 feet between the Planned wall and existing walls? Would not that collect
trash and debris? How would that be managed? Also hard to understand how you would build up the six foot
wall with 2 foot raised ground where possible. You talk about changes in the buffer, yet there are no displays of
what that would look like.
3. The crime has greatly increased in the areas where other apartment complexes have been built on the
Westside. What makes this complex different?
4. The statement that 10 story buildings would be allowed in the area under the C-2 zoning is
INCORRECT. The previous zoning only allowed for 2 story building with the conditional clause.
5. There is no mention of “solar access.” How does this project impact solar access for the residents?
6. The Developer declined to share the market research to support the building of luxury apartments in this
area. This is a critical issue to the residents and when considering the comprehensive plan. There are already a
number of apartments on the Westside with “space available.”To say that This information will not be shared is
NOT answering questions/concerns.
7. The cross-sections provided are inadequate when speaking to the privacy and noise barriers needed for the
residents. Cross-sections show trees. Where exactly are they planted, spacing, heights, etc. We have no clear
view of what will be in the buffer and how it will protect the adjacent property owners.
8. When considering the Guiding Principles in Chapter 4 of the Comprehensive Plan, this project is totally out
of line with the guidance given by this overarching document. Please answer how this project meets those
principles.
Please share your responses with all on this mailing list.
Marsha Kearney

On Aug 3, 2020, at 5:10 PM, Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com> wrote:
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Good Afternoon,
The intent of this email is to provide responses to the questions raised by neighbors at the DRB
hearing on July 22nd 2020, in regards to the proposed Wintergreen Apartment project City
project number PR-2020-004030.
The updated plans to address DRB comments from the July 22nd hearing are available on the
City website: http://data.cabq.gov/government/planning/DRB/PR-2020004030/DRB%20Submittals/PR-2020004030_Aug_5_2020_Supp/Application/DRB%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020/2020013%20DRB
%20Plans%20%20Wintergreen%20Luxury%20Apartments%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020.pdf
Below is a list of questions from the DRB meeting on July 22nd that I heard. Any duplicates
were consolidated into a single question/theme. If you have specific project questions not
previously addressed in the public meetings, please email us so we can work to respond to your
questions rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.

•

Will a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) be prepared by the applicant?
Response: This development does not meet the City threshold to require a Traffic
Impact Study. Additional traffic review was completed including the Trip Generation
Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily
Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments, Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution, Trip
Distribution Worksheet and Map, which were submitted to the City Traffic Engineer and
send to you on July 21 2020. Ms. Mirabel asked at the DRB hearing for the chart which
was used to determine the trips, and I have attached to this email. The attachment
provides an overview on how the trips are determined based on historical data (pre
Covid-19). The development is also subject to payment of City impact fees for
transportation, drainage, City facilities, parks, and public safety. Impact fees are a
charge of assessment imposed by the City on new development in order to generate
revenue for funding or recouping the costs of capital improvements rationally related to
new development in accordance with applicable law.

•

Please provide the market research supporting the decision to proceed with luxury
apartments?
Response: The developer is unwilling to share the market study for this development.

•

We have requested sound barriers, Line of sight barriers, fencing barriers, landscape
barriers, lighting barriers.

2
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Response: A 6-ft CMU block wall is proposed to be installed 5-ft offset the property
boundary.

•

We requested a sound and visibility wall at least 8 feet along the East end of the
property boundary.
Response: Where feasible we are proposing 2-ft earth bench to elevate the 6-ft wall to
include the effective height.

•

Will an archeology study, crime impact study, wildlife impact study property value impact
study be provided by the applicant?

•

Response: Following a sensitivity review of the project site in regards to IDO Section 5-2
Site Design and Sensitive Lands, the following assessment was made by the applicant
that Tract E-1 does not meet any of the sensitive land elements, as described further
below:

o 5-2(C)(1)(a) Floodplains and flood hazard areas – the site is not with in a
floodplain or flood hazard area per FEMA FIRM Map 35001C0108G dated
9/26/2008

o 5-2(C)(1)(b) Steep slopes – Steep slopes is not defined by the IDO but generally
considered steep if the slope is greater than 20%. The average slope of the
undeveloped site is 4.5%

o 5-2(C)(1)(c) Unstable soils – per USGS the of soil is bluepoint loamy fine sand
98.1%

o 5-2(C)(1)(d) Wetlands – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of wetlands.
o 5-2(C)(1)(e) Arroyos – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of recorded arroyos.
o 5-2(C)(1)(f) Irrigation facilities (acequias) – no
o 5-2(C)(1)(g) Escarpments – there are no escarpments on the property
o 5-2(C)(1)(h) Rock outcroppings – there are no rock outcroppings on the property
o 5-2(C)(1)(i) Large stands of mature trees – not present, the site is in an
undeveloped condition with vegetation typical of the west mesa with areas of
scrub, small vegetation and some minor disturbance by dumping of soils.

o 5-2(C)(1)(j) Archaeological sites – certificate of no effect provided by the COA
dated May 6, 2020 on file.
A crime impact, wildlife and property value impact study is not required with the
application and will not be completed.
An archeological certification of no effect was provided by the Albuquerque City
Archaeologist for this site.
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•

We have requested that the recreational walking trail adjacent our properties be
removed.
Response: The walking trail has been shifted to the west further away from the east
property line but remains for the residents to utilize for recreational exercise.

•

Please provide a view plan exhibit?
Response: A view plan exhibit was prepared to show the sections along the east half of
the property and is attached to this email.

•

We have requested Large River walk as opposed to Grass to discourage foot traffic.
Response: Native seed is proposed as ground cover in the 50-ft landscape buffer area,
along with shrubs and trees, as detailed on the landscape plans.

•

Concern with the scale and intensity of the development.
Response: The subject site is zoned MX-M (Mixed Use Medium intensity) and the
proposed multi-family use is allowed permissively. The proposed plan meets applicable
development standards (height, setbacks, parking, etc.) and the technical standards
(drainage, vehicular access, etc.). The site was previously zoned C-2 (Community
Commercial), which allowed multi-family development at a much more intense scale of
development (higher density and over 10 stories in height were possible under C-2
zoning).
This development and proposed density also aligns with the infill development of the City
with the City of Albuquerque Comprehensive Plan Goal and policy listed in Chapter 5:
Land Use, regarding development patterns: Goal 5.3-Efficient Development Patterns:
Promote development patterns that maximize the utility of existing infrastructure and
public facilities and the efficient use of land to support the public good, and Policy 5.3.1Infill Development: Support additional growth in areas with existing infrastructure and
public facilities. The project will facilitate development of a portion of a site already
served by existing infrastructure that is available for use (Golf Course Rd, Black Arroyo
Channel, ABCWUA water and sewer) thereby maximizing the utility of existing
infrastructure and using land in an efficient manner. Using infrastructure and land in this
way generally supports the public good because it is more efficient than adding
infrastructure and/or developing residential developments on the urban fringe.

•

We also would like the landscape plan to include more mature trees, to protect
immediate privacy. The current plan has at least 10-year maturity
4
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Response: 6-ft plus high trees will be installed at install for the Austrian Pine species,
Chinese Juniper planted as 5 gal shrubs, the other tree species shall have a 2-inch plus
caliper.

•

We would like plants that do not affect allergies. Juniper plants are a major contributor to
allergies.
Response: The two types of evergreens are selected for the eastern edge of the
landscape:

o Austrian Pines / Pinus nigra. Uncommon tree allergen, minimal needle drop with
regular irrigation.

o Chinese Juniper / Juniperus chinensus – ‘Spartan’ (narrow) variety, planted as 5
gal shrubs. FEMALE TREES ONLY per compliance with City Aeroallergen
Ordinance.

o The city tracks and puts out daily air quality pollen counts. Junipers, a common
allergen, are included. Pines, an uncommon allergen, are not included.

•

We want Trash Bins moved away from the East side of the development, away from
homeowners’ properties.
Response: Limited in placement due to Solid Waste and ABCWUA requirements,
located dumpsters outside of the buffer area and as far away as possible from the
residents.

•

Lighting must be directed away from private properties.
Response: All outdoor lighting for the project is controlled by the New Mexico Night Sky
Protection Act and regulated by the IDO section 5-8. No light source for any outdoor light
fixture shall be directly visible from any public right-of-way or any adjacent property.
Light poles will have a max height of 16-ft.

•

Privacy Concerns
Response: The City has no specific standards to protect privacy of backyards such as
preventing sight-lines from adjoining properties but does require a 50-ft landscape buffer
to provide setback and landscaping between this development and the single family
residence. The IDO Neighborhood Edge requirements (height limitations, buffer
requirements, etc.) are met with this development.

•

We discourage Grass on the East side buffer, being that the noise generated by
maintenance and mowing would impose on the neighborhood.
5
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Response: All property owners in the City of Albuquerque must follow the Noise Control
Ordinance https://www.cabq.gov/environmentalhealth/noise

•

Concern on Crime increasing in the area:
Response: Site design and building design standards are reflected in the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO) which incorporate the basic tenets of CPTED (Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design), such as adequate lighting, minimizing
“hiding places,” providing opportunities for passive surveillance, and restricting access to
sites and buildings to only residents (gating, doors with controlled access, etc.). AFR
(Fire & Rescue) and APD (Police Department) provided comments on the site plan with
those elements considered with the design. As this is a gated apartment community the
residents will be as concerned for crime prevention across Albuquerque as any other
good neighbor is.

•

Water runoff and drainage has not been addressed adequately to the neighborhood
concerns.
Response: Tierra West is unaware of any outstanding questions or concerns regarding

drainage.
As the applicant we consider the Site Plan complies with all applicable provisions of the IDO,
the DPM, other adopted City regulations, all of which is being reviewed thoroughly by the
DRB. We have followed the procedures outlined in the IDO document for notice provisions. If
you have specific project questions relating to the development, please email us so we can work
to respond to your questions rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.
This application has not bypassed any City agency/s or committee/s and is following the City of
Albuquerque process. If you have process questions, i.e. specific to the IDO notification
procedures, or any other City process matter please email the DRB Chair Ms. Wolfley at
jwolfley@cabq.gov.
The upcoming DRB meeting to review the re-submittal to address DRB member’s comments is
this Wednesday, 5 August 2020. The project number is PR-2020-004030, and is number three
on the agenda. The agenda is posted online and the call in details are as follows:
Join Zoom Meeting (9:00 am Wednesday 8/5/2020)
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 312 626 6799 or find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aLqNrIrNh
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
6
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505-858-3100

ext. 232

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s)
named above or their designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If
you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original message
from your email system. Thank you.

From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:36 PM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; 'rick@rba81.com'; 'gnh5976@gmail.com'; '1garciagang@gmail.com';
'mdmiraba@msn.com'; 'meganfitz@live.com'; 'bcreel@msn.com'; 'frandimarco@msn.com';
'cfmirabal@gmail.com'; 'ruffkat@yahoo.com'; 'ruffkat@yahoo.com'; 'david.m.lopez@msn.com';
'garnand_lu@yahoo.com'; 'kmcvey124@comcast.net'; 'tjmurieta@msn.com'; 'tjmurieta@msn.com';
'nenaperkin@gmail.com'; 'avalgman12@gmail.com'; 'scott.templeton@comcast.net';
'chavezdyx4@yahoo.com'; 'mccormackdj@comcast.net'; 'erin.coffman@yahoo.com';
'huerta.loretta58@gmail.com'; 'gayle.binkley@me.com'; 'marshakearney@gmail.com';
'nauticalhutch@gmail.com'; 'miladybutler@yahoo.com'; 'rfasel@fed.net'
Cc: 'Jocelyn Torres'; 'Gomez, Angela J.'; 'Maggie Gould'; 'Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF';
jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated Meeting
Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Here is a downloaded link to the City of Albuquerque 95% plans detailing the Westside Blvd widening
from Golf Course Rd to NM 528. Funding has been authorized with construction scheduled to start in
spring 2021.
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkmvdAAIpPHseyTI
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:28 AM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com;
cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com;
garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com;
nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net;
chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com;
nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF; jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated Meeting
Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Hello All,
Please find attached the following items relating to the traffic queries for this project:

•
•

Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
7
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•
•
•

Trip Distribution Worksheet
Trip Distribution Map
Westside Blvd. widening project timing and financials which is in the current Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) for FFY 2020 and 2021. According to MRCOG TIP Coordinator, this
is a high priority project for the City of Albuquerque and City of Rio Rancho. This project will
more than likely be completed over the next few years considering the amount of construction
that is involved. Here is a link to MRCOG website where you can find the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (which includes project lists), as well as the TIP: https://www.mrcognm.gov/233/Metro-Planning.

Grading and Drainage
• Here is the downloadable link to the drainage plan
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkDpTWEqdjmDVXFo
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s)
named above or their designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If
you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original message
from your email system. Thank you.

From: p crump [mailto:phcrumpsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com;
cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com;
garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com;
nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net;
chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com;
nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF
Subject: [#2020013] Emailing: Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Dear All:
Attached please find the Report for the meeting held Thursday evening, June 18th,
regarding the proposed Wintergreen Apartments. Please review it carefully.
If there are errors of either Omission (something important said but left out) or
Commission (something important misquoted), please let us know and we will issue
correcting Amendments. You may send potential corrections
to phcrumpsf@gmail.com.
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Also, instructions for submitting additional comments to the DRB are included near the
end of the report under Hearing Details.
Also, you may let the City know your impression of the meeting and the facilitator(s) by
going to one of the following evaluations:
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-programapplicant-survey
or
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-programparticipant-survey
Thank you very much for your participation.
Philip Crump and Jocelyn Torres, Facilitators

<ITE_Land_Use_221_Mid_Rise.pdf>
<2020013_Building C & D Cross Section_Exhibit_B-C1 C2.pdf>
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gould, Maggie S.
Wednesday, July 15, 2020 5:34 PM
Brito, Russell D.; Wolfley, Jolene
Gomez, Angela J.
RE: CI\Marsha Kearney\RLD (Intranet Quorum IMA00130316)

Thanks Russell,
It will be added to the file.
Angela can you add this to file for 4030? Thanks

From: Brito, Russell D.
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 5:18 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Subject: FW: CI\Marsha Kearney\RLD (Intranet Quorum IMA00130316)
J and M,
FYI, please see below.
Thanks,
•

R

From: AMY RINCON <ARINCON@rrnm.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 1:34 PM
To: Brito, Russell D. <RBrito@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: CI\Marsha Kearney\RLD (Intranet Quorum IMA00130316)
Thanks!
From: Brito, Russell D. [mailto:RBrito@cabq.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 1:33 PM
To: AMY RINCON <ARINCON@rrnm.gov>
Cc: Bazzano, Nicole, RLD <Nicole.Bazzano@state.nm.us>
Subject: RE: CI\Marsha Kearney\RLD (Intranet Quorum IMA00130316)
Amy,
This proposed development is in the City of Albuquerque on Golf Course just south of West Side Boulevard and we are
aware of this resident’s concerns. Thank you for sharing.
All the Best,

1
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RUSSELL D BRITO
division manager
urban design & development
o 505.924.3337
e rbrito@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
From: AMY RINCON <ARINCON@rrnm.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 1:19 PM
To: Brito, Russell D. <RBrito@cabq.gov>
Cc: Bazzano, Nicole, RLD <Nicole.Bazzano@state.nm.us>
Subject: FW: CI\Marsha Kearney\RLD (Intranet Quorum IMA00130316)
Hi Russell,
I hope you are doing well in these crazy times. I received the email chain below from the NM RLD by mistake they
thought the subject project was in Rio Rancho. Is there a way to forward the original email to the appropriate City of
Albuquerque department? I’ve tried looking for the project on the website, but I was unable to spot it on an agenda.
And if possible could someone reach out to this resident? Any help on directing this email would be appreciated.
Thanks!

Amy Rincon, AICP
Planning and Zoning Manager
Development Services Department
City of Rio Rancho
3200 Civic Center Circle NE
Rio Rancho, NM 87144
Phone: (505) 896-8781

From: Bazzano, Nicole, RLD [mailto:Nicole.Bazzano@state.nm.us]
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:31 PM
To: AMY RINCON <ARINCON@rrnm.gov>
Subject: Fwd: CI\Marsha Kearney\RLD (Intranet Quorum IMA00130316)

******************************************************************************************
************
CAUTION: This email was received from an EXTERNAL source, use caution when clicking links or opening
attachments.
******************************************************************************************
************
Hi Amy, per our conversation please see below email from constituent Ms. Marsha E Kearney. Let me know if
I can help in any way.
Nicole Bazzano
Executive Assistant
Constituent Services Liaison
Office of the Superintendent
2
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New Mexico Regulation & Licensing Department
P: 505-476-4503
E: Nicole.Bazzano@state.nm.us
A: Toney Anaya Building,
2550 Cerrillos Road, Santa Fe, NM 87505
5500 San Antonio Dr. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87109
From: Quorum IMA, Intranet, GOV <nmiqgovima@state.nm.us>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 11:10 AM
To: Bazzano, Nicole, RLD
Cc: Support, Constituent, RLD
Subject: CI\Marsha Kearney\RLD (Intranet Quorum IMA00130316)

Constituent Service's Referral

Case #: 813319
Date: 7/15/2020
Name: Ms. Marsha E Kearney
Address: 10927 Carreta Drive NW
City: Albuquerque
State: NM
Zip Code: 87114
Email: rmeek1978@gmail.com
Phone Number: 505-899-9705

Description: The development planning process is gone amok in this state and is totally run by developers. To
say development planning is essential during the pandemic is beyond my comprehension. To allow developers
to push through major projects greatly impacting whole communities without addressing any of the issues goes
3
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against the idea of democracy - especially in the time of the pandemic. To have the President of Tierra West
(Ronald Bohannan) tell us that he's doing us a favor and not responding to any of the issues. The property in
question is directly behind us and the area was rezoned and IDO process developed over a three year process,
yet no resident was informed. Mr. Bohannan was on the executive committee. Though issues effects both
people in Rio Rancho none of the issues have to be addressed. Though our future is greatly impacted by 4-story
structures with balconies overlooking homes , increased crime and significant drop in home values , we are only
given one chance of getting involved (process has been stove-piped) and less then 4 weeks to respond at the
public hearing. The IDO itself is over 500 pages long - as everything is only available online - our ability to
provide input is greatly hindered. The public hearing is a quasi-judicial process, which limits who we can talk
to/contact. I feel like I have been assaulted and have my hands tied behind my back. I try to state my case and
am told it does not matter - no one has to listen. I am in home isolation, yet I am given no relief nor someone to
represent me. A meeting we asked for to voice our concerns the HOA paid half for. The HOA's money comes
from the residents being impacted, yet we are made to pay to talk to Tierra West. Then we find out not one of
our issues or recommendation was responded to. In fact at the meeting we were told the developer would not
agree to any changes in design. Mr. Bohannan helped write the rezoning and IDO, so it he knows how to use the
process to get what he wants with NO consideration for the victims. The developer, his client, is from out-ofstate. As of May 21st (I understand this has since changed) Tierra West website said of the Huning Castle
Apartments "numerous appeals filed by the neighborhoods were successfully defended through City Council
and on to District Court." Communities are being ignored both in Rio Rancho and Albuquerque (where
Bohannan and Huston operate). It's a travesty to see During normal times it's apprehensive. During the
pandemic, I think it's criminal. I trusted you to take care of the citizens of our state and was so very proud of
what was being done. But with this situation I feel that nobody except the developers are being heard and the
communities are being greatly hurt - yet nobody hears our voice. If the intent is to dishearten and beat down
solid citizens who have thrived on the sense of community and social justice - you can consider it done.

Please reach out to this constituent within 24 hours of receiving this referral. Please respond within 5 days. If
you require an extension, please notify this office with details of the request. Upon response please include
pertinent information.
Note: Please respond to this email and cc (Matt Ruybal and matt.ruybal@state.nm.us) for tracking purposes

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:10 PM
kathielong@mac.com
Gomez, Angela J.
RE: PR-2020 004030 , Wintergreen apartments deferral to August 5
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Dear Kathie Long,
The Development Review Board heard this case on July 27, 2020 and deferred it to the meeting of August 5, 2020. I am
including the information about why we are having virtual meetings and how you can participate.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.
This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 669 900 6833
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
1
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planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

-----Original Message----From: Kathie Long <kathielong@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:54 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: PR-2020 004030
In reference to the meeting scheduled for 7/22/20 regarding apartments on golf course road Tierra West LLC. I would
like to attend but I am unable to do a virtual meeting will it be rescheduled when concerned neighbors will be able to
attend? Thank you Kathie Long 505-239-4687
Sent from my iPad=
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Edward Padilla <epadilla@unm.edu>
Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:16 AM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
Re: Proj. #4030

I did catch that, too, but figured you meant the 22nd.
Many thanks for the detailed information.
You all take care, and be safe out there.
Ed Padilla
Facility Services
College of University Libraries and Learning Sciences
Zimmerman Library - Rm.129, West Wing
MSC05 3020
1 University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
505-277-0458
Cell: 505-249-4162
epadilla@unm.edu

From: Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:14 AM
To: Edward Padilla <epadilla@unm.edu>
Cc: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: Proj. #4030
[EXTERNAL]

Hello,
I want to clarify that the case was heard on July 22, 2020.
Thank you
From: Gould, Maggie S.
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:09 AM
To: 'epadilla@unm.edu' <epadilla@unm.edu>
Cc: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: Proj. #4030
Dear Edward Padilla,
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The Development Review Board heard this case on July 27, 2020 and deferred it to the meeting of August 5, 2020. I am
including the information about why we are having virtual meetings and how you can participate.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.
This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 669 900 6833
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Edward Padilla <epadilla@unm.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 8:57 AM
2
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To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Proj. #4030

Greeting Ms. Wolfley,
If at all possible please delay the Zoom agenda topic for Project #4030 to a later date when more
members of the Seven Bar HOA can attend. I am working at the time of this Zoom meeting, as I am
sure others are as well. This topic is extremely important to members of the Seven Bar HOA, and we
would like to participate to voice our objection to having these apartments built on the proposed site
plan for many of the reasons noted at the first Zoom meeting related to this project.
Respectfully,
Ed Padilla
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, October 09, 2020 3:44 PM
Marsha Kearney; Rodenbeck, Jay B.; Gomez, Angela J.
mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval
RE: Site Plan for PR-2020-004030 Wintergreen Apartments

Ms. Kearney,
Good afternoon. Here are some answers to the questions you raised.
1. The Notice of Decision is available on the DRB website under the date of the DRB meeting. Here is the link from
the DRB website.
http://documents.cabq.gov/planning/development-review-board/DRB2020/September/PR-2020004030_September_30_2020%20-%20Notice%20of%20Decision.pdf
2. The Notice of Decision identifies the date that an appeal must be filed. The date is October 15, 2020 at 5
pm. This date is 15 calendar days following the DRB meeting.
3. Documents that have already been submitted regarding the case are compiled into the ‘Record’ for the
case. That ‘Record’ will be provided to the Land Use Hearing Officer.
4. The case is assigned the Project Number PR-2020-004030. You use this number to identify the DRB decision you
would be appealing. The specific Site Plan application is SI 2020-00549. You can include this number.
5. The appeal form should be sent in according to the instructions online. Any information you wish to add to
supplement the appeal should be sent in via email. That can be done in more than one email if file sizes are
exceeded. Please contact Vanessa Segura vsegura@cabq.gov 505-924-3895 for any assistance in the logistics
of filing an appeal. Please note that there is a fee for filing an appeal.
6. I will check into the matters you raised in #6 and get back to you early next week.
Thanks,

JOLENE WOLFLEY
associate director
o 505.924.3891
e jwolfley@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Rodenbeck, Jay B. <jrodenbeck@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Gomez, Angela J.
<agomez@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Site Plan for PR-2020-004030 Wintergreen Apartments
Jay,
We need some help understanding the appeal process for the Site Plan for OR-2020-004030, so would appreciate
hearing back to this e-mail asap on the following questions:
1. Has the Official Notice of Decision been released, and if so we need a copy to attach to the appeal.
2. When does the 15 day appeal period begin and end?
3. Do we need to resubmit documents that have already been provided for the record?
4. I have seen different numbers attached to this project - Is the OR-2020-004030 number the correct number?
5. I note that the single PDF file must be e-mailed and is limited in size. In responding to this project I have already
had to break up previous documents to meet that requirement and do not the capability to make a CD. During the
time of the pandemic - how are we expected to provide the appeal information in the short timeframe
available? This is a serious matter that we would appreciate attention to.
6. In the plat shared at the last hearing a round-about is shown at the north end of the gated community that
appears to include part of the adjacent lot and has a road from the north coming into the round-about. Also, the
water system proposed also involves work in that northern parcel. Should not that be included in the site
plan? Would not that result in the area being beyond the maximum acreage allowed for the site plan? Also the
round about shows the road from the north coming in and using the same access point for the gated
community. There has not been a project submitted/approved for the north parcel, so how can the development
occur? If the gated community extends beyond the two properties identified, does it not require the project to go
through the EPC board?
Greatly appreciate your response to the above questions. With the pandemic continuing on our ability to be able to be
involved in this and other projects has been extremely hindered.
Marsha Kearney
7 Bar North Resident
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gomez, Angela J.
Monday, July 20, 2020 9:00 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
RE: Zoom Meeting scheduled for July 22, 2020

From: Susanna Padilla <purdygirl1233@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 7:55 AM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Zoom Meeting scheduled for July 22, 2020
I feel it is not wise to hold a Zoom meeting on July 22nd and need too reschedule this when we can have an OPEN Public
meeting. Critical decisions are being made that affect the community and THE homeowners Property. We as
homeowners NEED to be involved in important decisions that affect us here and around our community. Thank you for
your reconsideration in this important matter. Susanna Padilla.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gould, Maggie S.
Monday, August 10, 2020 8:28 AM
mike mirabal
Gomez, Angela J.
RE: Zoom Meetings are not open

Good morning Mr. Mirabal,
I will add this comment to the file and it will be distributed to the board.
If there is anything that I can do to help you understand the process or the information regarding this case, please let me
know.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 4:23 PM
To: Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Subject: Zoom Meetings are not open
Ms. Gould,
I am writing in reference to the proposed Wintergreen apartments on Golf Course.
Just a short note about my concern on the process of conducting zoom meetings during this pandemic. There is a
purpose for conducting meetings in an open meeting environment. This Zoom meeting format sanitizes the emotion, the
feelings, the expression in the room. The public sentiment is stifled. These meetings are already slanted in favor of the
developers, and the emotions and reasoning of the established neighbors needs to be heard, felt, and communicated to
our public officials. The process is too sanitized. I personally feel it is a technical violation of the Open Meetings act, and
ask that these Zoom meetings and hearings be delayed until there can be honest open communication with our public
officials. This pandemic is being used by develops to rush these projects through with limited input from the public. Also
with city offices being closed, we are inhibited at attaining necessary information. As I'm sure you are aware we don't do
this for a living like the developers do. It takes a fair amount of time for us to come up to speed on the process alone.
We need the face to face opportunities. Something this permanent and detrimental requires more time and
consideration. Please slow down and don't let us be robbed of our rights. We have been here for over twenty years. Our
rights should take precedence.
1
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Thank you.
Get Outlook for Android
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Megan Fitzpatrick <meganfitz@live.com>
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 2:07 PM
Richard Stevenson; Marsha Kearney
p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com;
1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com; bcreel@msn.com;
frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com;
scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net;
erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com;
marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com;
rfasel@fed.net; Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Gould, Maggie S.
Re: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)

Thank you, Mr. Stevenson. In regards to crime, please look at this. This homicide occurred at the Sky Stone
apartments a few days ago, yes, the other 4 story apartment complex that butts up against Seven Bar North and
my backyard. You failed to give any concrete discussion to the crime that most undoubtedly will occur in our
community. We are being surrounded by apartments, which was never the intention of the community. You
wouldn’t want this in your backyard, and nor do we.
https://www.kob.com/albuquerque-news/apd-investigating-homicide-on-west-side/5813739/
Thank you
Megan Fitzpatrick
From: Richard Stevenson
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 at 1:54 PM
To: Marsha Kearney
Cc: p crump , Ron Bohannan , "rick@rba81.com" , "gnh5976@gmail.com" , "1garciagang@gmail.com" , mike
mirabal , Me , "bcreel@msn.com" , "frandimarco@msn.com" , "cfmirabal@gmail.com" , "ruffkat@yahoo.com"
, "david.m.lopez@msn.com" , "garnand_lu@yahoo.com" , "kmcvey124@comcast.net" , "tjmurieta@msn.com"
, "nenaperkin@gmail.com" , "avalgman12@gmail.com" , "scott.templeton@comcast.net" ,
"chavezdyx4@yahoo.com" , "mccormackdj@comcast.net" , "erin.coffman@yahoo.com" ,
"huerta.loretta58@gmail.com" , "gayle.binkley@me.com" , "marshakearney@gmail.com" ,
"nauticalhutch@gmail.com" , "miladybutler@yahoo.com" , "rfasel@fed.net" , "Gomez, Angela J." ,
"jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov" , Maggie Gould
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)
Good Afternoon,
In regards to notification, including signage, we followed the requirements listed in Section 6-4(K) of the IDO.
This included sending notices to the adjoining property owners based on the City provided ONC list, posting the
yellow sign per the sign posting agreement, and sending out notices to the recognized Home Owner
Associations. If you have concerns with the IDO notification procedures that applicants are required to follow,
please email DRB Chair Ms. Wolfley jwolfley@cabq.gov. Annual updates of the IDO are submitted every year
into the City’s review and approval process, so the City can consider your feedback and concerns.
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Cobble rock, or equivalent, will be placed in the 5-ft setback between the CMU wall and the property line. The
apartment landscape maintenance crew will maintain all areas on the property. Additional trees and vegetation
density were added to the buffer area, and the walking trail has been shifted to the west further away from the
property line.
We previously discussed crime in prior correspondence and at the public meetings.
All Solar Access requirements per IDO Section 5-10 are met.
The market research and studies completed by the developer are proprietary and will not be shared.
The tree sizes at planting and at maturity are shown in the cross sections to provide a scale and orientation of
the apartment building relative to the single family homes and detail the buffer area. As previously mentioned
the IDO requires a 50-ft landscape buffer (IDO Section 5-9(F)) to provide a setback between the improvements
and the single family homes to increase the privacy and to reduce sight-lines from adjoining properties. Based
on the proposed building height there is also a minimum 100-ft offset from the property line (IDO Section 24(C)), to provide protection to the adjacent home owners. Please refer to the landscaping plan which details the
tree spacing, heights at maturity etc. which is included in the plans (link provided in previous email).
The Comprehensive Plan provides the guiding framework in establishing the zoning designations throughout
the City. The zoning allowable uses is then specifically defined in the IDO and by the specific zone
classification. The IDO also defines the development standards and the City’s planning system and procedures.
This project meets the requirements listed in the IDO, to the best of our knowledge. This is not a zone change,
and as such, when the City Council placed the MX-M zoning designation on the property it was guided by the
Comprehensive Plan Goals and Policies. The assessment for MX-M zoning was completed by City Planners,
property owners, neighborhood associations and members of the public during the adoption of the IDO. You
can find more information on the City website https://abc-zone.com/

Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

From: Marsha Kearney [mailto:rmeek1978@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 9:02 PM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net;
chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com;
miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net; Gomez, Angela J.; jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov; Maggie Gould
Subject: Re: [#2020013] Wintergreen Apartments DRB questions (PR-2020-004030)
After reading Tierra West’s response I have several comments/ questions I would like included in the record.
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1. No mention of lack of notification and the dealing with the signage not being in line with the IDO
requirements until two days before the first hearing. How is that matter remedied? Also the 100 feet from the
property does NOT include public right-of-ways. Would not that expand the number of residents that needed to
be contacted?
2. The residents talked about “river rock,” not “river walk” to discourage people from getting near the adjacent
properties. What is planned for the 5 feet between the Planned wall and existing walls? Would not that collect
trash and debris? How would that be managed? Also hard to understand how you would build up the six foot
wall with 2 foot raised ground where possible. You talk about changes in the buffer, yet there are no displays of
what that would look like.
3. The crime has greatly increased in the areas where other apartment complexes have been built on the
Westside. What makes this complex different?
4. The statement that 10 story buildings would be allowed in the area under the C-2 zoning is INCORRECT.
The previous zoning only allowed for 2 story building with the conditional clause.
5. There is no mention of “solar access.” How does this project impact solar access for the residents?
6. The Developer declined to share the market research to support the building of luxury apartments in this area.
This is a critical issue to the residents and when considering the comprehensive plan. There are already a
number of apartments on the Westside with “space available.”To say that This information will not be shared is
NOT answering questions/concerns.
7. The cross-sections provided are inadequate when speaking to the privacy and noise barriers needed for the
residents. Cross-sections show trees. Where exactly are they planted, spacing, heights, etc. We have no clear
view of what will be in the buffer and how it will protect the adjacent property owners.
8. When considering the Guiding Principles in Chapter 4 of the Comprehensive Plan, this project is totally out
of line with the guidance given by this overarching document. Please answer how this project meets those
principles.
Please share your responses with all on this mailing list.
Marsha Kearney

On Aug 3, 2020, at 5:10 PM, Richard Stevenson wrote:
Good Afternoon,
The intent of this email is to provide responses to the questions raised by neighbors at the DRB
hearing on July 22nd 2020, in regards to the proposed Wintergreen Apartment project City
project number PR-2020-004030.
The updated plans to address DRB comments from the July 22nd hearing are available on the
City website: http://data.cabq.gov/government/planning/DRB/PR-2020004030/DRB%20Submittals/PR-2020004030_Aug_5_2020_Supp/Application/DRB%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020/2020013%20DRB
%20Plans%20-%20Wintergreen%20Luxury%20Apartments%20Resubmittal%207.31.2020.pdf
Below is a list of questions from the DRB meeting on July 22nd that I heard. Any duplicates were
consolidated into a single question/theme. If you have specific project questions not previously
addressed in the public meetings, please email us so we can work to respond to your questions
rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.
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•

Will a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) be prepared by the applicant?
Response: This development does not meet the City threshold to require a Traffic Impact
Study. Additional traffic review was completed including the Trip Generation Worksheet
based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing (MidRise) apartments, Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution, Trip Distribution
Worksheet and Map, which were submitted to the City Traffic Engineer and send to you
on July 21 2020. Ms. Mirabel asked at the DRB hearing for the chart which was used to
determine the trips, and I have attached to this email. The attachment provides an
overview on how the trips are determined based on historical data (pre Covid-19). The
development is also subject to payment of City impact fees for transportation, drainage,
City facilities, parks, and public safety. Impact fees are a charge of assessment imposed
by the City on new development in order to generate revenue for funding or recouping
the costs of capital improvements rationally related to new development in accordance
with applicable law.

•

Please provide the market research supporting the decision to proceed with luxury
apartments?
Response: The developer is unwilling to share the market study for this development.

•

We have requested sound barriers, Line of sight barriers, fencing barriers, landscape
barriers, lighting barriers.
Response: A 6-ft CMU block wall is proposed to be installed 5-ft offset the property
boundary.

•

We requested a sound and visibility wall at least 8 feet along the East end of the property
boundary.
Response: Where feasible we are proposing 2-ft earth bench to elevate the 6-ft wall to
include the effective height.

•

Will an archeology study, crime impact study, wildlife impact study property value
impact study be provided by the applicant?

•

Response: Following a sensitivity review of the project site in regards to IDO Section 5-2
Site Design and Sensitive Lands, the following assessment was made by the applicant
4
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that Tract E-1 does not meet any of the sensitive land elements, as described further
below:
o

5-2(C)(1)(a) Floodplains and flood hazard areas – the site is not with in a
floodplain or flood hazard area per FEMA FIRM Map 35001C0108G dated
9/26/2008

o

5-2(C)(1)(b) Steep slopes – Steep slopes is not defined by the IDO but generally
considered steep if the slope is greater than 20%. The average slope of the
undeveloped site is 4.5%

o

5-2(C)(1)(c) Unstable soils – per USGS the of soil is bluepoint loamy fine sand
98.1%

o

5-2(C)(1)(d) Wetlands – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of wetlands.

o

5-2(C)(1)(e) Arroyos – per FEMA FIRM map no evidence of recorded arroyos.

o

5-2(C)(1)(f) Irrigation facilities (acequias) – no

o

5-2(C)(1)(g) Escarpments – there are no escarpments on the property

o

5-2(C)(1)(h) Rock outcroppings – there are no rock outcroppings on the property

o

5-2(C)(1)(i) Large stands of mature trees – not present, the site is in an
undeveloped condition with vegetation typical of the west mesa with areas of
scrub, small vegetation and some minor disturbance by dumping of soils.

o

5-2(C)(1)(j) Archaeological sites – certificate of no effect provided by the COA
dated May 6, 2020 on file.

A crime impact, wildlife and property value impact study is not required with the
application and will not be completed.
An archeological certification of no effect was provided by the Albuquerque City
Archaeologist for this site.

•

We have requested that the recreational walking trail adjacent our properties be removed.
Response: The walking trail has been shifted to the west further away from the east
property line but remains for the residents to utilize for recreational exercise.

•

Please provide a view plan exhibit?
Response: A view plan exhibit was prepared to show the sections along the east half of
the property and is attached to this email.
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•

We have requested Large River walk as opposed to Grass to discourage foot traffic.
Response: Native seed is proposed as ground cover in the 50-ft landscape buffer area,
along with shrubs and trees, as detailed on the landscape plans.

•

Concern with the scale and intensity of the development.
Response: The subject site is zoned MX-M (Mixed Use Medium intensity) and the
proposed multi-family use is allowed permissively. The proposed plan meets applicable
development standards (height, setbacks, parking, etc.) and the technical standards
(drainage, vehicular access, etc.). The site was previously zoned C-2 (Community
Commercial), which allowed multi-family development at a much more intense scale of
development (higher density and over 10 stories in height were possible under C-2
zoning).
This development and proposed density also aligns with the infill development of the
City with the City of Albuquerque Comprehensive Plan Goal and policy listed in Chapter
5: Land Use, regarding development patterns: Goal 5.3-Efficient Development Patterns:
Promote development patterns that maximize the utility of existing infrastructure and
public facilities and the efficient use of land to support the public good, and Policy 5.3.1Infill Development: Support additional growth in areas with existing infrastructure and
public facilities. The project will facilitate development of a portion of a site already
served by existing infrastructure that is available for use (Golf Course Rd, Black Arroyo
Channel, ABCWUA water and sewer) thereby maximizing the utility of existing
infrastructure and using land in an efficient manner. Using infrastructure and land in this
way generally supports the public good because it is more efficient than adding
infrastructure and/or developing residential developments on the urban fringe.

•

We also would like the landscape plan to include more mature trees, to protect immediate
privacy. The current plan has at least 10-year maturity
Response: 6-ft plus high trees will be installed at install for the Austrian Pine species,
Chinese Juniper planted as 5 gal shrubs, the other tree species shall have a 2-inch plus
caliper.

•

We would like plants that do not affect allergies. Juniper plants are a major contributor to
allergies.
Response: The two types of evergreens are selected for the eastern edge of the landscape:
6
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o

Austrian Pines / Pinus nigra. Uncommon tree allergen, minimal needle drop with
regular irrigation.

o

Chinese Juniper / Juniperus chinensus – ‘Spartan’ (narrow) variety, planted as 5
gal shrubs. FEMALE TREES ONLY per compliance with City Aeroallergen
Ordinance.

o

The city tracks and puts out daily air quality pollen counts. Junipers, a common
allergen, are included. Pines, an uncommon allergen, are not included.

•

We want Trash Bins moved away from the East side of the development, away from
homeowners’ properties.
Response: Limited in placement due to Solid Waste and ABCWUA requirements, located
dumpsters outside of the buffer area and as far away as possible from the residents.

•

Lighting must be directed away from private properties.
Response: All outdoor lighting for the project is controlled by the New Mexico Night Sky
Protection Act and regulated by the IDO section 5-8. No light source for any outdoor
light fixture shall be directly visible from any public right-of-way or any adjacent
property. Light poles will have a max height of 16-ft.

•

Privacy Concerns
Response: The City has no specific standards to protect privacy of backyards such as
preventing sight-lines from adjoining properties but does require a 50-ft landscape buffer
to provide setback and landscaping between this development and the single family
residence. The IDO Neighborhood Edge requirements (height limitations, buffer
requirements, etc.) are met with this development.

•

We discourage Grass on the East side buffer, being that the noise generated by
maintenance and mowing would impose on the neighborhood.
Response: All property owners in the City of Albuquerque must follow the Noise Control
Ordinance https://www.cabq.gov/environmentalhealth/noise

•

Concern on Crime increasing in the area:
Response: Site design and building design standards are reflected in the Integrated
Development Ordinance (IDO) which incorporate the basic tenets of CPTED (Crime
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Prevention Through Environmental Design), such as adequate lighting, minimizing
“hiding places,” providing opportunities for passive surveillance, and restricting access to
sites and buildings to only residents (gating, doors with controlled access, etc.). AFR
(Fire & Rescue) and APD (Police Department) provided comments on the site plan with
those elements considered with the design. As this is a gated apartment community the
residents will be as concerned for crime prevention across Albuquerque as any other
good neighbor is.

•

Water runoff and drainage has not been addressed adequately to the neighborhood
concerns.
Response: Tierra West is unaware of any outstanding questions or concerns regarding

drainage.
As the applicant we consider the Site Plan complies with all applicable provisions of the IDO,
the DPM, other adopted City regulations, all of which is being reviewed thoroughly by the DRB.
We have followed the procedures outlined in the IDO document for notice provisions. If you
have specific project questions relating to the development, please email us so we can work to
respond to your questions rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com.
This application has not bypassed any City agency/s or committee/s and is following the City of
Albuquerque process. If you have process questions, i.e. specific to the IDO notification
procedures, or any other City process matter please email the DRB Chair Ms. Wolfley at
jwolfley@cabq.gov.
The upcoming DRB meeting to review the re-submittal to address DRB member’s comments is
this Wednesday, 5 August 2020. The project number is PR-2020-004030, and is number three on
the agenda. The agenda is posted online and the call in details are as follows:
Join Zoom Meeting (9:00 am Wednesday 8/5/2020)
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 312 626 6799 or find your local number: https://hes32ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fcabq.zoom.us%2fu%2faL
qNrIrNh&umid=32057433-94b8-4fdb-a21a056e4ec2aa42&auth=c5e193b2792d33bbda0d14ee5f909adbb398f0286d0e4a7df508df08c0dd6d11236b96ec1d7dae98
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
8
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PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and
is intended only for the use of the individual(s) named above or their designee. If you are not the
intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this
message is illegal under the law. If you have received this message in error, please immediately
notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original message from your email
system. Thank you.
From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:36 PM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; 'rick@rba81.com'; 'gnh5976@gmail.com';
'1garciagang@gmail.com'; 'mdmiraba@msn.com'; 'meganfitz@live.com'; 'bcreel@msn.com';
'frandimarco@msn.com'; 'cfmirabal@gmail.com'; 'ruffkat@yahoo.com'; 'ruffkat@yahoo.com';
'david.m.lopez@msn.com'; 'garnand_lu@yahoo.com'; 'kmcvey124@comcast.net';
'tjmurieta@msn.com'; 'tjmurieta@msn.com'; 'nenaperkin@gmail.com';
'avalgman12@gmail.com'; 'scott.templeton@comcast.net'; 'chavezdyx4@yahoo.com';
'mccormackdj@comcast.net'; 'erin.coffman@yahoo.com'; 'huerta.loretta58@gmail.com';
'gayle.binkley@me.com'; 'marshakearney@gmail.com'; 'nauticalhutch@gmail.com';
'miladybutler@yahoo.com'; 'rfasel@fed.net'
Cc: 'Jocelyn Torres'; 'Gomez, Angela J.'; 'Maggie Gould'; 'Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF';
jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated
Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx
Here is a downloaded link to the City of Albuquerque 95% plans detailing the Westside Blvd
widening from Golf Course Rd to NM 528. Funding has been authorized with construction
scheduled to start in spring 2021.
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkmvdAAIpPHseyTI
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:28 AM
To: 'p crump'; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com;
1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com;
frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com;
scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net;
erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com;
marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com;
rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF;
9
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jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated
Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx
Hello All,
Please find attached the following items relating to the traffic queries for this project:
•
•
•
•
•

Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
Trip Distribution Worksheet
Trip Distribution Map
Westside Blvd. widening project timing and financials which is in the current
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for FFY 2020 and 2021. According to
MRCOG TIP Coordinator, this is a high priority project for the City of Albuquerque and
City of Rio Rancho. This project will more than likely be completed over the next few
years considering the amount of construction that is involved. Here is a link to MRCOG
website where you can find the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (which includes project
lists), as well as the TIP: https://www.mrcog-nm.gov/233/Metro-Planning.

Grading and Drainage
• Here is the downloadable link to the drainage plan
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkDpTWEqdjmDVXFo

Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and
is intended only for the use of the individual(s) named above or their designee. If you are not the
intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this
message is illegal under the law. If you have received this message in error, please immediately
notify me by return message or by telephone and delete the original message from your email
system. Thank you.
From: p crump [mailto:phcrumpsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com;
1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com;
frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com;
scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net;
10
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erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com;
marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com; miladybutler@yahoo.com;
rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF
Subject: [#2020013] Emailing: Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Dear All:
Attached please find the Report for the meeting held Thursday evening, June 18th, regarding the
proposed Wintergreen Apartments. Please review it carefully.
If there are errors of either Omission (something important said but left out) or Commission
(something important misquoted), please let us know and we will issue correcting Amendments.
You may send potential corrections to phcrumpsf@gmail.com.
Also, instructions for submitting additional comments to the DRB are included near the end of
the report under Hearing Details.
Also, you may let the City know your impression of the meeting and the facilitator(s) by going to
one of the following evaluations:
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-applicantsurvey
or
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-participantsurvey
Thank you very much for your participation.
Philip Crump and Jocelyn Torres, Facilitators

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sunday, August 16, 2020 3:11 PM
Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.
mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval; Megan Fitzpatrick; Amy Garcia
School Issue - Wintergreen Apartments Proposal by Tierra West
Schools - PDF.pdf; ATT00001.htm

Angela,
I would appreciate the following document being added to the record for Tierra West’s proposed Apartment
Complex on Golf Course. Appreciate acknowledgement that has been done.
Thank you!
Marsha Kearney
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Friday, October 09, 2020 2:27 PM
Rodenbeck, Jay B.; Wolfley, Jolene; Gomez, Angela J.
mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval
Site Plan for PR-2020-004030 Wintergreen Apartments

External
Jay,
We need some help understanding the appeal process for the Site Plan for OR-2020-004030, so would
appreciate hearing back to this e-mail asap on the following questions:
1. Has the Official Notice of Decision been released, and if so we need a copy to attach to the appeal.
2. When does the 15 day appeal period begin and end?
3. Do we need to resubmit documents that have already been provided for the record?
4. I have seen different numbers attached to this project - Is the OR-2020-004030 number the correct
number?
5. I note that the single PDF file must be e-mailed and is limited in size. In responding to this project
I have already had to break up previous documents to meet that requirement and do not the capability
to make a CD. During the time of the pandemic - how are we expected to provide the appeal information
in the short timeframe available? This is a serious matter that we would appreciate attention to.
6. In the plat shared at the last hearing a round-about is shown at the north end of the gated community
that appears to include part of the adjacent lot and has a road from the north coming into the roundabout. Also, the water system proposed also involves work in that northern parcel. Should not that be
included in the site plan? Would not that result in the area being beyond the maximum acreage allowed
for the site plan? Also the round about shows the road from the north coming in and using the same
access point for the gated community. There has not been a project submitted/approved for the north
parcel, so how can the development occur? If the gated community extends beyond the two properties
identified, does it not require the project to go through the EPC board?
Greatly appreciate your response to the above questions. With the pandemic continuing on our ability to be
able to be involved in this and other projects has been extremely hindered.
Marsha Kearney
7 Bar North Resident
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sunday, August 16, 2020 9:13 PM
Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.
mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval; Megan Fitzpatrick
State Statute 3-21-5 and Tierra West Wintergreen Apartments Proposal
state statutues pdf.pdf; state statutues -x.docx; ATT00001.txt

Ms. Gomez,
I would like this added to the record for Tierra West’s Wintergreen
Apartment Complex Proposal on Golf Course Road. Please notify me
when that has occurred.
Thank you,
Marsha Kearney
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Friday, September 25, 2020 5:15 PM
Gould, Maggie S.; Gomez, Angela J.; Morris, Petra
mike mirabal; Megan Fitzpatrick; Larry Sandoval
Tierra West Apartment Complex (2 of 2 messages with documents)
Notifications - x.docx; Comp Plan - pdf.pdf; state statutues - pdf.pdf; ATT00001.txt

Documents
3. Notification
4. Comp Plan
5. State Statutes

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 2:00 PM
Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.
mike mirabal
Virtual Meetings and Open Meetings Act (OMA)
Virtual Meetings_OMA.pdf

Dear Ms Gomez and Ms. Gould,

Please add the attached document regarding virtual meetings and the
Open Meetings Act to your records. Please confirm when you have
received this email and attachment.

Sincerely,

Larry Sandoval

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 11:44 AM
Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.
mike mirabal
Water Use and Impacts

Dear Ms. Chavez and Ms. Gould,
For the record. Here is a copy of a local (KRQE) news story that came out on August 4, 2020 regarding
Albuquerque’s water use. Since the Water Utility Authority is mentioned several times in the article, it is
important to note that this is an appropriate subject in light of the proposed development (Wintergreen
Apartments) with plans to build four, 45-foot high, massive apartment complexes along Golf Course.
My thoughts quickly focused on developers who grab every plot of land less than 10 acres in size throughout
the city, then watch as they propose the development of these behemoth apartment complexes at such a fast
pace, with little regard for our precious water resources. We will have negative impacts to our neighborhoods
and our communities if this growth is not controlled and/or planned. Are we keeping up with our water
demands now? There will be a drain on our water resources if we continue to allow the development of highdensity, highly populated complexes to dominate the landscape on the Westside and other areas throughout the
city. Is this really Planned Development?
Sincerely,
Larry Sandoval

https://www.krqe.com/news/albuquerque-metro/water-use-in-albuquerque-up-by-a-billion-gallons-more-thansame-time-last-year/

Water use in Albuquerque up by a billion
gallons more than same time last year
LOCAL NEWS
by: Jami Seymore
Posted: Aug 4, 2020 / 05:11 AM MDT / Updated: Aug 4, 2020 / 06:55 AM MDT

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (KRQE) – With people staying home during the pandemic, Albuquerque’s Water
Utility Authority says we’re using much more water. 2019 is a “success story” when it comes to water
conservation in Albuquerque, reaching its lowest usage in 20 years. 2020 is another story.
“Last year was a great success story. We hit our per capita usage, the lowest in 20 years of conservation. The
community of Albuquerque conserved almost a billion gallons,” said Carlos Bustos, who manages the
1
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conservation program for the Albuquerque Water Utility Authority. “Things have changed, definitely, and this
year, we’ve seen a surge in water usage. It’s partly because people are working from home but also because it’s
been drier and hotter.”
Bustos says people are likely washing their hands and clothes more during the pandemic, and with a mostly hot
and dry summer, they’re using their sprinklers more to keep their home lawns green and plush. Each drop used
adds up.
“About 1.2 billion gallons more at this same time last year,” said Bustos. “That’s huge because we’ve still got
five or six more months to go in this year.”
If that pattern continues, we’ll use more than double what we saved last year. Bustos says with not much added
to the surface water we use like the Rio Grande, we’re tapping into our ground water that took millions of years
to build up.
“Whenever we don’t have really good monsoon or snow, this year, specifically, we’re tapping into our ground
water source,” said Bustos, who remains hopeful a good forecast will bring more surface water in. “Last week,
we had pretty good rain events throughout the city and it’s looking like this weekend is about to be the same.”
The Water Authority hopes people will keep in mind how important it is to save as much water as they can.
While they’re not asking you to shower less or not cook as much, it can be as simple as turning off your
sprinklers and letting Mother Nature do her job.
“When it rains, let’s not irrigate,” said Bustos. “Let’s turn off our irrigation system.”
Bustos says just 20 days of not using sprinklers would get Albuquerque back on track for saving that precious
water. The Water Authority says now is also a good time to start any home improvement projects like giving
old toilets and sprinkler systems an ‘efficient’ facelift.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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For the August 5th, 2020 DRB hearing
Regarding the Wintergreen Apts.
Dear DRB Board members,
I am the Land Use Director for the Westside Coalition. I receive the notifications of west side projects. I
have attended two online facilitated meetings regarding the Wintergreen apartment proposal.
Here are my Comments regarding the proposed Four Story Wintergreen Apartments:
1) Solar Access: The Westside has received a lot of applications for Apartments, recently. These
applications are proposing 3 to 4 story apartments; mostly 4 stories. If we don't do this right, we end up
with very incompatible apartments adjacent to single family residents, which is creating a lot of conflicts
with the neighbors. The size of a building adjacent to single family homes does affect the quality of life
for the existing residents in terms of privacy and solar access. In the case of the wintergreen Apts., solar
access for the neighbors will especially be affected when the afternoon sun goes down.
2) Neighborhood scale and Character: One of the biggest concerns regarding the proposed Winter
Green Apartments is the size of the four story building behind single family neighborhoods. Four stories
is completely out of scale and character for the surrounding area. There are no other 4 story buildings
along this stretch of Golf Course, heading into Rio Rancho, that are this tall. This site is completely
surrounded by single family homes. Four stories will appear out of place, as if a mistake was made in the
zoning. Would this be called spot zoning? I'm sure this was not the original intent for this site.
3) Prior C-2 zoning: The prior zone code listed this site as a C-2 zone, Community Commercial.
Apartments were a conditional use, under the C-2 Zoning. At the time it had to consider 3 criteria:
school capacity, jobs to housing balance, and meeting the usable open space requirement. The
residents who purchased their homes, were expecting commercial type businesses similar in scale as the
other businesses up the road from them. They did not expect a large apartment complex behind their
homes. We do not want this project to set a bad precedent that undermines the scale and character of
the surrounding area, upsetting the community.
4) IDO MXM zoning: The IDO is a new zoning ordinance. This site was changed to a MXM zone in the
IDO. It now allows apartments permissively, buildings can go up to 45 ft. high. Does this mean that a 45
ft. high building is allowed at all locations? Shouldn't an application meet the goals policies of the ABC-Z
Comp Plan which promotes development to blend with the scale and character of the surrounding area?
Also note most of the apartments in the area, are near Activity Centers and have transit nearby. Ex: The
apartments near the North west Area command are 2 to 3 story buildings, not 4 story. There is a lot of
activity around that area, including the cottonwood shopping area, Cibola high school and a bus transit
system. Note: The Wintergreen site is in an Area of Consistency, 2) it is not in an Activity Center, 3) It
does not have transit service on Golf Course. All these things need to be considered when evaluating
this proposal.
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The ABC-Z Comp Plan goals and policies are to guide development to fit with the surrounding area:
5) ABC-Z Comp Plan: Pg. 5-23 5.1.2.5 CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE DEVELOPMENT AREAS: Directing growth
to Areas of Change is intended to help preserve and protect established neighborhoods in Areas of
Consistency. Areas of Change and Consistency are designed to be complementary to protect

the scale and character of distinctive neighborhoods while accommodating new residents and
jobs in areas already well served by infrastructure and transit.
Areas of Consistency: Pg. 5-23 (City only) Neighborhoods designated as Areas of Consistency will

be protected by policies to limit densities, new uses, and negative impacts from nearby
development. While these areas may see some infill development and new uses, new
development or redevelopment will need to be compatible in scale and character with the
surrounding area
NOTE: The development proposal should fit with the above goals and policies of the ABC-Z Comp Plan. It
needs to limit its size and height to avoid privacy issues, solar access issues, and blend with the
surrounding area. I recommend further evaluation of this apartment complex to meet these goals and
policies, by going down in height to two stories, to protect the neighbors privacy, solar access, and blend
with the community.
I am including the State Statute (below): It emphasizes that the Zoning and the Comprehensive Plan, go
together in meeting the goals and the vision of the community to obtain complementary and
compatible developments adjacent to one another to preserve the quality of life for our citizens.

2019 New Mexico Statutes
Chapter 3 - Municipalities
Article 21 - Zoning Regulations
Section 3-21-5 - Zoning; conformance to
comprehensive plan.
Universal Citation: NM Stat § 3-21-5 (2019)
A. The regulations and restrictions of the county or municipal zoning authority are to be in accordance with a comprehensive plan and be
designed to:
(1) lessen congestion in the streets and public ways;
(2) secure safety from fire, flood waters, panic and other dangers;
(3) promote health and the general welfare;
(4) provide adequate light and air;
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(5) prevent the overcrowding of land;
(6) avoid undue concentration of population;
(7) facilitate adequate provision for transportation, water, sewerage, schools, parks and other public requirements; and
(8) control and abate the unsightly use of buildings or land.
B. The zoning authority in adopting regulations and restrictions shall give reasonable consideration, among other things, to the character of
the district and its peculiar suitability for particular uses, and to conserving the value of buildings and land and encouraging the most
appropriate use of land throughout its jurisdiction.
History: 1953 Comp., § 14-20-3, enacted by Laws 1965, ch. 300; 1970, ch. 52, § 2.
ANNOTATIONS
Comprehensive planning. — A comprehensive plan need not be contained in one document. It may be comprised of several or no
documents. It may be found within the ordinance itself where the zoning authority has not enacted a prior comprehensive plan and that
absence of a formally adopted comprehensive plan does substantially weaken the presumption of regularity of any zoning ordinance enacted
without it. Watson v. Town Council of Town of Bernalillo, 1991-NMCA-009, 111 N.M. 374, 805 P.2d 641.
Comprehensive plan may be found within zoning ordinance itself where the zoning authority has not enacted a prior comprehensive
plan. Board of Cnty. Comm'rs v. City of Las Vegas, 1980-NMSC-137, 95 N.M. 387, 622 P.2d 695.
Major reason for requiring comprehensive plan is to ensure that there will not be loose determinations of land utilization of comparatively
small sections of the community. Board of Cnty. Comm'rs v. City of Las Vegas, 1980-NMSC-137, 95 N.M. 387, 622 P.2d 695.
Advisory nature of master plan. — The phrase "in accordance with", in Subsection A, requires land use planning regulations to be guided
by, and consistent with, a master plan, but it does not mean that the legislature intended city master plans to be strictly adhered to in the
same manner as a statute, ordinance, or agency regulation. West Bluff Neighborhood Ass'n v. City of Albuquerque, 2002-NMCA-075, 132
N.M. 433, 50 P.3d 182, overruled by Rio Grande Chapter of Sierra Club v. N.M. Mining Comm'n, 2003-NMSC-005, 133 N.M. 97, 61 P.3d
806.
Absence of adopted plan weakens presumption of zoning regularity. — Absence of a formally adopted comprehensive plan does
substantially weaken the presumption of regularity of any zoning ordinance enacted without it. Board of Cnty. Comm'rs v. City of Las Vegas,
1980-NMSC-137, 95 N.M. 387, 622 P.2d 695.
Ordinance invalid absent evidence of plan. — Where there was no evidence before the trial court demonstrating that a county land fill
ordinance included a comprehensive plan, but, to the contrary, both the express statements in the ordinance and the evidence before the
trial court show that the disputed ordinance was not enacted in accordance with such a plan, the ordinance was struck down as
invalid. Board of County Comm'rs v. City of Las Vegas, 1980-NMSC-137, 95 N.M. 387, 622 P.2d 695.
Comprehensive planning. — A county zoning ordinance was valid where the county had a comprehensive plan in substance if not form at
the time the ordinance was enacted. Bogan v. Sandoval Cnty. Planning and Zoning Comm'n, 1994-NMCA-157, 119 N.M. 334, 890 P.2d 395,
cert. denied, 119 N.M. 168, 889 P.2d 203.
Presumption of validity. — A zoning ordinance is attached with a presumption of validity. The burden is on a sign owner to overcome this
presumption by proving that an ordinance is not reasonably related to its stated purpose. Temple Baptist Church, Inc. v. City of Albuquerque,
1982-NMSC-055, 98 N.M. 138, 646 P.2d 565.
Presumption of correctness regarding initial zoning. — There is a presumption that the initial determination of the type of zoning for a
given property is the correct one. Miller v. City of Albuquerque, 1976-NMSC-052, 89 N.M. 503, 554 P.2d 665.
There is a substantial distinction between amendments to a zoning ordinance as contrasted to ordinances enacting
comprehensive zoning; the fundamental justification for an amendatory or repealing zoning ordinance is a change of conditions making the
amendment or repeal reasonably necessary to protect the public interest, with another function being the covering and perfecting of previous
defective ordinances or correcting mistakes or injustices therein. Miller v. City of Albuquerque, 1976-NMSC-052, 89 N.M. 503, 554 P.2d 665.
Ordinance establishing exceptions. — A county ordinance which among other things establishes certain limited special exceptions is an
integral part of the plan required under this section, and the main objectives of requiring that a special permit be obtained before a use of
land is commenced are to protect adjoining property and to insure the orderly and efficient development of the community. Burroughs v.
Board of Cnty. Comm'rs, 1975-NMSC-051, 88 N.M. 303, 540 P.2d 233.
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Aesthetics justify exercise of police power. — Aesthetic considerations alone justify the exercise of the police power. Ordinances must
still, however, be construed for their reasonableness in relation to aesthetic purposes. Moreover, if the ordinance in question impinges on a
fundamental right, then the ordinance must "directly advance" the interests of aesthetics. Temple Baptist Church, Inc. v. City of Albuquerque,
1982-NMSC-055, 98 N.M. 138, 646 P.2d 565.
Sign ordinance held reasonably related to proper governmental goals. — A sign ordinance regulating the size, height and number of
signs is reasonably related to the proper governmental goals of aesthetics and traffic safety. Temple Baptist Church, Inc. v. City of
Albuquerque, 1982-NMSC-055, 98 N.M. 138, 646 P.2d 565 (1982).
Purpose of a municipal historical zoning ordinance was within the term "general welfare," as used in municipal zoning enabling
legislation. City of Santa Fe v. Gamble-Skogmo, Inc., 1964-NMSC-016, 73 N.M. 410, 389 P.2d 13.
Judicial review. — The district court may not substitute its judgment for that of the board of commissioners, but when it was made to appear
by the affidavits and other matters in the record that the board may have improperly failed to consider the matters which it was required to
consider in making the zoning change, then a question of fact was presented on the issue of the arbitrariness of the board in granting the
special use permit, and it was improper for the court to grant summary judgment and thereby resolve this issue as a matter of law. Cinelli v.
Whitfield Transp., Inc., 1971-NMSC-103, 83 N.M. 205, 490 P.2d 463.
Law reviews. — For note, "County Regulation of Land Use and Development," see 9 Nat. Resources J. 266 (1969).
For article, "Existing Legislation and Proposed Model Flood Plain Ordinance for New Mexico Municipalities," see 9 Nat. Resources J. 629
(1969).
For note, "Subdivision Planning Through Water Regulation in New Mexico," see 12 Nat. Resources J. 286 (1972).
For article, "Solar Rights and Their Effect on Solar Heating and Cooling," see 16 Nat. Resources J. 363 (1976).
For article, "Survey of New Mexico Law, 1982-83: Land Use Planning/Zoning," see 14 N.M.L. Rev. 183 (1984).
Am. Jur. 2d, A.L.R. and C.J.S. references. — Requirement that zoning variances or exceptions be made in accordance with
comprehensive plan, 40 A.L.R.3d 372.
...............................................................................................................................

See photo on next page:
A friend sent me a picture of this Westside neighborhood below. These recently built apartments now
block homeowners view at the edge of the City to the West. He said homeowners don’t even want to
use their backyards anymore due to the feeling of being watched from the looming apartments.
We don't want to see this type development to happen again.

Thank you.
Rene' Horvath
WSCONA Land use Director
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For the September 30th, 2020 DRB hearing
Regarding the Wintergreen Apts.
Dear DRB Board members,
I would like to add additional comments regarding the Wintergreen Apartments proposal.
In my previous letter dated August 5th, I expressed that the 4 story Wintergreen Apartments are out of place for the
surrounding neighborhood and thereby does not meet many of the ABC-Z comp Plan policies; as the apartments are out
scale and character.

It should be noted that the primary purpose of zoning: is to segregate uses that are thought to be
incompatible. In practice, zoning is used to prevent new development from interfering with existing uses
and/or to preserve the character of a community, Zoning laws - Wikipedia.
In summary:
1. The site was zoned C2. The IDO converted it to MXM. Apartments were a condition use in the C zone. Now
apartments are permissive in the newly adopted IDO. This feels more like a zone change
2. A MXM zone, allows building height to go up to 45 ft. high. Four stories that will tower over the nearby residents, as
shown in the August 5th letter/ photo. This size will affect neighbors privacy, loss of views and solar access.......
Would like to request a sunshade analysis for this site, since the building height would shade t the adjacent residents, as
the sun goes done in the afternoon.
3. The IDO is a new ordinance that replaced the prior zone code. The zone code - C2 Conditional use had 3 criteria for
approval which were eliminated in the IDO/ MXM zone. The 3 criteria were, jobs to housing balance, school capacity and
meeting the usable open space requirement.
4. The adjacent neighbors were not notified of the IDO zone changes, that will now impact them.
5. APS estimates the proposed apartments will generate 53 elementary students which is over the 17 remaining
elementary school space for Seven Bar elementary. The west side overall has a high rate of overcrowded schools, "How
will APS overcrowding be addressed when it becomes a problem?
6. Most of the site plans are now going to DRB who said they cannot address the ABC-Z Comp Plan policies, only the EPC
has discretionary authority to address policy. Please note Wintergreen site is in an Area of consistency, there is no
transit service for this area, traffic is an issue for the west side with limited river crossings, school capacity is an issue.
City Council removed the adverse criteria from DRB review. How will adverse impacts now be addressed?
7. When does the ABC-Z Comp Plan policies address protections for the neighborhoods? These are the issues that need
to be addressed.
Thank you,
Rene' Horvath
WSCONA Land Use Director
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Notifications and Meetings
April 7, 2020 - 7 Bar North HOA Exec. Board had the first meeting with Tierra
West to talk about the planned apartment complex development project.
Why did Tierra West, Seven Bar North HOA Board members participated at this
very critical meeting and not the homeowners that live on Carreta Dr., since they
are directly affected by this planned apartment complex development project?
April 14, 2020 – Seven Bar North HOA notifies Carreta Dr. homeowners for
the first time regarding an upcoming April 17, through video/audio
teleconference.
Why did the HOA wait a week to contact the homeowners on Carreta Drive?
April 17, 2020 – The first video/tele-conference is conducted with a small
group of Carreta Dr. homeowners.
Why after 10-days in a video/teleconference, it is the first time Carreta Dr.
homeowners have a chance to dialogue with Tierra West and HOA Board
members. Yet, another video/teleconference meeting format is scheduled? Only
a small number were in attendance and the format did not allow for effective
dialogue from all participants.
May 1, 2020 - Carreta Dr. homeowners invite Seven Bar North HOA Board
members to a very informal neighborhood Friday night gathering to get an update
and start dialogue. Mike Mirabal and Larry Sandoval initiated this informal
gathering. HOA President, Scott Templeton only attended. We were told at the
gathering that the HOA really could not be involved and homeowners would need
to send their concerns to Richard, Stevenson, P.E., Tierra West.
May 6, 2020 – HOA President, Scott Templeton advised Carreta Dr.
homeowners by an email to send their concerns directly to Richard Stevenson at
Tierra West.
May 21, 2020 - A subsequent video/tele-conference meeting was
conducted. It was not well organized and the format was not effective, therefore
not adequately addressing the homeowners concerns.
June 18, 2020 – The first face-to-face public meeting is conducted with Tierra
West, HOA members and Carreta Dr. homeowners and other concerned
homeowners.
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The Seven Bar North HOA actually paid for half of the charge of the meeting
room. Since when is the public that has to be contacted concerning a project
made to pay for half of a meeting room? This is not an appropriate charge.
When asked about doing a traffic study the question was asked by Tierra West if
we had the $12,000 to pay for the study. Totally inappropriate response from the
project planner. I have been in a large number of planning meetings in my career
and never have I seen the involved public charged to attend a meeting or the
response concerning the traffic impact study. Once again, the process greatly
limits the community involvement, but the developer is expecting the public to
pay a price to be involved.
July 22, 2020 - The City of Albuquerque’s Development Review Board (DRB)
reviews the planned apartment complex development project.
Once again there is a great concern with the pandemic and ineffectiveness of
Zoom and virtual meetings. We feel there needs to be a face to face meeting, in
line with the open meetings act and request that the DRB be rescheduled.
Other concerns with Tierra West:
* Tierra West sent out the limited number of notifications on June 26th. At least
two letters were sent as first-class mail and the rest not certified. How can they
ensure the people to be notified actually received the notification?
* On the Golf Course and Westside Blvd Public Notice Inquiry sent by Dalaina
Carmona on 6/24 to Kristi Walker for the Seven Bar North HOA, Jack Corder is
listed. Scott Templeton is the President of Seven Bar North HOA. That is totally
inappropriate! He does NOT represent the HOA, but is hired to manage the funds
and implementation of the covenants. In NO way should he be a contact. He
owns a Real Estate company and any role he plays in this process would be a
conflict of interest.
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Buffer Area Adjacent to Homeowner’s
Property and Planned Development
There are several promises made at this meeting that were never followed up,
they include the following:
We held a facilitated meeting with the developer representatives on the 18th
June.
My understanding from the process is that the purpose of this meeting was to
mediate
concerns and impacts to our existing neighborhood. We were promised by their
representative Richard Stevenson of Tierra West, that after the facilitated
meeting we would be provided an additional opportunity (meeting) to respond to
our concerns prior to the DRB hearing. This never happened.
As of today, there has been no attempt to provide that information to the
neighborhood.
This process has been very inadequate and unfair to the residents of our
community.
We are opposed to this development for several reasons, and feel they should be
addressed prior to any decisions being made. We would like some
accommodations, if approved, in the buffer area, and feel they are reasonable for
such an infringement.

1. The Buffer area: We have asked that the buffer area be a true buffer
area.
ü We have requested sound barriers, Line of sight barriers, fencing
barriers, landscape barriers, lighting barriers.
ü We requested a sound and visibility wall at least 8 feet along the
East end of the property boundary.
ü We have requested that the recreational walking trail adjacent our
properties be removed.
ü We want to discourage foot traffic along our property line.
ü We have requested Large River walk as opposed to Grass to
discourage foot traffic.
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ü We also would like the landscape plan to include more mature
trees, to protect immediate privacy. The current plan has at least
10-year maturity
ü We would like plants that do not affect allergies. Juniper plants are
a major contributor to allergies.
ü We want Trash Bins moved away from the East side of the
development, away from homeowners’ properties.
ü Lighting must be directed away from private properties.
ü We discourage Grass on the East side buffer, being that the noise
generated by maintenance and mowing would impose on the
neighborhood.
ü Water runoff and drainage has not been addressed adequately to
the neighborhood concerns.

2. We are an established neighborhood of over twenty years and feel our
concerns are valid and should be fairly accommodated. This IDO process is very
Developer oriented and removes any opportunity for our neighborhood to protect
its established quality of life. The change in Zoning does not reflect the prior site
plan that was established in the past. This plot was subdivided up into 9 smaller
units in the negotiated previous site plan, and was intended for smaller business
units. We were never notified of a zoning change, although we live within 100
feet of this property. While the excuse we continue to hear is that it was well
published in the past, that the city had the right to arbitrarily change the code. We
were under the belief under the previous code that if there were any changes,
since we lived within 100 feet, there would be required notification. The city failed
to notify the property owners.
We also feel that this process bypasses all the governmental agencies and
committees put in place to protect our communities. The Developer bypasses
EPC, which looks at all the relevant issues, Schools, Traffic, Environmental
studies, Wildlife, Intergovernmental, etc. This MX-M zoning by description was
intended for City centers and Apartment corridors. Neither of these fit this
location.
We respectfully ask that you reject this proposal; based on the negative affects it
has on our neighborhood and the surrounding communities. This will destroy our
quality of life and integrity of one of Albuquerque's great neighborhoods.
"Because it can be built, does not mean it should be built." There are other things
that have value to the community that we negotiated in the past.
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DRB Zoom Instructions
Please Note:
You do not need a Zoom account to use Zoom, as long as you're just looking to join
meetings.
2. You can use your computer to participate in a Zoom meeting with videoconference.
3. You can use your phone to participate in a Zoom meeting as an audio conference.
4. You can create a Zoom account to make your own meetings, record videos, keep
track of your contacts, and more.
1.

Join a Meeting
1. Option 1: Join using the provided URL (link).
a. Open the email, newsletter, calendar invite, or other communication that contains
a link to the prescheduled meeting and click the URL to join the Zoom Meeting.
b. Click on "download here" if a download doesn't start automatically.
i. If you're prompted, click Launch Application in the pop-up window. This
will automatically prompt you to download the Zoom launcher to your
computer. This will cause the "zoomuslauncher.zip" file to automatically
download onto your computer.

1
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DRB Zoom Instructions
c. Double click the downloaded file to install Zoom. This will open the contents of
the "zoomuslauncher.zip" file.
i. Click Continue, if prompted, to install Zoom

d. Reopen your email and click on the meeting link again. This should automatically
connect you to the meeting.
2. Option 2: Join using Meeting ID.
a. Open the Zoom desktop app.
b. Click on the Home Button.
c. Click Join and type in the provided Meeting ID and your name.

2
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DRB Zoom Instructions

3. Option 3: Join using your phone
a. On your phone, dial the teleconferencing number provided in your invite. Any of
the phone numbers provided should work.
b. Enter the meeting ID number when prompted using your dial pad.

•

The following commands can be entered using your phone's dial pad while in a
Zoom meeting:
*6 - Toggle mute/unmute
*9 - Raise hand

3
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DRB Zoom Instructions

4. Once you’re in the meeting, you may choose to connect audio in two different ways:
• Sign into computer audio (recommended).

•

Dialing into a conference bridge from your phone. You can call any of the
numbers provided. Follow the prompts on the phone call.

•

The following commands can be entered using your phone's dial pad while in a
Zoom meeting:
*6 - Toggle mute/unmute
*9 - Raise hand

4
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DRB Zoom Instructions

Signing Up for a Zoom Account
1. Start by going to zoom.us
2. Click on the “Sign Up for Free” button

3. Enter your email address and click on “Sign Up”

5
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DRB Zoom Instructions
4. Go to your email and click the confirmation link that was emailed to you. Click on
“Activate Your Account”

5. Enter your first and last name and create a password

6
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DRB Zoom Instructions
6. If you’d like to invite other administrators or staff members to sign up for their own
Zoom accounts, you can enter their email addresses & select the “I am not a robot”
checkbox. Otherwise, select “Skip this step”

7. You are now ready to join a meeting

7
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DRB Zoom Instructions
Commonly Used Controls in Zoom on the Computer
•

Video ON/OFF- Once in a meeting, you can turn your video on by clicking the
“Start Video” icon on the bottom left of your screen. To turn it off, click the “Stop
Video” icon.

•

Muting- To ensure minimal background noise during your Zoom meeting, it is
recommended that you mute everyone on the call when they’re not talking. To do
this, click on the Participants icon at the bottom

•

Chat in a meeting
i. Meeting participants can ask questions during a Zoom Meeting via the
meeting chat. Start by clicking the “Chat” icon on the bottom right of your
screen.
ii. Once the chat panel will open up on the right, you can view and respond to
all public chats.
iii. Use the three dots to choose whether you want to send messages to all
meeting attendees or the host privately.

8
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DRB Zoom Instructions

•

Sharing Screen
i. Click the “Share Screen” icon at the bottom of your screen to share your
desktop.
ii. If you’d like to share specific windows or applications, you can choose to
do so from the dialog box.

•

How to raise your hand in Zoom
i. During a meeting, click on the icon labeled "Participants" at the bottom
center of your computer screen.
ii. At the bottom of the window on the right side of the screen, click the
button labeled "Raise Hand."
iii. Your digital hand is now raised. Lower it by clicking the same button,
now labeled "Lower Hand."

Commonly Used Controls in Zoom on the Phone
•

The following commands can be entered using your phone's dial pad while in a
Zoom meeting:
*6 - Toggle mute/unmute
*9 - Raise hand
9
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DRB Zoom Instructions
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Monday, July 20, 2020 11:11 AM
rmeek1978@gmail.com
Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene; Sanchez, Nicole A.
Development Review Board meeting July 22, 2020 PR-4030 Wintergreen apartments
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Hello Ms. Kearney,
We received your e-mail originally sent to Amy Rincon with the City if Rio Rancho.
I am sharing a response regarding the issues of remote meeting during this public health emergency.
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Regarding your concerns about the development process, we will review this case thoroughly and the applicant will be
required to meet all of the applicable zoning and technical requirements.
If you have questions about the requirements in the IDO or the Development Process Manual, I would be happy to try
to answer them.
I can share our staff comments with you on Tuesday afternoon when we send them to the applicant. These are the
items that the applicant will need to address prior to the DRB making a decision on the project. It is unlikely that the DRB
will make a decision at the July 22 meeting.
If you need clarification about the meeting process through Zoom I can also try to walk you through that. We do want
everyone to be able to participate in the process.
1
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Please let me know if you have additional questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

2
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:40 AM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: Hearing for Tierra West proposed 208 unit apt. Complex on Golf Course: PR 4030

Maggie,
I do not know if Ms. Kearney has received an email response regarding the DRB holding a virtual meeting. If she has not
received one, please send to her.
Angela, Please make sure this email is included in the record for PR 4030.
From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 4:00 PM
To: Morris, Petra <pmorris@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Hearing for Tierra West proposed 208 unit apt. Complex on Golf Course
I understand that the Tierra West project is the second item on the agenda and comments below are added to the
record for the project. I have not been able to view the agenda for the meeting the ABQ website keeps timing out when
I try to go to the agenda. I have been told that the first topic on the agenda is to allow the virtual meeting. I want to
make sure that this input is also included in the record for that part of the meeting. I would appreciate notification that
it is included.
Sincerely,
Marsha Kearney

Begin forwarded message:
From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Date: July 11, 2020 at 12:25:59 PM MDT
To: mross@cabq.gov, Jolene Wolfley <jwolfley@cabq.gov>, Petra Morris <pmorris@cabq.gov>, mike
mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>, Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Hearing for Tierra West proposed 208 unit apt. Complex on Golf Course
I am sending this to several of the staff, as the urgency of the matter gets greater every day that goes
by. The public hearing is set for July 22nd, less then four weeks of when we, the residents whose home
is within 100 feet of this proposed project were made aware that the site plan had been submitted. It is
not possible, to do a proper review of the project and inform the community during the
pandemic. Amongst the small group of residents contacted there are people who work long hours as
healthcare and wildfire management employees. This project has major issues, not only to those
contacted, but to those who in live in the community (both Rio Rancho and Albuquerque).
The residents contacted about this project were unaware of the rezoning of the vacant land behind our
homeS, nor of the IPO process, which greatly limits community involvement and the addressing of
environmental/social issues. This has resulted in issues that are critical to the community not being
addressed, including buildings twice the height of any building in the community, balconies overlooking
private residences, traffic and school issues, erosion control concerns, significant reduction in values of
1
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homes, etc. I have sent numerous e-mails to both the governor and mayor requesting a moratorium on
development planning during the pandemic to no avail.
June 24, 2020 Jessica Dyer had an article in the Albuquerque Journal titled, “More scrutiny urged for
changes in Albuquerque’s development rules.” In that article Dan Regan from the District 4 Coalition in
the Northeast Heights said “The technical changes and Packet A have undergone much more public
vetting while Part B came as A surprise. He contends some Packet B changes would “gut residential
rights” and said councilors should not vote without significantly more discussion.” He is also quoted the
following, “They want it passed in the dark; they don’t want examination of the real impacts.”
The same could be said about the 208 unit apartment complex proposed on Golf Course. In addition,
the community has only one chance to get involved with the planning process. That is when the
Developer submits the Site Plan for approval.
I have two questions I would like answered:
1. What is the official process/contact to request a moratorium on this project and others as the
pandemic worsens?
2. How does one get involved with the Packet B review and the first annual update to the IDO process?
Please include this in with the comments you are collecting for this project. Most importantly, please
provide a speedy response to the questions asked. As the pandemic worsens and regulations to protect
everyone, especially our “at risk” individuals like myself, the urgency to delay the process becomes more
and more urgent.
Sincerely,
Marsha Kearney

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, July 20, 2020 9:08 AM
Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.
Larry Sandoval
FW: Information File -Part II
Part II Docs to DRB Chair.docx; ATT00001.txt

Mr. Sandoval,
Your email will be forwarded to all members of the DRB and included in
the Record.
Ms. Gould will provided you an email with information regarding DRB
meeting during the public health emergency.
Thank you for your comments.
-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 6:36 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Information File -Part II
Ms. Wolfley,
Attached is Part II of the information file. Again, please confirm that you
received Part I and Part II.

Respectfully,
Larry Sandoval
1
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=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, July 20, 2020 9:00 AM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.
FW: Information File
Part I Docs to DRB Chair.docx

Mr. Sandoval,
This message will be forwarded to all DRB members and included in the
Record for PR 4030.
-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 6:31 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Information File
Good afternoon Ms. Wolfley,
This information package was e-mailed out yesterday. I want to be sure
that you have received this information. I am sending it again in two emails due to the size of the file. You will receive Part I, then Part II in a
second e-mail. Please let me know when you receive this information.

Thank you,
Larry Sandoval

1
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=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, November 09, 2020 4:45 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: PR-2020-004030
IMG_0125.jpg; IMG_0123.jpg; IMG_0120.jpg; IMG_0118.jpg

This email should be in the record for PR 2020-4030.
From: Rodenbeck, Jay B.
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2020 4:26 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Subject: FW: PR-2020-004030

From: Rodenbeck, Jay B.
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2020 4:26 PM
To: 'Richard Stevenson' <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: PR-2020-004030
Hi Richard,
Staff was wondering for the apartments at Golf Course and Black Arroyo (PR-2020-004030) if you have received Water
Board approval yet? Also, staff has some ideas regarding the natural shrubbery against the residential wall of the 7Bar
neighborhood to the east, and some pictures are attached of the shrubbery.
Planning staff feels that a break in the shrubs is about 5-8 feet from the residential wall and is somewhat continuous.
Staff feels that this would be a perfect place to put the wall, allowing it to meander.
Again, please let us know about the Water Board approval status.
Thanks,

Jay Rodenbeck
Planner
o 505.924.3994
e jrodenbeck@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

1
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 11:16 AM
Richard Stevenson
Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene
FW: Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030
Notification Process Letter.pdf; ATT00001.htm; Part 14-16-6 Public Notic.jpeg;
ATT00002.htm; TW_Notification Area Map.pdf; ATT00003.htm; TW_Noticfication_List_P1
_to DRB.jpeg; ATT00004.htm; TW Notification List P2 to DRB.jpeg; ATT00005.htm; Our
Notification Map283.jpeg; ATT00006.htm; Non-Notification of Homeowners List NON
Notifications.pdf; ATT00007.htm; Sign Posting 080120.pdf; ATT00008.htm

Richard and Ron,
We received this inquiry from a neighbor regarding the notice for this case(see below).
Can you please address all of the public notice requirements and 100 foot notice buffer and verify that proper notice
was mailed to all property owners within the 100 foot buffer?
Thank you,

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

Dear Ms. Wolfley,
Please see documents related to the Notification Process, also note Tierra West’s notification to property owners who
live 100-feet from the proposed development buffer and those partially along the development buffer. Documents #4
and# 5 indicate homeowners, Larry Sandoval and Kristen Morgan live on Carreta Dr. are located within the 100-feet
proposed development buffer were not officially notified by letter per IDO requirements. There are other consistencies
as to why some were notified and others were not. The Sign Posting Agreement notification was also in violation and
finally corrected two days before the July 22nd DRB hearing. Therefore, the application by Tierra West does not meet
full compliance. Ms Wolfley, please confirm when you receive these documents.
Contents:
1. City of Albuquerque’s Public Notification Process per the IDO
1
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2. Tierra West’s Area Map of Notification to property owners (as submitted to DRB on July 22, 2020)
3. Tierra West's List of property owners (as submitted to the DRB on July 22, 2020)
4. Our Map of property owners Notified and Not Notified
5. Our List of property owners Notified and Not Notified
6. Sign Posting Agreement non-compliance
Sincerely,
Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, July 20, 2020 3:12 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.; Larry Sandoval; Richard Stevenson
FW: Sign Post Agreement - Part II (re-send email)
Sign Posting_071820 Sat.pdf

Mr. Sandoval,
This is to confirm that you email is included in the record.
It will also be forwarded to the applicant.
From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 5:34 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>; Larry Sandoval
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Sign Post Agreement - Part II (re-send email)

1
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, July 20, 2020 3:11 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.
FW: Sign Posting Agreement - Part I
Sign Posting_071720_Fri.docx

Mr. Sandoval,
We have received these emails and they will be included in the record.

-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Marsha Kearney
<rmeek1978@gmail.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Sign Posting Agreement - Part I
Good afternoon Ms. Wolfley,
The original file was too large to email. So I’ll be sending this to you in
parts. Part I, II and III. Please let me know if you receive these documents.
Thank you.

Respectfully,
Larry Sandoval

=======================================================
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This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, July 20, 2020 3:14 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
Gould, Maggie S.; Larry Sandoval; Richard Stevenson
FW: Sign Posting Agreement - Part III
Sign Posting_071920_Sun.docx

Mr. Sandoval,
This email confirms that you email will be included in the record for PR 4030.
It has also been sent to the applicant.
From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2020 5:02 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>; Larry Sandoval
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Sign Posting Agreement - Part III
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Thursday, October 15, 2020 8:16 AM
Marsha Kearney; mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval
Gould, Maggie S.; Rodenbeck, Jay B.; Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Gomez, Angela J.; Richard
Stevenson; Biazar, Shahab
FW: Site Plan for PR-2020-004030 Wintergreen Apartments

Ms. Kearney,
Good morning. I am following up with you on your October 9th email. Your question #6 is part of the appeal that you
have recently filed. Staff will respond to that question in the Planning Memo that is written to the City Council to
accompany your appeal.
I include Richard Stevenson of Tierra West on this correspondence so that all parties in the case have access to the same
information.

Thank you,

JOLENE WOLFLEY
associate director
o 505.924.3891
e jwolfley@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Wolfley, Jolene
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 3:44 PM
To: 'Marsha Kearney' <rmeek1978@gmail.com>; Rodenbeck, Jay B. <jrodenbeck@cabq.gov>; Gomez, Angela J.
<agomez@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Site Plan for PR-2020-004030 Wintergreen Apartments
Ms. Kearney,
Good afternoon. Here are some answers to the questions you raised.
1. The Notice of Decision is available on the DRB website under the date of the DRB meeting. Here is the link from
the DRB website.
1
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http://documents.cabq.gov/planning/development-review-board/DRB2020/September/PR-2020004030_September_30_2020%20-%20Notice%20of%20Decision.pdf
2. The Notice of Decision identifies the date that an appeal must be filed. The date is October 15, 2020 at 5
pm. This date is 15 calendar days following the DRB meeting.
3. Documents that have already been submitted regarding the case are compiled into the ‘Record’ for the
case. That ‘Record’ will be provided to the Land Use Hearing Officer.
4. The case is assigned the Project Number PR-2020-004030. You use this number to identify the DRB decision you
would be appealing. The specific Site Plan application is SI 2020-00549. You can include this number.
5. The appeal form should be sent in according to the instructions online. Any information you wish to add to
supplement the appeal should be sent in via email. That can be done in more than one email if file sizes are
exceeded. Please contact Vanessa Segura vsegura@cabq.gov 505-924-3895 for any assistance in the logistics
of filing an appeal. Please note that there is a fee for filing an appeal.
6. I will check into the matters you raised in #6 and get back to you early next week.
Thanks,

JOLENE WOLFLEY
associate director
o 505.924.3891
e jwolfley@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Rodenbeck, Jay B. <jrodenbeck@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Gomez, Angela J.
<agomez@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Site Plan for PR-2020-004030 Wintergreen Apartments
Jay,
We need some help understanding the appeal process for the Site Plan for OR-2020-004030, so would appreciate
hearing back to this e-mail asap on the following questions:
1. Has the Official Notice of Decision been released, and if so we need a copy to attach to the appeal.
2. When does the 15 day appeal period begin and end?
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3. Do we need to resubmit documents that have already been provided for the record?
4. I have seen different numbers attached to this project - Is the OR-2020-004030 number the correct number?
5. I note that the single PDF file must be e-mailed and is limited in size. In responding to this project I have already
had to break up previous documents to meet that requirement and do not the capability to make a CD. During the
time of the pandemic - how are we expected to provide the appeal information in the short timeframe
available? This is a serious matter that we would appreciate attention to.
6. In the plat shared at the last hearing a round-about is shown at the north end of the gated community that
appears to include part of the adjacent lot and has a road from the north coming into the round-about. Also, the
water system proposed also involves work in that northern parcel. Should not that be included in the site
plan? Would not that result in the area being beyond the maximum acreage allowed for the site plan? Also the
round about shows the road from the north coming in and using the same access point for the gated
community. There has not been a project submitted/approved for the north parcel, so how can the development
occur? If the gated community extends beyond the two properties identified, does it not require the project to go
through the EPC board?
Greatly appreciate your response to the above questions. With the pandemic continuing on our ability to be able to be
involved in this and other projects has been extremely hindered.
Marsha Kearney
7 Bar North Resident
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gomez, Angela J.
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 2:17 PM
Gomez, Angela J.
FW: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

From: Gould, Maggie S.
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2020 2:09 PM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene; Ron Bohannan; Jaimie Garcia; Kristl Walker
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

Hello,
We will not require any additional notice, but you can provide additional notice if you would like.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Gould, Maggie S.
Cc: Gomez, Angela J. ; Wolfley, Jolene ; Ron Bohannan ; Jaimie Garcia ; Kristl Walker
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030
Maggie,
We would like to proceed with DRB tomorrow to discuss comments.
In regards to notice, are we (as the applicant) required to provide any additional notice/s?
Thanks.
Regards,
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Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

From: Gould, Maggie S. [mailto:MGould@cabq.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 1:56 PM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene; Ron Bohannan; Jaimie Garcia; Kristl Walker
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

Hello,
We spoke to our legal staff and they feel that you sent notice using the information that was supplied to you and so
notice was correct.
We can hear this case tomorrow or we can defer to allow time to provide notice to Mr. Sandoval to avoid any future
issues.
Please let us know how you wish to proceed.
Thank you,

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 12:28 PM
To: Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Cc: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Ron Bohannan
<rrb@tierrawestllc.com>; Jaimie Garcia <jgarcia@tierrawestllc.com>; Kristl Walker <kwalker@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030
Maggie,
Attached is the scanned document we made prior to mailing out the 100-ft buffer notices as proof the notices were sent
to the homeowners on the ONC list of addresses.
I also marked up the map provided by the neighbors, see attached.
All IDO notice requirements were met and we followed the ONC list of addresses to mail out letters. I do note that
10943 Carreta Dr home owner was not on the provided list but has been involved with all public meetings and we have
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correspondence dating back to May in regards to the proposed development. There is no doubt that the homeowner is
aware of the proposed development.
The yellow sign was posted per the sign posting agreement. We were made aware on Monday July 20 from DRB Chair
that the yellow sign was leaning over at a 45 degree angle. We correct this immediately that same day, and re-erected
the sign (see attached photo of the sign re-erected on July 20). Please note the neighbor who reported the ‘sign leaning’
did not include the applicant with their first and second notice that was sent to the City on Saturday and Sunday the 18th
and 19th July respectively. I kindly informed the neighbor if they had provided the applicant the courtesy notice, it would
have been re-erected on the 18th for the benefit of the public! Email correspondence attached.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

From: Gould, Maggie S. [mailto:MGould@cabq.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 11:16 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene
Subject: FW: Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

Richard and Ron,
We received this inquiry from a neighbor regarding the notice for this case(see below).
Can you please address all of the public notice requirements and 100 foot notice buffer and verify that proper notice
was mailed to all property owners within the 100 foot buffer?
Thank you,

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

Dear Ms. Wolfley,
Please see documents related to the Notification Process, also note Tierra West’s notification to property owners who
live 100-feet from the proposed development buffer and those partially along the development buffer. Documents #4
and# 5 indicate homeowners, Larry Sandoval and Kristen Morgan live on Carreta Dr. are located within the 100-feet
proposed development buffer were not officially notified by letter per IDO requirements. There are other consistencies
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as to why some were notified and others were not. The Sign Posting Agreement notification was also in violation and
finally corrected two days before the July 22nd DRB hearing. Therefore, the application by Tierra West does not meet
full compliance. Ms Wolfley, please confirm when you receive these documents.
Contents:
1. City of Albuquerque’s Public Notification Process per the IDO
2. Tierra West’s Area Map of Notification to property owners (as submitted to DRB on July 22, 2020)
3. Tierra West's List of property owners (as submitted to the DRB on July 22, 2020)
4. Our Map of property owners Notified and Not Notified
5. Our List of property owners Notified and Not Notified
6. Sign Posting Agreement non-compliance
Sincerely,
Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Friday, July 17, 2020 5:18 PM
erin.coffman@yahoo.com
Gomez, Angela J.
July 22, 2020 Development Review Board Meeting Project PR-4030 Wintergreen
Apartments
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Dear Erin Coffman,
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
1
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planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Friday, July 17, 2020 5:23 PM
lmgcolortinc@gmail.com
Gomez, Angela J.
July 22, 2020 Development Review Board Meeting Project PR-4030 Wintergreen
Apartments
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Dear Larry Garcia,
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
1
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land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Friday, July 17, 2020 5:25 PM
raerom2002@yahoo.com
Gomez, Angela J.
July 22, 2020 Development Review Board Meeting Project PR-4030 Wintergreen
Apartments
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Dear Rachel Romero,
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
1
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planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Friday, July 17, 2020 5:28 PM
1garciagang@gmail.com
Gomez, Angela J.
July 22, 2020 Development Review Board Meeting Project PR-4030 Wintergreen
Apartments
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Dear Amy Garcia,
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
1
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land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Friday, July 17, 2020 5:29 PM
rmeek9@live.com
Gomez, Angela J.
July 22, 2020 Development Review Board Meeting Project PR-4030 Wintergreen
Apartments
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Dear Randy Kearney,
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
1
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planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Friday, July 17, 2020 5:43 PM
mccormackdj@comcast.net
Gomez, Angela J.
July 22, 2020 Development Review Board Meeting Project PR-4030 Wintergreen
Apartments
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Dear Dan McCormack,
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
1
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land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gould, Maggie S.
Tuesday, August 04, 2020 1:56 PM
Richard Stevenson
Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene; Ron Bohannan; Jaimie Garcia; Kristl Walker
RE: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

Hello,
We spoke to our legal staff and they feel that you sent notice using the information that was supplied to you and so
notice was correct.
We can hear this case tomorrow or we can defer to allow time to provide notice to Mr. Sandoval to avoid any future
issues.
Please let us know how you wish to proceed.
Thank you,

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 12:28 PM
To: Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Cc: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Ron Bohannan
<rrb@tierrawestllc.com>; Jaimie Garcia <jgarcia@tierrawestllc.com>; Kristl Walker <kwalker@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: RE: [#2020013] Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030
Maggie,
Attached is the scanned document we made prior to mailing out the 100-ft buffer notices as proof the notices were sent
to the homeowners on the ONC list of addresses.
I also marked up the map provided by the neighbors, see attached.
All IDO notice requirements were met and we followed the ONC list of addresses to mail out letters. I do note that
10943 Carreta Dr home owner was not on the provided list but has been involved with all public meetings and we have
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correspondence dating back to May in regards to the proposed development. There is no doubt that the homeowner is
aware of the proposed development.
The yellow sign was posted per the sign posting agreement. We were made aware on Monday July 20 from DRB Chair
that the yellow sign was leaning over at a 45 degree angle. We correct this immediately that same day, and re-erected
the sign (see attached photo of the sign re-erected on July 20). Please note the neighbor who reported the ‘sign leaning’
did not include the applicant with their first and second notice that was sent to the City on Saturday and Sunday the 18th
and 19th July respectively. I kindly informed the neighbor if they had provided the applicant the courtesy notice, it would
have been re-erected on the 18th for the benefit of the public! Email correspondence attached.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Gould, Maggie S. [mailto:MGould@cabq.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 11:16 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene
Subject: FW: Public Notification Process PR 2020-4030

Richard and Ron,
We received this inquiry from a neighbor regarding the notice for this case(see below).
Can you please address all of the public notice requirements and 100 foot notice buffer and verify that proper notice
was mailed to all property owners within the 100 foot buffer?
Thank you,

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

Dear Ms. Wolfley,
Please see documents related to the Notification Process, also note Tierra West’s notification to property owners who
live 100-feet from the proposed development buffer and those partially along the development buffer. Documents #4
and# 5 indicate homeowners, Larry Sandoval and Kristen Morgan live on Carreta Dr. are located within the 100-feet
proposed development buffer were not officially notified by letter per IDO requirements. There are other consistencies
as to why some were notified and others were not. The Sign Posting Agreement notification was also in violation and
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finally corrected two days before the July 22nd DRB hearing. Therefore, the application by Tierra West does not meet
full compliance. Ms Wolfley, please confirm when you receive these documents.
Contents:
1. City of Albuquerque’s Public Notification Process per the IDO
2. Tierra West’s Area Map of Notification to property owners (as submitted to DRB on July 22, 2020)
3. Tierra West's List of property owners (as submitted to the DRB on July 22, 2020)
4. Our Map of property owners Notified and Not Notified
5. Our List of property owners Notified and Not Notified
6. Sign Posting Agreement non-compliance
Sincerely,
Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:59 PM
eesp1719@gmail.com
Gomez, Angela J.
RE: Drb zoom meeting July 22,2020 objection PR 4030
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Hello Mr. Rees,
The DRB is reviewing this project in the same way that we would review any other site plan. The DRB will hear this case
on July 22 . The DRB will discuss the case and determine how to proceed. It is unlikely that the DRB will make a decision
on July 22nd. Most site plan cases take multiple meetings to allow the applicant to address board comments.
I can share those comments with you .
Here is guidance about remote meetings.
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.
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MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: reesp1719 <reesp1719@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 4:05 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Subject: Drb zoom meeting July 22,2020 objection
I am a resident in the north seven bar loop neighborhood that borders the mesa at Golf Course and Westside.
There is an apartment complex proposed to be built there, and I have an objection to the zoom Drb meeting on
July 22,2020, in reference to this complex. During the covid-19 pandemic, I have attended 2 virtual online
meetings in reference to this complex, and have voiced my concerns to the developer and meeting
moderators. It should be noted that the majority of my neighborhood was unaware of any proposed
development, or any related meetings that they could voice their opinions at. Furthermore, the developer
allegedly mailed postcards informing nearby residents about the proposed development 2 years ago, yet I've
still not met any neighbors who had received these postcards, including myself. I fear that this development is
being rushed in order to bypass possible opposition by neighbors. I am concerned that not many people
surrounding this proposed development are aware of it at all. Please consider postponing this meeting so that
neighbors have an opportunity to educate themselves on the development, as well as voice concerns. Thank
you for your consideration. Paul Rees (505) 553-2260

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Monday, July 20, 2020 11:40 AM
Wolfley, Jolene; Gomez, Angela J.
Larry Sandoval
RE: Information File -Part II
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Hello Mr. Sandoval,
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
1
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land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

-----Original Message----From: Wolfley, Jolene
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 9:08 AM
To: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>; Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Cc: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: FW: Information File -Part II
Mr. Sandoval,
Your email will be forwarded to all members of the DRB and included in the Record.
Ms. Gould will provided you an email with information regarding DRB meeting during the public health emergency.
Thank you for your comments.
-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 6:36 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Information File -Part II
Ms. Wolfley,
Attached is Part II of the information file. Again, please confirm that you received Part I and Part II.

Respectfully,
Larry Sandoval

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gould, Maggie S.
Sunday, July 19, 2020 7:46 PM
mike mirabal
Gomez, Angela J.
RE: July 22, 2020 Development Review Board Meeting Project PR-4030 Wintergreen
Apartments

Hello Mr. Mirabal,
Here is a the Mayor’s full emergency order. If tiy scroll down to the bottom of the page you can find the document.
http://www.cabq.gov/mayor/news/mayors-executive-order-steps-up-to-put-city-on-firm-footing-for-long-pandemicfight
Please let me know if you have additional questions.
Thank you,

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 6:39 PM
To: Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Subject: Re: July 22, 2020 Development Review Board Meeting Project PR-4030 Wintergreen Apartments
Ms Gould,
Thank you for your follow up response. Could you possibly give me a link to the document that item #9 is extracted
from. I would like to get a better context of the statement.
Again thank you for your help.
Get Outlook for Android
From: Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 5:31:25 PM
To: mdmiraba@msn.com <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Subject: July 22, 2020 Development Review Board Meeting Project PR-4030 Wintergreen Apartments
1
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Dear Mike Mirabal,
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

=======================================================
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gould, Maggie S.
Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:15 AM
kathielong@mac.com
Gomez, Angela J.
RE: PR-2020 004030 , Wintergreen apartments deferral to August 5

Hello,
I want to clarify that the case was heard on July 22, 2020.
Thank you

From: Gould, Maggie S.
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:10 PM
To: 'kathielong@mac.com' <kathielong@mac.com>
Cc: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: PR-2020 004030 , Wintergreen apartments deferral to August 5
Dear Kathie Long,
The Development Review Board heard this case on July 27, 2020 and deferred it to the meeting of August 5, 2020. I am
including the information about why we are having virtual meetings and how you can participate.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.
This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 669 900 6833
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
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Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

-----Original Message----From: Kathie Long <kathielong@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:54 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: PR-2020 004030
In reference to the meeting scheduled for 7/22/20 regarding apartments on golf course road Tierra West LLC. I would
like to attend but I am unable to do a virtual meeting will it be rescheduled when concerned neighbors will be able to
attend? Thank you Kathie Long 505-239-4687
Sent from my iPad=
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gould, Maggie S.
Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:15 AM
kathielong@mac.com
Gomez, Angela J.
RE: PR-2020 004030 , Wintergreen apartments deferral to August 5

Hello,
I want to clarify that the case was heard on July 22, 2020.
Thank you

From: Gould, Maggie S.
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:10 PM
To: 'kathielong@mac.com' <kathielong@mac.com>
Cc: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: PR-2020 004030 , Wintergreen apartments deferral to August 5
Dear Kathie Long,
The Development Review Board heard this case on July 27, 2020 and deferred it to the meeting of August 5, 2020. I am
including the information about why we are having virtual meetings and how you can participate.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.
This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 669 900 6833
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
1
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Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

-----Original Message----From: Kathie Long <kathielong@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:54 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: PR-2020 004030
In reference to the meeting scheduled for 7/22/20 regarding apartments on golf course road Tierra West LLC. I would
like to attend but I am unable to do a virtual meeting will it be rescheduled when concerned neighbors will be able to
attend? Thank you Kathie Long 505-239-4687
Sent from my iPad=
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Edward Padilla <epadilla@unm.edu>
Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:16 AM
Gould, Maggie S.
Gomez, Angela J.
Re: Proj. #4030

I did catch that, too, but figured you meant the 22nd.
Many thanks for the detailed information.
You all take care, and be safe out there.
Ed Padilla
Facility Services
College of University Libraries and Learning Sciences
Zimmerman Library - Rm.129, West Wing
MSC05 3020
1 University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
505-277-0458
Cell: 505-249-4162
epadilla@unm.edu

From: Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:14 AM
To: Edward Padilla <epadilla@unm.edu>
Cc: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: Proj. #4030
[EXTERNAL]

Hello,
I want to clarify that the case was heard on July 22, 2020.
Thank you
From: Gould, Maggie S.
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:09 AM
To: 'epadilla@unm.edu' <epadilla@unm.edu>
Cc: Gomez, Angela J. <agomez@cabq.gov>
Subject: RE: Proj. #4030
Dear Edward Padilla,

1
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The Development Review Board heard this case on July 27, 2020 and deferred it to the meeting of August 5, 2020. I am
including the information about why we are having virtual meetings and how you can participate.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.
This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 669 900 6833
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Edward Padilla <epadilla@unm.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 8:57 AM
2
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To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Proj. #4030

Greeting Ms. Wolfley,
If at all possible please delay the Zoom agenda topic for Project #4030 to a later date when more
members of the Seven Bar HOA can attend. I am working at the time of this Zoom meeting, as I am
sure others are as well. This topic is extremely important to members of the Seven Bar HOA, and we
would like to participate to voice our objection to having these apartments built on the proposed site
plan for many of the reasons noted at the first Zoom meeting related to this project.
Respectfully,
Ed Padilla
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:43 AM
Marsha Kearney; Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.; Larry Sandoval; mike mirabal; Brito, Russell
D.; Schultz, Shanna M.
Gould, Maggie S.; Richard Stevenson; Gomez, Angela J.
RE: Request for a hard copy of the IDO and permit application-PR 2020-4030

Ms. Kearney,
Thank you for all your work to try to understand the DRB application in
your neighborhood. Here are a few answers to your questions:
(1) DRB applications have been moving to a digital format over the past
year or so. The pandemic has made that conversion complete.
Applicants submit their applications digitally (no hard copies) and staff
and the public can review that same online application. Hopefully you
found the link from the DRB agenda that we directed you to. If we can do
anything to help you with the format of the file, we will be happy to do
that.
(2) The Integrated Development Ordinance (IDO) is available from the
City's website.
http://documents.cabq.gov/planning/IDO/IDO-Effective-2018-05-17.pdf
It sounds like you have found it. Notice that there is a search field (top
left, fifth icon from the left, magnifying glass icon) where you can put in
the word you are looking for and the search engine will take you to that
passage in the IDO.
(3) The DRB staff has the responsibility to review the IDO and the
Development Process Manual (DPM) and evaluate the relevant provisions
for an application. Those comments--for PR #2020-4030 located on Golf
Course--from each of the DRB respective areas (Hydrology,
Transportation, etc.) will be available this afternoon for you to review.
The DRB comments will be sent to you and might help you in your review
1
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of the application. Please feel free to share those comments with other
neighbors.
(4) We will be looking at ways to make the IDO more accessible to the
public when we complete the first Annual Update of the IDO.
(5) For your information, a neighborhood group is not obligated to pay
for a room when there is a neighborhood facilitated meeting. A
developer may ask, but the neighborhood is not obligated to pay for the
room.
Thank you,
JOLENE WOLFLEY
associate director
e jwolfley@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

-----Original Message----From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:04 AM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Renz-Whitmore, Mikaela J.
<mrenz-whitmore@cabq.gov>; Larry Sandoval
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>;
Brito, Russell D. <RBrito@cabq.gov>; Schultz, Shanna M.
<smschultz@cabq.gov>
Subject: Request for a hard copy of the IDO and permit application
Jolene,
It’s been an extremely difficult task trying to understand the IPO and
reviewing the application on the computer. I know I missed items, such
2
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as the hydrological and erosion concerns, etc. If we were not in a
pandemic I would be able to come to the city offices and review the
items, getting copies of pertinent pages. I am asking for a hard copy of
both the IPO and DRB application. I will be glad to have that readily
accessible for others who are in the process of reviewing the material.
I would like that to be sent to
Marsha Kearney
10927 Carreta Drive NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114
If there is a charge I would like an explanation of why, especially during
the pandemic.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Marsha Kearney

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rodenbeck, Jay B.
Monday, August 03, 2020 9:37 AM
larrysandoval75@gmail.com; mike mirabal
Gomez, Angela J.; Wolfley, Jolene; Gould, Maggie S.
RE: Request for Document(s) Confirmation

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Categories:

Red Category

Good morning Larry,
You can send any documents/photographic files over 9 megabytes in size to us via WeTransfer (at
https://wetransfer.com/), and I believe you can send up to three different recipients these documents/files through
WeTransfer at once. You should send these documents/files to PLNDRS@cabq.gov, as well as to agomez@cabq.gov and
jrodenbeck@cabq.gov. Once the documents/files have been successfully sent via WeTransfer, you will receive email
confirmation from WeTransfer that they were sent successfully. The instructions for using WeTransfer are below:
WeTransfer Instructions:
You will initially be directed to a page which gives you the option of going to the free version of the site (send up to 2 GB
at a time), or the subscription-based version of the site (send up to 20 GB at a time). Click on the link to the free version
of the site, and you will be directed to the free version of the site (a screenshot of the WeTransfer webpage is attached).
You just add the email address(es) to send files to, add your files and a message of what you’re sending, then click the
“Transfer” icon.
When you receive files from a sender on WeTransfer, you will receive an email from the sender. Within the email
message is an icon labeled “Get your files” that you click on to download the files from the sender (a screenshot of an
email from a sender is attached). Once you click on that icon, a webpage appears with a “Download” icon. Just click on
the “Download” icon, and the files sent to you will then download onto your computer. Once you download the files,
you can place them where you want. If the sender sends more than one file to you, you will be send a Zip file which you
will have extract the individual files from.

Jay Rodenbeck
Planner
o 505.924.3994
e jrodenbeck@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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From: Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 5:28 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Gould, Maggie S. <MGould@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Request for Document(s) Confirmation

Dear Ms. Wolfley,
Due to electronic file size limitations for large documents/photographic files, we are uncertain that all the documents
we sent to you and Ms. Gould were ever received from Mike Mirabal, Marsha Kearney and myself Larry
Sandoval. Documents were sent back to you several times because they were too large and they were rejected.
We had to send documents with photos and had to break them into smaller files and parts. We are requesting
confirmation of all the documents you both received, including parts of documents. Some of the documents are in a PDF
format, MS word format or RTF format. We need a list of the documents (files) you and Ms. Gould have
received. Please contact me if you have questions per our request.

Thank you,

Larry Sandoval
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Friday, October 09, 2020 3:44 PM
Marsha Kearney; Rodenbeck, Jay B.; Gomez, Angela J.
mike mirabal; Larry Sandoval
RE: Site Plan for PR-2020-004030 Wintergreen Apartments

Ms. Kearney,
Good afternoon. Here are some answers to the questions you raised.
1. The Notice of Decision is available on the DRB website under the date of the DRB meeting. Here is the link from
the DRB website.
http://documents.cabq.gov/planning/development-review-board/DRB2020/September/PR-2020004030_September_30_2020%20-%20Notice%20of%20Decision.pdf
2. The Notice of Decision identifies the date that an appeal must be filed. The date is October 15, 2020 at 5
pm. This date is 15 calendar days following the DRB meeting.
3. Documents that have already been submitted regarding the case are compiled into the ‘Record’ for the
case. That ‘Record’ will be provided to the Land Use Hearing Officer.
4. The case is assigned the Project Number PR-2020-004030. You use this number to identify the DRB decision you
would be appealing. The specific Site Plan application is SI 2020-00549. You can include this number.
5. The appeal form should be sent in according to the instructions online. Any information you wish to add to
supplement the appeal should be sent in via email. That can be done in more than one email if file sizes are
exceeded. Please contact Vanessa Segura vsegura@cabq.gov 505-924-3895 for any assistance in the logistics
of filing an appeal. Please note that there is a fee for filing an appeal.
6. I will check into the matters you raised in #6 and get back to you early next week.
Thanks,

JOLENE WOLFLEY
associate director
o 505.924.3891
e jwolfley@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
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From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Rodenbeck, Jay B. <jrodenbeck@cabq.gov>; Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>; Gomez, Angela J.
<agomez@cabq.gov>
Cc: mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>; Larry Sandoval <larrysandoval75@gmail.com>
Subject: Site Plan for PR-2020-004030 Wintergreen Apartments
Jay,
We need some help understanding the appeal process for the Site Plan for OR-2020-004030, so would appreciate
hearing back to this e-mail asap on the following questions:
1. Has the Official Notice of Decision been released, and if so we need a copy to attach to the appeal.
2. When does the 15 day appeal period begin and end?
3. Do we need to resubmit documents that have already been provided for the record?
4. I have seen different numbers attached to this project - Is the OR-2020-004030 number the correct number?
5. I note that the single PDF file must be e-mailed and is limited in size. In responding to this project I have already
had to break up previous documents to meet that requirement and do not the capability to make a CD. During the
time of the pandemic - how are we expected to provide the appeal information in the short timeframe
available? This is a serious matter that we would appreciate attention to.
6. In the plat shared at the last hearing a round-about is shown at the north end of the gated community that
appears to include part of the adjacent lot and has a road from the north coming into the round-about. Also, the
water system proposed also involves work in that northern parcel. Should not that be included in the site
plan? Would not that result in the area being beyond the maximum acreage allowed for the site plan? Also the
round about shows the road from the north coming in and using the same access point for the gated
community. There has not been a project submitted/approved for the north parcel, so how can the development
occur? If the gated community extends beyond the two properties identified, does it not require the project to go
through the EPC board?
Greatly appreciate your response to the above questions. With the pandemic continuing on our ability to be able to be
involved in this and other projects has been extremely hindered.
Marsha Kearney
7 Bar North Resident
=======================================================
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfley, Jolene
Monday, August 03, 2020 9:03 AM
Marsha Kearney; Gomez, Angela J.
Megan Fitzpatrick; Larry Sandoval; mike mirabal; Gould, Maggie S.; Richard Stevenson
RE: Wednesday, August 5th Hearing PR 2020-4030

Ms. Kearney and others,
Thank you for your interest in PR 2020-4030. You may submit comments
through Tuesday. DRB does not have a hard deadline. But practically,
Board members will not see emails that are submitted close to meeting
time (including late on Tuesday).
This property still needs approval from the Water Authority to proceed.
It is likely Wednesday will be a continuation of the discussion regarding
the project.
The best way for you to submit your emails and comments is to Angela
Gomez and Maggie Gould. They can make sure that all DRB members
receive your emails. They can also provide you with a response that your
email has been included in the record for the case.
I will be forwarding all the emails I have received over the weekend to
Angela and Maggie for proper processing. All your previous emails have
been sent to Angela Gomez and you should have received an email
letting you know the particular email was received and is being including
it in the Record. If you did not receive a response email, you can
resubmit your email to Angela. It will be confusing to all of us if you
send differing emails to different staff members. The best path is to send
all emails to Angela and Maggie.
If you would like to send a list of the larger size emails and documents
that you are concerned are not in the record, we can check your list
1
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against our records. Please send the list of your previous emails to
Angela Gomez.
agomez@cabq.gov
MGould@cabq.gov
If the applicant has not been included on your email correspondence, we
will be including the applicant in our response to your comments. This
will allow everyone to be aware of concerns and look for ways to address
those concerns.
Thank you,
JOLENE WOLFLEY
associate director
o 505.924.3891
e jwolfley@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

-----Original Message----From: Marsha Kearney <rmeek1978@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, August 1, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Cc: Megan Fitzpatrick <meganfitz@live.com>; Larry Sandoval
<larrysandoval75@gmail.com>; mike mirabal <mdmiraba@msn.com>
Subject: Re: Wednesday, August 5th Hearing
Thank you for getting back to me so quickly. Do we still have until
Monday am to submit comments?

2
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> On Aug 1, 2020, at 9:06 AM, Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
wrote:
>
> The agenda was posted Friday end of wor day. You can see it now.
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Aug 1, 2020, at 8:59 AM, Marsha Kearney
<rmeek1978@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> I have looked on the website and not seen any announcement for the
August 5th Hearing. Appreciate any information you might have.
>>
>> Sincerely,
>> Marsha Kearney
>>
>>
>> =======================================================
>> This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
>>
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gould, Maggie S.
Monday, July 20, 2020 10:10 AM
purdygirl1233@gmail.com
Gomez, Angela J.
RE: Zoom Meeting scheduled for July 22, 2020
Community DRB Planning Zoom Instructions 040220.pdf

Dear Susanna Padilla,
The Development Review Board received your recent email. You expressed concern about the DRB holding meetings to
review development applications in a remote setting.
We wish to inform you that the City’s ‘Seventh Declaration of Local Emergency Due to Novel Coronavirus COVID-19’
signed July 13, 2020 includes the following statement which authorizes the DRB to conduct a virtual meeting via
teleconference or videoconference:

The DRB will make every effort to help the public wanting to participate in a DRB meeting to do so successfully. You
have both an opportunity to speak or to ask questions of the applicant (cross examination). Please refer to the
attachment for instructions in using the Zoom platform which is the videoconference software currently in use by the
DRB.
This is the link to the agenda:
https://www.cabq.gov/planning/boards-commissions/development-review-board/development-review-board-agendaarchives
By clicking on the ‘blue’ project number you can view the application that was submitted.

This is the Zoom meeting information that is included on the agenda:
Join Zoom Meeting https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb
Attached are instructions DRB staff created to help the public know how to use Zoom.
Thank you and let me know if you have any further questions.

MAGGIE GOULD
planning manager
1
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land development coordination
o 505-924-3880
c 505-553-0682
e mgould@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Susanna Padilla <purdygirl1233@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 7:55 AM
To: Wolfley, Jolene <jwolfley@cabq.gov>
Subject: Zoom Meeting scheduled for July 22, 2020
I feel it is not wise to hold a Zoom meeting on July 22nd and need too reschedule this when we can have an OPEN Public
meeting. Critical decisions are being made that affect the community and THE homeowners Property. We as
homeowners NEED to be involved in important decisions that affect us here and around our community. Thank you for
your reconsideration in this important matter. Susanna Padilla.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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DRB Zoom Instructions

10
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DRB Zoom Instructions
Please Note:
You do not need a Zoom account to use Zoom, as long as you're just looking to join
meetings.
2. You can use your computer to participate in a Zoom meeting with videoconference.
3. You can use your phone to participate in a Zoom meeting as an audio conference.
4. You can create a Zoom account to make your own meetings, record videos, keep
track of your contacts, and more.
1.

Join a Meeting
1. Option 1: Join using the provided URL (link).
a. Open the email, newsletter, calendar invite, or other communication that contains
a link to the prescheduled meeting and click the URL to join the Zoom Meeting.
b. Click on "download here" if a download doesn't start automatically.
i. If you're prompted, click Launch Application in the pop-up window. This
will automatically prompt you to download the Zoom launcher to your
computer. This will cause the "zoomuslauncher.zip" file to automatically
download onto your computer.

1
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DRB Zoom Instructions
c. Double click the downloaded file to install Zoom. This will open the contents of
the "zoomuslauncher.zip" file.
i. Click Continue, if prompted, to install Zoom

d. Reopen your email and click on the meeting link again. This should automatically
connect you to the meeting.
2. Option 2: Join using Meeting ID.
a. Open the Zoom desktop app.
b. Click on the Home Button.
c. Click Join and type in the provided Meeting ID and your name.

2
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DRB Zoom Instructions

3. Option 3: Join using your phone
a. On your phone, dial the teleconferencing number provided in your invite. Any of
the phone numbers provided should work.
b. Enter the meeting ID number when prompted using your dial pad.

•

The following commands can be entered using your phone's dial pad while in a
Zoom meeting:
*6 - Toggle mute/unmute
*9 - Raise hand

3
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DRB Zoom Instructions

4. Once you’re in the meeting, you may choose to connect audio in two different ways:
• Sign into computer audio (recommended).

•

Dialing into a conference bridge from your phone. You can call any of the
numbers provided. Follow the prompts on the phone call.

•

The following commands can be entered using your phone's dial pad while in a
Zoom meeting:
*6 - Toggle mute/unmute
*9 - Raise hand

4
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DRB Zoom Instructions

Signing Up for a Zoom Account
1. Start by going to zoom.us
2. Click on the “Sign Up for Free” button

3. Enter your email address and click on “Sign Up”

5
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DRB Zoom Instructions
4. Go to your email and click the confirmation link that was emailed to you. Click on
“Activate Your Account”

5. Enter your first and last name and create a password

6
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DRB Zoom Instructions
6. If you’d like to invite other administrators or staff members to sign up for their own
Zoom accounts, you can enter their email addresses & select the “I am not a robot”
checkbox. Otherwise, select “Skip this step”

7. You are now ready to join a meeting

7
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DRB Zoom Instructions
Commonly Used Controls in Zoom on the Computer
•

Video ON/OFF- Once in a meeting, you can turn your video on by clicking the
“Start Video” icon on the bottom left of your screen. To turn it off, click the “Stop
Video” icon.

•

Muting- To ensure minimal background noise during your Zoom meeting, it is
recommended that you mute everyone on the call when they’re not talking. To do
this, click on the Participants icon at the bottom

•

Chat in a meeting
i. Meeting participants can ask questions during a Zoom Meeting via the
meeting chat. Start by clicking the “Chat” icon on the bottom right of your
screen.
ii. Once the chat panel will open up on the right, you can view and respond to
all public chats.
iii. Use the three dots to choose whether you want to send messages to all
meeting attendees or the host privately.

8
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DRB Zoom Instructions

•

Sharing Screen
i. Click the “Share Screen” icon at the bottom of your screen to share your
desktop.
ii. If you’d like to share specific windows or applications, you can choose to
do so from the dialog box.

•

How to raise your hand in Zoom
i. During a meeting, click on the icon labeled "Participants" at the bottom
center of your computer screen.
ii. At the bottom of the window on the right side of the screen, click the
button labeled "Raise Hand."
iii. Your digital hand is now raised. Lower it by clicking the same button,
now labeled "Lower Hand."

Commonly Used Controls in Zoom on the Phone
•

The following commands can be entered using your phone's dial pad while in a
Zoom meeting:
*6 - Toggle mute/unmute
*9 - Raise hand
9
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CHECK
X
X
X
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
X
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
X
TW
TW
TW
X
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
X
X

NOTIFICIATION
NOT NOTIFIED
NOT NOTIFIED
NOT NOTIFIED
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
NOT NOTIFIED
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
NOT NOTIFIED
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
NOT NOTIFIED
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
Notified by TW
NOT NOTIFIED
NOT NOTIFIED

STREET NO.
12025
12019
12015
12009
12005
11009
11005
11001
10951
10947
10943
10940
10939
10936
10935
10932
10931
10928
10927
10923
10920
10919
10915
10909
4509
4505
4501
4424
10812
11008
4524
4520
11000
4516
4512
4508

STREET NAME
SULLIVAN CT NW
SULLIVAN CT NW
SULLIVAN CT NW
SULLIVAN CT NW
SULLIVAN CT NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
CARRETA DR NW
NOCHE CLARA AVE NW
NOCHE CLARA AVE NW
NOCHE CLARA AVE NW
CAMPO DE MAIZ RD NW
10812 OLYMPIC ST NW
CARRETA DR NW
BENTON AVE NW
BENTON AVE NW
CARRETA DR NW
BENTON AVE NW
BENTON AVE NW
BENTON AVE NW

HOMEOWNER

COMMENTS

SANCHEZ RICHARD ANTHONY & JANET LYNN
RUFF CHERYL L & KATHLEEN M VIGIL
New homeowner.
WHITE RICHARD L
SANDOVAL NICK A & DEBBIE L
THIERJUNG NELSON P & EVA S
GREENWOOD REBEKAH SULTEMEIER
Sale pending sign.
FISHER TINA R
VIOLA STEPHEN W & KAREN C
MIRABAL MICHAEL D & MIRABAL CATHY F
HUTCHINSON TERRY SCOTT
SANDOVAL LARRY W SR & SHERRI A
MURRIETA JAMES P JP TYRA J TRUSTEES MURRIETA RVT
MCMILLAN BEVERLY A & LENNARD C
GARCIA LARRY M & AMY C
LOPEZ STEVEN C & GOLBERG MELANIE A
FIFE JOHN WAYNE & MARSHA YVETT
REES PAUL J & DEBORAH A
TRUJILLO CARLOS & GALLEGOS CAROLINE A
MARSHA E KEARNEY & JOHN R
MORGAN KRISTEN
MAGGIO MICHAEL & JOANN
MCCORMACK DANIEL J & VICTORIA M
CALDERON MARY LOU C
CANNOLES JOHN C & DAWN R TRUSTEES CANNOLES RVT
RAINWATER KATHRYN M & CHARLES T CO
BACA DEBORAH
Sold home due to proposed apts.
WARD LARRY A & GERALDINE S
ISSUES JAMES A & MARY JO
SERNA MIKE
LOPEZ DAVID M & CASSANDRA F
WHEELER STEPHEN C & MARCIA L
SERDA ADRIANNA M
COFFMAN ERIN M
JAEGER JACK J II
TRUJILLO KAREN CHRISTINE
FILMER EDWARD J II
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Public Notification Process
In accordance with the procedures of the City of Albuquerque’s Integrated Development Plan
(IDO) Subsection 14-16-6-4 (K) (2) Mailed Public Notice, Tierra West, LLC
submitted their application for the Site Development Plan to the Development Review Board
(DRB) per Table 6-1-1 to be reviewed.

E. Public Notice
According to the City’s Notification Process per Administrative Decisions 6-4(K) (2) (b) it
states:
1.-1 The applicant shall mail notice to all of the following:
1. The owner of the property listed in the application.
2. All owners, as listed in the records of the County Assessor, of Property
located partially or completely within-100 feet (excluding public rights of way) of
property listed in the application.
My property is located at 10943 Carreta Dr. which is 100-feet from the adjacent proposed
development buffer. My family will be directly and adversely impacted by this development.
My family was excluded from the Notification Process. I did not receive an official notification
letter by mail. My name and my spouses name is not listed in Tierra West’s application
submitted to the DRB.
Note that the property owner at 10923 Carreta Drive NW also lives 100-feet from the adjacent
proposed development buffer was not notified according to Tierra West submittal to the DRB.
There are other incongruities in Tierra West’s list of notifications to property owners. For
instance, why were property owners from 12025, 12019 and 12015 Sullivan Ct. NW not
notified? However, property owners from 12009, 12005 Sullivan Ct. NW were notified?
Another glaring example of inconsistent notifications in Tierra West’s submittal of the property
owner’s list shows 4508 and 4512 Benton Ave. they were not notified, yet property owners on
4516, 4520, 4524 Benton Ave. and 10812 Olympic St. NW were notified. There is no
sensible rationale for some property owners that some received official notification letters,
while others did not, even though they live on the same block (see attached maps, Tierra
West address list and our list of property owners not notified).
Due to the fact that two families were never given an official letter of notification, the applicant
has failed to notify those with the 100-foot buffer of the development’s property and those
neighbors who will be affected. How could the applicant, Tierra West claim that the
application is complete? Tierra West’s notification to property owners, does not comply with
the IDO as stated in Subsection 14-16-6-4 (K) (2) Mailed Public Notice.
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DOCUMENT SUBMITTAL
TO CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD CHAIR
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Notifications and Meetings
April 7, 2020 - 7 Bar North HOA Exec. Board had the first meeting with Tierra
West to talk about the planned apartment complex development project.
Why did Tierra West, Seven Bar North HOA Board members participated at this
very critical meeting and not the homeowners that live on Carreta Dr., since they
are directly affected by this planned apartment complex development project?
April 14, 2020 – Seven Bar North HOA notifies Carreta Dr. homeowners for
the first time regarding an upcoming April 17, through video/audio
teleconference.
Why did the HOA wait a week to contact the homeowners on Carreta Drive?
April 17, 2020 – The first video/tele-conference is conducted with a small
group of Carreta Dr. homeowners.
Why after 10-days in a video/teleconference, it is the first time Carreta Dr.
homeowners have a chance to dialogue with Tierra West and HOA Board
members. Yet, another video/teleconference meeting format is scheduled? Only
a small number were in attendance and the format did not allow for effective
dialogue from all participants.
May 1, 2020 - Carreta Dr. homeowners invite Seven Bar North HOA Board
members to a very informal neighborhood Friday night gathering to get an update
and start dialogue. Mike Mirabal and Larry Sandoval initiated this informal
gathering. HOA President, Scott Templeton only attended. We were told at the
gathering that the HOA really could not be involved and homeowners would need
to send their concerns to Richard, Stevenson, P.E., Tierra West.
May 6, 2020 – HOA President, Scott Templeton advised Carreta Dr.
homeowners by an email to send their concerns directly to Richard Stevenson at
Tierra West.
May 21, 2020 - A subsequent video/tele-conference meeting was
conducted. It was not well organized and the format was not effective, therefore
not adequately addressing the homeowners concerns.
June 18, 2020 – The first face-to-face public meeting is conducted with Tierra
West, HOA members and Carreta Dr. homeowners and other concerned
homeowners.
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The Seven Bar North HOA actually paid for half of the charge of the meeting
room. Since when is the public that has to be contacted concerning a project
made to pay for half of a meeting room? This is not an appropriate charge.
When asked about doing a traffic study the question was asked by Tierra West if
we had the $12,000 to pay for the study. Totally inappropriate response from the
project planner. I have been in a large number of planning meetings in my career
and never have I seen the involved public charged to attend a meeting or the
response concerning the traffic impact study. Once again, the process greatly
limits the community involvement, but the developer is expecting the public to
pay a price to be involved.
July 22, 2020 - The City of Albuquerque’s Development Review Board (DRB)
reviews the planned apartment complex development project.
Once again there is a great concern with the pandemic and ineffectiveness of
Zoom and virtual meetings. We feel there needs to be a face to face meeting, in
line with the open meetings act and request that the DRB be rescheduled.
Other concerns with Tierra West:
* Tierra West sent out the limited number of notifications on June 26th. At least
two letters were sent as first-class mail and the rest not certified. How can they
ensure the people to be notified actually received the notification?
* On the Golf Course and Westside Blvd Public Notice Inquiry sent by Dalaina
Carmona on 6/24 to Kristi Walker for the Seven Bar North HOA, Jack Corder is
listed. Scott Templeton is the President of Seven Bar North HOA. That is totally
inappropriate! He does NOT represent the HOA, but is hired to manage the funds
and implementation of the covenants. In NO way should he be a contact. He
owns a Real Estate company and any role he plays in this process would be a
conflict of interest.
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Buffer Area Adjacent to Homeowner’s
Property and Planned Development
There are several promises made at this meeting that were never followed up,
they include the following:
We held a facilitated meeting with the developer representatives on the 18th
June.
My understanding from the process is that the purpose of this meeting was to
mediate
concerns and impacts to our existing neighborhood. We were promised by their
representative Richard Stevenson of Tierra West, that after the facilitated
meeting we would be provided an additional opportunity (meeting) to respond to
our concerns prior to the DRB hearing. This never happened.
As of today, there has been no attempt to provide that information to the
neighborhood.
This process has been very inadequate and unfair to the residents of our
community.
We are opposed to this development for several reasons, and feel they should be
addressed prior to any decisions being made. We would like some
accommodations, if approved, in the buffer area, and feel they are reasonable for
such an infringement.

1. The Buffer area: We have asked that the buffer area be a true buffer
area.
ü We have requested sound barriers, Line of sight barriers, fencing
barriers, landscape barriers, lighting barriers.
ü We requested a sound and visibility wall at least 8 feet along the
East end of the property boundary.
ü We have requested that the recreational walking trail adjacent our
properties be removed.
ü We want to discourage foot traffic along our property line.
ü We have requested Large River walk as opposed to Grass to
discourage foot traffic.
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ü We also would like the landscape plan to include more mature
trees, to protect immediate privacy. The current plan has at least
10-year maturity
ü We would like plants that do not affect allergies. Juniper plants are
a major contributor to allergies.
ü We want Trash Bins moved away from the East side of the
development, away from homeowners’ properties.
ü Lighting must be directed away from private properties.
ü We discourage Grass on the East side buffer, being that the noise
generated by maintenance and mowing would impose on the
neighborhood.
ü Water runoff and drainage has not been addressed adequately to
the neighborhood concerns.

2. We are an established neighborhood of over twenty years and feel our
concerns are valid and should be fairly accommodated. This IDO process is very
Developer oriented and removes any opportunity for our neighborhood to protect
its established quality of life. The change in Zoning does not reflect the prior site
plan that was established in the past. This plot was subdivided up into 9 smaller
units in the negotiated previous site plan, and was intended for smaller business
units. We were never notified of a zoning change, although we live within 100
feet of this property. While the excuse we continue to hear is that it was well
published in the past, that the city had the right to arbitrarily change the code. We
were under the belief under the previous code that if there were any changes,
since we lived within 100 feet, there would be required notification. The city failed
to notify the property owners.
We also feel that this process bypasses all the governmental agencies and
committees put in place to protect our communities. The Developer bypasses
EPC, which looks at all the relevant issues, Schools, Traffic, Environmental
studies, Wildlife, Intergovernmental, etc. This MX-M zoning by description was
intended for City centers and Apartment corridors. Neither of these fit this
location.
We respectfully ask that you reject this proposal; based on the negative affects it
has on our neighborhood and the surrounding communities. This will destroy our
quality of life and integrity of one of Albuquerque's great neighborhoods.
"Because it can be built, does not mean it should be built." There are other things
that have value to the community that we negotiated in the past.
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SIGN POSTING AGREEMENT

Regarding signage as a requirement by the City’s Planning Department, note that
there were two people who drove by the planned development site to see if the
signage was in place. They could not find the signage or it was not obvious.
On 7/17-19/20 someone reported that the signage was found on a small square
piece of plywood. The sign was not conspicuous to the public or moving traffic, it
was not two feet above the ground, and it was not planted firmly in the ground
and properly supported. It was found lying down at a 45-degree angle being held
up by bushes and some rocks. The sign should be more legible. This does not
meet compliance as written in the City’s Sign Posting Agreement. The Sign Post
was not maintained for three consecutive days we can confirm (see pictures
below). This concern was never not addressed with the applicant at the July 22,
2020 DRB Hearing.
Pictures were taken at Golf Course (picture to left is facing north) and (picture to
right is facing south).
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Thursday, July 23, 2020 7:36 AM
Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Richard Stevenson
Biazar, Shahab
RE: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Jeanne the property is being sold by the owner to our client so once the sale is commenced there will be separate
ownership of the parcels. Our client is buying Parcel E-1. We have heard rumors of other developments on the corner
but nothing set in stone. We are not working on those parcels at this time. The driveway is a common lot line and it is
shared between our parcel and the remaining parcel. The site plan reflects how that shared access is being proposed.
We also don’t know if the property to the north Tract D-1 will be subdivided but probably will in the future. We do not
know of any time frames when the property will develop especially in this current economic environment.
For the entrance we can assume a commercial use on the balance and then compute what the resulting peak hour
turning movements would be to adjust the queue length to accommodate the parcel to the north if that is acceptable?
The gate on the south side is emergency entrance only and all of our traffic will use the northern driveway. We will
show how the fire access and turning movement can be handed.
Let me know if I answered your questions and if we can assume a normal commercial development for the
establishment of the queue length for the entrance?
Thanks
Ronald R. Bohannan,P.E.
Tierra West LLC.
5571 Midway Park Place,NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100

From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 7:24 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Ron Bohannan; Biazar, Shahab
Subject: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Richard, I had some comments/questions after yesterday's meeting:
- I was looking closer at the site plans and noticed that the property line needed to be shown on the north side of the
property. It looks like shared access needs to be established with the property to the north based on driveway location
after looking at AGIS even though property owner is the same.
- Additionally, I had a question about what the plans were for the property to the north given that it has the same
owner. Was there a plan to replat? Is there a plan to build more apartments to the north and what is the timing of
this? (This will affect how we look at the traffic and the queuing into the site.)
- The queuing analysis requested for the left and right turn bays needs to also address the gate on the southern
entrance. It needs to be established . (Is there a reason for a gate at the southern entrance but not for the northern
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entrance?) It looks like there is additional right-of-way for a right turn lane if needed. Also provide diagram showing
that a car can turn around easily without having to back up into Golf Course at this southern entrance.
Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:02 AM
Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Ron Bohannan
Biazar, Shahab
RE: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case
Plat_Book_2009C,_Page_83[1].pdf

Jeanne,
I will make sure the signage is labelled for the emergency access.
Attached is the plat for the property; there is a blanket cross access easement between both parcels. Do we need to
create a specific shared access agreement?
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson
Cc: Biazar, Shahab
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Thanks for the quick response and the information, Ron! Is there a shared access agreement?
Yes, it makes sense to assume a commercial use for the bay lengths just as you have proposed below.
Gated Entrance: I remember the keyed note showed a gated entrance, not necessarily noted as an emergency access
only. If it is an emergency access only, include two signs per MUTCD involving emergency access only and a knox
box. Get Fire Marshall approval.
Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
1
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From: Ron Bohannan [mailto:rrb@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 7:36 AM
To: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Richard Stevenson
Cc: Biazar, Shahab
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Jeanne the property is being sold by the owner to our client so once the sale is commenced there will be separate
ownership of the parcels. Our client is buying Parcel E-1. We have heard rumors of other developments on the corner
but nothing set in stone. We are not working on those parcels at this time. The driveway is a common lot line and it is
shared between our parcel and the remaining parcel. The site plan reflects how that shared access is being proposed.
We also don’t know if the property to the north Tract D-1 will be subdivided but probably will in the future. We do not
know of any time frames when the property will develop especially in this current economic environment.
For the entrance we can assume a commercial use on the balance and then compute what the resulting peak hour
turning movements would be to adjust the queue length to accommodate the parcel to the north if that is acceptable?
The gate on the south side is emergency entrance only and all of our traffic will use the northern driveway. We will
show how the fire access and turning movement can be handed.
Let me know if I answered your questions and if we can assume a normal commercial development for the
establishment of the queue length for the entrance?
Thanks
Ronald R. Bohannan,P.E.
Tierra West LLC.
5571 Midway Park Place,NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100

From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 7:24 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Ron Bohannan; Biazar, Shahab
Subject: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Richard, I had some comments/questions after yesterday's meeting:
- I was looking closer at the site plans and noticed that the property line needed to be shown on the north side of the
property. It looks like shared access needs to be established with the property to the north based on driveway location
after looking at AGIS even though property owner is the same.
- Additionally, I had a question about what the plans were for the property to the north given that it has the same
owner. Was there a plan to replat? Is there a plan to build more apartments to the north and what is the timing of
this? (This will affect how we look at the traffic and the queuing into the site.)
2
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- The queuing analysis requested for the left and right turn bays needs to also address the gate on the southern
entrance. It needs to be established . (Is there a reason for a gate at the southern entrance but not for the northern
entrance?) It looks like there is additional right-of-way for a right turn lane if needed. Also provide diagram showing
that a car can turn around easily without having to back up into Golf Course at this southern entrance.
Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:31 AM
'Richard Stevenson'
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails
Albuquerque

Richard, he did leave a message. I then left him a message regarding the size of the complex, but he never contacted
me again.
It seems that he is not really that interested in this particular project. My experience with Rio Rancho is very different
from that of NMDOT.
It seems clear from the e-mail below that he is not concerned. What have your discussions with him been?

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Richard Stevenson [mailto:rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:28 AM
To: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque

Jeanne,
Did David Serrano from Rio Rancho ever contact you in regards to traffic coordination? What was the
outcome? Thanks.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:04 AM
To: 'DAVID SERRANO'; jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
1
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Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque

David,
I have included Ms. Jeanne Wolfenbarger who is the Manager for Transportation in this email. Her telephone number is
924-3991.
Thanks for the quick response.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: DAVID SERRANO [mailto:DSERRANO@RRNM.GOV]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:59 AM
To: Ron Bohannan
Cc: Richard Stevenson
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque

Ron,
Doing well, hope you are as well. I am not sure why the City of Rio Rancho would be involved as Westside/Golf Course
intersection is COA maintained. Can you direct me to the COA contact I can call to discuss the concern?
Thanks,
David D. Serrano, P.E.
Engineering Division Manager
Development Services Dept.
City of Rio Rancho
3200 Civic Center Circle NE
Rio Rancho, NM 87144
Mobile: (505) 235-5512
Phone: (505) 891-5059
dserrano@rrnm.gov

From: Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:18 AM
To: DAVID SERRANO <DSERRANO@RRNM.GOV>
Cc: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>; Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: FW: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque
**************************************************************************************************
****
CAUTION: This email was received from an EXTERNAL source, use caution when clicking links or opening attachments.
**************************************************************************************************
****
David
Hope you are doing well. We are proposing to develop 208 apartments on a vacant site within the City of Albuquerque,
on the northeast corner of Golf Course Rd and AMAFCA Black Arroyo channel (see attached vicinity map and site
plan). Attached is the trip generation and distribution that we have provided to City who wanted us to coordinate with
2
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you and the City of Rio Rancho. We have been in discussions with the Department of Municipal Development (DMD)
who has indicated they are still tracking the widening of Western Trails early next year.
We are getting a lot of neighborhood opposition and so the City wanted us to coordinate with your department. We
want to confirm we are to follow the City of Albuquerque DPM process for traffic review/improvement consideration?
If you have any other questions please feel free to reach out to either Richard Stevenson or myself.
Thanks
Ronald R. Bohannan,P.E.
Tierra West LLC.
5571 Midway Park Place,NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:59 AM
'Richard Stevenson'
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030

Thanks, Richard. I will review. Regarding your last question about the
streetlights from an earlier e-mail, the DPM discusses light requirements
at intersections and at mid-block. Review and let me know. It appeared
that you could add a light at your entrance, but I will leave that to you as
the designer.

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030
Jeanne,
Attached is the following items as requested with comment #5 for
tomorrows DRB hearing. We will provide a summary at the meeting in
regards to impact on cut through and the congestion on Western Trails,
but we wanted to get the numbers in front of you today.
1
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.
Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation
Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments
.
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
.
Trip Distribution Worksheet
.
Trip Distribution Map
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson
Subject: DRB Case# 4030
Ron and Richard,
Please see neighborhood comments and attached comments from
Transportation for the upcoming DRB. Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
2
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-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval [mailto:larrysandoval75@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 4:38 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene
Cc: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; mike mirabal; Marsha Kearney; Larry Sandoval
Subject: Request for Traffic Impact Study

Good afternoon Ms. Wofley,
Please include this pdf document as part of our record to the Board.
Thank you.

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:40 AM
'Richard Stevenson'
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030

The old DPM specifies streetlighting at intersections and a light mid-block probably where your entrance is. I think the
mid-block distance is 500 feet, but you would have to look that up.
The new DPM relies on an illumination design, but the LEDs are brighter than the old types of lights.
From: Richard Stevenson [mailto:rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:37 AM
To: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030

Jeanne,
In regards to comment # 6:
6. Follow DPM requirements for streetlighting design along Golf Course for the new site. Place streetlighting on
infrastructure list, including all necessary appurtenances.
I checked Section 7-4(M)(6) of the new DPM and this only talks to new subdivisions. We will provide lighting at the
driveway entrance but unless required will not offer to install street lights for Golf Course along the property
frontage. Can you tell me which section in the DPM requires new street lighting along the Golf Course frontage please?
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:02 AM
To: 'Wolfenbarger, Jeanne'
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030
Thanks Jeanne.
Yes I checked Section 7-4(M)(6) of the new DPM and this only talks to new subdivisions. We will provide lighting at the
driveway entrance but unless required will not offer to install street lights for Golf Course along the property frontage.
Not sure how many neighbors will be on the call tomorrow to discuss traffic but we will do our best to answer their
questions.
1
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Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030
Thanks, Richard. I will review. Regarding your last question about the streetlights from an earlier e-mail, the DPM
discusses light requirements at intersections and at mid-block. Review and let me know. It appeared that you could add
a light at your entrance, but I will leave that to you as the designer.

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030
Jeanne,
Attached is the following items as requested with comment #5 for tomorrows DRB hearing. We will provide a summary
at the meeting in regards to impact on cut through and the congestion on Western Trails, but we wanted to get the
numbers in front of you today.
.
Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise) apartments
.
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
.
Trip Distribution Worksheet
.
Trip Distribution Map
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----2
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From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson
Subject: DRB Case# 4030
Ron and Richard,
Please see neighborhood comments and attached comments from Transportation for the upcoming DRB. Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval [mailto:larrysandoval75@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 4:38 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene
Cc: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; mike mirabal; Marsha Kearney; Larry Sandoval
Subject: Request for Traffic Impact Study

Good afternoon Ms. Wofley,
Please include this pdf document as part of our record to the Board. Thank you.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Friday, July 24, 2020 8:19 AM
'Richard Stevenson'
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] ITE Graph

Thanks, Richard. I am hoping that showing an actual graph might help answer MR. Sandoval’s questions.
From: Richard Stevenson [mailto:rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:16 AM
To: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] ITE Graph

Ok, we can include the graph, but at some point the applicant has to draw the line… The neighbors are not listening to
our responses to their questions and concerns. Everything they raised at DRB we had already discussed prior in the
public meetings.
Regards,
Richard
From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:11 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Subject: ITE Graph

Richard, I thought it would be helpful to include the ITE graph for trip generations since there were questions about the
numbers and data for this next meeting.
For Mr. Sandoval, I thought that would be helpful.

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
Project #: 2020013; Pre-application
Property Description/Address: Wintergreen Apartments at Tract E-1, east of Golf Course Rd. and
north of the Black Arroyo Channel.
Date Submitted: June 22, 2020
Submitted By: Philip Crump and Jocelyn M. Torres
Meeting Date/Time: June 18, 2020, 6:30-8:00 PM
Meeting Location: First Baptist Church, 3906 19th Ave. SE, Rio Rancho, NM
Facilitator: Philip Crump
Co-facilitator: Jocelyn M. Torres
Applicant: Calabac Illas Group c/o Donald Harville (owners)
Agent – Tierra West LLC (TW), Ronald Bohannan, President and Richard Stevenson, Engineer
Neighborhood Associations/Interested Parties - Seven Bar North Homeowners Association
(HOA), West Side Coalition of Neighborhood Associations, Neighbors
Background/Meeting Summary: The proposed gated community site location is the undeveloped
Tract E-1, east of Golf Course Rd. and north of the Black Arroyo Channel. This is a pre-application
meeting. The property is approximately eight acres and is zoned MX-M. The developer proposes
four apartment buildings with 52 units in each building, totaling 208 units. This equates to a density
of 24 units per acre. Each building will have a mix of studio, one and two-bedroom apartments.
Vehicular access is off Golf Course Rd. at the existing driveway entrance, near the northwest corner
of the property, which is intended to be a shared driveway when the currently vacant northern Tract
D-1 is developed. There is also an emergency exit onto Golf Course Rd. proposed at the midblock as
required by the Fire Marshall.
The development will also have a 5,000 sq. ft. clubhouse with porte-cochere. The clubhouse includes
amenities such as a pool, spa, conference and meeting rooms, barbeque, and lounge areas. The
residents’ gated entryways will be on each side of the entrance. There is extensive landscaping, with
open space between the apartment buildings. Total square footage of each apartment building is
59,716 ft. with a maximum building height of 45 feet in elevation. One parking space for each
apartment will include a covered parking stall. There are 379 parking spaces including the covered
stalls and handicap spaces.
Setbacks for the apartments are: Front 5-feet, Side 0-feet (Table 2-4-5 on page 27 IDO), and Rear 50ft landscape buffer (IDO Section 14-16-5-9(F) on page 287). The buildings themselves will be
significantly farther from the property lines, as they are surrounded by parking. The eastern buildings
will be approximately 134 feet offset the eastern property line. This site does not meet the traffic
impact threshold to require a traffic study.
A prior meeting was conducted April 7, 2020 to discuss the DRB and ZHE request, of which the
developer canceled the variance request. A second online meeting was held May 21, 2020 to discuss
the DRB application. The Developer delayed the submittal to DRB to provide an in-person meeting
on June 18, 2020 to discuss the DRB application, following easing of restrictions from the COVID19.
Outcomes:
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LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
Areas of Agreement:

-

All participants agreed to meet in person.
Participants were encouraged to attend the DRB Hearing of July 22, 2020.
TW will address action plan items.

-

Unresolved Issues & Concerns:

-

Several issues were discussed in this meeting.
Neighbors remain opposed to the proposed development.

-

Key Points:

-

Neighbors continue to have strong concerns regarding the apartment location, height, privacy,
views, traffic and schools.
Neighbors also voiced concerns regarding the apartment landscaping, wall height,
construction, vibration, noise, maintenance, walking paths, arroyo access, drainage, wildlife
plan and potential development of northside eight acres.

-

Meeting Specifics:
1)

Introduction.
Facilitator: Philip Crump: phcrumpsf@gmail.com. Those who signed in legibly, with their
name and affiliation, will receive a meeting report. Philip Crump and Jocelyn M. Torres are
neutral facilitators for the City of Albuquerque. TW Engineer Richard Stevenson, President
Ron Bohannan and Architect Richard Bennett are in attendance. Richard Stevenson provided
the project overview presented in prior meetings.

2)

Building Height, Privacy, Views, Landscaping and Trash Bin Locations.
a) Neighbors stated the proposed design is not consistent with the property location and intent.
The four-story height is inconsistent with this community.
i) They asked that the building height be reduced to two stories.
(1) TW – This height and design meets the IDO requirements. It took three years to
amend the zoning code, with a goal of preventing urban sprawl. This property has a
50-foot buffer with a 134-foot setback distance of the buildings from the residential
homes. It is near market development. The guidelines of the IDO motivated the
Developer, who wants four stories.
ii) View, wall height, buffer and landscaping concerns were expressed by neighbors.
Neighbors are concerned that their views will be blocked, that the apartment residents will
congregate near their property, that the wall should be eight-feet instead of six- feet high,
that there should not be an eastside walking path, that landscaping should include river
rock instead of native grass and that 6.5 foot specified barrier trees will not provide
privacy until they mature. Trash containers should be moved to the center of the property
and should not be located on the corners near the neighborhood. Juniper trees cause
pollen and pine trees will shed.
2
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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
(1) TW- Concerns regarding the buffer area will be taken to the Developer, who has
changed the tree specification to Evergreens. We will ask the Developer to change the
trash bin locations so they are not adjacent to the neighborhood. (See Action Items.)
3)

Traffic.
a) Neighbors expressed several concerns about traffic congestion on Golf Course and Westside.
This Development does not require a traffic study. There is a need for a traffic light on
Westside at 7 Bar Loop Road. There are cut-through problems. There are problems with Rio
Rancho traffic on Westside. This apartment complex will likely result in an additional 376
cars traveling south on Golf Course or East on Westside. School traffic will negatively
impact existing roadways. The Lovelace Hospital is already overloading Westside.
i) TW – The biggest problem is Westside Drive. Sandoval County has not built up their side
of the roadway. TW will look at these traffic concerns closely and will reach out to the
New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) regarding traffic problems
expressed by neighbors. TW will review and report on traffic studies done within the past
three years regarding the clear-sight triangle on Golf Course and Westside Drive
intersection (See Action Item).
ii) TW – Neighbors can protest cut-through problems via the City’s cut-through ordinance.
The City can quantify traffic thresholds and implement a means of slowing the traffic,
such as roundabouts and speed bumps.
iii) TW - Rio Rancho has always had traffic problems. MRGCD gets funding for major
corridors. The Intersection of 528 and Unser is under consideration for funding. This
Development is under CABQ jurisdiction so we are not consulting with Rio Rancho.
Development impact fees vary depending on the proposal. We only have 208 apartments
and 250 are required for a traffic impact study.
iv) TW - Will prepare a trip generation (hours) and trip distribution (network) study regarding
Golf Course and Westside traffic in this location. (See Action Item).

4)

Schools.
a) Neighbors stated that schools will be stressed because of this development. They are
concerned that an estimated 300 kids will further overload the schools.
b) School traffic concerns were addressed in above Section 3.

5)

Development of Northside Eight Acres.
a) Neighbors are concerned about the development of the property north of the project consisting
of eight acres. Will this developer be involved in a phase two development of that site?
There is already a traffic problem on 7 Bar Loop and development of that site will increase
traffic problems. It is unknown what type of development will be placed on that site.
i) TW – This Developer is separate to the northern tract. MX-M Zoning allows for many
permissive uses of the northern tract. Depending upon the use, the development of that
site may require a traffic study. The neighborhood will be notified when that site is
developed as required by the IDO notification procedures. TW will take the traffic impact
study question to the apartment developer (See Action Item).

6)

Construction, Vibration, Utilities and Noise.
3
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a) Neighbors asked several questions. Why wasn’t a Southwest style used for these apartments?
What is the anticipated construction duration? Will there be vibration and noise problems
associated with the construction? Will there be utility problems due to construction? Will
there be noise problems with the apartment complex?
i) TW – The anticipated construction duration is 12-16 months. The dirt work contractor
will monitor vibrations. The construction site is 135 feet from the neighborhood. We are
in contact with the Water Department and will contact PNM and NMGC regarding
utilities. We don’t anticipate blasting. The contractor will determine the foundations. We
will use standard techniques for determining vibration and settling. We will write the
specification and these standard techniques will be included in the specification (See
Action Item.)
ii) TW – The Developer, Contractor and Apartment Complex will abide by the CABQ Noise
Ordinance requirements.
7)

Apartment Maintenance, Management and Pest Control.
a) Neighbors requested that apartment maintenance and repairs not be conducted on weekends
and that they be conducted at a reasonable hour. They asked that gas blowers not be used.
They asked about pest control.
i) TW – Will take these concerns to the Owner (See Action Item). Noise ordinance day and
time requirements will be met. TW recommends this project and believes they will do
their best to comply with these requests.

8)

Drainage.
a) Neighbors asked about the drainage plan.1
i) TW – We do have a drainage plan and it will be shared with all. The grading plan will
show where the runoff area is located and will be provided. Site drainage will enter into
the AMAFCA Black Arroyo Channel to the south of the property. . The drainage plan will
be distributed at time of application to DRB to attendees of the meeting (See Action Item).

9)

Arroyo Access.
a) Neighbors asked about apartment arroyo walking access.
i) TW – There will be pedestrian gates so residents can access the arroyo paths.

10)

Apartment Need.

1

In the May 21, 2020 Meeting, TW explained the property drainage plan as
follows: “The property design allows for water remediation prior to entering the
arroyo or the Rio Grande (RG) per the City of Albuquerque Drainage Ordinance and
based upon the EPA Clean Water Act. This allows for the collection of trash, oil,
and sediment before the water runoff enters the RG. The first flush pond holds
the first portion and the excess runoff goes into the arroyo (See May 26, 2020
Report).”

4
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a) Neighbors asked whether there is a need for these apartments. There are 1,400 homes
available to buy rather than the usual amount of 4,000-6,000 homes. Because of Covid-19
people want to buy instead of renting.
i) TW – There is currently a 30 day wait to get into rental housing. There is a need for
additional rental housing.
11)

Wildlife plan.
a) Neighbors asked about the wildlife plan.
i) TW – Will look at wildlife issues for this development (See Action Item).

Next Steps and Action Plan:




TW will complete action items.
Application will be submitted June 26, 2020.
DRB hearing will be held July 22, 2020.

Action Items:










TW will take concerns regarding the buffer area to the Developer and will ask that the trash
bin locations be changed, so they are not adjacent to the neighborhood.
TW will review and report on traffic studies done within the past three years regarding the
clear-sight triangle on Golf Course and Westside Drive intersection.
TW will prepare a trip generation (hours) and trip distribution (network) study regarding Golf
Course and Westside intersection traffic in this location.
TW will ask if a traffic impact study would be performed by Developer.
TW will use standard techniques for determining vibration and settling and will include them
in the specification for grading and drainage of the site.
TW will consult with Owner and report on apartment maintenance, management and pest
control plans.
TW will provide the drainage plan at time of submittal to DRB.
TW will consult with Owner regarding necessity of following CABQ Noise Ordinance
regarding maintenance schedule, vehicles and other pertinent matters.
TW will review Wildlife issues pertaining to this development.

Application Hearing Details:



The Development Review Board hearing will be conducted on July 22, 2020. The agenda will be
posted by Friday afternoon July 17th
Development Review Board meetings, a portion of which are public hearings, are held each
Wednesday beginning at 9 a.m. in the Plaza del Sol Hearing Room at 600 2nd NW. Free 2-hour
parking for Plaza del Sol customers is available on the north side of the building.
The DRB, as with all City boards and commissions, is holding online meetings via Zoom.
“The DRB ‘remote’ public meetings are using the Zoom software. All participants – DRB
members, applicants, and the public – participate from the safety of their homes. You can choose
to participate by video or audio only. Participants can listen to the meeting and may also speak
during the public comment period.

5
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LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
The agenda for the DRB meeting is posted on the City website by Friday afternoon ahead of the
Wednesday meeting. The agenda includes information on accessing the DRB meeting.
Participants can call the number listed on the agenda from their phone to be connected to the
meeting. Participants may also can click on the link on the agenda to participate via computer (a
microphone is required; a camera is optional.) Participants are not required to create a Zoom
account, but may choose to do so.”
The six members of the DRB are City staff representing the Planning Department, Parks and
Recreation Department, Code Enforcement, City Engineer, Traffic Engineer, and Water/Sewer
Utilities Engineer.
The chairperson is the City Planner representative. Each member is authorized to sign plats.
Jolene Wolfley, DRB Chair, Planning Department; Email: jwolfley@cabq.gov
Additional comments may be sent to Planner Maggie Gould <MGould@cabq.gov>
For questions, contact the Development Review Board Administrative Assistant Angela Gomez at
(505) 924-3946.

Meeting Adjourned.
Names & Affiliations of Attendees:
Ron Bohannon
Tierra West
Richard Stevenson
Tierra West
Rick Bennett
Richard Bennett Architects
Gary Hirsch
7 Bar North HOA
Amy Garcia
7 Bar North HOA
Mike Mirabal
7 Bar North HOA
Megan Fitzpatrick
7 Bar North HOA
Bruce Creel
7 Bar North HOA
Fran DiMarco
7 Bar North HOA
Cathy Mirabal
7 Bar North HOA
Cheryl Ruff
7 Bar North HOA
Kathy Vigil
7 Bar North HOA
David Lopez
7 Bar North HOA
Lucille Lopez
7 Bar North HOA
Ken McVey
7 Bar North HOA
JP Murrieta
7 Bar North HOA
Tyra Murrieta
7 Bar North HOA
Nena Perkin
7 Bar North HOA
Lillian Werntz
7 Bar North HOA
Scott & Jae Templeton 7 Bar North HOA
Debbie Chavez
7 Bar North HOA
Dan McCormack
7 Bar North HOA
Erin & Tim Zinsmeyer 7 Bar North HOA
Loretta Huerta
7 Bar North HOA
Gayle M Binkley
7 Bar North HOA
Marsha & John Kearney
7 Bar North HOA
T Scott Hutchinson
7 Bar North HOA, Pres
Sandra Kruzich
7 Bar North HOA
Hilary Butler
Roy Fassel
Lennard Mc???
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 9:12 AM
Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] 10800 Coors Blvd. (Wintergreen Apartments)
Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Jeanne,
Thanks for passing on the residents’ concerns. We held a pre-application NA meeting on Thursday 18th (which was
facilitated), it was the third public meeting we held with the NA regarding the proposed development. The neighbors
had a lot of general traffic concerns and questions which we tried to address and have some action items to follow up
with the NMDOT to find out more on the Westside Blvd. expansion plans. I’ve attached the meeting minutes for
reference.
We intend to submit to DRB by this Friday. The application is to DRB for a site plan – major, and we do not go to EPC.
We followed the IDO notification procedures for the pre-application meeting, and the resident will be notified at time of
making DRB application based on the proximity to the site.
Regards,
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 8:40 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Subject: 10800 Coors Blvd.

Good morning, Richard. There have been a lot of neighborhood contacts regarding this project that just got approved at
EPC. They have mainly been contacting me regarding traffic and streetlighting complaints.
Anyway, I just wanted to give you a heads up.
When will you be turning in your DRB application? One of the complaints was that the neighbors did not feel
adequately notified, and she thought neighbors in her area were not notified. (This is her address below.) I just wanted
to make sure you were aware before sending out DRB notifications.

Marsha Kearney rmeek1978@gmail.com
Marsha Kearney
>> 10927 Carreta Drive NW
>> Albuquerque, NM 87114
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JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:28 AM
p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com;
1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com;
frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124
@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com;
avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com;
mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com;
gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com;
miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.; Hummell, Tyson; Wolfenbarger,
Jeanne
RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated
Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx
Wintergreen_TRIPS_X.PDF; Wintergreen_Subarea_Map.pdf; Trip_Dist_Residential.pdf;
Wintergreen_Trip_Dist Map.pdf; Westside Project.pdf

Hello All,
Please find attached the following items relating to the traffic queries for this project:
•
•
•
•
•

Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing (MidRise) apartments
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
Trip Distribution Worksheet
Trip Distribution Map
Westside Blvd. widening project timing and financials which is in the current Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) for FFY 2020 and 2021. According to MRCOG TIP Coordinator, this is a high priority project for the
City of Albuquerque and City of Rio Rancho. This project will more than likely be completed over the next few
years considering the amount of construction that is involved. Here is a link to MRCOG website where you can
find the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (which includes project lists), as well as the TIP: https://www.mrcognm.gov/233/Metro-Planning.

Grading and Drainage
• Here is the downloadable link to the drainage plan https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkDpTWEqdjmDVXFo
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s) named above or their
designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is
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strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by
return message or by telephone and delete the original message from your email system. Thank you.

From: p crump [mailto:phcrumpsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com;
scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com;
miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF
Subject: [#2020013] Emailing: Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Dear All:
Attached please find the Report for the meeting held Thursday evening, June 18th, regarding the
proposed Wintergreen Apartments. Please review it carefully.
If there are errors of either Omission (something important said but left out) or Commission
(something important misquoted), please let us know and we will issue correcting Amendments. You
may send potential corrections to phcrumpsf@gmail.com.
Also, instructions for submitting additional comments to the DRB are included near the end of the
report under Hearing Details.
Also, you may let the City know your impression of the meeting and the facilitator(s) by going to one
of the following evaluations:
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-applicant-survey
or
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-participant-survey
Thank you very much for your participation.
Philip Crump and Jocelyn Torres, Facilitators

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Friday, July 24, 2020 8:16 AM
Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] ITE Graph

Ok, we can include the graph, but at some point the applicant has to draw the line… The neighbors are not listening to
our responses to their questions and concerns. Everything they raised at DRB we had already discussed prior in the
public meetings.
Regards,
Richard
From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:11 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Subject: ITE Graph

Richard, I thought it would be helpful to include the ITE graph for trip generations since there were questions about the
numbers and data for this next meeting.
For Mr. Sandoval, I thought that would be helpful.

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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7/20/2020

Trip Distribution Table
Project
Name
6/27/05
Sub Area Employment Data:
For determination of Trip Distribution for Proposed Residential Development Trips
2015 and 2025 Data Taken from Mid-Region Council of Governments' 2035
Socioeconomic Forecasts by Data Analysis Subzones for the Mid-Region of New Mexico
(GN)
Golf Course Rd. North

Sub Area
I.D.#

% Sub
Area in
Study

1
2
3
4
5*
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
17
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

2012
2040
Employment Employment
2012
6,537
17,489
1,518
3,550
12,899
1,888
8,784
9,396
1,002
3,954
5,772
7,107
31,747
36,255
15,719
55,543
37,312
49,455
25,348
5,536
412
26,765
2,514
1,196
77
15,527
5,361
4,139
1,563
394,365

Trip_Dist_Residential.xlsx - DAZ_Pop

2040
25,963
33,517
2,100
6,305
22,103
3,935
16,098
15,659
1,815
7,907
7,560
9,021
47,896
47,165
25,356
67,295
52,468
58,200
33,772
13,277
10,347
26,990
3,393
1,765
137
25,035
7,954
4,864
2,486
580,383

%
Interpolated
Employment
Employment
Dist. (Mi.)
Employment /
Employment
in Study
/ Distance
for the Year
Distance
2020
12,087
12,087
7.3
1,656
2.32%
22,068
22,068
3.1
7,119
9.96%
1,684
1,684
4.1
411
0.57%
4,337
4,337
11.6
374
0.52%
15,529
15,529
1
15,529
21.72%
2,473
2,473
13.4
185
0.26%
10,874
10,874
5.4
2,014
2.82%
11,185
11,185
8.3
1,348
1.88%
1,234
1,234
20.8
59
0.08%
5,083
5,083
11.7
434
0.61%
6,283
6,283
12.1
519
0.73%
7,654
7,654
3.1
2,469
3.45%
36,361
36,361
4.6
7,905
11.06%
39,372
39,372
7.8
5,048
7.06%
18,472
18,472
5.7
3,241
4.53%
58,901
58,901
10.3
5,719
8.00%
41,642
41,642
7.8
5,339
7.47%
51,954
51,954
9.2
5,647
7.90%
27,755
27,755
11
2,523
3.53%
7,748
7,748
12
646
0.90%
3,251
3,251
15.4
211
0.30%
26,829
26,829
16.2
1,656
2.32%
2,765
2,765
19.1
145
0.20%
1,359
1,359
20.7
66
0.09%
94
94
23
4
0.01%
18,244
18,244
27.3
668
0.93%
6,102
6,102
17.3
353
0.49%
4,346
4,346
30.6
142
0.20%
1,827
1,827
27.5
66
0.09%
447,513
447,513
71,493
100.00%

% Utilizing

100%
90%
40%
40%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%

(GS)
Golf Course Rd. South

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
2.32%
8.96%
0.23%
0.21%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.02%
11.74%
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1,656
6,407
164
150
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
8,390
11.74%

% Utilizing

0%
0%
0%
0%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
80%
100%
100%
100%
100%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
0%

(WW)
Westside Blvd. West

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
19.55%
0.26%
2.82%
1.88%
0.08%
0.61%
0.73%
2.76%
11.06%
7.06%
4.53%
8.00%
5.97%
6.32%
2.82%
0.72%
0.24%
1.85%
0.16%
0.07%
0.00%
0.75%
0.39%
0.16%
0.00%
78.81%

0
0
0
0
13,976
185
2,014
1,348
59
434
519
1,975
7,905
5,048
3,241
5,719
4,271
4,518
2,019
517
169
1,325
116
53
3
535
282
114
0
56,341
78.81%

% Utilizing

0%
10%
0%
0%
10%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

(WE)
Westside Blvd. East

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
0.00%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
2.17%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
3.17%

0
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0
0
1,553
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,265
3.17%

% Utilizing

0%
0%
60%
60%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
80%

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
0.00%
0.00%
0.34%
0.31%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.69%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.49%
1.58%
0.71%
0.18%
0.06%
0.46%
0.04%
0.02%
0.00%
0.19%
0.10%
0.04%
0.07%
6.29%

0
0
246
224
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
494
0
0
0
0
1,068
1,129
505
129
42
331
29
13
1
134
71
28
53
4,498
6.29%

Albuquerque Metropolitan Planning Area
CN:

Mid-Region MPO Rec Num:
Category: Capacity Proj

A301050

Fed ID: A301050
RT1 FL5257
RT2

Mid-Region Metropolitan Planning Organization
508.1

Proj Westside Blvd Widening
Fr: Golf Course Rd
Rt 1 BMP

1.331

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)

NMDOT Dist.: 3 County: Bernalillo
Municipality City of Albuquerque
Lead Agency: City of Albuquerque-DMD
Length:

Est. Proj. Cost: $11,988,332
Est. Letting 3/1/2020
TIP Amendment Pending? □

To: NM 528

Rt 2 BMP:

Rt 1 EMP:

2.154

0.823 Miles

Rt 2 EMP:

Project Desc.: Rehab & widen from 2 to 4 lanes, bike lanes, pedestrian enhancements and other improvements per the Westside-McMahon Corridor Study.
Transitions fr. Improv. To exist. Roadway sections include 350' w. of Westside/Golf Course intersection SEE REMARKS SEC.
Project Phases:

■ Environ. Document ■ Prel. Engr. ■ Design □ Right-of-way

■ Construction □ Other

Work Zone Reg. Sig.

Remarks: AM-Apr-20, AM-feb-20, R-19-11, AM-Dec-18, Project will utilize AC project delivery method. R-18-01 on Westside; 250' east of intersection of Westside and NM 528, on Westside, 250' no
of the intersection of Westside and Golf Course;, on Golf Course; 600' south of the intersection of Westide and Golf Course, on Golf Course and ADA ramp improvement on the SE corner

PROGRAMMED FUNDS - Four Year Federal TIP by Funding Category
FUND SOURCE
State Match

2020
$0

Local Match

$1,173,321

STP-U

$5,385,204

03

STP-U

$1,500,000

17

Totals

$8,058,525

Thursday, June 25, 2020

2021

2022

$0

4 Yr. TOTALS
$0

$469,933
$2,757,627

2023

TIP Informational Years

$1,643,254
$8,142,831

03

$1,500,000
$3,227,560

$11,286,085

700

2024

2025

701

702

7/20/2020

Wintergreen Luxury Apartments (Golf Course Rd. South of Westside Blvd.)

GROSS

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)

Units
208

ENTER

1,130

EXIT

19

P. M.
PEAK
HOUR

USE (ITE CODE)

A. M.
PEAK
HOUR

24 HO
U
TWO- R
WAY
VOLU
ME

Trip Generation Data (ITE Trip Generation Manual - 10th Edition)

ENTER

55

EXIT

56

Dwelling Units

ITE Trip Generation Equations:
Average Vehicle Trip Ends on a Weekday (24 HOUR TWO-WAY VOLUME)
T=
50%

5.44 (X) +
Enter,

-1.75
50% Exit

Average Vehicle Trip Ends on a Weekday, Peak Hour of Adjacent Street Traffic, One Hour Between 7am and 9am (A.M. PEAK HOUR)
T=
0.36 (X) +
0
26% Enter,
74% Exit
Average Vehicle Trip Ends on a Weekday, Peak Hour of Adjacent Street Traffic, One Hour Between 4pm and 6pm (P.M. PEAK HOUR)
T=
0.44 (X) +
0
61% Enter,
39% Exit
Comments:
Four Stories
Based on ITE Trip Generation Manual - 10th Edition

Wintergreen_TRIPS_X.xlsx - LandUse (1)
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Thursday, July 23, 2020 7:36 AM
Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Richard Stevenson
Biazar, Shahab
RE: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Jeanne the property is being sold by the owner to our client so once the sale is commenced there will be separate
ownership of the parcels. Our client is buying Parcel E-1. We have heard rumors of other developments on the corner
but nothing set in stone. We are not working on those parcels at this time. The driveway is a common lot line and it is
shared between our parcel and the remaining parcel. The site plan reflects how that shared access is being proposed.
We also don’t know if the property to the north Tract D-1 will be subdivided but probably will in the future. We do not
know of any time frames when the property will develop especially in this current economic environment.
For the entrance we can assume a commercial use on the balance and then compute what the resulting peak hour
turning movements would be to adjust the queue length to accommodate the parcel to the north if that is acceptable?
The gate on the south side is emergency entrance only and all of our traffic will use the northern driveway. We will
show how the fire access and turning movement can be handed.
Let me know if I answered your questions and if we can assume a normal commercial development for the
establishment of the queue length for the entrance?
Thanks
Ronald R. Bohannan,P.E.
Tierra West LLC.
5571 Midway Park Place,NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100

From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 7:24 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Ron Bohannan; Biazar, Shahab
Subject: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Richard, I had some comments/questions after yesterday's meeting:
- I was looking closer at the site plans and noticed that the property line needed to be shown on the north side of the
property. It looks like shared access needs to be established with the property to the north based on driveway location
after looking at AGIS even though property owner is the same.
- Additionally, I had a question about what the plans were for the property to the north given that it has the same
owner. Was there a plan to replat? Is there a plan to build more apartments to the north and what is the timing of
this? (This will affect how we look at the traffic and the queuing into the site.)
- The queuing analysis requested for the left and right turn bays needs to also address the gate on the southern
entrance. It needs to be established . (Is there a reason for a gate at the southern entrance but not for the northern
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entrance?) It looks like there is additional right-of-way for a right turn lane if needed. Also provide diagram showing
that a car can turn around easily without having to back up into Golf Course at this southern entrance.
Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:02 AM
Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Ron Bohannan
Biazar, Shahab
RE: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case
Plat_Book_2009C,_Page_83[1].pdf

Jeanne,
I will make sure the signage is labelled for the emergency access.
Attached is the plat for the property; there is a blanket cross access easement between both parcels. Do we need to
create a specific shared access agreement?
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson
Cc: Biazar, Shahab
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Thanks for the quick response and the information, Ron! Is there a shared access agreement?
Yes, it makes sense to assume a commercial use for the bay lengths just as you have proposed below.
Gated Entrance: I remember the keyed note showed a gated entrance, not necessarily noted as an emergency access
only. If it is an emergency access only, include two signs per MUTCD involving emergency access only and a knox
box. Get Fire Marshall approval.
Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
1
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From: Ron Bohannan [mailto:rrb@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 7:36 AM
To: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; Richard Stevenson
Cc: Biazar, Shahab
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Jeanne the property is being sold by the owner to our client so once the sale is commenced there will be separate
ownership of the parcels. Our client is buying Parcel E-1. We have heard rumors of other developments on the corner
but nothing set in stone. We are not working on those parcels at this time. The driveway is a common lot line and it is
shared between our parcel and the remaining parcel. The site plan reflects how that shared access is being proposed.
We also don’t know if the property to the north Tract D-1 will be subdivided but probably will in the future. We do not
know of any time frames when the property will develop especially in this current economic environment.
For the entrance we can assume a commercial use on the balance and then compute what the resulting peak hour
turning movements would be to adjust the queue length to accommodate the parcel to the north if that is acceptable?
The gate on the south side is emergency entrance only and all of our traffic will use the northern driveway. We will
show how the fire access and turning movement can be handed.
Let me know if I answered your questions and if we can assume a normal commercial development for the
establishment of the queue length for the entrance?
Thanks
Ronald R. Bohannan,P.E.
Tierra West LLC.
5571 Midway Park Place,NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100

From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 7:24 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Ron Bohannan; Biazar, Shahab
Subject: [#2020013] 004030 DRB Case

Richard, I had some comments/questions after yesterday's meeting:
- I was looking closer at the site plans and noticed that the property line needed to be shown on the north side of the
property. It looks like shared access needs to be established with the property to the north based on driveway location
after looking at AGIS even though property owner is the same.
- Additionally, I had a question about what the plans were for the property to the north given that it has the same
owner. Was there a plan to replat? Is there a plan to build more apartments to the north and what is the timing of
this? (This will affect how we look at the traffic and the queuing into the site.)
2
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- The queuing analysis requested for the left and right turn bays needs to also address the gate on the southern
entrance. It needs to be established . (Is there a reason for a gate at the southern entrance but not for the northern
entrance?) It looks like there is additional right-of-way for a right turn lane if needed. Also provide diagram showing
that a car can turn around easily without having to back up into Golf Course at this southern entrance.
Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:31 AM
'Richard Stevenson'
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails
Albuquerque

Richard, he did leave a message. I then left him a message regarding the size of the complex, but he never contacted
me again.
It seems that he is not really that interested in this particular project. My experience with Rio Rancho is very different
from that of NMDOT.
It seems clear from the e-mail below that he is not concerned. What have your discussions with him been?

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

From: Richard Stevenson [mailto:rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:28 AM
To: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque

Jeanne,
Did David Serrano from Rio Rancho ever contact you in regards to traffic coordination? What was the
outcome? Thanks.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:04 AM
To: 'DAVID SERRANO'; jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
1
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Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque

David,
I have included Ms. Jeanne Wolfenbarger who is the Manager for Transportation in this email. Her telephone number is
924-3991.
Thanks for the quick response.
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100
From: DAVID SERRANO [mailto:DSERRANO@RRNM.GOV]
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:59 AM
To: Ron Bohannan
Cc: Richard Stevenson
Subject: RE: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque

Ron,
Doing well, hope you are as well. I am not sure why the City of Rio Rancho would be involved as Westside/Golf Course
intersection is COA maintained. Can you direct me to the COA contact I can call to discuss the concern?
Thanks,
David D. Serrano, P.E.
Engineering Division Manager
Development Services Dept.
City of Rio Rancho
3200 Civic Center Circle NE
Rio Rancho, NM 87144
Mobile: (505) 235-5512
Phone: (505) 891-5059
dserrano@rrnm.gov

From: Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:18 AM
To: DAVID SERRANO <DSERRANO@RRNM.GOV>
Cc: Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>; Ron Bohannan <rrb@tierrawestllc.com>
Subject: FW: [#2020013] 2020013 - Apartment Complex Golf Course and Western Trails Albuquerque
**************************************************************************************************
****
CAUTION: This email was received from an EXTERNAL source, use caution when clicking links or opening attachments.
**************************************************************************************************
****
David
Hope you are doing well. We are proposing to develop 208 apartments on a vacant site within the City of Albuquerque,
on the northeast corner of Golf Course Rd and AMAFCA Black Arroyo channel (see attached vicinity map and site
plan). Attached is the trip generation and distribution that we have provided to City who wanted us to coordinate with
2
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you and the City of Rio Rancho. We have been in discussions with the Department of Municipal Development (DMD)
who has indicated they are still tracking the widening of Western Trails early next year.
We are getting a lot of neighborhood opposition and so the City wanted us to coordinate with your department. We
want to confirm we are to follow the City of Albuquerque DPM process for traffic review/improvement consideration?
If you have any other questions please feel free to reach out to either Richard Stevenson or myself.
Thanks
Ronald R. Bohannan,P.E.
Tierra West LLC.
5571 Midway Park Place,NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:59 AM
'Richard Stevenson'
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030

Thanks, Richard. I will review. Regarding your last question about the
streetlights from an earlier e-mail, the DPM discusses light requirements
at intersections and at mid-block. Review and let me know. It appeared
that you could add a light at your entrance, but I will leave that to you as
the designer.

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030
Jeanne,
Attached is the following items as requested with comment #5 for
tomorrows DRB hearing. We will provide a summary at the meeting in
regards to impact on cut through and the congestion on Western Trails,
but we wanted to get the numbers in front of you today.
1
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.
Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation
Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise) apartments
.
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
.
Trip Distribution Worksheet
.
Trip Distribution Map
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson
Subject: DRB Case# 4030
Ron and Richard,
Please see neighborhood comments and attached comments from
Transportation for the upcoming DRB. Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
2
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-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval [mailto:larrysandoval75@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 4:38 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene
Cc: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; mike mirabal; Marsha Kearney; Larry Sandoval
Subject: Request for Traffic Impact Study

Good afternoon Ms. Wofley,
Please include this pdf document as part of our record to the Board.
Thank you.

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:40 AM
'Richard Stevenson'
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030

The old DPM specifies streetlighting at intersections and a light mid-block probably where your entrance is. I think the
mid-block distance is 500 feet, but you would have to look that up.
The new DPM relies on an illumination design, but the LEDs are brighter than the old types of lights.
From: Richard Stevenson [mailto:rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:37 AM
To: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030

Jeanne,
In regards to comment # 6:
6. Follow DPM requirements for streetlighting design along Golf Course for the new site. Place streetlighting on
infrastructure list, including all necessary appurtenances.
I checked Section 7-4(M)(6) of the new DPM and this only talks to new subdivisions. We will provide lighting at the
driveway entrance but unless required will not offer to install street lights for Golf Course along the property
frontage. Can you tell me which section in the DPM requires new street lighting along the Golf Course frontage please?
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----From: Richard Stevenson
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:02 AM
To: 'Wolfenbarger, Jeanne'
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030
Thanks Jeanne.
Yes I checked Section 7-4(M)(6) of the new DPM and this only talks to new subdivisions. We will provide lighting at the
driveway entrance but unless required will not offer to install street lights for Golf Course along the property frontage.
Not sure how many neighbors will be on the call tomorrow to discuss traffic but we will do our best to answer their
questions.
1
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Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030
Thanks, Richard. I will review. Regarding your last question about the streetlights from an earlier e-mail, the DPM
discusses light requirements at intersections and at mid-block. Review and let me know. It appeared that you could add
a light at your entrance, but I will leave that to you as the designer.

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] DRB Case# 4030
Jeanne,
Attached is the following items as requested with comment #5 for tomorrows DRB hearing. We will provide a summary
at the meeting in regards to impact on cut through and the congestion on Western Trails, but we wanted to get the
numbers in front of you today.
.
Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise) apartments
.
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
.
Trip Distribution Worksheet
.
Trip Distribution Map
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

-----Original Message----2
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From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson
Subject: DRB Case# 4030
Ron and Richard,
Please see neighborhood comments and attached comments from Transportation for the upcoming DRB. Thanks!

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning

-----Original Message----From: Larry Sandoval [mailto:larrysandoval75@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 4:38 PM
To: Wolfley, Jolene
Cc: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne; mike mirabal; Marsha Kearney; Larry Sandoval
Subject: Request for Traffic Impact Study

Good afternoon Ms. Wofley,
Please include this pdf document as part of our record to the Board. Thank you.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Friday, July 24, 2020 8:19 AM
'Richard Stevenson'
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] ITE Graph

Thanks, Richard. I am hoping that showing an actual graph might help answer MR. Sandoval’s questions.
From: Richard Stevenson [mailto:rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com]
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:16 AM
To: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Cc: Ron Bohannan
Subject: RE: [#2020013] ITE Graph

Ok, we can include the graph, but at some point the applicant has to draw the line… The neighbors are not listening to
our responses to their questions and concerns. Everything they raised at DRB we had already discussed prior in the
public meetings.
Regards,
Richard
From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:11 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Subject: ITE Graph

Richard, I thought it would be helpful to include the ITE graph for trip generations since there were questions about the
numbers and data for this next meeting.
For Mr. Sandoval, I thought that would be helpful.

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
Project #: 2020013; Pre-application
Property Description/Address: Wintergreen Apartments at Tract E-1, east of Golf Course Rd. and
north of the Black Arroyo Channel.
Date Submitted: June 22, 2020
Submitted By: Philip Crump and Jocelyn M. Torres
Meeting Date/Time: June 18, 2020, 6:30-8:00 PM
Meeting Location: First Baptist Church, 3906 19th Ave. SE, Rio Rancho, NM
Facilitator: Philip Crump
Co-facilitator: Jocelyn M. Torres
Applicant: Calabac Illas Group c/o Donald Harville (owners)
Agent – Tierra West LLC (TW), Ronald Bohannan, President and Richard Stevenson, Engineer
Neighborhood Associations/Interested Parties - Seven Bar North Homeowners Association
(HOA), West Side Coalition of Neighborhood Associations, Neighbors
Background/Meeting Summary: The proposed gated community site location is the undeveloped
Tract E-1, east of Golf Course Rd. and north of the Black Arroyo Channel. This is a pre-application
meeting. The property is approximately eight acres and is zoned MX-M. The developer proposes
four apartment buildings with 52 units in each building, totaling 208 units. This equates to a density
of 24 units per acre. Each building will have a mix of studio, one and two-bedroom apartments.
Vehicular access is off Golf Course Rd. at the existing driveway entrance, near the northwest corner
of the property, which is intended to be a shared driveway when the currently vacant northern Tract
D-1 is developed. There is also an emergency exit onto Golf Course Rd. proposed at the midblock as
required by the Fire Marshall.
The development will also have a 5,000 sq. ft. clubhouse with porte-cochere. The clubhouse includes
amenities such as a pool, spa, conference and meeting rooms, barbeque, and lounge areas. The
residents’ gated entryways will be on each side of the entrance. There is extensive landscaping, with
open space between the apartment buildings. Total square footage of each apartment building is
59,716 ft. with a maximum building height of 45 feet in elevation. One parking space for each
apartment will include a covered parking stall. There are 379 parking spaces including the covered
stalls and handicap spaces.
Setbacks for the apartments are: Front 5-feet, Side 0-feet (Table 2-4-5 on page 27 IDO), and Rear 50ft landscape buffer (IDO Section 14-16-5-9(F) on page 287). The buildings themselves will be
significantly farther from the property lines, as they are surrounded by parking. The eastern buildings
will be approximately 134 feet offset the eastern property line. This site does not meet the traffic
impact threshold to require a traffic study.
A prior meeting was conducted April 7, 2020 to discuss the DRB and ZHE request, of which the
developer canceled the variance request. A second online meeting was held May 21, 2020 to discuss
the DRB application. The Developer delayed the submittal to DRB to provide an in-person meeting
on June 18, 2020 to discuss the DRB application, following easing of restrictions from the COVID19.
Outcomes:
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Areas of Agreement:

-

All participants agreed to meet in person.
Participants were encouraged to attend the DRB Hearing of July 22, 2020.
TW will address action plan items.

-

Unresolved Issues & Concerns:

-

Several issues were discussed in this meeting.
Neighbors remain opposed to the proposed development.

-

Key Points:

-

Neighbors continue to have strong concerns regarding the apartment location, height, privacy,
views, traffic and schools.
Neighbors also voiced concerns regarding the apartment landscaping, wall height,
construction, vibration, noise, maintenance, walking paths, arroyo access, drainage, wildlife
plan and potential development of northside eight acres.

-

Meeting Specifics:
1)

Introduction.
Facilitator: Philip Crump: phcrumpsf@gmail.com. Those who signed in legibly, with their
name and affiliation, will receive a meeting report. Philip Crump and Jocelyn M. Torres are
neutral facilitators for the City of Albuquerque. TW Engineer Richard Stevenson, President
Ron Bohannan and Architect Richard Bennett are in attendance. Richard Stevenson provided
the project overview presented in prior meetings.

2)

Building Height, Privacy, Views, Landscaping and Trash Bin Locations.
a) Neighbors stated the proposed design is not consistent with the property location and intent.
The four-story height is inconsistent with this community.
i) They asked that the building height be reduced to two stories.
(1) TW – This height and design meets the IDO requirements. It took three years to
amend the zoning code, with a goal of preventing urban sprawl. This property has a
50-foot buffer with a 134-foot setback distance of the buildings from the residential
homes. It is near market development. The guidelines of the IDO motivated the
Developer, who wants four stories.
ii) View, wall height, buffer and landscaping concerns were expressed by neighbors.
Neighbors are concerned that their views will be blocked, that the apartment residents will
congregate near their property, that the wall should be eight-feet instead of six- feet high,
that there should not be an eastside walking path, that landscaping should include river
rock instead of native grass and that 6.5 foot specified barrier trees will not provide
privacy until they mature. Trash containers should be moved to the center of the property
and should not be located on the corners near the neighborhood. Juniper trees cause
pollen and pine trees will shed.
2
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LAND USE FACILITATION PROGRAM PROJECT MEETING REPORT
(1) TW- Concerns regarding the buffer area will be taken to the Developer, who has
changed the tree specification to Evergreens. We will ask the Developer to change the
trash bin locations so they are not adjacent to the neighborhood. (See Action Items.)
3)

Traffic.
a) Neighbors expressed several concerns about traffic congestion on Golf Course and Westside.
This Development does not require a traffic study. There is a need for a traffic light on
Westside at 7 Bar Loop Road. There are cut-through problems. There are problems with Rio
Rancho traffic on Westside. This apartment complex will likely result in an additional 376
cars traveling south on Golf Course or East on Westside. School traffic will negatively
impact existing roadways. The Lovelace Hospital is already overloading Westside.
i) TW – The biggest problem is Westside Drive. Sandoval County has not built up their side
of the roadway. TW will look at these traffic concerns closely and will reach out to the
New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) regarding traffic problems
expressed by neighbors. TW will review and report on traffic studies done within the past
three years regarding the clear-sight triangle on Golf Course and Westside Drive
intersection (See Action Item).
ii) TW – Neighbors can protest cut-through problems via the City’s cut-through ordinance.
The City can quantify traffic thresholds and implement a means of slowing the traffic,
such as roundabouts and speed bumps.
iii) TW - Rio Rancho has always had traffic problems. MRGCD gets funding for major
corridors. The Intersection of 528 and Unser is under consideration for funding. This
Development is under CABQ jurisdiction so we are not consulting with Rio Rancho.
Development impact fees vary depending on the proposal. We only have 208 apartments
and 250 are required for a traffic impact study.
iv) TW - Will prepare a trip generation (hours) and trip distribution (network) study regarding
Golf Course and Westside traffic in this location. (See Action Item).

4)

Schools.
a) Neighbors stated that schools will be stressed because of this development. They are
concerned that an estimated 300 kids will further overload the schools.
b) School traffic concerns were addressed in above Section 3.

5)

Development of Northside Eight Acres.
a) Neighbors are concerned about the development of the property north of the project consisting
of eight acres. Will this developer be involved in a phase two development of that site?
There is already a traffic problem on 7 Bar Loop and development of that site will increase
traffic problems. It is unknown what type of development will be placed on that site.
i) TW – This Developer is separate to the northern tract. MX-M Zoning allows for many
permissive uses of the northern tract. Depending upon the use, the development of that
site may require a traffic study. The neighborhood will be notified when that site is
developed as required by the IDO notification procedures. TW will take the traffic impact
study question to the apartment developer (See Action Item).

6)

Construction, Vibration, Utilities and Noise.
3
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a) Neighbors asked several questions. Why wasn’t a Southwest style used for these apartments?
What is the anticipated construction duration? Will there be vibration and noise problems
associated with the construction? Will there be utility problems due to construction? Will
there be noise problems with the apartment complex?
i) TW – The anticipated construction duration is 12-16 months. The dirt work contractor
will monitor vibrations. The construction site is 135 feet from the neighborhood. We are
in contact with the Water Department and will contact PNM and NMGC regarding
utilities. We don’t anticipate blasting. The contractor will determine the foundations. We
will use standard techniques for determining vibration and settling. We will write the
specification and these standard techniques will be included in the specification (See
Action Item.)
ii) TW – The Developer, Contractor and Apartment Complex will abide by the CABQ Noise
Ordinance requirements.
7)

Apartment Maintenance, Management and Pest Control.
a) Neighbors requested that apartment maintenance and repairs not be conducted on weekends
and that they be conducted at a reasonable hour. They asked that gas blowers not be used.
They asked about pest control.
i) TW – Will take these concerns to the Owner (See Action Item). Noise ordinance day and
time requirements will be met. TW recommends this project and believes they will do
their best to comply with these requests.

8)

Drainage.
a) Neighbors asked about the drainage plan.1
i) TW – We do have a drainage plan and it will be shared with all. The grading plan will
show where the runoff area is located and will be provided. Site drainage will enter into
the AMAFCA Black Arroyo Channel to the south of the property. . The drainage plan will
be distributed at time of application to DRB to attendees of the meeting (See Action Item).

9)

Arroyo Access.
a) Neighbors asked about apartment arroyo walking access.
i) TW – There will be pedestrian gates so residents can access the arroyo paths.

10)

Apartment Need.

1

In the May 21, 2020 Meeting, TW explained the property drainage plan as
follows: “The property design allows for water remediation prior to entering the
arroyo or the Rio Grande (RG) per the City of Albuquerque Drainage Ordinance and
based upon the EPA Clean Water Act. This allows for the collection of trash, oil,
and sediment before the water runoff enters the RG. The first flush pond holds
the first portion and the excess runoff goes into the arroyo (See May 26, 2020
Report).”

4
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a) Neighbors asked whether there is a need for these apartments. There are 1,400 homes
available to buy rather than the usual amount of 4,000-6,000 homes. Because of Covid-19
people want to buy instead of renting.
i) TW – There is currently a 30 day wait to get into rental housing. There is a need for
additional rental housing.
11)

Wildlife plan.
a) Neighbors asked about the wildlife plan.
i) TW – Will look at wildlife issues for this development (See Action Item).

Next Steps and Action Plan:




TW will complete action items.
Application will be submitted June 26, 2020.
DRB hearing will be held July 22, 2020.

Action Items:










TW will take concerns regarding the buffer area to the Developer and will ask that the trash
bin locations be changed, so they are not adjacent to the neighborhood.
TW will review and report on traffic studies done within the past three years regarding the
clear-sight triangle on Golf Course and Westside Drive intersection.
TW will prepare a trip generation (hours) and trip distribution (network) study regarding Golf
Course and Westside intersection traffic in this location.
TW will ask if a traffic impact study would be performed by Developer.
TW will use standard techniques for determining vibration and settling and will include them
in the specification for grading and drainage of the site.
TW will consult with Owner and report on apartment maintenance, management and pest
control plans.
TW will provide the drainage plan at time of submittal to DRB.
TW will consult with Owner regarding necessity of following CABQ Noise Ordinance
regarding maintenance schedule, vehicles and other pertinent matters.
TW will review Wildlife issues pertaining to this development.

Application Hearing Details:



The Development Review Board hearing will be conducted on July 22, 2020. The agenda will be
posted by Friday afternoon July 17th
Development Review Board meetings, a portion of which are public hearings, are held each
Wednesday beginning at 9 a.m. in the Plaza del Sol Hearing Room at 600 2nd NW. Free 2-hour
parking for Plaza del Sol customers is available on the north side of the building.
The DRB, as with all City boards and commissions, is holding online meetings via Zoom.
“The DRB ‘remote’ public meetings are using the Zoom software. All participants – DRB
members, applicants, and the public – participate from the safety of their homes. You can choose
to participate by video or audio only. Participants can listen to the meeting and may also speak
during the public comment period.

5
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The agenda for the DRB meeting is posted on the City website by Friday afternoon ahead of the
Wednesday meeting. The agenda includes information on accessing the DRB meeting.
Participants can call the number listed on the agenda from their phone to be connected to the
meeting. Participants may also can click on the link on the agenda to participate via computer (a
microphone is required; a camera is optional.) Participants are not required to create a Zoom
account, but may choose to do so.”
The six members of the DRB are City staff representing the Planning Department, Parks and
Recreation Department, Code Enforcement, City Engineer, Traffic Engineer, and Water/Sewer
Utilities Engineer.
The chairperson is the City Planner representative. Each member is authorized to sign plats.
Jolene Wolfley, DRB Chair, Planning Department; Email: jwolfley@cabq.gov
Additional comments may be sent to Planner Maggie Gould <MGould@cabq.gov>
For questions, contact the Development Review Board Administrative Assistant Angela Gomez at
(505) 924-3946.

Meeting Adjourned.
Names & Affiliations of Attendees:
Ron Bohannon
Tierra West
Richard Stevenson
Tierra West
Rick Bennett
Richard Bennett Architects
Gary Hirsch
7 Bar North HOA
Amy Garcia
7 Bar North HOA
Mike Mirabal
7 Bar North HOA
Megan Fitzpatrick
7 Bar North HOA
Bruce Creel
7 Bar North HOA
Fran DiMarco
7 Bar North HOA
Cathy Mirabal
7 Bar North HOA
Cheryl Ruff
7 Bar North HOA
Kathy Vigil
7 Bar North HOA
David Lopez
7 Bar North HOA
Lucille Lopez
7 Bar North HOA
Ken McVey
7 Bar North HOA
JP Murrieta
7 Bar North HOA
Tyra Murrieta
7 Bar North HOA
Nena Perkin
7 Bar North HOA
Lillian Werntz
7 Bar North HOA
Scott & Jae Templeton 7 Bar North HOA
Debbie Chavez
7 Bar North HOA
Dan McCormack
7 Bar North HOA
Erin & Tim Zinsmeyer 7 Bar North HOA
Loretta Huerta
7 Bar North HOA
Gayle M Binkley
7 Bar North HOA
Marsha & John Kearney
7 Bar North HOA
T Scott Hutchinson
7 Bar North HOA, Pres
Sandra Kruzich
7 Bar North HOA
Hilary Butler
Roy Fassel
Lennard Mc???
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 9:12 AM
Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] 10800 Coors Blvd. (Wintergreen Apartments)
Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Jeanne,
Thanks for passing on the residents’ concerns. We held a pre-application NA meeting on Thursday 18th (which was
facilitated), it was the third public meeting we held with the NA regarding the proposed development. The neighbors
had a lot of general traffic concerns and questions which we tried to address and have some action items to follow up
with the NMDOT to find out more on the Westside Blvd. expansion plans. I’ve attached the meeting minutes for
reference.
We intend to submit to DRB by this Friday. The application is to DRB for a site plan – major, and we do not go to EPC.
We followed the IDO notification procedures for the pre-application meeting, and the resident will be notified at time of
making DRB application based on the proximity to the site.
Regards,
Regards,
Richard Stevenson, PE
Tierra West LLC
(505) 858 3100

From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 8:40 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Subject: 10800 Coors Blvd.

Good morning, Richard. There have been a lot of neighborhood contacts regarding this project that just got approved at
EPC. They have mainly been contacting me regarding traffic and streetlighting complaints.
Anyway, I just wanted to give you a heads up.
When will you be turning in your DRB application? One of the complaints was that the neighbors did not feel
adequately notified, and she thought neighbors in her area were not notified. (This is her address below.) I just wanted
to make sure you were aware before sending out DRB notifications.

Marsha Kearney rmeek1978@gmail.com
Marsha Kearney
>> 10927 Carreta Drive NW
>> Albuquerque, NM 87114

1
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JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 7:28 AM
p crump; Ron Bohannan; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com;
1garciagang@gmail.com; mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com;
frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124
@comcast.net; tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com;
avalgman12@gmail.com; scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com;
mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com; huerta.loretta58@gmail.com;
gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com;
miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Gould, Maggie S.; Hummell, Tyson; Wolfenbarger,
Jeanne
RE: [#2020013] Emailing Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx Facilitated
Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx
Wintergreen_TRIPS_X.PDF; Wintergreen_Subarea_Map.pdf; Trip_Dist_Residential.pdf;
Wintergreen_Trip_Dist Map.pdf; Westside Project.pdf

Hello All,
Please find attached the following items relating to the traffic queries for this project:
•
•
•
•
•

Trip Generation Worksheet based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition for Multifamily Housing (MidRise) apartments
Sub-Area Map as a basis of the trip distribution
Trip Distribution Worksheet
Trip Distribution Map
Westside Blvd. widening project timing and financials which is in the current Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) for FFY 2020 and 2021. According to MRCOG TIP Coordinator, this is a high priority project for the
City of Albuquerque and City of Rio Rancho. This project will more than likely be completed over the next few
years considering the amount of construction that is involved. Here is a link to MRCOG website where you can
find the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (which includes project lists), as well as the TIP: https://www.mrcognm.gov/233/Metro-Planning.

Grading and Drainage
• Here is the downloadable link to the drainage plan https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ah_cf8IHlL3ogkDpTWEqdjmDVXFo
Kind Regards,
Richard Stevenson, P.E.
Tierra West LLC
5571 Midway Park Pl., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-858-3100 ext. 232
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential, may be privileged, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s) named above or their
designee. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is
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strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized interception of this message is illegal under the law. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify me by
return message or by telephone and delete the original message from your email system. Thank you.

From: p crump [mailto:phcrumpsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Ron Bohannan; Richard Stevenson; rick@rba81.com; gnh5976@gmail.com; 1garciagang@gmail.com;
mdmiraba@msn.com; meganfitz@live.com; bcreel@msn.com; frandimarco@msn.com; cfmirabal@gmail.com;
ruffkat@yahoo.com; ruffkat@yahoo.com; david.m.lopez@msn.com; garnand_lu@yahoo.com; kmcvey124@comcast.net;
tjmurieta@msn.com; tjmurieta@msn.com; nenaperkin@gmail.com; avalgman12@gmail.com;
scott.templeton@comcast.net; chavezdyx4@yahoo.com; mccormackdj@comcast.net; erin.coffman@yahoo.com;
huerta.loretta58@gmail.com; gayle.binkley@me.com; marshakearney@gmail.com; nauticalhutch@gmail.com;
miladybutler@yahoo.com; rfasel@fed.net
Cc: Jocelyn Torres; Gomez, Angela J.; Maggie Gould; Tyson Hummell ABQ LUF
Subject: [#2020013] Emailing: Facilitated Meeting Wintergreen 6 18 20.docx

Dear All:
Attached please find the Report for the meeting held Thursday evening, June 18th, regarding the
proposed Wintergreen Apartments. Please review it carefully.
If there are errors of either Omission (something important said but left out) or Commission
(something important misquoted), please let us know and we will issue correcting Amendments. You
may send potential corrections to phcrumpsf@gmail.com.
Also, instructions for submitting additional comments to the DRB are included near the end of the
report under Hearing Details.
Also, you may let the City know your impression of the meeting and the facilitator(s) by going to one
of the following evaluations:
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-applicant-survey
or
https://www.cabq.gov/legal/adr/land-use-facilitation/land-use-facilitation-program-participant-survey
Thank you very much for your participation.
Philip Crump and Jocelyn Torres, Facilitators

=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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Gomez, Angela J.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Richard Stevenson <rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com>
Friday, July 24, 2020 8:16 AM
Wolfenbarger, Jeanne
Ron Bohannan
RE: [#2020013] ITE Graph

Ok, we can include the graph, but at some point the applicant has to draw the line… The neighbors are not listening to
our responses to their questions and concerns. Everything they raised at DRB we had already discussed prior in the
public meetings.
Regards,
Richard
From: Wolfenbarger, Jeanne [mailto:jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:11 AM
To: Richard Stevenson
Subject: ITE Graph

Richard, I thought it would be helpful to include the ITE graph for trip generations since there were questions about the
numbers and data for this next meeting.
For Mr. Sandoval, I thought that would be helpful.

JEANNE WOLFENBARGER
manager for transportation
o 505.924-3991
e jwolfenbarger@cabq.gov
cabq.gov/planning
=======================================================
This message has been analyzed by Deep Discovery Email Inspector.
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7/20/2020

Trip Distribution Table
Project
Name
6/27/05
Sub Area Employment Data:
For determination of Trip Distribution for Proposed Residential Development Trips
2015 and 2025 Data Taken from Mid-Region Council of Governments' 2035
Socioeconomic Forecasts by Data Analysis Subzones for the Mid-Region of New Mexico
(GN)
Golf Course Rd. North

Sub Area
I.D.#

% Sub
Area in
Study

1
2
3
4
5*
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
17
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

2012
2040
Employment Employment
2012
6,537
17,489
1,518
3,550
12,899
1,888
8,784
9,396
1,002
3,954
5,772
7,107
31,747
36,255
15,719
55,543
37,312
49,455
25,348
5,536
412
26,765
2,514
1,196
77
15,527
5,361
4,139
1,563
394,365

Trip_Dist_Residential.xlsx - DAZ_Pop

2040
25,963
33,517
2,100
6,305
22,103
3,935
16,098
15,659
1,815
7,907
7,560
9,021
47,896
47,165
25,356
67,295
52,468
58,200
33,772
13,277
10,347
26,990
3,393
1,765
137
25,035
7,954
4,864
2,486
580,383

%
Interpolated
Employment
Employment
Dist. (Mi.)
Employment /
Employment
in Study
/ Distance
for the Year
Distance
2020
12,087
12,087
7.3
1,656
2.32%
22,068
22,068
3.1
7,119
9.96%
1,684
1,684
4.1
411
0.57%
4,337
4,337
11.6
374
0.52%
15,529
15,529
1
15,529
21.72%
2,473
2,473
13.4
185
0.26%
10,874
10,874
5.4
2,014
2.82%
11,185
11,185
8.3
1,348
1.88%
1,234
1,234
20.8
59
0.08%
5,083
5,083
11.7
434
0.61%
6,283
6,283
12.1
519
0.73%
7,654
7,654
3.1
2,469
3.45%
36,361
36,361
4.6
7,905
11.06%
39,372
39,372
7.8
5,048
7.06%
18,472
18,472
5.7
3,241
4.53%
58,901
58,901
10.3
5,719
8.00%
41,642
41,642
7.8
5,339
7.47%
51,954
51,954
9.2
5,647
7.90%
27,755
27,755
11
2,523
3.53%
7,748
7,748
12
646
0.90%
3,251
3,251
15.4
211
0.30%
26,829
26,829
16.2
1,656
2.32%
2,765
2,765
19.1
145
0.20%
1,359
1,359
20.7
66
0.09%
94
94
23
4
0.01%
18,244
18,244
27.3
668
0.93%
6,102
6,102
17.3
353
0.49%
4,346
4,346
30.6
142
0.20%
1,827
1,827
27.5
66
0.09%
447,513
447,513
71,493
100.00%

% Utilizing

100%
90%
40%
40%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%

(GS)
Golf Course Rd. South

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
2.32%
8.96%
0.23%
0.21%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.02%
11.74%

735

1,656
6,407
164
150
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
8,390
11.74%

% Utilizing

0%
0%
0%
0%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
80%
100%
100%
100%
100%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
0%

(WW)
Westside Blvd. West

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
19.55%
0.26%
2.82%
1.88%
0.08%
0.61%
0.73%
2.76%
11.06%
7.06%
4.53%
8.00%
5.97%
6.32%
2.82%
0.72%
0.24%
1.85%
0.16%
0.07%
0.00%
0.75%
0.39%
0.16%
0.00%
78.81%

0
0
0
0
13,976
185
2,014
1,348
59
434
519
1,975
7,905
5,048
3,241
5,719
4,271
4,518
2,019
517
169
1,325
116
53
3
535
282
114
0
56,341
78.81%

% Utilizing

0%
10%
0%
0%
10%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

(WE)
Westside Blvd. East

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
0.00%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
2.17%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
3.17%

0
712
0
0
1,553
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,265
3.17%

% Utilizing

0%
0%
60%
60%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
80%

% Employment /
Employment
Dist. Utilizing
0.00%
0.00%
0.34%
0.31%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.69%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.49%
1.58%
0.71%
0.18%
0.06%
0.46%
0.04%
0.02%
0.00%
0.19%
0.10%
0.04%
0.07%
6.29%

0
0
246
224
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
494
0
0
0
0
1,068
1,129
505
129
42
331
29
13
1
134
71
28
53
4,498
6.29%

Albuquerque Metropolitan Planning Area
CN:

Mid-Region MPO Rec Num:
Category: Capacity Proj

A301050

Fed ID: A301050
RT1 FL5257
RT2

Mid-Region Metropolitan Planning Organization
508.1

Proj Westside Blvd Widening
Fr: Golf Course Rd
Rt 1 BMP

1.331

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)

NMDOT Dist.: 3 County: Bernalillo
Municipality City of Albuquerque
Lead Agency: City of Albuquerque-DMD
Length:

Est. Proj. Cost: $11,988,332
Est. Letting 3/1/2020
TIP Amendment Pending? □

To: NM 528

Rt 2 BMP:

Rt 1 EMP:

2.154

0.823 Miles

Rt 2 EMP:

Project Desc.: Rehab & widen from 2 to 4 lanes, bike lanes, pedestrian enhancements and other improvements per the Westside-McMahon Corridor Study.
Transitions fr. Improv. To exist. Roadway sections include 350' w. of Westside/Golf Course intersection SEE REMARKS SEC.
Project Phases:

■ Environ. Document ■ Prel. Engr. ■ Design □ Right-of-way

■ Construction □ Other

Work Zone Reg. Sig.

Remarks: AM-Apr-20, AM-feb-20, R-19-11, AM-Dec-18, Project will utilize AC project delivery method. R-18-01 on Westside; 250' east of intersection of Westside and NM 528, on Westside, 250' no
of the intersection of Westside and Golf Course;, on Golf Course; 600' south of the intersection of Westide and Golf Course, on Golf Course and ADA ramp improvement on the SE corner

PROGRAMMED FUNDS - Four Year Federal TIP by Funding Category
FUND SOURCE
State Match

2020
$0

Local Match

$1,173,321

STP-U

$5,385,204

03

STP-U

$1,500,000

17

Totals

$8,058,525

Thursday, June 25, 2020

2021

2022

$0

4 Yr. TOTALS
$0

$469,933
$2,757,627

2023

TIP Informational Years

$1,643,254
$8,142,831

03

$1,500,000
$3,227,560

$11,286,085

736

2024

2025

737
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Wintergreen Luxury Apartments (Golf Course Rd. South of Westside Blvd.)

GROSS

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)

Units
208

ENTER

1,130

EXIT

19

P. M.
PEAK
HOUR

USE (ITE CODE)

A. M.
PEAK
HOUR

24 HO
U
TWO- R
WAY
VOLU
ME

Trip Generation Data (ITE Trip Generation Manual - 10th Edition)

ENTER

55

EXIT

56

Dwelling Units

ITE Trip Generation Equations:
Average Vehicle Trip Ends on a Weekday (24 HOUR TWO-WAY VOLUME)
T=
50%

5.44 (X) +
Enter,

-1.75
50% Exit

Average Vehicle Trip Ends on a Weekday, Peak Hour of Adjacent Street Traffic, One Hour Between 7am and 9am (A.M. PEAK HOUR)
T=
0.36 (X) +
0
26% Enter,
74% Exit
Average Vehicle Trip Ends on a Weekday, Peak Hour of Adjacent Street Traffic, One Hour Between 4pm and 6pm (P.M. PEAK HOUR)
T=
0.44 (X) +
0
61% Enter,
39% Exit
Comments:
Four Stories
Based on ITE Trip Generation Manual - 10th Edition

Wintergreen_TRIPS_X.xlsx - LandUse (1)
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Planning Department

Brennon Williams, Interim Planning Director
Development Review Division
600 2nd Street NW – 3rd Floor
Albuquerque, NM 87102

NOTICE OF APPEAL

October 15, 2020
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
The Planning Department received an appeal on October 14, 2020. You will receive
a Notice of Hearing as to when the appeal will be heard by the Land Use Hearing
Officer. If you have any questions regarding the appeal please contact Alfredo
Ernesto Salas, Planning Administrative Assistant at (505) 924-3370.
Please refer to the enclosed excerpt from the City Council Rules of Procedure
for Land Use Hearing Officer Rules of Procedure and Qualifications for any
questions you may have regarding the Land Use Hearing Officer rules of
procedure.
Any questions you might have regarding Land Use Hearing Officer policy or
procedures that are not answered in the enclosed rules can be answered by Crystal
Ortega, Clerk to the Council, (505) 768-3100.
CITY COUNCIL APPEAL NUMBER: AC-20-12
PLANNING DEPARTMENT CASE FILE NUMBER:
PR-2020-004030, SI-2020-00540, VA-2020-00356,

APPLICANT: Mike Mirabal
10951 Carreta Dr. NW
Albuquerque NM, 87114
AGENT:

cc:

Marsha Kearney
10927 Carreta Dr. NW
Albuquerque NM, 87114

Crystal Ortega, City Council, City county bldg. 9th floor
Kevin Morrow/Legal Department, City Hall, 4th FloorZHE file
Mike Mirabal,
Marsha Kearney, rmeek1978@gmail.com
Tierra West LLC, rstevenson@tierrawestllc.com
CALABAC IllAS Group c/o Donald Harville peterstalland@hotmail.com

877

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Agenda
ONLINE ZOOM MEETING

September 30, 2020
Jolene Wolfley………..………..………….….……….……..…………..…. DRB Chair
Jeanne Wolfenbarger ……..…….….…………………….……….. Transportation
Kris Cadena ……………….….……………………………………… Water Authority
Ernest Armijo. ……….…….…….………………………………………………Hydrology
Carl Garcia…..……………………………….………………………Code Enforcement
Cheryl Somerfeldt………………………………………………………..Parks and Rec
Angela Gomez ~ DRB Hearing Monitor

*************************************************************************************************
NOTE: INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES WHO NEED SPECIAL ASSISTANCE TO PARTICIPATE AT THIS MEETING SHOULD CONTACT ANGELA GOMEZ,
PLANNING DEPARTMENT, AT 924-3946. HEARING IMPAIRED USERS MAY CONTACT HER VIA THE NEW MEXICO RELAY NETWORK BY CALLING TOLLFREE:1-800-659-8331.
NOTE: DEFFERRAL OF CASES WILL BE ANNOUCED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE AGENDA.
NOTE: IF THE APPLICANT/AGENT IS NOT PRESENT WHEN THEIR REQUEST IS CALLED, THEN THE REQUEST MAY BE INDEFINITELY DEFERRED ON A NO
SHOW. PER THE DRB RULES OF PROCEDURE, AN INDEFINITE DEFERRAL REQUIRES A RE-APPLICATION AND REPAYMENT OF ALL APPLICATION FEES.
NOTE: CLICK ON THE BLUE HIGHLIGHTED LINK TO ACCESS THE CASE. (Place mouse over hyperlink, right-click, choose “open hyperlink”)

A. Call to Order: 9:00 A.M.
B. Changes and/or Additions to the Agenda
1. Motion to amend the rules to allow a virtual meeting because of the public health emergency.
2. Remote Meeting Information:
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/92918179483 (Place mouse over hyperlink, right-click, choose “open hyperlink”)
Meeting ID: 929 1817 9483
By Phone +1 312 626 6799
Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aok6aIcbD

MAJOR CASES
1.

Project # PR-2019-002651
SD-2020-00159 – EXTENSION OF
PRELIMINARY PLAT

TIERRA WEST, LLC agent for AIRPORT PARKING/KATHLEEN
CHAVES request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a
portion of: PARCEL 2A BLK 4 PARK PLAT OF LTS 1A, 1B, 2B
IN BLK 3, PARCEL S 1A1, 1A2, 1B1 IN BLK 4, PARCELS 2A,
2B, 2C & 2D OF SUNPORT PARK, zoned NR-BP, located at
1501 AIRCRAFT AVE SE between UNIVERSITY and I-25,
containing approximately 48.6651 acre(s). (M-15)
PROPERTY OWNERS: AIRPORT PARKING/KATHLEEN CHAVES
REQUEST: EXTENSION OF PRELIMINARY PLAT

1
DRB 9/30/20
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2.

Project #PR-2019-002277
(1002962)
SI-2019-00246 – SITE PLAN

RESPEC agent(s) for RAINBOW PASEO, LLC request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of TRACT A
PLAT OF TRACTS A, B AND C CANTATA AT THE TRAILS UNIT
2 (BEING A REPLAT OF TRACT OS-4 THE TRAILS UNIT 2 &
TRACT A TAOS AT THE TRAILS UNIT 2), zoned R-ML, located
on OAKRIDGE ST NW between OAKRIDGE ST NW and TREE
LINE AVE NW, containing approximately 3.26 acre(s). (C-9)
[Deferred from 8/15/19, 10/9/19, 12/4/19, 2/5/20, 3/4/20, 4/15/20, 6/3/20,
8/5/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: RV LOOP LLC
REQUEST: 52 UNIT TOWNHOME DEVELOPMENT
TH

** AGENT HAS REQUESTED DEFERRAL TO OCTOBER 7 .

3.

Project # PR-2020-004030
(1002566, 1004501, 1004503)

SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

TIERRA WEST, LLC agent(s) for CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O
DONALD HARVILLE request(s) the aforementioned action(s)
for all or a portion of: A-12 & A-13, zoned MX-M, located at
GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD NW,
BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD containing
approximately 8.77 acre(s). (A-12,13)[Deferred from 7/22/20,
8/5/20, 8/26/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE
REQUEST: SITE PLAN FOR APARTMENT WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS

4.

PR-2019-003169
SD-2020-00115 – PRELIMINARY PLAT
VA-2020-00192 – TEMPORARY DEFERRAL
OF SIDEWALK
(Sketch Plat 12/18/19)

RON HENSLEY/THE GROUP agent(s) for CLEARBOOK
INVESTMENTS INC. request(s) the aforementioned
action(s) for all or a portion of: 01 UNIT 3 ATRISCO GRANT
EXC NW'LY POR TO R/W, zoned MX-M, located at SAGE RD
between COORS and 75TH ST, containing approximately
9.56 acre(s). (L-10)[Deferred from 7/22/20, 8/5/20, 9/2/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: CLEARBOOK INVESTMENTS INC, HENRY SCOTT
TRUSTEE HENRY RVT
REQUEST: SUBDIVISION OF TRACT INTO 62 LOTS AND 2 TRACTS AND
SIDEWALK DEFERRAL

MINOR CASES

2
DRB 9/30/20
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5.

Project # PR-2020-004465
SD-2020-00163 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT

ALDRICH LAND SURVEYING agent(s) for JEANETTE L.
MONAHAN, TRUSTEE – MONAHAN FAMILY TRUST
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: LOTS 15 & 16 BLOCK 14, RAYNOLDS ADDITION, zoned
R-ML, located at 1105 SILVER AVE SW between 11th ST SW
and 12TH ST SW, containing approximately 0.1616 acre(s).
(K-13)
PROPERTY OWNERS: MONAHAN FAMILY TRUST
REQUEST: LOT LINE ELIMINATION

6.

PR-2020-003455
SI-2020-00824 – FINAL SITE PLAN
SIGN-OFF

CONSENSUS PLANNING agent(s) for DYNAMIC INVESTORS
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: B-3-A, KOA, UNIT 2, zoned PD, located at 540 PAISANO
STREET NE between JUAN TABO BLVD and I-40, containing
approximately 5.04 acre(s). (K-22) [Deferred from 9/2/20, 9/16/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: DYNAMIC INVESTORS INC
REQUEST: FINAL SIGN-OFF OF EPC APPROVED SITE PLAN

7.

Project # PR-2019-002928
VA-2020-00107 – STREET WIDTH
VARIANCE
SD-2020-00074 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
SD-2020-00072 – VACATION OF PUBLIC
EASEMENT
SD-2020-00075 – VACATION OF PUBLIC
EASEMENT
(Sketch Plat 10/9/19)

8.

PR-2020-003626
SD-2020-00130 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
(Sketch Plat 4/22/20)

COMMUNITY SCIENCES CORPORATION agent(s) for JOHN
R. DeBASSIGE FOR RIGHT ANGLE HOMES BY DeBASSIGE
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: LOTS 43 THRU 47, BLOCK 4 UNIT 4, PARADISE HEIGHTS,
zoned R-1A, located on BROOKLINE DR. NW between
ARDMORE AVE NW and ENDEAVOR RD NW, containing
approximately 1.1320 acre(s). (A-10)[Deferred from 4/29/20,
5/13/20, 6/24/20, 8/26/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: JOHN DeBASSIGE FOR RIGHT ANGLE HOMES BY
DeBASSIGE
REQUEST: DIVIDE 5 EXISTING LOTS INTO 10 NEW LOTS, VACATE
EXISTING EASEMENTS

ARCH + PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS agent(s) for JULIAN
& SUSANA CULL request(s) the aforementioned action(s)
for all or a portion of: 7A & 7B, VAN CLEAVE ACRES zoned
R-A, located at 1540 VAN CLEAVE NW between SAN
ISIDRO ST and GRIEGOS LATERAL, containing
approximately 0.8233 acre(s). (G-13) [Deferred from 7/15/20,
7/29/20, 8/12/20, 9/2/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: JULIAN & SUSANA CULL
REQUEST: LOT LINE ADJUSTMENT BETWEEN 2 EXISTING LOTS

3
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9.

PR-2019-002905
SD-2020-00132 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
(Sketch Plat 1/15/20)

ARCH + PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS agent(s) for
SUNPORT PARK HOSPITALITY LLC
request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: 2-A-2,
SUNPORT PARK, zoned NR-BP, located at WOODWARD RD
between UNIVERSITY BLVD and TRANSPORT ST, containing
approximately 2.0473 acre(s). (M-15) [Deferred from 7/15/20,
7/29/20, 8/19/20, 9/16/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: SUNPORT PARK HOSPITALITY LLC
REQUEST: CREATE 2 LOTS FROM 1 EXISTING LOT, GRANT ADDITIONAL
RECIPROCAL CROSS ACCESS, DRAINAGE EASEMENT

10. Project # PR-2019-002607
SD-2020-00026 - PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
SD-2020-00107 – VACATION OF PRIVATE
EASEMENT
(Sketch Plat 7/17/19)

ARCH+ PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS agent(s) for JOHN
O. PEARSON request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all
or a portion of: LOT 8-B PLAT OF LOTS 8-A & 8-B UNIT 1
ALVARADO GARDENS CONT 0.8967 AC, zoned R-A, located
on RIO GRANDE BLVD between ARTESANOS CT and
CAMPBELL RD, containing approximately 0.8967 acre(s).
(G-13) [Deferred from 1/29/20, 2/26/20, 4/8/20, 5/20/20, 7/8/20, 7/29/20,
8/26/20, 9/16/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: JOHN D PEARSON
REQUEST: CREATE 2 LOTS FROM 1 EXISTING LOT

11. Project # PR-2020-004180
VA-2020-00289 – BULK LAND VARIANCE
SD-2020-00151 - PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
(Sketch Plat 8/5/20)

BOHANNAN HUSTON/MICHAEL BALASKOVITS agent for
MESA DEL SOL INVESTMENTS, LLC request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: A-1-A-1,
MESA DEL SOL INNOVATION PARK, zoned PC, located
SOUTH OF BOBBY FOSTER ROAD, EAST OF I-25, NORTH OF
TRACT 3 BULK LAND PLAT of MESA DEL SOL TRACTS 1-15
and WEST OF STATE LAND OFFICE LA SEMILLA PRESERVE,
containing approximately 1673.9117 acre(s). (R14-R17,
S14-S17, T15-T17) [Deferred from 9/23/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: MDS IVESTMENTS
REQUEST: CREATE NEW 75 ACRE TRACT FROM EXISTING 1673 ACRE
TRACT

SKETCH PLAT

4
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12. Project # PR-2020-004451
PS-2020-00085 -SKETCH PLAT

CSI – CARTESIAN SURVEYS, INC. agent(s) for LA-Z-BOY
FURNITURE GALLERIES request(s) the aforementioned
action(s) for all or a portion of: LOTS 7 THRU 10, BLOCK 22,
THOMAS ADDITION, zoned MX-M, located at
MONTGOMERY BLVD NE between MOON ST NE and
HILTON PL NE, containing approximately 0.5277 acre(s).
(G-20)
PROPERTY OWNERS: ENDORPHINS GROUP LLC
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT

13. Project # PR-2020-004452
PS-2020-00086 -SKETCH PLAT

JASON COCHRAN agent(s) for MERRILY ROCCO request(s)
the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: LOT 22
& 23, BLOCK 2 UNIT 1, CASA GRANDE ESTATES, zoned
R-1C, located at 3100 PALO ALTO between CANDELARIA
and COMANCHE, containing approximately 0.4967 acre(s).
(G-23)
PROPERTY OWNERS: BRUCE PAUL CHARLES & MERRILY ROCCO & SUE
GOTTSCHALK TRUSTEE
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT

14. Project # PR-2020-004457
PS-2020-00087 -SKETCH PLAT

RIO GRANDE ENGINEERING agent(s) for JENNIFER SOULE
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: LOT 22, VOLCANO CLIFFS UNIT 6, zoned RA, located at
QUIVIRA DR between VISTA VIEJA AVE and RETABLO RD,
containing approximately 6.0 acre(s). (D-09)
PROPERTY OWNERS: BARBARA A MUELLER
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT

15. Project # PR-2020-004443
PS-2020-00083 -SKETCH PLAT

MARK BURAK, PE agent(s) for SHARIF RABADI request(s)
the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: LOT 20,
21A, 22A, 22B, 23A, 23B, 24A, 24B, 25B, 26B, 27B, 28B,
29B, UNIT 1, PARADISE HILLS INVESTMENT PROPERTIES,
zoned MX-T, located at LYON/GLUCKMAN/LILIENTHAL
between UNSER BLVD and PARADISE, containing
approximately 6.76 acre(s). (B-11)
PROPERTY OWNERS: SHARIF & SAMIA RABADI
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT

16. Other Matters:
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17. ACTION SHEET MINUTES: September 23,
2020
ADJOURN

6
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Agenda
ONLINE ZOOM MEETING

August 5, 2020
Jolene Wolfley………..………..………….….……….……..…………..…. DRB Chair
Jeanne Wolfenbarger ……..…….….…………………….……….. Transportation
Kris Cadena ……………….….……………………………………… Water Authority
Ernest Armijo. ……….…….…….………………………………………………Hydrology
Carl Garcia…..……………………………….………………………Code Enforcement
Cheryl Somerfeldt………………………………………………………..Parks and Rec
Angela Gomez ~ DRB Hearing Monitor

*************************************************************************************************
NOTE: INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES WHO NEED SPECIAL ASSISTANCE TO PARTICIPATE AT THIS MEETING SHOULD CONTACT ANGELA GOMEZ,
PLANNING DEPARTMENT, AT 924-3946. HEARING IMPAIRED USERS MAY CONTACT HER VIA THE NEW MEXICO RELAY NETWORK BY CALLING TOLLFREE:1-800-659-8331.
NOTE: DEFFERRAL OF CASES WILL BE ANNOUCED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE AGENDA.
NOTE: IF THE APPLICANT/AGENT IS NOT PRESENT WHEN THEIR REQUEST IS CALLED, THEN THE REQUEST MAY BE INDEFINITELY DEFERRED ON A NO
SHOW. PER THE DRB RULES OF PROCEDURE, AN INDEFINITE DEFERRAL REQUIRES A RE-APPLICATION AND REPAYMENT OF ALL APPLICATION FEES.
NOTE: MINOR CASES WILL NOT BE HEARD BEFORE 11:00 AM.

A. Call to Order: 9:00 A.M.
B. Changes and/or Additions to the Agenda
1. Motion to amend the rules to allow a virtual meeting because of the public health emergency.
2. Remote Meeting Information:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/93846895555
Meeting ID: 938 4689 5555
By phone +1 312 626 6799 or find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aLqNrIrNh

MAJOR CASES
1.

Project #PR-2019-002277
(1002962)
SI-2019-00246 – SITE PLAN

RESPEC agent(s) for RAINBOW PASEO, LLC request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of TRACT A
PLAT OF TRACTS A, B AND C CANTATA AT THE TRAILS UNIT
2 (BEING A REPLAT OF TRACT OS-4 THE TRAILS UNIT 2 &
TRACT A TAOS AT THE TRAILS UNIT 2), zoned R-ML, located
on OAKRIDGE ST NW between OAKRIDGE ST NW and TREE
LINE AVE NW, containing approximately 3.26 acre(s). (C-9)
[Deferred from 8/15/19, 10/9/19, 12/4/19, 2/5/20, 3/4/20, 4/15/20, 6/3/20]

DEFERRED to the meeting of September 30, 2020
PROPERTY OWNERS: RV LOOP LLC
REQUEST: 52 UNIT TOWNHOME DEVELOPMENT

1
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2.

PR-2019-003169
SD-2020-00115 – PRELIMINARY PLAT
VA-2020-00192 – TEMPORARY DEFERRAL
OF SIDEWALK
(Sketch Plat 12/18/19)

RON HENSLEY/THE GROUP agent(s) for CLEARBOOK
INVESTMENTS INC. request(s) the aforementioned
action(s) for all or a portion of: 01 UNIT 3 ATRISCO GRANT
EXC NW'LY POR TO R/W, zoned MX-M, located at SAGE RD
between COORS and 75TH ST, containing approximately
9.56 acre(s). (L-10)[Deferred from 7/22/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: CLEARBOOK INVESTMENTS INC, HENRY SCOTT
TRUSTEE HENRY RVT
REQUEST: SUBDIVISION OF TRACT INTO 62 LOTS AND 2 TRACTS AND
SIDEWALK DEFERRAL

3.

PR-2020-004030
(1002566, 1004501, 1004503)

SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

TIERRA WEST, LLC agent(s) for CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O
DONALD HARVILLE request(s) the aforementioned action(s)
for all or a portion of: A-12 & A-13, zoned MX-M, located at
GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD NW,
BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD containing
approximately 8.77 acre(s). (A-12,13)[Deferred from 7/22/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE
REQUEST: SITE PLAN FOR APARTMENT WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS

MINOR CASES - MINOR CASES WILL NOT BE HEARD BEFORE 11:00 AM
4.

Project # PR_2018-001374
SD-2020-00118 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT

ARCH + PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS agent(s) for NM
RESIDENTIAL FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: 214-A-X,
215-B AND LOT 1 BLOCK 21, TORREON SUBDIVISION,
zoned R-1A, located at 401, 407, 411 ANDERSON AVE SE
between JOHN ST and BROADWAY BLVD, containing
approximately 0.38 acre(s). (L-14) [Deferred from 7/8/20,7/22/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: NM RESIDENTIAL FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
REQUEST: LOT REALIGNMENT

5.

Project # PR-2020-003239
SD-2020-00114 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
(Sketch Plat 1/15/20)

ARCH + PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS agent(s) for
SUNSET VILLA LLC request(s) the aforementioned action(s)
for all or a portion of: 16-A,23-A, 45-A, 49-A, 59-A, SUNSET
VILLA, zoned PD, located at 600 GARDEN PATCH LN SW,
1620 and 1701 GARDEN WAY, 508 TWILIGHT VISTA LN SW,
506 TYRACK LN SW between SUNSET GARDENS RD and
HOOPER RD, containing approximately 4.6535 acre(s). (K12) [Deferred from 7/8/20, 7/29/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: SUNSET VILLA LLC, JOE HAHN
REQUEST: CREATE 12 LOTS FROM 5 EXISTING LOTS

2
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6.

Project # PR-2019-002332
SD-2020-00085 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
VA-2020-00224 – DPM WAIVER
(Sketch Plat 1/15/20)

ARCH + PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS & RIO GRANDE
ENGINEERING agent(s) for JODY MASTERS request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: MAP 38
300-A1, LANDS OF MASTER, BORIN AND MEMMER zoned
R-A, located at 2737 CARSON RD NW between MONTOYA
ST NW and RIO GRANDE BLVD NW, containing
approximately 0.92acre(s). (H-12) {Deferred from 6/10/20, 6/24/20,
7/8/20, 7/15/20,7/22/2, 7/29/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: JODY MASTERS
REQUEST: CREATE 2 LOTS FROM ONE EXISTING LOT

7.

Project # PR-2019-002268
SD-2020-00110 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
(Sketch Plat 12/18/19)

COMMUNITY SCIENCES CORPORATION agent(s) for OUR
LAND LLC request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or
a portion of: LOT A-4, LANDS OF MICHAEL J. SNOW AND
ELIZABETH T. SNOW, zoned R-A, located at 2945 TRELLIS
DR. NW between DECKER RD NW and CAMPBELL RD NW,
containing approximately 0.8301 acre(s). (G-12) [Deferred from
7/8/20, 7/22/20, 7/29/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: OUR LAND LLC
REQUEST: DIVIDE ONE EXISTING LOT INTO 3 NEW LOTS, GRANT
EASEMENTS

8.

Project # PR-2020-003222
SD-2020-00116 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
(Sketch Plat 1/8/20)

CSI – CARTESIAN SURVEY’S INC. agent(s) for MALL AT
COTTONWOOD II LLC C/O WASHINGTON PRIME GROUP LP
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: TRACT B-4-A, 2ND REVISION COTTONWOOD MALL,
zoned MX-M, located at 10000 COORS BYPASS NW
between 7 BAR LOOP and COORS BLVD NWP, containing
approximately 11.6624 acre(s). (B-13) [Deferred from 7/8/20,
7/22/20, 7/29/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: MALL AT COTTONWOOD II LLC C/O WASHINGTON
PRIME GROUP LP
REQUEST: SUBDIVIDE ONE EXISTING TRACT INTO 2 NEW TRACTS

SKETCH PLAT
9.

Project # PR-2020-004157
PS-2020-0065 -SKETCH PLAT

TIM NISLY request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all
or a portion of: Public Right of Way , located south of
FREEMAN between 5th ST and 6TH ST, containing
approximately 1,275 square feet. (G-14)
PROPERTY OWNERS: City of Albuquerque
REQUEST: TO VACATE A 74.1’ OF AN EASEMENT

3
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10. Project # PR-2020-004174
PS-2020-00067- SKETCH PLAT

FIERRO & COMPANY agent(s) for ARCHDIOCESE OF SANTA
FE REAL ESTATE CORP. request(s) the aforementioned
action(s) for all or a portion of: TRACTS 1 & 2, OUR LADY
OF GUADALUPE, zoned RA-2, located at 1860 GRIEGOS RD
between RIO GRANDE BLVD NW and SAN ISIDRO ST NW,
containing approximately 18.60 acre(s). (F-13)
PROPERTY OWNERS: OUR LADY OF GUADALUPE CATHOLIC CHURCH
REQUEST: REPLAT 12 EXISTING TRACTS INTO TWO NEW TRACTS

11. Project # PR-2020-004171
PS-2020-00066 -SKETCH PLAT

FIERRO & COMPANY agent(s) for WILLIAM E. GALBRETH
LAND DEVELOPMENT CO. LLC request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: N-7-A-1,
TANOAN PROPERTIES zoned PD located at 12300 SAN
ANTONIO DR. between LOWELL DR NE and TENNYSON ST
NE, containing approximately 6.6 acre(s). (E-22)
PROPERTY OWNERS: WILLIAM E. GALBRETH LAND DEVELOPMENT CO.
LLC
REQUEST: SUBDIVIDE ONE TRACT INTO 5 LOTS

12. Project # PR-2020-004180
PS-2020-00069 -SKETCH PLAT

BOHANNAN HUSTON, MICHAEL BALASKOVITS request(s)
the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: A-1-A1, MESA DEL SOL INNOVATION PARK, zoned R-1C, located
on HAWKING BLVD between UNIVERSITY BLVD and
BOBBY FOSTER BLVD, containing approximately 1673.9117
acre(s). (R-16, S-16)
PROPERTY OWNERS: CORAZON DEL MESA 4 LLC
REQUEST: SUBDIVIDE ONE TRACT INTO 5 LOTS

13. Project # PR-2020-004142
PS-2020-00064 - SKETCH PLAT

JACK C. SKINNER request(s) the aforementioned action(s)
for all or a portion of: LOTS 13, 14, 15 BLOCK B, BACA AND
ARMIJO ADDITION zoned R-ML, located at 3RD ST between
CROMWELL and PACIFIC containing approximately 0.0671
acre(s). (K-14){Deferred from 8/5/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: SKINNER JAKE TRUSTEE SKINNER LIVING TRUST
REQUEST: INSTALLATION OF SINGLE FAMILY MODULAR HOME

OTHER MATTERS:

4
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Scheduling change for Board consideration for the following case:
14. PR-2020-004049
SD-2020-00121-PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT

ALDRICH LAND SURVEYING agent(s) for WESTERN TRAIL
TENANCY IN COMMON, GRAYLAND CORPORATION
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: TRACTS A-2, LAVA TRAILS, zoned MX-L, located at
WESTERN TRAIL between SOUTHEAST CORNER OF UNSER
and WESTERN TRAIL, containing approximately 5.0236
acre(s). (F-10) [Deferred from 7/15/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: GRAYLAND CORP & J2C LLC & LEE RVT &MESCALL
THOMAS J & SPRING FRANK L & ETAL
REQUEST: CREATE 2 NEW TRACTS FROM 1 EXISTING TRACTS AND
RELOCATE TEMPORARY DRAINAGE EASEMENT

15. ACTION SHEET MINUTES: July 29, 2020
ADJOURN

5
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DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD
Agenda
ONLINE ZOOM MEETING

July 22, 2020
Jolene Wolfley………..………..………….….……….……..…………..…. DRB Chair
Jeanne Wolfenbarger ……..…….….…………………….……….. Transportation
Kris Cadena ……………….….……………………………………… Water Authority
Ernest Armijo. ……….…….…….………………………………………………Hydrology
Carl Garcia…..……………………………….………………………Code Enforcement
Cheryl Somerfeldt………………………………………………………..Parks and Rec
Angela Gomez ~ DRB Hearing Monitor

*************************************************************************************************
NOTE: INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES WHO NEED SPECIAL ASSISTANCE TO PARTICIPATE AT THIS MEETING SHOULD CONTACT ANGELA GOMEZ,
PLANNING DEPARTMENT, AT 924-3946. HEARING IMPAIRED USERS MAY CONTACT HER VIA THE NEW MEXICO RELAY NETWORK BY CALLING TOLLFREE:1-800-659-8331.
NOTE: DEFFERRAL OF CASES WILL BE ANNOUCED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE AGENDA.
NOTE: IF THE APPLICANT/AGENT IS NOT PRESENT WHEN THEIR REQUEST IS CALLED, THEN THE REQUEST MAY BE INDEFINITELY DEFERRED ON A NO
SHOW. PER THE DRB RULES OF PROCEDURE, AN INDEFINITE DEFERRAL REQUIRES A RE-APPLICATION AND REPAYMENT OF ALL APPLICATION FEES.

A. Call to Order: 9:00 A.M.
B. Changes and/or Additions to the Agenda
1. Motion to amend the rules to allow a virtual meeting because of the public health emergency.
2. Remote Meeting Information:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/94350930077
Meeting ID: 943 5093 0077
By phone 1-312-626-6799 or Find your local number: https://cabq.zoom.us/u/aqJL1OTkb

MAJOR CASES
1.

Project # 3169
SD-2020-00115 – PRELIMINARY PLAT
VA-2020-00192 – TEMPORARY DEFERRAL
OF SIDEWALK
(Sketch Plat 12/18/19)

RON HENSLEY/THE GROUP agent(s) for CLEARBOOK
INVESTMENTS INC. request(s) the aforementioned
action(s) for all or a portion of: 01 UNIT 3 ATRISCO GRANT
EXC NW'LY POR TO R/W, zoned MX-M, located at SAGE RD
between COORS and 75TH ST, containing approximately
9.56 acre(s). (L-10)
PROPERTY OWNERS: CLEARBOOK INVESTMENTS INC, HENRY SCOTT
TRUSTEE HENRY RVT
REQUEST: SUBDIVISION OF TRACT INTO 62 LOTS AND 2 TRACTS AND
SIDEWALK DEFERRAL
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2.

Project # 4030
(1002566, 1004501, 1004503)

SI-2020-00540 - SITE PLAN

TIERRA WEST, LLC agent(s) for CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O
DONALD HARVILLE request(s) the aforementioned action(s)
for all or a portion of: A-12 & A-13, zoned MX-M, located at
GOLF COURSE RD NW between GOLF COURSE RD NW,
BLACK ARROYO and WESTSIDE BLVD containing
approximately 8.77 acre(s). (A-12,13)
PROPERTY OWNERS: CALABACILLAS GROUP C/O DONALD HARVILLE
REQUEST: SITE PLAN FOR APARTMENT WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS

3.

Project # PR-2019-002571
SD-2020-00097 – VACATION OF PUBLIC
EASEMENT
SD-2020-00098 – VACATION OF PUBLIC
EASEMENT
(Sketch Plat 7/10/19)

DENNIS LORENZ agent(s) for PHILLIP PICKARD – DCLP
TRUST request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a
portion of: NORTHWEST CORNER, NEW MEXICO STATE
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, TRACT A UNIT A, NORTH
ALBUQUERQUE ACRES, zoned NR-LM, located at 7550 PAN
AMERICAN between SAN FRANCISCO NE and DEL REY AVE
NE, containing approximately 0.14 acre(s). (D-18)[Deferred
from 6/10/20, 6/24/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: PHILLIP PICKARD
REQUEST: VACATION OF PUBLIC DRAINAGE AND UTILITY EASEMENTS

4.

Project # PR-2020-003887
(1010532)
SI-2020-00367 – SITE PLAN

SCOTT ANDERSON agent(s) for MICHAEL DRESKIN
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: LOT 5, BLOCK 23, BROAD ACRES ADDN, zoned MX-M,
located at 2818 4TH ST NW, containing approximately 1.27
acre(s). (H-14)[Deferred from 7/8/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: MICHAEL DRESKIN
REQUEST: SITE PLAN FOR APARTMENT WITH MORE THAN 50 UNITS

MINOR CASES
5.

Project # PR-2018-001347
SD-2020-00118 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT

ARCH + PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS agent(s) for NM
RESIDENTIAL FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: 214-A-X,
215-B AND LOT 1 BLOCK 21, TORREON SUBDIVISION,
zoned R-1A, located at 401, 407, 411 ANDERSON AVE SE
between JOHN ST and BROADWAY BLVD, containing
approximately 0.38 acre(s). (L-14) [Deferred from 7/8/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: NM RESIDENTIAL FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
REQUEST: LOT REALIGNMENT
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6.

Project # PR-2019-002332
SD-2020-00085 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
VA-2020-00224 – DPM WAIVER
(Sketch Plat 1/15/20)

ARCH + PLAN LAND USE CONSULTANTS & RIO GRANDE
ENGINEERING agent(s) for JODY MASTERS request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: MAP 38
300-A1, LANDS OF MASTER, BORIN AND MEMMER zoned
R-A, located at 2737 CARSON RD NW between MONTOYA
ST NW and RIO GRAND BLVD NW, containing
approximately 0.92acre(s). (H-12) {Deferred from 6/10/20, 6/24/20,
7/8/20, 7/15/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: JODY MASTERS
REQUEST: CREATE 2 LOTS FROM ONE EXISTING LOT

7.

Project # 3133
SD-2020-00135 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
VA-2020-00230 – SIDEWALK WIDTH
VARIANCE
(Sketch Plat 6/3/20)

JAG PLANNING & ZONING – JUANITA GARCIA agent(s) for
SEAN AND YVONNE O’MALLEY request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: LOT 19
BLOCK 4, FITZGERALD ADDITION, zoned R-1D, located at
805 FITZGERALD DR NW between 10TH ST NW and 7th ST
NW, containing approximately 0.3 acre(s). (G-14)
PROPERTY OWNERS: SEAN AND YVONNE O’MALLEY
REQUEST: SUBDIVIDE ONE LOT INTO TWO LOTS, SIDEWALK WIDTH
VARIANCE

8.

Project # PR-2019-002268
SD-2020-0110 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
(Sketch Plat 12/18/19)

COMMUNITY SCIENCES CORPORATION agent(s) for OUR
LAND LLC request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or
a portion of: LOT A-4, LANDS OF MICHAEL J. SNOW AND
ELIZABETH T. SNOW, zoned R-A, located at 2945 TRELLIS
DR. NW between DECKER RD NW and CAMPBELL RD NW,
containing approximately 0.8301 acre(s). (G-12)[Deferred from
7/8/20]

PROPERTY OWNERS: OUR LAND LLC
REQUEST: DIVIDE ONE EXISTING LOT INTO 3 NEW LOTS, GRANT
EASEMENTS
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9.

Project # PR-2020-003222
SD-2020-00116 – PRELIMINARY/FINAL
PLAT
(Sketch Plat 1/8/20)

CSI – CARTESIAN SURVEY’S INC. agent(s) for MALL AT
COTTONWOOD II LLC C/O WASHINGTON PRIME GROUP LP
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: TRACT B-4-A, 2ND REVISION COTTONWOOD MALL,
zoned MX-M, located at 10000 COORS BYPASS NW
between 7 BAR LOOP and COORS BLVD NWP, containing
approximately 11.6624 acre(s). (B-13)[Deferred from 7/8/20]
PROPERTY OWNERS: MALL AT COTTONWOOD II LLC C/O WASHINGTON
PRIME GROUP LP
REQUEST: SUBDIVIDE ONE EXISTING TRACT INTO 2 NEW TRACTS

SKETCH PLAT
10. Project # 4110
PS-2020-00060 - SKETCH PLAT

RIO GRANDE ENGINEERING agent(s) for MARTINEZ
CARLOS TRUSTEE MARTINEZ RV request(s) the
aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion of: LOT 9
BLOCK 2, NORTH ALBUQUERQUE ACRES, zoned R-1D,
located on EAGLE ROCK between BARSTOW NE and
VENTURA BLVD NE, containing approximately 0.87 acre(s).
(C-20)
PROPERTY OWNERS: MARTINEZ CARLOS TRUSTEE MARTINEZ RV
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT

11. Project # 4111
PS-2020-00061 - SKETCH PLAT

RIO GRANDE ENGINEERING agent(s) for GILLANI HANAIFA
request(s) the aforementioned action(s) for all or a portion
of: LOT 10 BLOCK 1, NORTH ALBUQUERQUE ACRES, zoned
PD, located on MODESTO between BARSTOW NE and
VENTURA BLVD NE, containing approximately 0.87 acre(s).
(C-20)
PROPERTY OWNERS: GILLANI HANAIFA
REQUEST: SKETCH PLAT REVIEW AND COMMENT

12. Other Matters:
13. ACTION SHEET MINUTES: July 15, 2020
ADJOURN
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